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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the antidemitic propaganda of the Social
Credit movement in the 1930s and 1940s and its impact on organized Canadian Jewry.
During World W& Two, the Alberta Social Credit govemment and its provincial and
national parties eogaged in the dissemination of anti-Semitic propaganda, which greatly
concemed the Canadian Jewish Congress, the national representative organization for
Canadian Jewry. The Canadian Jewish Congress responded by attempting to confront and

end this propaganda; however, it lacked a public relations philosophy effective and
assertive enough to do so. Eventuaily the Social Credit movement realized the political
liabilities of engaging in anti-Semitic propaganda; yet despite Congress's years of efforts,
it could take littie credit for Social Credit's purge of anti-Semitism. An examination of the
relatiomhip between the Canadian Jewish Congress and the Social Credit movement adds

a new perspective on the history of both organizations, and reveais much about ethnic
organization in Canada and the nation's political culture of intolerance.
The sources for this thesis corne fiom the Canadian Jewish Congress National Archives
in Montreal, the National Archives of Canada in Ottawa, the Provincial Archives of

Manitoba in Winnipeg, the GIenbow Archives-Institute in Calgary, and the Provincial
Archives of Alberta in Edmonton. The Canadian Social Credite- Vers Demain, and other

Canadian newspapers were used extensively. The sources on the Social Credit movement

held at the Canadian Jewish Congress National Archives have not been used before, which
makes this thesis a signifïcant departure from previous works.

Cette étude examine la propagande anti-sémitique du mouvement du CrGdit social
pendant les années !930 et i94G -insi que son impact sur le population juive canadiemie.
Dunint la Deuxième Guerre mondiale, le gouvernement du Credit social en Alberta ainsi

que ses partis provincial et national ont diffisé de la propagande anti-sémitique, ce qui a
vivement inquiété le Congrèsjuif canadien, l'organisation qui reprkente les juifs
canadiens. Malgré ses efforts, le Congrès juif canadien n'a pu répondre efficacement à
cette propagande car il n'avait pas de stratégie efficace de relations publiques pouvant la
neutraliser. Eventuellement le parti du Cl5dit social s'est rendu compte des coûts
politiques de sa propagande anti-sémitique; malgré des années d'efforts de la part du
Congrès juif canadien, on ne peut lui attribuer le mérite de l'épuration de l'antisémitisme

au sein du parti du Crédit social. Un approfondissement de la question des relations entre
le Congrès juif canadien et le mouvement du Crédit sociai éclaire d'un jour nouveau
l'histoire des deux organisations ainsi que l'organisation des groupes ethniques au Canada
et la culture politique d'intolérance dans ce pays.
Les sources d'information de cette thèse sont les archives nationales du Congrès juif
canadien à Montréal, les archives nationales du Canada a Ottawa, les archives provinciales
du Manitoba à Winnipeg, les archives Glenbow à Calgary et les archives provinciales de
l'Alberta à Edmonton. De plus, nous avons fait grand usage de plusieurs journaux
canadiens, dont le Canadian Social Crediter et Vers Demain. Les documents sur le
mouvement du Crédit social aux archives nationales du Congrèsjuif canadien n'ont jamais
été utilisés au préalable ce qui fait de cette thèse un travail innovateur.
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INTRODUCTION

in 1935, Wil!Isrri "9ble Bill" Aberhart and his religious-political crusade swept the
Alberta provincial election, winning fif@six out of a total of sixty-three seats. Nearly two

genmtions later, the Social Credit era came to an end in 1971 with the ascension of Peter
Lougheed and the Conservatives. The Social Credit years form a large part of Alberta

history and greatly influenced the province's political and economic developmentIndeed, Social Credit's thirty-six year d e created a special political culture in Alberta,
based on individualism, fke enterprise, relative abundance, and a cornmitment to "good

govemment." While William Aberhart lifted the hopes of desperate Albertans during the
Great Depression, ~ErnestManning, Aberhart's successor after 1943, helpd established

the province on a fim footing based on conservative politics and successfid venture
capitalism. In retrospect, the Manning years are viewed as the haicyon days of Alberta,
when the oil flowed and postwar prosperity made Alberta the richest province in Canada
Albertans took (and take) great pnde in their province's transformation fiom a "have-not"
province to a seemingly powemil force on the Canadian economic and political scene. In

many ways, the Social Credit regime, in keeping with the province's tradition of thirdparty prairie protest, helped build Alberta into the economically independent and
politicdy rambunctious province that it is today.
There is a part of Social Credit history, however, which is less admirable. It is the
continuous thread of anti-Sernitism woven into Social CR& philosophy, which
manifesteci itseif in the form of government and party propaganda during World War Two

and in the early postwar perîod. Social Credit philosophy was based on the economic and

political theones of Major C.H. Douglas, a Scottish elecûical engineer and founder of the
Social Credit movement in England. Douglas embraced a conspiratonal philosophy

which blarned the "international Jewish financier" f ~the
r world's economic and political
ills. At times, Douglas named specific Jews as pan of the conspiracy, but for the tnost
part his antidemitism was ideological rather than personal.
When the Alberta Social Credit movement was fonned in the early 1930s under
William Aberhart, it absorbed Douglas's theones about the bbJewishworld plot" and
conveyed those theories through its propaganda. The nature of this propaganda was also
highly ideological, and was never translated into party policy or a system of
discrimination. Consequentiy, it can be said that the Social Credit movement in Alberta
did not possess an organized, anti-Sernitic programme. It was anti8emitic in that it
insisted that "the international Jewish financier" had too much wealth and power, but it
never suggested that any specific Jew be stripped of that power.'

This absence of a policy of ad-Semitism has led several scholars to assume that the
Social Credit movement was not anti-semitic. In many ways, this is not rnisguided.

Social Credit propaganda vilified Jews but did not translate these attitudes into action.
Thus, its anti-Semitism, if it can be defined as such, was attitudinal and confhed to an
abstract level. As Henry Feingold notes, "attitudes do not leave a tell-tale f i n g e r p ~on
t

the historical canvas. That occurs oniy when attitudes are transmuted into concrete
actions ... Attitudes and incidents have entirely different histoncal valences. Grouping
them together poses the danger of creating a new historical datum where there may be
Liale evidence of it? Kenneth Minogue similarly cautions that '%ve must distinguish
carefblly between the rhetoric used by members of a rnovement - which may be randody

plagiarized fiom ahywhere according to the needs of the moment, and the ideology which
expresses the deeper currents of the rno~ement."~
Yet the anti-Semitic aîîitudes, rhetonc, and propaganda of the Soiid Credit movemer,:

are of themseives significant, suice they were the manifestations of the movement's
philosophy. indeed, rhetonc is no less a legitirnate subject of study than actions,
especially given the rhetorical nature of Social Credit's anti-Semitism. Richard
Hofstadter's comments about nineteenth-cenhiry American populism are valuable in this
respect: "[ilt would be easy to misstate the character of Populist anti-Semitism or to
exaggerate its intensity. For Populist anti-Semitism was enthely verbal. It was a mode of
expression, a rhetorical style, not a tactic or a prognun ... It is one thing, however, to say
that this prejudice did not go beyond a certain symbolic usage, quite another to say that a
people's choice of symbols is of no significance.'* It is worthwhile, then, to examine
Social Credit's rhetonc and propaganda in order to understand its underlying philosophy
of anti-Semitism.

Obviously, Social Credit's "choice of symbols" was a result of its antidemitic
philosophy, but any understanding of this philosophy requires an examination of the
broader conceptual Iiamework of anti-Semitism. Lf anti-Semitism is interpreted as a
religious constnict; that is, as anti-Judaic prejudice, Social Credit philosophy was
cntainly anti-Semitic. Social Credit philosophy was based on early Christian antiSemitism, harkening back to the ancient world when the Christian religion, emanating
fiom Judaism itself, gahed ascendancy and denigrated the faith fiom which it ~ p r a n ~ . ~

The Jewish religion was deemed infirior and nibhuman - Jews were initially the "Chosen
People," but had tllmed âheir backs on the Messiah and become ~hrîst-killers?

Persecution of the Jews, from the second centuy throughout the Middle Ages, was
justified solely on religious grounds since Jews were considered "children of the Devil,
agents employed by Satan for the express purpose of combating Christianity and hamiing
~hristians."' Social Credit philosophy embraced a similar kind of medieval conception of
good and evil, with its strong Christian emphasis definhg the spiritual world in
Manichean ternis. When Social Credit propaganda condemned the "international Jewish
f m c i e r " for the world's ills, it also condemned him for his religion, which was deemed
not merely antiChristian, but demonic and Satanic.
Scholars of the Social Credit movement have noted the religious basis of its antiSemitim. David Ellion and Iris Miller, in Bible Bill: A Biogruphy of William A b e r h ~ ,
connect William Aberhart's religious theology and his political ideology. They show how

his eschatology about Armageddon and the Antichrist combined with C.H. Douglas's
conspiratonal views to create a mentality susceptible to anti-Semitism, and conclude that
"there was a strange connection between Aberhart's theology and his political ideology;

both were dorninated by conspiracy theones. The devil and the fascist machinations of
the Antichnst played inordinately important roles in Aberhart's theology. It was not too

difficult for hirn to move fiom these fantasies to fantasies about the 'international Jewish
conspiracy' as taught by Major ~ o u ~ l a s . " ~
Alan Davies also discusses the connection between Social Credit's Christian emphasis
and its prevaîhg anti-Semitism. He explains how Social Credit's tendency to identitj.
itself with Christian values and Christian civilkation was congruent with "a homogeneous

view of socieîy opposed to ali religious, cultural and ethnic p l d s m . This in tum was
consistent with the prevailing racial ideology of Angio-Saxondom in English-speakhg

Canada, which had its own reasons for distnisting Jewish immigrants and other

strangen.'"

C.B. Macpherson also refers to the links between Social Credit's Christian philosophy
and anti-Semitism. He notes how "[tlhere was some unwillingners within the movement
to accept the theory of the Jewish world plot, but Douglas insisted that it was an integral

part of social creditism." In one instance, Douglas declared: "[bloth Judaism and Social
Credit are rooted in philosophies ... Social Credit is Christian ...Judaism is implacably
anti-Christian ... both philosophies have a policy and these policies carmot live together."
Macpherson argues that Douglas's antidemitisrn was not a necessary consequence of his
economic and political theories, "but Douglas's choice of the main plotters was the
obvious one in view of their tried and tested serviceability as ~cape~oats."'~

ûther scholars have debated whether the religious anti-Sernitism of the Social Credit
movement c m be linked to Christian fhdamentalism. Howard Palmer argues that,
contrary to W.E.Mann's thesis, l ' Christian fundamentalism had littie to do with either

Alberta's or Social Credit's legacy of anti-Sernitism. in fact, "Alberta's most important
fiindarnentalist leaders in the political arena, Aberhart and Manning, eschewed
antisemiti~rn."'~Palmer adds that the %O

national leaders of the Social Credit party

during the 1940s and 1 9 5 0 John
~ ~ Blackmore and Solon Low, were both Momons, and

their pro-Jewish Mormon religious Mews seem to have restrained their support for
orthodox Douglasite anti-sernitism."13
Elliott and Miller similarly argue that "it is a mistake to see Aberhart's Social Credit
movement as typical of religious fiindamentalism. Aberhart's unique theology and his

political ideology brought him opposition h m Pentecostals, Plymouth Brethren, Regular

Baptists, Prairie Bible institute, and even fiom withui his own sect. Most of his political
support seems not to have corne from members of other religious sects, but From people
who belonged to rnainline churches or who had only marginal religious ~ommitment."'~

Another concephial framework in which to understand Social Credit's antidemitic
philosophy is that of histoncal "non-religious" anti-Semitism. If anti-Semitism is
interpreted as a racial rather than a religious construct, Social Credit philosophy also fits
this paradigrn. It can be argued that Social Credit's focus on the Jewish world plot

'

stemrned fiom the "modem anti-~ernitism" of late nineteenth-centur y Germany and
Europe, which attempted to reverse Jewish legal emancipation of decades earlier.
Scholars have noted that this new '4political" fom of anti-semitisd6 was a consequence
of modem economic and political anxieties superseding traditional religious anirnosity. In
the wake of the intellectual ferment of the Enlightenment with its rationalism, liberalism,

and humanism, religious antipathy was replaced by fears of modernity, urbanism, and
economic and poliitical change. In some cases these fears were manifested in the form of a
Jewish world conspiracy theory. As Norman Cohn notes, "[tlhe myth of the Jewish
world-conspiracy is in fact a particularly degraded and distorted expression of the new
social tensions which arose when, with the French Revolution and the coming of the
nineteenth century, Europe entered on a period of exceptiond1y rapid and deepgoing
change.""

While this modern anti-Semitisrn no longer excluded Jews because of their

religion, it remrrected d e r notions of Jewish inequality and marguiaiized them as a
political, economic, and social group. Further, because it resented what it perceived as

Jewish economic, political, and social acquisitiveness, Iate nineteenth-cenniry anti-

Semitism attempted to re-ghettoize Jews on the bais of their race, relying on theories of
racial hierarchy such as those advocated by Houston Stewart ~hamberlain.'~
Although the myth of tlo Jewish world plot was not invented by late nineteenthcentury mti-Semites, it experienced its own renaissance during this period. Thus, Social
Credit's theory of an "international financial Jewish world plot," in which Alberta's
economic and political powerlessness was blarned on a group of Jews, was congruent with
late nineteenth-century "modem" anti-Semitism. While Social Credit's anti-Semitic
philosophy relied less on arguments of Anglo-saxon racial superiority to prove the
inferiority of kws, it nonetheless attempted to show that Jewish financiers as a racial
group were political, economic, and social pariahs. Moreover, while this condemnation

was mody ideological in nature and did not extend to the broader population of
''UnWitthg Jews" not involved in the conspiracy, Social Credit philosophy, at least in

theory, emulated earlier attempts at Jewish exclusion.
Social Credit's anti-Semitic philosophy thus condemned Jews as both a religious and
racial group. It was a hybrid prejudice, recapitdating traditional Christian anti-Semitism

in which the Jewish religion was denigrated and demonized, and reflecting modem (late
nineteenth-century) notions of anti-Semitisrn which desired to keep Jews as a
marginalized group not worthy of equai political, economic, or social treatment. Seen in
this light, Social Credit's concept of a Jewish world plot was not unlike earlier
manifestations of anti-Semitism: it simultaneously gave Jews more and l e s power than
they had by categorizing them as a superhuman powerful force which was also subhuman

and demonic.

Another useful framework in which to understand Social Credit's conspiratorial
philosophy is provided by scholars of nineteenth-century Arnerican populism. They
conclude that Amencan populists in the late nineteenth centuq- perceived the emerging
urban-industrial society as a threat to their agricultural livelihood and "producer" statu.
Richard Hofstadter notes that Arnerican populists reflected on an earlier, more
harmonious and pastoral period, while simultaneously focussing on present issues of
money and credit, eastem financial domination, and a conspiratorial view of history I9

Hyman Berman notes that "[tlhe populists ...used antisernitism ... as a weapon to combat
monopoly capitalism and retum to the supposedly free market conditions, especially in
agriculture which they believed had existed in the golden age of individual enterpri~e."~~
Seymour Martin Lipset compares various populist movements in North America, fiom
the nineteenth-century American populists to the Cosperative Commonwealth Federation

(CCF)and the ~oc'ialCredit rnovement. He argues that "the economic and clirnatically
vuinerable wheat belt ...formed the backbone of dl the protest movements" and that each

interpreted economic hardship and depression as the result of eastem "capitalism,"
"vested interests," and C%nanciers."This conspiratorial thinking provided a context in

which money problems couid be linkedto an agesld scapegoat - the Jew. With respect to
the Social Credit rnovement, Lipset wrîtes: "large sections of it accepted many of the
anti-Semitic and semi-Fascist ideas of Major Douglas ...Anti-Semitism - specifically,
opposition to Jewish fiaancial interests - could be linked to the opposition of western
agrarians to eastem bankers."''

Scholars of the Alberta Social Credit movement have used Uiterpretations of American

populism to help explain the Alberta movement's anti-Semitism. Howard Palmer

compares Social Credit philosophy to nineteenth-centq Amencan popuiism and shows
how both facilitated anti-Semitic thinking: "[tlradi tionally,among many farmers in
western North Amefica, there was a connection between a dislike for banks and Jews.
Social Credit was in many ways a descendant of the populist farmers' movement in the
midwestem United States with their joint emphasis on the essential goodness of the
cornmon man and their belief in a dualistic theory of social struggle, a conspiracy theory
of history, and the doctrine of the primacy of money. There was undoubtedly a strain of
anti-Semitism within populism, and this emerged within the Social Credit movement.'"
David Laycock also examines Social Credit's popuiist heritage and argues that

"Aberhart was not alone among North American populist leaders in counterposing [sic]
'the people' and large, distant institutions symbolic of average people's powerlessness."
Laycock uses Alan Brinkley's study of Huey Long and Father Charles ~ o u ~ h l i nto* show
parallels between these "Depression demagogues" and Aberhart: "[llike Aberhart, Long
and Coughlin were promoting contradictory measures. State power was to be expanded
into civil society to defend the middle class, while the power of corporations, ceneal state
institutions, and bureaucraties was to be reduced. Ail three portrayed a sinister entente
between a centralizing federd govenunent and a parasitic, exploitive financial ~ector.''~~
Laycock's comparison of the Social Credit movement with contemporary popuiist
movements in the United States suggests the signifiant role the Depression played in
facilitating anti-Semitic thinking. In this respect, Social Credit's anti-semitic philosophy

can be understood within a temporal context. Like other Depression movements which

relied on anti-Semitism, Social Credit's anti-Semitism was largely economic, in that the
international h c i a l Jew was difiecl as the architect of the world-wide Depression.

Social Credit scholars have noted the impact of the Depression on the movement's
conspiracy theones. John Irving, for example, discusses Social Credit philosophy in the
1930s and its basis in economic privation. He notes how the movement condemned the
"unsunscnipulousfinancier" in Montreal and New York for the world's ills and dellaunced
the Eastern bankers, financiers, or "Fifty Big ~hots."~'Interestingly, however, Irving does

not refer to the Jewish identification inherent in Social Credit's denunciations.

Alan Davies examines how Douglas's "antisemitic myths" complemented Alberta
Social Crediters' world view of economic privation and hancial domination: "[tlhe
dreaded bankers ... were largely eastemers from Toronto and Montreal, and both of these
cities, a s everyone knew, were home to substantial Jewish immigrant communities. In
this way, anti-eastem, anti-immigrant and anti-Jewish feelings were employed as a means
of mutual enhancement, each infiamhg the ~ther."~

Howard Palmer also examines how economic circumstances in Alberta in the 1930s
and traditional anti-Jewish prejudices worked together to create anti-Sernitism: "[tlhe
economic devastation of the depression, the need for scapegoats, the mythologicai link

between Jews and money, and the Whial absence of ' r d ' Jews in much of rural Alberta
were al1 conducive to the development of anti-Semitism ...for many Albertans, Douglas
provided the key to unlock the mysteries of what had gone wmng with the world
economic system."'

Other scholars have noted that Social Credit's condemation of the economic system
and its corollary, international Jewish h c e , was not a criticisrn of the capitalist system.

This, they argue, makes Social Credit a ri@-whg7 rather than a lefi-wing movement
Maurice Pinard notes that one of Social Credit's core doctrines in the 1930s was that

"[tlhe ills of capitalist society ...cannot be traced to the system of private ownership, but
to the conhPl of d e financiers over the economic system, and to their restriction of credit
and production. The fuianciers - and then the Jews - could, therefore, easily become the
scapegoats of the movernent." Accordingly, the early Social Credit movernent
"charactenstically appeal [ed] to the protest dispositions of large segments of the
electorate, in a t d y popdistic tradition; like Poujadism, it constituted a right-wing protest
movement offering an outlet for the resentment of those who were af5ected by economic
adveaity." Thus, concludes Pinard, Social Credit's 'Tradition of anti-Semitisrn, as well as

a tmdition of strong, autocratic leadership" places it on the "extreme right of the political
spe~tnun."~~
Michael Stein, in his discussion of the early Quebec Social Credit movement, also
describes it as a right-wing populist movement, whose characteristics are shared by most
right-wing protest movernents: "opposition to high taxes and heavy government
spendig, fear of statism and governent intervention, dislike of welfare legislation and
sociaiism, stress on individual initiative and private enterprise, and susceptibility to racial
prejudice and anti-Semitism." Stein conjectures whether the Quebec movement would
have included overt anti-Semitism in its programme if Douglas had not expounded it, and
concludes that it wodd have, for several reasons: "[iln the flrst place, ad-Semitism, at
least in mild form, has manifested itself in most right-wing movements of the populist
varîety. Secondly, there was a long tradition of anti-Semitim in Quebec, which 'was

more genedy and openly expressed than in English Canada'

...Thirdly, anti-Semitism

had also crept into the western Sonal Credit movement (whose ideas strongly iduenced
the Crédîtistes) &er 1938. Here, as weil, anti-semitism had k e n part of an indigenous

political culture and had appeared in earlier agrarian movements such as the United
Fanners of Alberta and the Non-Partisan ~eagues.''~~

Social Credit's allegedly right-wing orientation has led scholars to interpret its antiSemitism in terms of fascism and even Nazism. In cemin ways, the Social Credit
movement's focus on the international Jewish financial conspiracy in the 1930s was, like
its more sinister counterpart in Nazi Germany, a projection of its own social, econornic,
and political fears. Social Credit's anti-Semitic philosophy reflected a Fundamentai

inability on the part of the Alberta movement to deal rationally with the Great Depression
and its province's political and economic inequaiities. The crucial difference between
Alberta and Nazi Germany, however, was that Social Credit's anti-Semitic philosophy
remained theoretical - it confined its prejudice to propaganda and never translated it into
discrllnination or policy.
Scholars have grappled with this arnbiguity in their assessrnent of Social Credit's
"fascistic" tendencies. Elliott and Miller discuss the "latent fascism" within the Social
Credit movement and conclude that Aberhart could be classified as a lefi-wing fascist
because he was a charismatic leader, used propaganda effectively, and embraced an
authontarian theory of the state. Further, "[hie obliterated the distinction between party
and govemment, issued much order-in-council legislation, used repressive legislation and
boycotts against the press and dissenters, employed anti-capitalistic rhetoric, and
promoted financial conspiracy theories that were laden with anti-Semitic overtones. Ody
the violent element of fascism was missing; Douglas advocated a militaty c o q but

Aberhart refused that option."0

In contrast, Peter Wiles, in his discussion of the differences between fascism and "true
populism," argues that Aberhart cannot be labeiled a fascist because he lacked key
criteria. Fascism, states Wiles, is disthguished by "elitisrn, the cult of violence, the
rejection of religion and the demand for obedience to the leader ... William Aberhart was a
thoroughly authontarian personality, but too deeply steeped in parliamentarianism, nonviolence and above al1 religion to be called even a proto-fascist. But the same cannot be
said of his foliowers in the 1935 election: the Führerprinrip, the closed mind and the
violence were fnghteningly present among them.'"
John Finlay discusses the nature of Douglas's anti-Semitism and concludes that it
cannot be compared to anti-Semitism of the Third Reich:

'?O

Douglas, the Jews were the

unwilling and unknowing dupes of a conspiracy, not the conspiracy itself; some, but not

dl, of the leaders of this conspinicy would be Jewish." Moreover, Douglas hirnself
asserted that "[tlhe very last thing which 1 shouid desire ... wouid be the association of the
Social Credit movement with Jew-baiting." Thus, Finlay concludes, "[alnti-Sernitism of

the Douglas kind, if it can be called anti-Semitism at dl, may be fantastic, may be
dangerous even, in that it may be twisted into a dreadful form, but it is not in itself vicious
nor evil. It is merely an extreme form of religio-philosophic propaganda ... it must not be
forgotten that Douglas did not seek to discriminate against Jews as people; it was never
suggested that the National Dividend be withheld nom therned2

Finlay also makes an important comment about Social Credit's alieged fascism. He
states that there is a tendency in the pst-Hoiocaust world to ident* anything advocated
by fascisn or totalitarianism as inherently e d and to identify its characteristics with
previous philosophies. "Too often this identification rests upon d a c e manifestations

ody; to take but one example - the too-easy identification of nineteenth-century antiSemitism with that of Hitler. It is slowly being realized that the supreme evil of

totalit~anisrnis not its content, but its execution. The thoroughness of totalitarianism, its
utter ruthlessness - tnese are what are to be feared. It is the cult of efficiency." Thus,
argues Finlay, because Social Credit philosophy did not execute a policy of
totalitananism, "it is possible to minimize the anti-Sernitism and the nationalism which,
supeficially considered, make Social Credit a fnghtening proposition.''33
Scholars have also examined the nature of Social Credit's antidemitism during the
Second World War and note how the changing role of govemment in society also
triggered conspiratonal thinking. Social Credit propaganda blamed increased state
regimentation on the international Jewish conspiracy, which it also labelled cornmunistic
and totalitarian. This anti-communist trend increased throughout the war and reflected not
only early Cold War antipathies, but more domestic anxieties about governmental wartime
control. David Laycock notes that "[bly 1943, Social Credit rhetoric of 'the people' and
its antagonists pe&nted a paranoid vision of financiers, central planners, the federal
government, and state sociaiists creating a 'general scheme of State-dominated
bureaucracy - an autocratic control over the lives of every citizen."' Meanwhile, "[rnluch

the same analysis, with even grander conspiracies (involving Jewish bankers), was found

in the annual reports and other publications of the Social Credit ~ o a r d . " ~ ~
Howard Palmer also notes that during World War Two, anti-Semitic attitudes
increased among certain Social Credit politicians. He interpreâs their behaviour as a
response to heightened nationaüsm and to Douglas's increashg pamoia about the

international Jewish b c i d conspiracy. A s Douglas beaime incrrasingly alaimed by

the growth of state regimentation, he described with "paranoid clarity" how Jewish

plotters were using the war as a tool to gain complete world power and undermine
hedom. IR Alberta, "[olne wing of rhe Social Credit movement ... followed Major
Douglas in these antisemitic fantasies, convincing itself that there was indeed a perennia!
coospiracy against economic freedorn, national sovereignty and ~hnstianity."~~
Michael Stein, in his discussion of the Quebec Social Credit movement during the
1930s and 1%Os, notes that Douglas's anti-communist views were reinforced by the
stance of the Roman Catholic Church, and that Social Credit's anti-Semitism was closely

linked to antitommunism. According to Stein, the movement's anti-Semitic rhetoric
generally 'look the fom of linking the Jews to the Freemasons, communists, and
financiers, and therefore to the forces of collectivism and internationali~rn."~
Social Credit's anti-cornmunist, conspiratorid Cold War mentality suggests
connections with the McCarthy era in the United States. Indeed, such comparisons offer a
M e r concephial framework in which to understand Social Credit's anti-Semitic
philosophy. Scholars of the Arnerican "radical right," conducting most of their work
during the height of the McCarthy era in the 1950s, used a socio-psychological paradigm
to understand the history of right-wing movements in the United States, fiom the
nineteenth-century Amencan popuiists to the Ku Klw Klan to the McCarthyites. Social
Credit's conspiratorid philosophy was similar to these movements in that it attempted to
explain how the people had lost control over large events affecthg them. In the case of
Alberta, perceptions of econornic and political powerlessness were projected ont0 a
shadowy force of international Jewish financiers. The fiindon which caused this
projection has been given various labels - Richard Hofstadter called it %e parauoid
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style;"37 Seymour Martin Lipset terrned it "statu anxietyY8 while Daniel Bell called it
the "rear-guard action" of the bbciiispossessed.'d9Whatever its label, the general theme was
that the middle classes of society (in this case, Aberta's famiers and small businessmen)

perceived a weakening of their social, economic aid political status and feared for their
place in the socio-econornic-political hierarchy. in the case of Alberta, Social Credit
philosophy projected this anxiety outwards and placed it squarely on a millenniasld
scapegoat: the parasitic, international, fuiancial Jew.
Although now considered passé in most academic circles, theories of the "radical right"
nonetheless help explain movements which embrace conspiratorial thinking. Perhaps the
greatest criticism waged against these interpretations, however, is that they dismiss such

movements as marginal, reactionary, and extremist elements in s o ~ i e t Certainly
~ . ~ ~ this
description cannot be applied to the Social Credit movement, which retained political
power in Alberta for nearly four decades and built a dominant, mainstream political
culture. Scholars bf the "radical right" have also been criticized for their preponderant
focus on socio-psychological analyses at the expense of socio-economic analyses. As

Hyman Berman notes, "[s]ocio-psychological studies have their value in helping to
explain and predict individual and group behavior; the historical use to which this
behavior is put requires political and s~cioeconornicstudy."'

From the foregoing, it is clear that scholars of the Social Credit movement have
attempted to interpret its anti-Semitic philosophy through several concephial h e w o r k s .
Yet there is continued adherence to the notion that because the Social Credit movement

did not employ anti-Semitic policies, it was not anti-Semitic. This is seen in the
numerous qualincations made by the same scholars which discuss Social Credit's anti-

Semitic tendencies. C.B. Macpherson, for example, addresses the anti-Semitism in the

Social Credit movement and specifically, the anti-Semitic views of Social Credit's
founder, C.H. Douglas. Yet he argues that anti-Semitism arose in Social Credit circles
because of embittermcnt with the Alberta government's inability to implement Social
Credit theories, not because it was an integral part of Social Credit philosophy. In other
words, Macpherson maintains that Alberta Social Credit politicians accepted Douglas's
world plot theories only ajier al1 efforts to introduce Social Credit measures in Alberta
proved fniitless. Further, he argues that although Premier Aberhart espoused Douglas's
conspiracy theories, "Aberhart took only what he needed; neither he nor Manning
believed in or would propagate the Douglas theory of a Jewish world plot.'d2
Howard Palmer also examines the anti-Semitic tendencies of the Alberta Social Credit
movement, yet maintains that ethnic tensions actually lessened under the Social Credit
regime. In assessing Aberhart's views on anti-Sernitisrn, he concedes that Aberhart
expressed ambivalence towards Jews, but unequivocally opposed anti-Semitism and
publicly denounced it. Palmer concludes that "[iln the final analysis, perhaps the
important t b g is that Aberhart publicly repudiated anti-Semitism ... Aberhart played no
part in the federal govement's determination to keep the number of Jewish refugees who
came to Canada diuing the 1930's to an absolute minimum. Also, he largely mutned the

antidemitism in the Alberta Social Credit movement and refused to join those federal
Social Credit MP's such as Norman Jaques and John Blackmore who foilowed Major

Douglas down the path of open and biatant mti-~edtism.~*~
Alvin Finkel also assesses Social Credit's anti-semitisn and agrees that the movement
contained an anti-Semitic element, but dismisses it as an ideological aberration and the

result of an extreme, fanatical wing of the ~arty." He concedes that Douglas's conspiracy
theories about Jews and financiers "found a welcome reception arnong his Alberta
followers, including Aberhart a d his successor, Emest Manning,"but insists that they did
not espouse blatant antidemitism: "[nleither Aberhart nor Manning appears to have
subscribed to Douglas's notion that the conspiracy had an ethnic character, but both
accepted the view that there was an international consphcy to fool people into not
adopting the social credit solution to their woe~.'"~
in a shilar vein, Elliott and Miller admit that Aberhart's "acceptance of Douglas's

conspiracy theories often led to the suggestion that he was anti-Semitic. Aberhart added

to that misunderstanding by employing anti8emitic jargon used by Douglas." Yet the
two authors insist that Aberhart in fact did not embrace Douglas's Jewish world plot
theories: "Aberhart disassociated himself fiom anti-Semitism and pronounced the
.'*~
successor is dso
contmversial Protkols of the Elders of Zion a f ~ r ~ e r ~ Aberhart's
vindicated. Alan Davies cornments that, notwithstanding its anti-Semitic tendencies, the
Social Credit Party "never adopted an antisemitic plan in its platforni, and its leaders,
especially Aberhart's successor Emest Mannùig, bore down hard on the antisemite~.'~'
Other scholars are more criticd of Social Credit's anti-Semitic philosophy. Bob
Hesketh analyses Douglas's economic and political ideas and theù concomitant dSemitism and concludes tbat Douglas was indeed anti-Semitic. In his discussion of

Premier Manning's purge of the anti-Semitic Douglasites fiom the movement in 1947-48,
Hesketh suggests that because Jewish conspiracy theorizing was such an integral part of
Social Credit phil~sophy,leaders like Premier Manning who proclaimed their religious
and ethnic tolerance found it ditncdt to distinguish party philosophy nom anti-Semitism:

"[gliven the shared conspiratorid extremism of the Manning mainstream of the party and
the Douglasite faction, excising antidemitism would prove difficult for ~ a n n i n ~ . ' ~ ~
David Bercuson and Douglas Wertheimer provide a cornpi~hensiveo v e ~ e w
of the
anti-Semitic climate created by the Social Credit movement. They argue that Social
Credit's anti-Semitic philosophy was so pervasive that it was likely embraced by an entire
generation of Albertans: "there can be little doubt that the anti-Semitism which was so

much a part of Social Credit had a significant impact on ... many

... Albertans.

For more

than a decade an official governmental agency poured its anti-Semitism into the Alberta
political Stream. Officials comected with the party, from Social Credit Board members to

Members of Parliament, openly expressed the most vident antiJewish views. When

mch views receive the official imprimatur of a govenunent and highly visible political
figures, they cm become acceptable to many ordinary c i t i ~ e n s . ' ~ ~

Thus, it appears that Social Credit's anti-Semitic philosophy is an accepted facet of the
movement's history, but defining the movement as "anti-Semitic" is more problematic.
Perhaps this ambiguity is merited. Certainly, the purpose of this thesis is not to prove that
the Social Credit movement was antidemitic; rather, its intention is merely to examine

perceptions of Soçial Credit's antidemitism. This thesis examines the response of

organized Canadian jewry, and specifically, the Canadian Jewish Congress to Social
Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda. The Canadian Jewïsh Congress, established in 1919
and re-organized in 1934, was the national representative organization for Canadian

lewry. It became uniquely involved with the Social Credit movement h m the tirne of the

Party's ascension in 1935 mtil the late 1940s. During this period, Congress observed
Social Credit's disseminatior!of antiSemitic propaganda with incTeasing alarm. nirough

a variety of rneasures, most of them unsuccessful, it attempted to end what it perceived to
be a real threat to Canadian Jewry. An examination of Congress's response reveals the

impact of Social &dit's propaganda on that ethnic group most directly affecteci and
potentially threatened. Thus, the perspective of the Canadian Jewish Congress is a key
aspect of Social Credit history which has not been exarnined before.
WhiIe the relationship between Congress and Social Credit is a previously unexplored
aspect of Social Credit history, scholars of Canadian Jewry have not addressed this facet

of Canadian Jewish history either. Although there are some excellent monographs on the
history of Canada's .Jews,'O and the Canadian Jewish Congress itself has published several
works:'

there are few studies which discuss the impact of Canadian politics on organized

Jewry and certainly none which examines the impact of the Social Credit movement on
the Canadian Jewish Congress.

The sources upon which this thesis relies also separate it from other works on Social
Credit and Canadian Jewry. They corne predominantly from the Canadian Jewish
Congress National Archives in Montreal, which contain previously unexploited sources

on both org&tions.

These sources exist thanks to the meticulous work of Louis

Rosenberg, national research director of the Canadian Jewish Congress from 1945 until
his retirement in 1968.5~In 1966, Rosenberg presented his collection of over 300 books,
numerous manuscripts and files to Congress, which was iacorporated into Congress's
national Liirary and archives and made avdable to researchers and scholars. One of the
most comprehensive sections of his collection dealt with the anti-Semitic propagaoda of

the Social Credit Party in Alberta and

Thus, this study fills a lacuna in both Sociai Credit and Canadian Jewish
historiography. It describes the relationship between the Canadian Jewish Congress and
the Social Credit movement during the 1930s and 1940s, and examines how a rninonty
ethnic group in Canada attempted to eradicate the defamatory propaganda of a
democratically-elected provincial government and mainstrearn political party. The
purpose of this thesis is two-fold: to revise existing Social Credit historiography to
include the perspective of the Canadian Jewish Congress, and specifically, to show that
Social Credit's promotion of antiJemitic propaganda concemed and aiarmed that ethnic
group most threatened by it; and second, to show how the Canadian Jewish Congress
attempted to end Social Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda by adopting a coherent and
workable public relations phiiosophy.
Yet several questions arise regarding the Social Credit-Congress relationship. Of

pnmary importance is the extent of anti-Semitism within the Social Credit movement.
Several scholars have argued that ad-Semitism in the Social Credit movement was
confined to a marginal wing and that the Party as a whole was not anti-semitic. Ifthis is
accepte& then the potential damage of Social Credit's anti-Semitism on orgaaîzed

Canadian Jewry is questionable. It can be argwd that even if a political party contains an
anti-Semitic element, it does not necessarily follow that the party itself is anti-Semitic or
that anti-Semitism has been fomented among its supporters. Thus, if Social Credit's antiSemitism was minimal, its potential damage to C d a n Jewry must also be minimal.
Moreover, during the peiod under study, anti-Semitism was not confïned to Social Credit

party circles; indeed, Canadian politicians fiom other mainstrwM parties expressed
equally anti-Semitic views. Perhaps most importantly, the Alberta Social Credit

government never irnplemented an anti-Semitic policy and in this respect, was certainly
less culpable than the contemporary federal government which closed its doors to
European Jewish refugees. Accordingly, deteminhg the achial bdnn extended to
Canadian Jewry by Social Credit's propaganda, or even identifjring the Social Credit
movement as bbantii-Semitic,"raises senous questions.

There is also the question of responsibility and culpability. This thesis places partial
responsibility on Premiers Aberhart and Manning for Social Credit's anti-Semitic
propaganda. Yet several scholars have argued that neither Aberhart nor Manning was
anti-Semitic and neither had control over renegade members who spouted anti-Semitic
statements. This raises doubts whether Social Credit leaders should be culpable for the
rantings of a fiinge group over which they had littie control.
Other questions arise regarding the role of the Canadian Jewish Congress. Throughout
the Second World War, certain Congress memben, especially national research director

Louis Rosenberg, took Social Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda very seriously. Yet it can
be argued that Rosenberg's reactions were personally motivated and did not reflect the
opinion of the entke Congress. It is possible that Congress leadership considered Social
Credit's propaganda to be a minor problem which did not command direct attention.

Thus, it c m be conjectured that the reason Congress never adequately confronted the
Social Credit movement was because its propaganda was not serious enough to ment
direct confrontation. Similarly, if one assumes that Social Credit's anti-Semitism was

only mmpinai, the concem which did exist within Congress may be explained as typical

ethnic p u p anxiety operating in a dominant, majority culture.

These are questions which demand definitive answers. As one historian stated to this
author: "[ylou
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demonsrnite that the Social Credit philosophy was, at root, among

other things, anti-semitic. But to demonstrate that a government [which] espoused that
philosophy was therefore anti-sernitic requires just that: denionstration-not inferences
but hard evidence. You don't have it (Canadian Jewish Congress suspicions are not
evidence in themselves); it may not e~ist."'~
These comments are valuable if 1 intend to prove that the Social Credit movement was
"anti-Semitic." However, this is not the purpose of this thesis. It does not attempt to
prove that the movement was anti8emitic in the Third-Reichian sense of adopting a
philosophy of anti-Semitism, transforming the philosophy into a policy of discrimination,
and executing the policy by a system of aggression. Similarly, it does not attempt to prove
that Premiers Aberhart or Manning were anti-Semites. Indeed, pursuhg such a course
would be of littie value, considering anti-Semitism was an acceptable attitude in politicai
and public circles duriag this penod, even using the 'polite company nile" - which states

that the barorneter-ofa society's prejudice is what slanderous statements rnay be made in
the presence of polite company.

What this thesis does attempt to prove, however, is that the Social Credit movement

promoted anti-Semitic propaganda to such an extent that its actions fat mrpassed that
typical of a 'Yhge" group, and that core sections of the Alberta govemment and Social
Credit Party were involved in the dissemination of anti-semitic propaganda. Further, this
thesis argues that Premiers Aberhart and Manning were leaders of the provincial Social
Credit Party and heads of the Alberta government and were dtimately responsible for the

actions of their provincial party and government When the national Social Credit Party

was created in 1944, Premier Manning did not have officia1 control over the Social Credit
members in the House of Commons. However, Social Credit members of parliament
operated under the direction of the Social Credit Association of Canada (the national party
organization), which ultimately took its direction fiorn the Alberta premier. Manning
controlled Solon Low, leader of the national Social Credit Party, and in late 1947 when

Manning directed Low to end the anti-Semitic staternents by certain Social Credit
members of parliament, Low did so. Similady, when Manning decided that the national

party paper, the Canudiun Social Crediler, needed to be purged of its anti-Semitic
propaganda, he ensured that the editor of the paper, John Patrick Gillese, was fired and
that the papa adopted a more sanitized version of the international Jewish fuancial
conspiracy theory.

Thus, Manning was in control of both the Alberta Social Credit Party and govemment
and the national Social Credit Party, and as will be shown, the distinction between the two
was often blurred - for both the public and party members themselves. nius,

responsibîlity can be placed on Manning for failing to quel1 the anti-Semitism w i t b his
movement, just as credit can be given to him for finally conducting a purge of the antiSemites.
Further, it is very difficult to prove that the Social Credit movement fomented antiSemitism and that the electors of Alberta, at either the provincial or federal levels, voted
for Social Credit because of its anti-Semitic propaganda. At a time when anti-Sernitisrn

retained a substantive amount of respectability and political leaders such as Rime

Minister Mackenzie King expressed equally anti-semitic staternents, it is perhaps difficdt
to point to Social Credit leaders as being any more overtly anti-Semitic. However, the

Social Credit Party was the oniy rnainstrearn political party whose philosophy rested on
the theory of an international financial Jewish conspiracy, and which published a
propaganda organ which competed easily with contemporary anti-Semitic publications in
Europe and the United States. Moreover, whether anti-Semitic sentiment was forneated

as a result of Social Credit's propaganda should not be the measuring stick by which the
movement is judged. This is akin to arguing that the Third Reich was not anti-Semitic

until the German people began to believe its propaganda

With respect to "Congress suspicions" about Social Credit's anti-Semitism, this thesis
will show that the leadership and rank-and-file members of the Canadian kwish Congress

- not just national research director Louis Rosenberg - considered Social Credit's
dissemination of anti-Semitic propaganda to be their 'humber one" public relations
problem. Further, given the vident nature of this propaganda and the wartirne context in
which it was disseminated, Congress's response was neither hyper-sensitive nor alamiist.

The Canadian Jewish Congress perceived the Social Credit Party, both in its provincial

and national foms, to be a menace to the welfhre of Canadian Jewry. Whether this
anxiety was based entirely in reality or partially informed by events in Europe is quite
irrelevant. Canadian Jewry feit threatened by the Social Credit rnovement, and in the
context of this fear attempted to end what it perceived to be blatant and Wulent antiSemitism. Given the experience of European Jewry during World War Two, it was not

unreasonable for Canrrdian Jewry to respond with alann to the anti-Semitic rhetork of a
mainStream party and provincial govemment in its own country.

Thus, the focus of this thesis is not whether the Social Credit movement was an&
Semitic or whether Canadian Jews suffered h m Social Credit's pmpaganda. The f b t

cannot be proven adequately and the second is too subjective for the nature of this snidy.
What the evidence shows is that the Social Credit movement consistently promoted antiSemitic propaganda, and organized Canadian Jewry perceived this propaganda to be
anathema to its welfare. This action and reaction created a dialogue, or relationship,
between the Social Credit movement and the Canadian Jewish Congress. It is this
relationship which foms the basis of this study.

This thesis concludes that the story of the Social Credit movement in Alberta and
Canada cannot be told adequately without telling the story of Canadian Jewry's response
to Social Credit. An examination of "Congress suspicions" will tell us more about the
Social Credit movement than ever before realized. The Social Credit story is not solely
about anti-Semitism, but it is a part of Social Credit history which has heretofore been
inadequately addressed.
Secondly, this thesis concludes that while the Social Credit movement eventually
realized the political liabilities of engaging in anti-Semitic propaganda in the postwar,
pst-Holocaust period, the Canadian Jewish Congress also realized the necessity of
ensuring that anti-Semitic prejudice would never again be allowed to tum into

propaganda, then policy, then annihilation. Thus, the Jewish Holocaust had a determining
influence on both organkatioos, aithough their respoases foliowed parallel rather than
intersecting CO&.

Before the Canadian Jewish Congress could adopt an assertive

enough public relations philosophy to effectively end Social Credit's anti-Semitic
propaganda, the Party had conducted its own purge. Thus, when Premier Manning ousted

the antidemites nom the movement in late 1947 and early 1948, the Canadian Jewish

Congress, notwithstanding its years of effort, could take little credit for these turn of
events.
Finally, this thesis concludes that in studies of racism and anti-Semitism, it is helpfbi to
adopt a methodologifal approach which demands that the objectified party, often

dehumanized and lacking voice, become the "subjectof its own disco~rse.'~~
Although
there are dozens of monographs focussing on the history of racism and discrimination in

and several studies on theories of race and ethnic hienirchy in the Canadian
context," studies which discuss racism and discrimination fiorn the perspective of the
objectified party - that is, the group under attack - are much fewer." Yet giving voice to
organized Canadian Jewry during the Social Credit years offers a necessary, subjective
view of Social Credit's anti-Semitisrn; at the sarne tirne it clarifies the nature of the
Canadian Jewish Congress as a rninority ethnic organization operating within a dominant
political culture.
An examination of the Canadian Jewish perspective tells us as much about organized

Canadian Jewry as it does about the Social Credit movement. Importantly, it shows how

the Canadian Jewish Congress experienced an evolution in its public relations philosophy
which determined the manner in which it fought the Social Credit "Goliath." From a
traditional public relations approach focussing on educational anti-defmation work to a
more rights-oriented, legislative-directed approach, Congress gdually realized the

futility of atîempting to alter age-old prejudîces and the importance of enmring that
prejudice was not translated into discrimination. This evolution aot only influenced the
outcome of Congress's rdationship with the Social Credit movement, but af6iected the
development of Congress itself. Thus, the Social Credit-Congress relationship is both the

story of a national ethnic rninority organization attempting to confkont a provincial
government and politicai party, and the story of an ethnic group evolving into a strong and
politically powerfüi voice in the Canadian polity. An examination of the interaction
between the two o r g h t i o n s helps explain the nation's politicai culture of intoierance,

as well as the development of ethnic organization and strength in Canada

The organization of this thesis is in two parts. Part One, covering Chapters One to
Three, provides a context in which to understand the relationship between the Social

Credit movement and the Canadian Jewish Congress. It gives an overview of the Social

.

Credit movement in Alberta and Canada, an assessrnent of Social Credit's anti-Semitic
propaganda, and a general history of Canadian Jewry and the Canadian Jewish Congress.
Chapter One provides a brief history of the Social Credit movement in Alberta and
Canada, with a specific rmphasis on the movement's organizational structure and
propaganda machinery. It reviews the nature of Social Credit's anti-Semitic philosophy
and provides examples of its antidernitic propaganda, including the writings of C.H.

Douglas, Nesta Webster, and others. Manning's purge of the anti-Semitic "Douglasites"
in 1947-48 is reviewed, and the activities of the three Social Credit splinter groups - the

Quebec Union des Electeurs, the Ontario Union of Electors, and the Alberta Douglas
Social Credit Corncil - are discussed to show how the issue of anti-Semitim divided the
movement. In short, this chapter offers the necessary contextualization of the Social
Credit movement so that its relationship with the Canadian Jewish Congress is
comprehensible.
Chapter Two o f f i a detailed examination of Social Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda
It argues that at the base of Social Credit philosophy lay a conspiracy theory which

blamed the "international Jewish financier" for the world's ills. This conspiratorid
paradigm shaped the movement's perception of contemporary world events, and was
reflected in the propaganda promoted by leading Social Credit members and the party
organ. The chapter provides numemus examples of Social Credit's anti-Semitic
propaganda during and immediately foliowing World War Two, including its allegations
against "international finance," the Bank of England, the London School of Economics

(LSE),the Bank of Canada, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), the Federal
Reserve Board, the Union Now movement, the Politicai and Econornic Planning
organization, the Canadian governrnent's wartime planning, the Beveridge and Marsh
Reports, the Bretton Woods and Dunbarton Oaks conferences, the World Bank and the
gold standard, the United Nations (UN) and its affiliated organizations, the Jewish
Holocaust, and the State of Israel. The chapter concludes that, given the nature and extent

of its anti-Semitic propaganda during World War Two, the Social Credit movement
contributed in its own way to Canada's climate of intolerance and refusal to assist the
Jews of Europe.
Chapter Three provides a context in which to understand the nature of Canadian Jewry

and the Canadian Jewish Congress during the Social Credit years. It discusses the history
of the Canadian Jewish commimity and the Canadian Jewish Congress, with a particular

emphasis on Congress's evolving public relations philosophy fiom the tirne of its
reorganization in 1934 until the early postwar penod. Congress's public relations
philosophy experienced a %partite metamorphosis" in which its eariiest public relations
philosophy focussed on educational, goodwill, antidefamation work, with a concomitant
assumption that anti-Semitism couid be combatted by aitering the attitudes of non-Jews

The second phase of its public relations philosophy, begiming during World War Two,
focussed on broadly-based social appeals emphasizing the universality of race hatred and
the perils posed to society by al1 prejudice, not just anti-Semitism. The third and final

phase, coinciding roughly with the early postwar period, emphasized a rights-oriented,
legislative-directed approach to Jewish protection. This last phase of Congress's public
relations philosophy abandoned the assumption that non-Jewish attitudes toward Jews
could be altered; instead, it focussed on ensuring that prejudice was not translated into
discrimination. In'many ways, this evolution helps explain Congress's relationship with
the Social Credit movement. While Congress was attempting to construct a coherent
public relations philosophy, it was simultaneously trying to solve its most serious public
relations problem - Social Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda. Congress would soon
discover that it was much easier to adopt a coherent public relations philosophy than it
was to execute a workable policy.

Part Two, covering Chaptee Four to Seven, examines the relationship between the
Canadian Jewish Congress and the Social Credit movement - the story of David's
response to the Social Credit Goliath. Chapter Four examines Congress's response to
Social Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda fiom the tirne of Social Credit's ascension in
Alberta in 1935 to the end of the Second World War. This period of Congress's respome
was disthguished by a traditional public relations philosophy based on educationd,
Jewish-focussed anti-defamation work, and a concomitant fivstration with its ULabüity to
quell Social Credit' s anti-bemitic propaganda. The chapter desmies several instances in

which Congress attempted to adopt a concerted policy of action against the Social Credit
problem, but kcause of the nature of its public relations philosophy, often found itseif

powerless to undertake any action. The chapter highlights the important work done by
Congress's Louis Rosenberg; yet despite his and others' efforts, this period is
characterized by ~ongress'sinability to adequately confront the Social Credit problern.
Chapter Five continues the story of Congress's attempts to confkont Social Credit's
anti-Semitic propaganda, covering the immediate postwar period to early 1947. It
discusses how Congress attempted to adopt a more pro-active and forthright public
relations philosophy, especially in the face of Social Credit's increasing anti-Semitic
propaganda However, Congress faced many obstacles: fiom the reality of Jewish
implication in the Gouzenko affair, to the htransigence and empty promises of Social

Credit leaden, to the transboundary antics of Social Credit member of parliament Norman
Jaques. This chapter shows that the Social Credit problem was not dissipating; in fact,
while the rest of Canadian society gradually acknowledged the perils of race hatred in the
wake of the Holocaust, the Social Credit movement marched to the tune of a previous
dnimmer. As Congress became increasingly f'nistrated with Social Credit's anti-Semitic
propaganda, it also became more determined to end it. The chapter concludes that
Congress's limited mccess with the Social Credit problem compelled it to adopt a more
aggressive public relations philosophy. However, the Social Credit rnovement was also

beginning a period of change, over which the C d a n Jewish Congress ultimately had
little control.
Chapter Six covers the period fiom early 1947 to 1948, during which tirne the
Canadian Jewish Congress entertained more confi-ontationalactions against the Social

.

Credit movement, but

found it difficult to convert philosophy into action. However,

beginning in March 1947the Social Credit movement experienced a backlash fiom its

own propaganda which eventually resulted in a split in party ranks. By Iate 1947 Premier
Manning had begun his "purge" of the anti-Semitic, Douglasite purists, which shook the

movement to its ideological core. The Canadian Jewish Congress observed these hun of
events with both interest and wariness. Although it appeared that Manning was doing a
housecteaning of the anti-Semites, leading Congress members, especially Louis
Rosenberg?were skeptical that the premier's actions were little more than cosmetic and
driven by political expediency. The chapter examines the twists and turns in Social Credit
party fortunes, focussing specificaily on Congress's reaction to these changes. It
concludes that despite Congress's continued efforts, it in fact had little control over the
changes in the Social Credit movement and could ody hope that the party split would end
the years of anti-Semitic propaganda.

Chapter Seven concludes the Social Credit-Congress dialogue, covering the period

h m early 1948 until early 1949, when the relationship between the Social Credit
movement and the Canadian Jewish Congress largely came to an end. It describes how
the Social Credit movement undenvent a major rift and how Premier Manning was forced
to deal with three splinter groups, the Alberta Douglas Social Credit League, the Ontario
Union of Electors, and the Quebec Union des Electeurs. In the end, Manning's
repudiation of mti-Semitism prevailed and the Sociai Credit movement was (for the most
part) purged of its anti-Semitic propaganda. The chapter explores Congress's reactions,

with a specific emphasis on the more aggressive public relations approach of the Alberta
branch of Congress. What becomes clear is the extent to which Congress's public
relations policy had impeded its ability to confiont the Social Credit problem in the past,
and continued to -de

its chances to capitalue on the gains handed to it by the
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movement itself. The chapter concludes that although the Social Credit Goliath was
ultimately slain, Congress's David had much less to do with this tum of events that
Goliath himself. In short, despite its evolving public relations philosophy, Congress was
never able to deal eflectively with Social Credit's antiSemitic propaganda.
Consequently, Congress's handling of the Social Credit problem must be seen as a failure

in the history of its public relations work.
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PART ONE

PRELLJDE TO CONFLICT: AN OVERVIEW OF THE SOCIAL
CREDIT MOVEMENT AND THE CANADIAN JEWISH CONGRESS
When the Social Credit movement came to power in Alberta in 1935, the Canadian
Jewish Congress was a newly re-organized entity headquartered in Montreal. At first
glace, the two organizations shared little in common. The number of Jews in Alberta
was minimal, and most Albertans had never met a kwish person or could even recognke

one. Similady, the Canadian Jewish Congress, although it had a Western Division which
included the Alberta Jewish community, focussed its attention on Montreal and Toronto,
where most Canadian Jews lived. The two organizations also had different prionties: the
newly-fonned Social Credit government was attempting to b ~ Albenans
g
out of a
serious economic depression by implementing a radical economic programme, while the

Canadian Jewish Congress was attempting to quell the increasing anti-Semitic agitation of
fascist groups like Adrien Arcand's P a .National Social Chrétien. In a depressed
economic clhate marked by political extremism, the Social Credit movement and the
Canadian Jewish Congress were occupied with their respective concems.
What brought the two organizations together, however, was the very conjuncture of
economic depression and political extremism. Social Credit philosophy embraced a
strong conspiratorid element which blamed Canada's economic ills on the "international
Jewish financier." This extremist philosophy was d e s t e d in the rnovement's antiSemitic propaganda, which compelled the Canadian Jewish Congress to respond. It was

this "act of aggression" by the Social Credit movement and the defensive reaction of the

40

Canadian Jewish ~ongresswhich formed the basis of theù relationship. An examination
of the history and organizational structure of the Social Credit movement, as well as its
anti-Semitic propaganda, will help contextualize the nature of Social Credit's actions.
Similady, an examination of the history and organktion of the Canadian Jewish
Congress will help explain the nature of its reaction. By providing the context for both
organizations, the strange, unlikely relationship between the Social Credit movement and
the Canadian Jewish Congress will become comprehensible.

CHAPTER ONE
A HISTORY OF THE SOCIAL -DIT

MOVEMENT
IN ALBERTA AND CANADA

The relationship between the Social Credit movement and the Canadian Jewish
Congres cannot be Mly understood without examining the background and

organizational structure of the Social Credit movernent in Alberta and Canada. The
promotion of anti-Semitic propaganda was a mainstay of the movement's activities, and it
is necessary to explain why this was so. The secondas, literature on the Social Credit
movement is extensive and several scholars have discussed its political, economic, and
social background. Accordingly, this chapter will provide only a bnef history of the Social
Credit movement, but will examine more closely the persons, party organs, and agencies
responsible for dissemination of anti-Semitic literature. The factors which led to the
movement's split over anti8emitism in 1947-48 will be examined, as well as the three
splinter groups which broke away from the mainstrearn movement in essence, the
purpose of this chapter is to show how Social Credit's philosophy, propaganda machinery,
and organizational.apparatus facilitated the promotion of anti-Semitic propaganda.

The story of Social Credit's rise to power is weli hown and has been covered
extensively in the secondary fiterature. However, even a brief review of the movement's
history must discuss the province fiom which it came. Indeed, the history of the Social

Credit movement in Alberta is inextricably LUlked to the history of the province. Alberta

attained provîncehood in 1905, having k e n formerly part of the Northwest Temtories

which was demarcated h m the rest of Canada in 1875. Composed mostly of American
farmers,' British and European immigrants (including pacif'lst sects lîke the H u t t e s ,

Doukhobors and enn no nit es): and Ontario "e~~ansionists,'~
Alberta entered the
Dominion of Canada already with a long historyO4Shortly d e r its ascension to
provincehood it elected a Liberal government under Alexander Rutherford, which moa
Abertans believed did not adequately protect or promote their interests vis a vis "eastem

canada,'" especially with respect to the economic discrimination inherent in western grain
marketing and the CPR fieight rates!

Similarly, on the federal level, Albertans were

unimpressed with ûttawa7scontinual control over their natural resources and their weak
Accordingly, as part of that broader
political representation in the House of ~ornmons.~
prairie f m e r protest which reached its height in 1921 with the election of the
Progressives to the House of commons~that same year Alberta elected a governent of

the United Famers of ~lberta? For most Albertans, coming corn a predomimtly rurai,
mixed-fming environment, the UFA was seen as the best representative of their interests.
However, the postwar depression, together with the Great Depression of the 1930s and
political scanda1 within the Brownlee government,'Ocaused the Alberta electorate by the
mid-1930s to look for a stronger panacea. in 1935 Albertans found their saviour in the
radio preacher William "Bible Bili" Aberhart.
Certainly, Alberta's tradition of prairie protest and support of third parties was weil
entrenched before 1935. A d c a n populist ideas had had a great impact on Alberta's
emerging political culture, and with the economic depressions and political inequities of
the early decades of the twentieth century, traditional populist devances against the
"eastem capitalisti," "vested interests," and Cïhmciers"helped focus Albertans'
discontent on what they perceived tu be u n f i and uneqd treatment at the han& of
Ottawa.

ui both ideology and organization, the United Farmers of Alberta and the Social Credit
Party shared many of the characteristics of Arnerican populism.ll Unlike the UFA,
however, the Social Credit Party adopted that darker side of populisrn which Uicluded a
conspiratonal view of history and a preponderant focus on monetary powen, with a
concomitant vilification of "international Jewish finance."'* When the UFA proved to be
politically conservative and powerless against the Great Depressio~the Social Credit
theories of C.H.Douglas, offering similar ideas about the "vested interests," held
resonance for an electorate facing economic devastation, political powerlessness, and
imminent starvation. Accordingly, when William Aberhart adopted Dougias's views and

began mixing his religious prognunmes with Social Credit theories, Albertans believed
that the Social Credit crusade offered them a way out of their desperate circumstances.

When Aberhart additionally prornised twenty-five dollars a month to each adult, "voting

with one's pocketbook" took on a whole new meaning, and in 1935 "Bible Bill" won the
Alberta provincial election with a resounding victory.
Suddenly, Aberhart's radio programme c m religious-political crusade landed fifty-six
Social Credit candidates in the Alberta legislature, facing five Liberals and two
~onservatives." Composed of famiers*workers, and s m d businessmen,l4 the Social
Credit Party took control of the Alberta govemment somewhat shakily, with the
authoritarian Aberhart passing outrageous legislation and not giving an address in the

Alberta legislatue until four years into his premie~hip.'5Yet the Party grew in
confidence, based on a mixture of faith in Aberhart, in Social Credit theones, and in the

strength of its numbers. Aberhart3 successor, Ernest Manning, took over his master's

m a d e and led Albertans into the province's greatest economic boom. Thirty-six y-

later, the Social C ~ d iyears
t
came to an end, with nearly two generations of Albertans
having known only a Social Credit govemment.

The story of the Social Credit years is, in many ways, a story of success - how the

teacher-preacher-premier and his disciple-protégd led the province of Alberta into the most
. ' ~ the Social Credit Party's thirty-six year
prosperous years it had ever e ~ ~ e n e n c e dYet
reign is also a story of intolerance, provincialism, and duplicity. This facet of Social
Credit's history forms the backbone of this study, and while it is important to remember
that the Social Credit govemment of Alberta dtimately served its electorate well, it is the
scalier sideL7of Social Credit's history which will be exarnined. The anti-Semitic
ideology of Social Credit's founder, C.H.Douglas, was absorbed and perpetuated in
varying degrees by leading part- members, including William Aberhart and Emest

Manning. Further, the organizational apparatus of the Social Credit movement, at both the
provincial and federal levels, included agencies and organs which regularly disseminated
anti8emitic propaganda Consequently, for those Social Credit members who believed in

the "international Jewish hancial conspiracy," their views were supported by the
movement's propaganda machinery. An examination of the theones upon which Social
Credit philosophy was based will show why the movement's propaganda adopted an antiSemitic bias.
Social Credit philosophy was based largely on the theones of Major C.H. Douglas, a
Scottish electrical 'engineer and founder of the Social Credit movement in England. Social
Credit was thus a British import - Douglas established the movement in the 1920s when he
created the Social Credit Secretariat in Liverpool. The Social Credit Secretariat was a
voluntary organization composed of Douglas's followers and desçri'bed itself as a non-

party, non-class organization neither connected with nor supporting any political party,
Social Credit or otherwise. Douglas was the Secretariat's advisory chairman, and Dr
Tudor Jones was its deputy chaiman. One of the functions of the Social Credit Secretariat
was the "organisation and supervision of the study of Social Credit by those who desire €0

undertake it seriously."

'

In 1938, in conjunction with the Social Credit Secretariat, Douglas founded a weekly
journal called the Social Crediter. The mandate of the Social Crediter was to express and
support the policy of the Social Credit ~ecretariat.'~
Indeed, the publishers for the Social
Crediter, K.R.P.Publications, were housed in the sarne offices as the Social Credit
~ecretariat." As other Social Credit organizations were created in Commonwealth
countries such as Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, they too began to publish their own
Social Credit publications, such as the Ausfralian Social Credirer, the New Times
(Melbourne), the New Era (Sydney), the New Zealand Social Crediter, the Canadion
Social Crediter, and Vers Demain (Quebec). Depending on their relationship to Douglas's
Social Credit Secretariat, these umbrella publications c&d

articles which were published

by the Social Credller. Certainiy in Canada, the Canadan Social Crediter and Vers
Demain quoted extensively fiom the English Social ~rediter? In tum, the Social Credit
Secretariat in England supported in varying degrees its umbrelia Social Credit
publications. As the Social Credit Secretariat stated in 1946: "The AustraIian Social
Credirer, and To-day and To-morrow, (now renamed The Canadian Social Crediter), in
different circumstances and degree reflect the intention of Social Credit journalism at

headqua~ters,and loyal allies are the newspaper of the French Canadian movement for
Social Credit, Vers Demain, and The New T

k of ~ e l b o u r n e . ' ~

In various studies of Douglas's Social Credit theories, economists, historians, and other
scholars have shown that Douglas's theories were economically unsound and based on a
blind hlarning of the banking s y ~ t e r n .As
~ ~one critic of Social Credit stated in 1937,
"those who have sincerely studied the writings of Major Douglas will agree that it is an

exasperating task. His mind evidently functions according to the advice of a famous cynic:
'If you would make your doctrine immortal, make it incomprehensible, for then no one can
prove that it is wr~n~.'''~
Yet Douglas's economic theories were also considered avant-garde and even John
Maynard Keynes agreed that Douglas's criticisms of the banking and credit system had
merit? Douglas's theories were, in essence, a programme for economic and political
reform. His goal was to reform the economic system so that the evils of capitalism would
be eradicated while retaining the capitalist f h n e w ~ r kand
; ~ ~reform the political system so
that control of the general will of the people wouid be held by the people and not by
'bgovemment."27 Significantly, at the base of both refoms lay the assumption that a group
of international Jewish financiers manipulated the world's economic and political systems

in its bid for world domination. By reforming the economic and political systems,
Douglas believed that power could be usurped fiom the international Jewish financiers.

This conspiratonal underpinning to Douglas's programme of economic and political
reforrn caused Social Credit philosophy to embrace a strong anti-Jewish element.
Evidence mggests that Douglas d e r e d fiom paranoia; indeed, near the end of his Me,
he was hospitalized and diagnosed as certifiably insane? Long before, however, critics
accused him of harbouring a "highly developed persecution complex" which cause him to
see "a ' h c i e r ' with a fdse bard watching him behind every bush and coqiracies

hatched by statesmen and bank govemors (whoprobably do not even know his name) to
encompass his de~truction.''~~
Certainly, Douglas's conspiratorid philosophy about Jews
informed much of his theories on Social Credit. His anti-Semitic theories were absorbed
and perpetuated by the Alberta movement, primarily through the distribution of books and
pamphlets written by Douglas himself. These treatises were available at al1 Social Credit
meetings and were advertised for sale by the movement's party organs and govenunent

and party agencies. A brief review of Douglas's treatises will reveal the type of literature
the Alberta Social Credit movement disseminated."

Social Credit was written by Douglas and frst published in 1924 in London, England.
Revised twice and reprinted four times, its final version was published in 1937. Social

Credit was the basic and official handbook of the Social Credit movement as outlined by
Douglas himseK3' In it, he accused the Jewish religion of being the foundation upon
which "monopoly capitaiism" was based, and argued that pre-war Germany and post-war
Russia were under.the direct infîuence of Jewish leaders. He also regarded the Jews as
protagonists of "collectivism," which included socialism, communism, and big business."
The remedy for such a situation, Douglas suggested, was the breaking up of Jewish group
acti~ity?~
Further, he expressed his belief in the spurious Protocols of the Leamed Elders

of zionU and considered the question of whether the Protocois were a forgery to be of

little importance?
The Poiicy of a Phiiosophy was a reprint of an address Douglas gave to a conference of
Social Crediters in London in June 1937. Although supposedly a su-

of the Social

Credit movement, it was predorninantly a criticism of the money system, which Douglas

described as an "abstracti~n."~He outlined the p d s of "abstractionism," whîch he

linked to Whiggism and Jewish emancipation under Oliver Cromwell. Stated Douglas:
"[tlhe nse of the Protectorate ...was financed by Manasseh ben Israel; and the nrst Act of
the Protectorate was to resicimit the Jews into England ... but it had the undoubted effect of
elevating Whiggism, which ... has been dominant in this country ever since; and Whiggism
is abstractionism." For Douglas, "abstractionism" was antithetical to both Social Credit

and ~hristianity.~~

The Big Idea was a sixty-four page pamphlet compiled nom articles appearing in the
Social Credirer from January to May 1942.~'ui short, the purpose of the pamphlet was to

launch an attack on Jews. As Louis Rosenberg of the Canadian Jewish Congress notecl,
"although the pamphlet purported to be an explanation of Social Credit theory, it was
almost entirely devoted to anti-Semitic attack~.''~ Douglas waged numerous accusations,
including the following: that the Second World War was caused by Jews and their nonJewish fiiends; that Jews, Freernasons, the Old Testament, and the anti-Christ were
working in tandem against the forces of the New Testament and Christianity; that Geman
Jewish bankers, the Federal Reserve Bank of the United States, the London School of
Economics, the Bank of England, B'nai B'nth, and Freemasons were part of the
"conspiracy of international Jewish bankers;" and that Hitler was a grandson of an
illepitirnate daughter of Baron ~othschild? In one instance Douglas declared that %le

al1 international Financiers are not Jews, many are, and the observable policy of these Jews
and of Freemasonry is that of the Talmud. This group c m be identined first with PanGerrnanism, and secondly with Pan-Americanism, both of which aim at the destruction of
British culture and prestige either by conquest or

Douglas aiso remarked

that "the Jew" was "the most undesirable Oriental the world has produced.d2

The Landjor the (Chosen) People Racket was a pamphlet which first appeared senally
in the Social Crediter between December 1942 and March 1943:~ Douglas did not deal
with Social Credit theories but discussed the land tenure system in England and the
~ discussion included numerous
question of nationdizing farm iand in that c ~ u n t r y .His
anti-Semitic attacks, as well as quotations from the Protocois of the Learned EIders of

2ionPS He blamed the promotion of land nationalization in England on several kws,
including Ernest Cassel, Jacob Schiff, Israel Moses Sieff of the Political and Economic

Planning organization, and the Geman banking fm of Kuhn, Loeb, and ~ o r n ~ a nHe~ ? ~
also argued that a Jewish conspiracy was behind the push for nationalization of mineral
rights ownership in ~ n ~ l a n d Regarding
?
the British government's attempts to combat
foot-and-mouth disease by slaughtering al1 cattle suspected of being infected, Douglas
declared that this was actually a Jewish-socialist plot against English cattle owners?
Upon reading this pamphlet, Congress's Louis Rosenberg noted that Douglas had changed
the popular English political slogan, ''The Land for the People," into "The Land for the
(Chosen) People," thus implying that Jewish ploners were attempting to hand over
Britain's land to Jews as the "chosen people."<g
Programme for the Third World W m was a sixty-page pamphlet comprised of articles
written by Douglas in the Socid Credîter between April and August 1943. Douglas

argwd that a third world war was imminent and, lüce the second, would be deliberately
planned by a secret p u p of international Jewish conspirators intending to dominate the
world through control of the banking system, the Cornmunist Party, and the Socialist

Parties of various countries. Douglas made numemus allegations, including the following:
that German Jewish bankers conducted the political and economic policies of Gemiany,

Great Britain, and the United States; that German-Jewish international bankers invented
the concept of the sepm,?io:: of control fkom ownership and responsibility; that Jewish

bankers were instrumental in the rise of Japmese power; that Freemasonry was part of the
international Jewish conspiracy for world control; that Hitler was a Jew and a member of
the Rothschild family; that Hitler's anti-Semitism was not genuine and that Jews were
fabricating their penecution in Germany in order to infiltrate Great Britain to act as spies
for ~ e r m a nthat
~ ; k~w~s crucified Jesus because Jesus said that 'man is not bom to be
ruied nor to nile oyer other people;" and that Jews were Onentals who could not

'

understand European concepts5

The Brieffor the ~rosectrrion," published in 1946, was a fùrther condemnation of the

"Jewish world plot." Here Douglas claimed that he had uncovered evidence of an
international Jewish hancial conspiracy which planned to impose an "den culture"53on
the world by tùst destroying the British Empire and then creating a totalitarian govemment

in every state. Specifically, the conspirators wanted to impose an "international hancial
authority" and "international police force" on Bntain in theû bid for world contr01.~~
They
would use their manipulation of the Communist Party in England, the London School of
Economics, the Political and Economic Planning organization, the Bank of England, and
the Amencan Federal Reserve Board to help implement their alien policy.55 According to
Douglas, the conspirators were also responsible for the finaacing of Hitler, "an illepitirnate
descendant of a Viemese Baron Rothschild." He added that nunours of a German poücy
of Jewish persecution were ''patently absurd" since %ere is abundant evidence that Hitler
received exactly the same kind of support fiom powerful Jews as did the ~aiser."~

The Realistic Position of the Church of England was a compilation of articles published

in the Social Crediler from 25 October to 22 Novernber 1947.'' Again, Douglas focussed
on the impact of the Jewish conspiracy on Britain. Accordmg to Louis Rosenberg, the
purpose of this pamphlet was to argue that the Church of England, as the state church, was
not asserting itself enough in the political life of the country and was too favourably
inclined towards Jews and others who supported Jewish causes.s8 Douglas relied hcavily
on the Protocols of the Learned Elders of ion,^^ argued that the Old Testament should be
rejected for its adherence to the "Chosen People" myth, and attacked Zionism for its
''vicious e f f e ~ t s . ~In
' one instance, he declared that "[tlhe Jewish question is a mass of

untruths, half-truths, and false materialism, and one of the essentials of any solution is to
strip it of the occultism which is its chief dly.'"'
Even a cursory review of these treatises shows that Douglas was a blatant anti-Semite.

Significantly,these treatises were advertised for sale by the various agencies and organs of
the Alberta Social Credit movement. More seriously, the ideas expressed therein were
absorbed and perpetuated by leading Social Credit memben, including William Aberhart
and Ernest Manning.
When Aberhart became a follower of Douglas's economic theories in 1932, he clearly

did not understand them. Indeed, there is the well-wom story of Aberhart in 1937 asking
John Hargrave, a Social Credit expert fiom England: "[ilf 1 issue a dividend, how do 1get
it back?'"

Perhaps this story reveals less about Aberhart's inability to understand Social

Credit theories than it does about their intrinsic fdacy. Nonetheless, Aberhart's fath in
Douglas's theories supersedeci his understanding of them, and this was emulated by other
Social Credit supporters. When his religious-political cnisade resulted in an election

landslide, a group of very surprised and somewhat scared Social Credit MLAs, including
Aberhart, argued that what was important was not a detailed and Uieicate explanation of
Douglas's theones and how they could be implemented, but a strong faith that such
theories would produce the necessary results. Aberhart often used the example of
electricity to explain Social Credit theory - the idea that one did not need to understand the
theory of electricity (or Social Credit) in order to benefit from its application."

He and

other Social Credit membea concluded that Social Credit theories were so simple and
obvious that the only possible explanation why they had not yet been implemented
throughout the world was opposition fiom the international financial c o n ~ ~ i r a Ifc ~ . ~
Aberhart was unable to understand Douglas's economic and political theories, he seemed
clear about the international hancial conspiracy.

During his tenure as premier nom 1935 to 1943, Aberhart did nearly everything but
implement Social Credit. He promised Albertans twenty-five dollars a month; when that

did not rnaterialize, he refused to pay interest on maturing government bonds, defaulted on
the province's bond payments, issued govenunent scrip called 'prosperity certificates,"

and attempted to cancel farm debts, prevent farm foreclosures, and m d e the Alberta
When the federal govemment declared each of Aberhart3 actions uitm vires,
Social Credit politicians interpreted this as M e r proof of the existence of an
intemationai conspiracy which was puppeteering the federal govemment.
Yet Aberhart's views about the intemational financial conspiracy were not as explicit as
those of Douglas. The existing literature g e n e d y accepts the notion that Aberhart

believed in the international financial conspiracy theory, but did not accept that it was
Jewish-controlled. Certainly, a review of the evidence shows that Aberhart embraced

contradictory views about Jews and ~udaisrn.~~
At various times, Aberhart stated that the
Social Credit

not only opposed anti-Sernitism, but condemned anti-Semitism in the

strongest possible tems?' When the Alberta Jewish community solicited Aberhart's
greetings for various Jewish holidays, he gave them frpely.68 #en

the Western Division

of the Canadian Jewish Congress asked Aberhart to speak at its conference in Calgary in
1939, he attended and expressed sympathy with the plight of European Jews, stating:
"[t] here will never be more than a temporary solution to the problems facing the kwish
race until you find a place to seek your destiny in fieed~rn."~69 an interview for the
Jewish Posî in the autumn of 1939, when asked about the possibilities of permitting and
assisting Jewish refugees to settle in Alberta, Aberhart responded that if Ottawa permitted
it, and if they were supported independently "so as not to become a burden on the
govemment," then 'We would gladly open the dooe to Jewish suf5erers ... As to refbgees
with any capital of their own, they are certainly wel~ome."~~
He also expressed hope that a

solution would be found to the grave refûgee problem, and that Jewish aspirations for a
homeland in Palestine would be realized dong with a definte improvement in world
conditio~s.~~
These statements have led one historian of Social Credit to conclude that "[wlhile he
was Premier, Aberhart was perceived by the Jewish community in Alberta and western
Canada as a fkiend?

Yet Aberhart's positive statements about Jews were balanced by

equally negative statements. Dltring a lecture given at the Calgary Prophetic Bible
Conference in 1922, Aberhart explicitly opposed Zionism and argued that because Jews

had not accepted Christ they would never succeed in regaining the Promised Land of Zion:
"the JEWISH RACE m u t yet aclcnowledge that the CHRIST who was crucified to the

CROSS of Calvary was the SON of GOD, their MESSIAH. Until they will acknowledge
that they must expect the curses of the world and c m not expect the Blessings of GOD.'"'

In other sermons, Aberhart cnticized the Jewish nation for its sllifulness, including the sins
of selfishness, hypocrisy, usury, violence, injastice, and discontent with wages."

Cie

viewed Christianity as a war against the anti-Christ, and suggested that when Armageddon
came, most Jews v u l d be duped by the Antichrist, believing hlln to be their

ess si ah.^'

Regarding the international financial conspiracy, Aberhart also appeared to embrace

Douglas's theories. in a vitriolic condemation of the bbbankers"in 1943, Aberhart
declared: "[dlo you not realize that unless we make definite plans for dealing with this
slirny octopus which is wrapping its clamrny blood-sucking tentacles around every man,
woman and child in this Canada of ours, we shall find ourselves bound in abject slavery to
the lords of finance who, by this iniquitous swindle have gained such power that they are
virtually super-dictators to whom democratically elected govemrnents have to go

cringingly, cap-in-hand, to obtain permission to carry on?"76 In another instance, he
repeated Douglas's claim that in Gerrnany, there existed a Jewish goup of financiers who
were responsible for the persecution of Jews in that country while they themselves
remained unscathed and prospered econ~micall~.~'

Thus, Aberhart's views on Jews and their relationship to the so-called international
financial conspiracy were ambivalent, and it is possible that he embraced positive feelings
toward Jews while still accepting that part of Douglas's theories which blamed the
shadowy "international Jewish financier" for the world's economic and political Us. Yet

whether Aberhart was an anti-Semite or not is somewhat irrelevant; what is more
important is that as leader and interpreterof Douglas's Social Credit theories in Alberta,

Aberhart embraced views whkh were ambivalent enough to allow the anti-Semitic facet of
Douglas's ideoiogy to permeate the Alberta movement's ideology. As the following
chaptea will show, Aberhart did not repudiate anti-Semitism in the Alberta Social Credit
movement, and did not prevent other more vocal Social Credit members from expressing
the anti-Semitic component of the international financial conspiracy theory?*
When Emest Manning took over the premienhip after Aberhart's death in May 1943,

this former student-disciple-protbgé appeared to deviate little fkom Aberhart's principles.79
Yet t h e major changes occurred under the Manning regime. The first was the extension
of the Social Credit movement to the national arena in 1944; the second was Manning's
abandonment of Social Credit theories and attempts at implementation; and the third was

his repudiation of anti-Semitism within the Social Credit movement These actions were
closely connected: the creation of the national Social Credit Party and Social Credit
organizations in other provinces increased the amount of anti-Semitic propaganda; yet
when Manning attempted to abandon Douglas's economic and political theories, he also
was forced io abandon their concomitant anti-Semitism. This necessarily brought hirn into

coaflict with those members of the national Party and other provincial party members who
believed in Douglas's economic, political, antidemitic theories. ùideed, Douglas's
economic and political theories were so entrenched in the idea of an international Iewish
financial conspiracy that when Manning discarded Social Credit pinciples, he was dso

compelled to purge the anti-Semitic purists, or Douglasites, fiom the movement.
However, because Manning was respomLble for purging the antitiSemiticDouglasites,
he has since been ideaiiied as a leader who refiised to tolerate mti-Semitism in the Social

Credit Party, as weli as vindicated of any respomibiiity for the anti-Semitic propaganda

promoted during his premiership. As will be shown in the following chapters, these
interpretations overlook Manning's own ambivalent views on the "international Jewish
financiai conspiracy" and tend to obscure the complex motives which caused him to
repudiate Social Credit's antiSemitism when he did.

in order to understand the factors which ied to Manning's purge of the Douglasites in
1947-48, the organizational structure of the movement, including its provincial and
national wings, party organs, and propaganda agencies, m u t be understood. It can be
argued that one of the reasons for Social Credit's increased antitiSemiticpropaganda and
its later split over the issue of anti-Sernitism was its extension beyond Alberta borders.
The mation of the national Social Credit Party in 1944 was only part of a broadening out
of the Alberta Social Credit movement throughout the Dominion. This extension was
important - it signified a renewed cornmitment to Mplementing Social Credit on a
national, not just provincial bais - but it also encouraged M e r promotion of Douglas's
anti-Semitic theories.

When the natiohal Social Credit Party was established, it was officially independent
tiom the Alberta Social Credit partYs' and operated under the jurisdiction of the national
Social Credit organization, the Social Credit Association of Canada. Other provincial
Social Credit organizations which had been operating in British Columbia, Saskatchewan,
Manitoba, Ontario, and Quebec, as well as the Alberta Social Credit organiration, were

brought mder the jurisdiction of the Social Credit Association of

anad da*' Thus, the

national organhtion became responsible for both the provincial Social Credit movements
and the newly-created national Social Credit Party. It was comprised of a national
executive (made up of a national leaùer and president, a deputy national leader and vice-

president, and a second vice-president)a and a national c o ~ n c i l . Significantly,
~~
the
national council included members fiom this national executive as well as the heads of
each provincial organization. Thus, al1 heads of the provincial organizations held a seat on

the national council, with the notable exception of Emest Manning. Yet as later events
will show, Manning held much sway over the policies of the Social Credit Association of
Canada, notwithstanding that he did not hold an official position on the national council.
Although the national Social Credit Party was officially independent of the Alberta
movernent, in practice this simply was not so. M e r the national Party's creation in 1944,
the Alberta Social Credit party organ, Todv and ~ornorrow,"became the movement's
national paper. It changed its name to the Canadian Social Credirer and was designated
the officia1 organ for the Social Credit Association of Canada. Yet the Canadian Social

Crediter maintained its headquarters in ~ d m o n t o nand
~ ~continued to focus much of its
attention on Social Credit &airs

in ~ l b e r t a " Its editor, John Patrick Gillese, was part of

the Alberta movement, and ultimately took his orders (and his separation slip) fiom
Premier Manning. As will be seen, the Canadian Social Crediter became a main forum
for the dissemination of anti-Semitic propaganda and was the first organ to be sanitized
when Manning conducted his purge of the anti-Semites in 1947-48.

The Social Credit movement also had another party organ, Vers Demain. This
fomiightly, French-1angua.epapa was the official organ of the Union des Electeurs, the
Quebec provincial Social Credit orgauization. The editor of Vers Demain was Louis Even,
head of the Union des Electeurs and member of the national council of the Social Credit
Association of ~ a ~ d a . "Established in 1939, Vers Demain a p d to accept the policy
laid down by the Social Credit Association of

anad da^ when the national organization

was created in 1944. As will be seen, however, the policy of Vers Demain changed

dramaticaliy during Manning's purge of the Douglasites.
Both the Canadian Social Crediler and Vers Demain regularly disseminated antiSemitic propaganda. The New Voice, the monthly journal of tiie Canadiam Jewish Weekly,
described the Canadan Social Crediter as follows: "[nlot a week goes by without an
attack on the trade unions, organized farrners, the CIO [Congress of Industrial
ûrganizations], the Jews, the United Nations, and the Soviet Union. Sometimes the
attacks are dispersed in several articles, sometimes they are bundled up in one grotesque
broadsheet." Vers Demain received even harsher criticism: "Vers Demain can only be
described as a fascist sheet ...Aping Streicher's Stürmer, it publishes cartoons demeaning,
carkaturing, and slandering the Jews ...To Vers Demain ... [tlhe 'international Jew' is
responsible for everything wrong; the UN is a fiendish Jewish plot; U N R M was a vehicle
for Jewish domination of Europe; and the impeccably conservative B'nai Brith becomes ...
a diabolical intern&ional network of Jewish freemasons plotting to destroy the Roman
Catholis [sic] Church, the sanctity of mamage, [and] the sacred right of private enterprise
to exploitation and profit."89 These criticisms were not exaggerated. Perhaps the most
grievous action committed by Vers Demain was its publication of the Protocols of the
Leamed Elders ofZon in serial form fiom 1 January to 15 August 1946"

The fat that Vers Demain published the Protocols is signincant and requires
explanation. The Protocols were a spurious forgery, purporthg to be a report of twentyfour (in some versions, twenty-seven) meetings held in Basle, Switzerland in 1897 by the

First Zionist Congress mder the presidency of Theodore Herzi, the "father of modern
Zionism." The purpose of these meetings was supposedly to draft plans to subvert

Chnstianity and gain world control. The Protocols were published throughout Europe and
North America at different times and under different titles. They were first published in
Russia in 1905 under the title, Secrets of the Wise Men of Zion by Sergei Nilus, a tsarist
civil servant?' In 1920, the Protocols were translated into English and published by Eyre
and Spottiswoode of London under the title, The Jauish perilO9*They had also k e n
translated into several European languages and become a staple of anti8emitic
propaganda in the United States, Henry Ford's Dearbom Independent reprinted the

Protocols and pointed to them as evidence of a Jewish c o n ~ ~ i r a c ~ ? ~

The spurious nature of the Protocols was f~ revealed in 1921 by The Times in

ond don,^ which demonstmted theù obvious resemblance to a book published in Brussels
in 1864 entitled, Dialogue aux Enjers entre Machiavel et Montesquieu. ou la Politique de
Machiavel au XLYSiécle, par un Contemporain. Its author, a Parisian lawyer and publicist

named Maurice Joly, had intended to satirize Napoleon m. Shortly afler its publication,
Joly was arrested by Napoleon's police and sentenced to eighteen months'

rison on ment?^

Subsequent investigations revealed that the Protocois were a forgery prepared by the
Russian Black Hundred, the secret police of Tsarist Russia under General Rachowsky, to
support the Tsar's pogroms against ~ e w s ?The
~ Ru-:sian forgers had lifted no less than
1,040 lines directly nom Joly's book?'

In 1934 the Union of Jewish Communities in

Switzerland sued the leaders of the Swiss National Socialist Party for publishing the
Protocols. On 14 May 1935, a Swiss court determined at the famous "Berne trial" that the
Protocols were a forgery, terming them 'tiriddous nonsensen9*However, in 1937 a

Berne appeal court overtumed the guilt of the accused on the grounds that "as the
Pmtocols were not salacious, the Iaw conceniing indecent litenitlire could not be applied

to them."99 Accordingly, the sentence was quashed. Notwithstanding its verdict, the
appeal court maintained that the question of the authenticity or non-authenticity of the
' ~ ~d e d ihat "this scurrilous work
Protocols was entirely irrelevant to its d e c i s i ~ n ,and
contains unheard-of and unjustified attacks against the Jews and must without reservation
to be judged to be immoral ~iterature."'~'
Thus, when Vers Demain published the Protocois, this constituted a deliberate
promotion of anti-Semitic propaganda Yet the Canadian Social Crediter was only
slightly less culpable - while it never reprinted the Protocols in full, it nonetheless
published articles which quoted from them.lo2 Indeed, although Vers Demain had
r e p ~ t e dthe Profocofs in serial form, the total amount of anti-Semitic propaganda was
much pater in the Canadian Social ~rediler.'" From the tirne of its inception as Today
und Tomomow, anti-Semitic propaganda in the Canadian Social Crediler increased in

'

both degree and extent, with the greatest increase occurring between 1945 and 1947.

in

contrast, after 1946 the amount of anti-Semitic propaganda in Vers Demain decreased. 'Os
Therefore, in relative tems, although Vers Demain was Mewed by its critics as an antiSemitic propaganda organ, the Canadian Social Crediter was the larges disseminator of

antidemitic propaganda for the Social Credit movement. The Canadicm Social Crediter
aiso distinguished itseif by establishing connections with British fascists, when in 1946 it
opened an office in London, England with the Holbom Publishing and Distributhg
Company, the same publishers of Sir Oswald Mosiey's fascist propaganda'M

Thus the Social Credit movement's two party organs, the Canadian Social Crediter and
Vers Demain, disseminated anti-Semitic propaganda, the nature and extent of which will
be examined in the next chapter. Yet the party organs were not the only media through

which the Social Credit movement promoted anti-Semitic propaganda The Alberta Social
Credit Board, set up in 1937 ostensibly to help Aberhart implement Social Credit policies,
became the propagada a m of the Alberta Social Credit government whose sole puview
was the stocking, advertising, and distribution of Social Credit literat~re.'~'However, the
vast majority of this literature was blatantly anti8emitic, and a substantive proportion of
the literature did not even refer to Social Credit theones. Significantly, the Alberta Social
Credit Board was part of the Alberta civil service, with its offices in the Alberta legislative
buildings. Several Social Credit membea served on the Board throughout its mandate,
including L.D.Byme as technical adviser to the ~oard,'O~
A.J. FIooke,logNorman B.

ame es,' lo R.E. ~ n s l e ~' ',Floyd
'
M. ~aker,"*William ~ o r n p ,l 3' and A.V. ~ourcier.'l4
The Social Credit Board regularly advertised a large number of books and pamphlets in
the Canadian Social ~rediter.'" As Congress's Louis Rosenberg noted, much of this

literature did not advocate Social Credit theories, but al1 included varying degrees of anti~emitism.'l6 For example, the Social Credit Board advertised many of Douglas's books,
including The Brief for the Prosecution, Progranme for the nird World War, The Land

For the (Chosen) People Racket, Social Credit, and The Big Idea. Given the nature of
Douglas's treatises, the Social Credit Board was clearly advertising and distributhg antiSemitic Literature.

The Social Credit Board also advertised for sale the wrîtings of Nesta webster,' "a
notorious anti8emite fiom England who wrote such books as Secret Societies and

Subversive Movements, The Surrender of an Empire, SociaZist Network, and Worlti
Revolution. Mer Louis Rosenberg had read Webster's works, he concluded that none of

them had to do with Social Credit theories, but aii focussed preponderantly on anti-Jewish

'

proPaganda l8 Rosenberg was correct. Secret Societies and Subversive Movements
purported to examine such "secret societies" as the Knights Templars, Freemasonry,
German Templatiirn, French Illuminism, Jewish Cabalists, Bbvarian Iliuminati, PanGemanism, Communism, and what Webster described as ''the real Jewish peri1."120
According to Webster, these movements were d l Jewish-controlled, which was proof of
"the immense problem of the Jewish Power, perhaps the most important problern with
which the modem world is confionted." Nonetheless, she cautioned that "it is necessary to
divest oneself of al1 prejudices and to enquire in a spirit of scientific detachment whether
any definite proof exists that a concerted attempt is being made by Jewry to achieve worlddomination and to obliterate the Christian faith."121
The Sumender of an Empire also focussed its attack on Jews, desaibing how the British
Empire had been undermined and dismembered since 1914. According to Louis
Rosenberg, the purpose of this book was to argue that a secret group of internationalJewish-Gemm-fuüucid-capitalist-CO-

plotters was

the goveniing force behind the Gerrnan hpenalists before the First World War, the
Bolsheviks, the Irish revolutionaries, the hdian nationalist Swaraj, the Egyptian Wafd, the
~ ~Webster herself argued: "[f'jor
Kuomintang in China,and the Zionists in ~ a l e s t i n e . 'As

the purpose of weakening England, the G e m Nationalists purmed their usual policy of
cooperation with the international Communists. This was carried out rnaialy through the
Fraina-Ruthenberg group of Amencan-Jewish Communists, who were in touch with
Moscow on one hand and with the revolutionary elements in England and Ireland on the
other." lu

The Socialisr ~ e t w o r k l according
*~
to its book jacket, was "a permanent work of
reference for al1 who believe that the British Empire is worth saving fiom the destruction
now so evidently planned by enemies - home and foreign - assisted by numberless wellmeaning people ignorant of the way in which they are being used - through apparently

humanitarian or harmless associations - in the steady weakening of this country's powea
of resistance."

'*'

Rosenberg roncluded that although Webster's purported intention was to

discuss the various communist, socialist, trade union, and peace organizations in the
'~~
modern world, from the America Civil Liberties Union to the Nudity ~ o v e r n e n t ,she
included as many Jewish names as possible in her denunciation of the destructive forces at
work in the world.12' There was also a twelve-page "[ndex of Persons" listing the names
of al1 persons whorn she believed fonned part of the socialist network.12'

Lady, in World Revolution, Webster attempted to explain the hidden force behind dl
the revolutions in the world, fiom the French Revolution of 1789 to the Russian
Revolution of 1917, concluding, in Rosenberg's words, that al1 were the result of a Jewish
conspiracy to attack Christianity and the social and moral ~rder."~For the moa part, she
blamed the "Jewish-controlied Illurninati" for the revolutions, and wamed that this sarne
conspiracy was now threatening British civilization. As an appendix, Webster included a
large and complicated chart of ail the world revolutions, showing the comections between

the "open revolutionary forces" and the co-opmting "hidden forces" of numerous secret
societies.

In sum, the Alberta Social Credit Board disseminated a wide varïety of anti8emitic
iiterature, includhg treatises by CH.Douglas and Nesta Webster. This iiterature was
available at the Board's offices in the Alberta legislative buildings; it could be purchased

fiom the Board via the Canadian Social Crediter; and it was available at ail Social Credit
meetings. The Soeial Credit Board also published pamphlets by Social Credit members
which included anti-Semitic references. For exarnple, it published the pamphlet Battlefor
Freedorn, reprinted fiom an address made by L.D.Byrne, technical advisor to the Social

Credit Board. in his address, made before the Rocky Mountain Houe Board of Trade in

1943, Byrne alleged that there was an international financial conspiracy attempting to gain
world control. As Louis Rosenberg noted, Byrne invoked several Jewish narnes "as well

as some non-Jewish names which sounded Jewish" in order to lend credence to his
argument that the international conspirators were of Jewish ongin."'

Like many other

Social Credit publications, Battlefor Freedom was an official Alberta govemment
publication published by the Alberta Social Credit Board at the legislative buildings in
Edmonton and pnnted by the King's Printer, the officia1 printer of the Alberta
government. '32
The Social Credit movement's national organization, the Social Credit Association of
Canada, also published pamphlets with anti8ernitic references. One example was The

Hand t

h RocRF

the Crade, by Emest G. Hansell, MP for Macleod. Hansell argued that

"thehand that rocks the cradle rules the world" and that the hidden hand of finance ruled

The Social Credit Association of
the world, powered by men like Baron ~othschild.'~~
Canada published a similar pamphlet by Solon Low, national leader of the Social Credit

Party and MP for Lethbridge, entitled Men or Money? which also invoked the Rothschilds
in its discussion of the "financial octopus that had its tentacles wound tightly around
everything of any value in our

This Merature was also available thmugh

regular Social Credit channels. Thus, both the Alberta Social Credit Board and the Social

Credit Association of Canada were responsible for publishing and distributhg anti-Semitic
propaganda.
The Social Credit movement had another agency which advertised and distributed antiSemitic propaganda on its behalf. in 1947, Roy Ashby, son of Patrick ~ s h b ~ , " '
established the Basic Book Club, a mail-order business which was officiaily independent
of the Social Credit movement. However, orders for the Basic Book Club initially went to
the Social Credit ~ o a r dand
' ~ the
~ Club advertised regularly in the Canadion Social

Crediler. According to Louis Rosenberg, the mandate of the Basic Book Club was
ostensibly to spread a knowledge of Social Credit theory and principles and to distribute
Social Credit literahire; however, the Club rarely advertised books which deait with the
theory or practice of Social Credit, instead devoting itself to advertising anti-Semitic
propagandat3' For example, the Basic Book Club offered for sale such anti-Semitic

pamphlets and books as Know Your Enemy: The "UNRRA " Ifl~a(i)tors; An Editor on
Triai, The 'Palestine ' Plot, and Father of Lies.

Know Your Enemy: The ' U N W ' Infitra(i)tors was published by Tidd Publications
the official publishers of the Social Credit movement in ihat country,
of Sydney, ~u~tral14

and was irnported into Canada by the Basic Book Club. The author or compiler of this
twentyeight page pamphlet was not given, but it was known to be a reprint of a pamphlet

first published in Scotland by W.L. Richardson of Aberfeldy. The pamphlet claimed to be

an exposé of alleged Jewish and cornmunist control of the United Nations Relief and
Rehabiütation Administration (CTNRRA), and was documented with quotations fiom

various Wnters on the

An Editor on Triai descnbed the seditious libel case, "Rex vs Caunt" held in Liverpool,
England in November 1947."~On 6 August 1947, James Caunt, editor of the Morecambe
a d Heysham Visitor in the County of Lancaster, had written an article condemning

Zionist terrorism in Palestine, attacking British Jews for their 'Yace-saving propaganda"
about peace in Palestine, and declaring that Britain's economic and political life was
controlled by Jews. At one point Caunt declared: "[British Jews] should disgorge their illgotten wealth in trying to dissuade their brothea in the United States fiom pouring out
dollars to facilitate the entrance into Palestine of European Jewish scum, a proportion of
whom will swell the ranks of the terrorist organisation and thus carry on the murderous
~ ~Editor on Triuf contained the reprint
work which British Jewry professes to a b h ~ r . " 'An
of Caunt's article, a second article in which he defended his earlier statements, and the
transcript of the trial in which he was acquitted of seditious libel. SufXce to say, the

pamphlet had nothing to do with Social Credit theories.

The 'Palestine' Plot, a vicious attack on Jews and Zionism, was given the following
description by the Basic Book Club: "[tlhe 'Palestine' Plot ...throws a new light on the

Palestine question. Are the Khazars in control of World Jewry through the Zionist
Organbtion? This and many other questions will be answered when you read this book.
It is documented."14' The book was filied with excerpts like the following: '''W]e are of

Your Father the Devil' said Jesus of Nazareth to 'the Jews' of his own tirne. They were
city dwellers and money-lenders, then as now, and their slum-world was, then as now,
b d t on fdse and ad-naturai (ungodly) foundatîons. For thousands of years the Father of

Lies has raised his children, 'the Jews,' on the inverted and Satanic principles of the
~alrnud."'~~

Father of Lies by Warren Weston was published in London by M.C.P.Publications (the
initiais which stood for the Militant Christian Patriots) which, according to Louis
Rosenberg, was an organization composed of "bitter anti-Semitic and Fascistic
propagmdists." According to the Basic Book Club, Father of Lies was "a treatise on

Judaism, Occultism, Freemasonry, and the Old Testament, Illustrated and complete with a
waliet of charts and symbolism."143It dealt with such mattea as "The Character of
Magic," "The Kabbaiah, Key to Judaism," "A Glance at Jewish Ongin," "Moses The
Magican [sic]," "The Law of Judaism," and "Freemasonry." The book's thesis was that a
score of pagan and occult religions, Judaism included, were working towards "world
theocracy." Its preponderant focus, however, was on Judaism's magicai and occult
~
Rosenberg
characteristics, especially its perverse sexudity or "phallic c u ~ t . " ' Louis
noted that the book's jacketcover and frontispiece had a picture of the "Father of Lies," a
snake whose skin was decorated by a series of Jewish syrnbols known as the Mogen

David, together with a picture of the apple from the Tree of ~now1ed~e.l"

In sum, the Basic Book Club advertised extremely antiSemitic literature. It advertised
these books in the Canadian Social Crediter, and orders were Uiibaily sent to the Alberta
~ ~ Rosenberg noted
Social Credit Board at the legislative buildings in ~ d m 0 n t o n . lLouis
that most of the books advertised by the Basic Book Club were published in England and

were imported by the Alberta Social Credit Party for distribution and sale in anad da,'"

Thus, although the Basic Book Club was officially independent of the Social Credit
movernent, its mailing address, advertising, and means of acquiring literature were directIy
comected to the Alberta Social Credit Party and govemment

68

.

Nonetheless, the Basic Book Club differed from other agencies like the Alberta Social
Credit Board because it was not tied officially to the Alberta Social Credit Party or
goverment. Accordingly, this additional fkedom allowed it to advertise more blatantly
anti-Semitic literature. The most striking example is that unlike the Alberta Social Credit
Board, the Basic Book Club engaged in the importation and sale of the Protocols of the

Learned Elders of

ion.'"

Indeed, the Basic Book Club was the only propaganda agency

affiliated with the Social Credit rnovement to advertise the Protocols for sale. Yet it is
questionable whether the Club's activities were any worse than Social Credit's other
propaganda agencies. As Louis Rosenberg noted, while neither the Canadian Social

Crediter nor the Àlberta Social Credit Board ever advertised the Protocols for sale, they
nonetheless advertised and sold a considerable number of books and pamphlets which
were blatantly anti-Semitic and which quoted extensively firom the

rotoc cols.'^^

In sum, the Social Credit movement had an organizational apparatus which promoted
anti-Semitic literature. Propaganda organs and agencies like the Canadm Social

Crediter, Vers Demain, the Alberta Social Credit Board, the Social Credit Association of
Canada, and the Basic Book Club d l engaged in the dissemination of anti-Semitic
propaganda. Yet they were not alone in their activities. As will be shown in the followiag
chapters, leading Social Credit rnembers also spouted anti-semitic rhetoric. When Emest

Manning decided to purge the anti-Semitic Douglasites from the movement in 1947-48, he
was attempting to end a long history of antitiSemiticpropagandizing. Although some

wings of the movement rnaintained theîr loyalty to Manning,others becarne splinter

groups which engaged in more blatantly anti-Semitic polemics. It is important to examine

the history of these splinter groups, since it was theh activities ôefore 1947 which

compelled Manning to undertake his purge. An examination of the developrnent of the
Union des Electeurs, the Union of Electors, and the Douglas Social Credit Council will
show how loyal adherents to Social Credit's ad-Semitic philosophy were dtimately
ejected h m the movement.

g
his purge of the anti-dernitic Douglasites in late 1947 and
When ~ a n n i n conducted
early 1948, three dissident groups challenged his authority as the "true" leader of the
Social Credit movement in Canada. However, these groups did not materialize ovemight;

in fact, two of the three had existed long before Manning's purge and had operated within
the mainstrearn movement for some time. The Union des ~ l e c t e u r swas
' ~ ~formed in
Quebec in 1946 to act as a "political pressure-action group" committed to electing Social
Credit members to power. Is1 It began as part of the mainstream Social Credit movement,
acting as the grassroots organizational body for the institut d'Action Politique, at that tirne
the provincial Social Credit organization in Quebec. However, both the Union des
Electeurs and Institut d'Action Politique were led by Louis Even, editor of Vers Demain,
and soon the Union des Electeurs was accepted as the official Social Credit organization

for ~ u e b e c . " ~It will be remembered that Vers Demain had agreed to follow the policy set
d o m by the Social Credît Association of Canada in 1944. However, Even did not agree

with the tactics or policy of the national party o r g h t i o n . He believed party politics
were corrupt and that the only way to ensure the government reflected the needs of the
electorate was to abolish the party system and di political parties and replace them with a
''union of electors." Within this union, elected members would be merely mouth-pieces of
local unions of electors, reporthg back to their electorate fiom time to tirne but making no

decisions of their own. Party discipline and modem party politics would be abandoned. In

While Even's ideas resonated with many Social Crediters, his non-democratic,
authoritarian organizational methods, together with his anti-Sernitic propaganda in Vers
Demain, caused other Social Crediters to view him as an arnbitious man who did not
hesitate to use '6c~rnmunisticmethods and mordity and fascist popaganda."'"

The Social

Credit Association of Canada did not approve of Even's actions and resented that he had
sent several of his organizers into Ontario to establish an Ontario Union of Electors,
notwithstanding the oflicially-sanctioned Ontario Social Credit League already existed.
Yet Even's organizational efforts were relatively more effective than those of the Ontario
Social Credit League, and in the 1948 Ontario provincial election, the Ontario Social
Credit League fielded only three candidates compared to the Union of Electors' t ~ e 1 v e . I ~ ~

During the New Brunswick provincial election in June 1948,"~Even again sent in several
of his organizers without the approval of the Social Credit Association of Canada. Yet in
both the Ontario and New Brunswick provincial elections, the resuits were a fia~co.'~'
Certain membea of the Canadian Jewish Congress conjectured that if Even's Union of
Electors had k e n successful in Ontario and New Brunswick, the Social Credit Association
of Canada might have condoned his actions. However, Even's failure made his Social
Credit critics that more deterrnined to discipline him. It was then that Even's opponents
accused the Union des Electeurs of king an anti-Semitic, authoritarian, "one-party idea"

with Even as self-appointed leader. To lend credence to their charges opponents pointed
out that the Union des Electeurs had issued a statement regadmg the selection of
candidates in Quebec, declaring that ail Quebec candidates had to be French-Canadian and
Catholic, since Quebec was predominandy French-Canadian and Catholic. Even's

opponents used this statemed to argue that the Union des Electeurs was religiously and
racially chauvinist.ls8
Accordingly, the national council of the Social Credit Association decided to rein in the
Union des Electeurs. The natiotuii council d e d that delegates to the next national
convention of the Social Credit Association of Canada had to be elected by their provincial
Social Credit organization, which meant that mernbers of the Union des Electeurs would
have to elect Even to attend the Social Credit national convention. Although this was in
keeping with Even's concept of a "union of electors," apparently he did not agree with this
tum of events and subsequently resigned as the Quebec representative of the Social Credit

Association of canada.ls9 Accordingly, when the Social Credit Association of Canada
held its convention in November 1947, there were no representatives from the Union des
~lecteurs.'~~
Shortly thereafter, J. Emest Gregoire, who was sympathetic with Louis Even
and the Union des Electeurs, also resigned as deputy national leader and vice-president of
the national executive of the Social Credit Association of canada.I6' Yet Réal Caouette,
the only Union des Electeurs member to be elected in the House of Commons, still sat in
the Social Credit ~ e c t i 0 n . lBy
~ ~the end o f 1948, however, f i e r Manning had completed

his purge of the Douglasites, the Social Credit Association of Canada had completely
'63
disavowed the Union des ~lecteurs.

Thus, a split had been created within the national Social Credit movement, between the

Union des Electeurs and the other organiilations operating under the Social Credit
Association of Canada. Present-day sensibilities may be quick to assume that the spü was

a remlt of cultural and linguistic differences. Yet for the rnost part this was not the case.
Certaïnly, there had been fiction between the Union des Electeurs and the rest of the

Social Credit movement on linguisticîultural issues. For example, the Alberta Social
Credit government submitted a brief to the Board of Govemon of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) in October 1947 protesthg against the setting up of a
French-language broadcasting station in Edmonton, which perturbed the Quebec Social
Credit wing.'64 That same month, the Union des Electeurs petitioned 30,000 signatures for
a Union "demand" which asked for inter a h , "the rejection of al1 schemes of compulsory
rnilitary service." This was not viewed kindly by English-Canadian Social Credit
Further, when J. Ernest Gregoire resigned as vice-president of the Social Credit
Association of Canada in early 1948, he stated his resignation was on account of "the
intransigence of the English speaking majority on the e~ecutive."'~~
Nonetheless, it was
the Union des Electeurs' undemocratic and authontarian organizing techniques conducted
without the approval of the Social Credit Association of Canada, combined with cnticisms
about the anti-Semitism of Vers Demain,which ultimately caused the split between the
Quebec wing and the rest of the Social Credit movement. Indeed, an examination of
contemporaneous events in Ontario between the Union of Electors and the Ontario Social
Credit League, as well as subsequent events in Aiberta, will show that the emerging split

in the Social Credit movement transcended linguistic and cultural boundaries.
It will be remembered that the Ontario Social Credit League had been set up as the
officid Social Credit provincial organization for Ontario under the umbrella of the Social
Credit Association of Canada The Ontario League, headed by John J. Fitzgerald and

William OV~QS,'"

did not have its own publication but there was a section in the

CanadianSocial Crediter resemed for Ontario news. However, in late 1946 another
established his own Union of Electors in Ontario,in
League member, Ronald ~ostick,~~*

emuiation of Even's Union des Electeurs in Quebec. Gostick appointed himself president
of the Union of Electors and founded the Voice of the Electors, which he designated the
official organ of the new organizatioa

Thus, by early 1947 two Social Credit organizations in Ontario were CO-existing
uneasily. While the Ontario Social Credit League remained part of the officia1 Social
Credit movement, the Union of Electoa believed greater success would corne from
following the example of Quebec and the Union des Electeurs. At a meeting in July 1947,

an attempt was made to reconcile differences between the two Ontario groups. It was
decided that they would operate separately but each would still work for the Social Credit
cause. In addition, the Voice of the Electors would remain the official organ of the Union

of Electors of Ontario, but would be sponsored by the Ontario Social Credit ~ e a ~ u e . ' ~ ~
This modus vivendi did not last long. At an emergency convention called by the
Ontario Social Credit League in October 1947,'" the activities of the Union of Electon
were discussed. Three major grievances were waged against the Union of Electors: fust,
that the Union of Electon had been doing organizational work in Ontario without the
sanction of the Ontario Social Credit League; second, that Louis Even, leader of the Union
des Electeurs in Quebec, had been supplying the Union of Electors with organizers and
field workers without having cleared the matter with the Ontario Social Credit League; and

third, that Even had sent out a letter to Vers Demain readers urging them to reject the
Ontario Social Credit League and support the Union of ~lectors."~As a result of these
activities, the Ontario Social Credit League viewed the actions of the Union of Electoa
and the Union des'Electeurs to be an infiingement of its provincial autonomy.'" John L
Fitzgerald, president of the Ontario Social Credit Leegue, also descrïbed the clash between

himself and Ron Gostick, leader of the Union of Electors. During the sumrner of 1947,
Gostick had agreed to a reconciliation and unity of purpose, but then refused to sign the
document outlining the new requirements, and proceeded to organize the Union of
Electors with even greater zeal.") Accordingiy, a new constitution was adopted at the
convention in which the Ontario Social Credit League, with the backing of the national
executive of the Social Credit Association of anad da,'" repudiated Ron Gostick and the

Union of ~1ectors.l" The break between the Ontano Social Credit League and the Union
of Electors was part of a wider split within the Social Credit movement which culrninated
in Manning's purge of the Douglasites. After the split between the Ontario Sociai Credit
League and the Union of Electors, Gostick's group worked closely with Louis Even's
Union des Electeurs in Quebec.
The third split occurred in Alberta with the creation of the Douglas Social Credit
Council. Clearly, a split in Alberta Social Credit ranks was in the offing long before

Manning decided to purge the movement of its anti-Semitic elements. Ever since the
inception of the national Social Credit Party in 1944, there had been considerable fiction
between the Alberta Social Credit League, the official Social Credit provincial
o r g h t i o n for Aberta, and the national party, operathg under the Social Credit
Association of Canacla. Louis Rosenberg argued that there were several reasons for this

friction. First, the Alberta Social Credit League, with Manning at its head, considered
itselfto be the real centre of Sociai Credit in Canada This was understandable since the
Alberta Social Cndit League had existed long before the Social Credit Association of

Canada; indeed, the latter owed its very existence to the successes of the Alberta Social
Credit League. Moreover, the Alberta Social Credit League was head of the only Social

Credit government in Canada. Accordingly, the Alberta Social Credit League believed
that the Social Credit Association of Canada and its national party members (that is, Social
Credit MPs) should take their direction from Manning and the Alberta provincial
organization. In contrast, national p a . members such as Solon Low believed that the
Social Credit Association of Canada should take its orders directly fiom Douglas's Social
Credit Secretariat in ~ n ~ 1 a n d . l ~ ~
The second cause for fiction was that the Alberta Social Credit League believed it was
the originator of Social Credit theory in Canada and saw the affiliation between the Social
Credit Association of Canada and the Union of Electors in Ontario and the Union des
Electeurs in Quebec as an attempt by "eastem Canada" to usurp control of the Social
Credit movement. In addition, there were many members in the Alberta Social Credit
League who, with 'their Protestant and English-Canadian background, were opposed to the
Catholic and French-Canadian character of the Union des Electeurs. Often, English-

speaking Social Credit members opposed the Union des Electeurs on the grounds that the
Quebec wing was '?ypically" fascist and anti-bemitic, al1 the while ignoring the an&
Semitic propagandizing w i t h their own English-speaking faction. '77

The third reason for the fnctioa between the national Social Credit Party and the
Alberta Social Credit League was that the more "moderate" elements, including b e r

Manning,klieved that anti-Semitic propaganda was neither advisable nor neces~ary.'~~
It
is debatable whether these moderate elements believed in the Protocols of the EElders of
Zion or the intema$ional financial Jewish conspiracy theory; what is clear is that they did

not consider it politicaily expedient to advertise such theories. However, members of the

nationai party, including MPs Norman ~aques,"~
John ~lackrnore,'~~
Solon LOW,'~' and

Anthony ~lynka,'" were much less discrete in their condemations of "international
finance" and more vocal in their support of the "predictions" outlined in the Protocols of

the Learned Elders of

ion.'^^ A glance at these members' views offers evidence why

Premier Manning was compelled to repudiate anti-Semitirni from the Social Credit
movement.
Norman Jaques, MP for Wetaskiwin and long considered to be the most nototious antiSemite in the Social Credit movement, used the pages of the Canadan Social Crediter and
his padiamentary pnvilege in the House of Comrnons to vent his spleen about the
international financial Jewish conspiracy. Jaques's activities becme even more
suspicious in 1946 when he became involved with the Christian Nationalist Crusade, an
Amencan right-wing group led by Gerald L.K.Smith. Smith, the "dean of American antiSemites," had associations with Henry Ford and Huey Long, the "Kingfïsh"of Louisiana.
For a tirne Jaques shared the sarne platforni with Smith at meetings aross the United
States. In many ways, Jaques emulated the sentiments of many of Smith's American right-

wing contemporaries such as William Dudley Pelley, founder of the Silver Shirts, and
Gerald B. Winrod, a Ieading figure of organized anti-Semitism in the United states.Ig4

John Blackmore, MP for Lethbridge, also promoted the view that Jews were connected
to a world financial, and later, communist conspiracy. However, as a member of the

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, Blackmore denied that he was anti-Semitic
and held up his denominational affiliation as proof of his pro-Jewish, pro-Zionist stance:
"1 am not anti-semitic, neither is any Social Crediter ...1and ail Latter Day Saints believe

that the Jews are to go back to Palestine - that is far fiom king anti-Jewish. Many
passages in the Bible clearly promise that the Jews are to go back to Palestine, the

Romised Land; certainly 1 will not be entertaining any beliefs conûary to the
~ c r i ~ t u r e s .It" ~
is~of~passing interest that Blackmore was excornmunicated fkom the
Mormoii Church in December 1947 for advocating the doctrine of plural marritige. 18'
Anthony Hlynka, MP for Vegreville, was a journaiist and editor of a Ukrainian-

language paper entitled, KZych (The Call). Canadian Jewish Congress members had k e n
observing Hlynka's activities for some time and noted that he appealed to his Ukrainian
voters through anti-Semitic propaganda, and that his papa was fiiled with traditional

Ukrainian antipathies against Jews.
National leader Solon Low, MP for Peace River, expressed extremely antidernitic

statements throughout his career, yet when Premier Manning conducted his purge of the
anti-Semitic Dougiasites in 194748, Low "toed the line" and followed Manning's
directive. Yet Low was closer in views to the dissident Douglasites than he was to

Manning. In an interview conducted years later by the Dominion Network, Low continued
to defend his view that there was a "close tie-up between international cornmunism,
international finance, and international political Zionism." He added that he did not
consider this to be anti-Semitic, since "international political Zionism was not a movement
composed entirely of Jewish people. They had a policy just the same as international
communism had a policy." When asked point-blank if he was anti-Semitic, Low replied:
"[nlot at ail. As a matter of fact, I personally have a tolerant mind and attitude toward all
groups and races of people. 1have no prejudice in my mind against any particular racial
g r o ~ ~ . "As
' ~the
~ following chapters will show, if Low believed he was being honest in
this interview, he was very adept at holding diametricdy opposite views simultaneously.

Yet Low was not such an anomaly in the Social Credit movement. ui the years before
Manning's purge, dl Social Credit politicians parroted the official Sociai Credit party Iine

- that the Social Credit movement was not enti-Semitic.

Meanwhile, key Social Credit

membea defended their views by arguing that it was not their fault that most, if not dl,
"international bankers" who were responsible for the fuiancial conspiracy happened to be
~ewish.''~It was the expression of these kinds of views which compelled Premier
Manning to purge the movement of its anti-demitic components.
A m e r reason for the cleavage between the Manning "moderates" and the emerging

splinter groups was disagreement over methods of political action. The Union des
Electeun, Union of Electors, and Douglas Sociai Credit Council, following the lead of

C.H. Douglas, supported the idea of direct control of government representatives by the
electorate. They were joined by the Alberta Social Credit Board, which also supported
Douglas's idea of abolishing the secret ballot. lgO However, Manning's group opposed

these methods of political action. Given its electoral niccess since 1935, the Social Credit
govemment in Al@ertawas quite cornfortable with the party system and did not support the
idea of group government or a union of electors, nor the abolition of the secret ballot. This
brought Manning into direct conflict with several key Social Credit members.

In sum, it was the simon-pure "Douglasites," with their advocacy of a union of electors,
the abolition of the secret ballot, and a strong impetus for continued anti-Semitic attacks,
which caused a break not only within the national Social Credit organilation, but within
the Alberta movement itseLf. M e n Manning decided to purge the Social Credit p e s t s in
late 1947, it was an action based on several motives: remove the anti-Semitic propaganda
6om the Social Credit movement; repudiate the Douglasites with their theories of union of
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electors, open bailks, and emphasis on anti-Semitism; and nnally, brhg the national
Social Credit Party into line. In achieving his objectives, Manning ended up repudiating
rnembers £iom both the Social Credit Association of Canada and the Alberta Social Credit
movement,
When Manning undertook his purge in late 1947, he began with a housecleanhg of the
editorial board of the Canadian Social Crediter. The previous April, Manning had issued
a statement repudiating anti-Sernitism within the Alberta Social Credit Party. However,

the Canadian Social Crediter had continued to publish anti8emitic articles and advertise
&-Semitic literahue. Accordingly, when the Alberta Social Credit League and the Social
Credit Association of Canada held their respective conventions in November 1947,
Manning ensured that a new editorial policy was passed for the CanadianSocial Crediter.
It was decided that the paper's editor, John Patrick Gillese, would be replaced by Gordon
Taylor, MP for humbeiler.'gl It was also agreed that al1 writings by C.H. Douglas, MP
Norman Jaques, and any other writers advocating "anti-isms" would be barred nom the
party organ.'91

Jaques's main forum for anti-Semitism was thereby cut off,and he was

inmeasingly marpinaiized fiom the Social Credit movement until his death in January
1949.

Yet Jaques was never Miy repudiated by his Social Credit colleagues. As Louis
Rosenberg noted, Social Credit rnembers had consistently claimed that their party was not

anti-Semitic and that they were not responsible for Jaques's remarks; nonetheless, before

Manning conducted his purge, Jaques had reguiariy received fiont-page billing in the
Canadian Social Crediter for his attacks on intemational finance, Zionism, socialism, and

tenorism. Indeed, the party organ had been second only to Hmmd as a forum for

Jaques's anti-Semitic diatribes. Moreover, even after his banishment fkom the Canadian
Social Crediter, the 194749 records of Hamard showed no repudiation of Jaques by
leading Social Credit membea such as Solon Low and John ~liickmore.'~~
The Alberta Social Credit Board was another c a s d t y of Manning's purge. During the

mual conventions of the Alberta Social Credit League and the Social Credit Association
of Canada in November 1947, Manning decreed that the Alberta Social Credit Board
would be abolished at the end of its fiscal year on 31 March 1948.'" in Febniary 1948 he
announced that L.D. Byrne, technical adviser to the Board, had been fired.19' However,
Manning's attempt to stop the spread of anti8emitic propaganda by abolishing the Social
Credit Board was nullified, because imrnediately upon the Board's dissolution, the Alberta
Social Credit League took over its duties, including the advertisement and distribution of
the same anti-Semitic literature. Accordingly, afler 3 1 March 1948, the Cunadiun Sociui
Crediter continued to publish advertisements for anti8emitic literature, but now through

the offices of the Alberta Social Credit League.

Roy Ashby, director of the Basic Book Club, was also swept up in Manning's purge.
Yet even after he seceded from Manning's movement, Ashby continued to operate the
Basic Book Club, advertising and distributing an even greater number of anti-Semitic

treatises, albeit no longer through the Canadian Social ~ r e d i t e r . ' ~The
~ Club continued
advertising books and pamphlets by CH. Douglas and Nesta Webster, but added other

anti-Semitic treatises such as Gerald L.K. Smith's, Is Communim Jewish?, which argued
that nearly ail communist leaders in Russia and the United States were Jewish, and a
pamphlet entitled, Does it Fit the Facts?, which was a reprint of correspondence between

CH. Douglas and a Reverend Salis Daiches discussing the authenticity of the Protocols of
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the L e m e d Elders of zion.19' Moreover, Ashby's repudiation, like the abolition of the
Social Credit Board, was undemiined by the fact that the Alberta Social Credit Leagw
continued to advertise in the CanadianSocial Crediter much the sarne anti-Semitic
literature as the Basic Book Club had previously advertised. Thus, as Louis Rosenberg
noted, in the wake of Manning's purge, the Alberta Social Credit League and the Basic
Book Club operated in direct cornpetition with each other for the sale of anti-Semitic
Iiterature. l"
While Manning was undertaking his purge, dissident Douglasites in Alberta were
planning their own counterattack. M e r his 'tesignation" fiom the Canadian Social
Crediter, John Patrick Gillese, who had been impressed with the Union des Electeurs as an
electoral machine, decided to form his own union of electon. Called the Douglas Social
Credit Council, its mandate was to copy of the organization of Even's Union des
~ l e c t e u r s . 'On
~ the executive of the Douglas Social Credit Council was A.V. Bourcier
(former chairman of the Alberta Social Credit Board) as chainnan; Gillese as viceRoy Ashby of the Basic Book
chainnan; and Kenneth Burton as secretary-treas~rer.~~~

Club joined

il le se^^' and the Club became the official distributing agency for the Douglas

B. James, feature wrîter of "Main Street" in the
Social Credit ~ o u n c i l ?Norman
~~
Canadian Social Crediter and member of the Alberta Social Credit Board, quit writing for
the party organ and also joined the Douglasite dissidentdo3 ûther Alberta Social Credit
rnembers who broke with Manning included MP Norman Jaques (whose writings had been
banned Born the Canadian Social Crediter), former minister of education RE. Ansley,

whom Manning had fire~l,"~
and MP Patrick Ashby, a stolid defender of the Douglasite
fath who ref'irsed to go dong with Manning's cbapstasy.yd05

The Douglas Social Credit Council quickly became the opposing organization to
Manning's Alberta Social Credit League. It published two publications: a bulletin entitled
DSCC Infmnation Service and a journal called The Social Credit Challenge, headed by
Gillese and ~urton? These publications criticized the Manning regime for its recent
actions, arguing that the premier had fallen prey to the machinations of the international
financial conspiraton. Shortly after the Douglasites broke from Manning's group, C.H.
Douglas also openly criticized the Manning administration for its refusal to implement
Social Credit policies and for its support of ~ionisrn.~"in Quebec, the Union des
Electeurs charged that the faction which had ousted Gillese and Burton fiom the Canadian
Social Crediter was the same which had been won over to the cause of Zionism. Vers

Demain, havhg broken away fiom the Social Credit Association of Canada by this time,
postulated the theory of a "shadow govemment" which had taken over the Manning
administration, with Jews and Freemasons at its headzo8

in sum, once Manninghad completed his purge, the Union des Electeurs, the Union of
Electors, and the Douglas Social Credit Council acted as the opposing force to Manning's
regime, each declaring that the premier had departed fiom the true Social Credit faith.
These organizations shared three common characteristics which placed them in diametnc
opposition to the "Manningites:" their emphasis on non-party political action; their
emphasis on simon-pure social credit monetary reform; and their unwilhgness to discard
antidemitic propaganda.209 These combined characteristics made their activities
obnoxious enough to Manning and the mainstream Social Credit movement to cause a

major party split ültimately, Manning and the moderate Social Crediters would prevail
over the anti-Semitic, Dougiasite piirists.

This o v e ~ e w
of the history of the Social Credit movement reveals several things about

the role of anti-Semitism in Social Credit philosophy and party activities. Anti-Semitism
formed an integral part of C.H.Doug!as's economic and political theories. These theones
were absorbed and perpetuated by the Alberta Social Credit movement, in part because of

the contradictory statements of William Aberhart and the inaction of Emest Manning, but
mostiy because both premiers allowed ad-Semitic propaganda to be advertised,
distributed and sold as Social Credit literahire. Anti-Semitic treatises by Douglas, Nesta
Webster and lesser-known anti-Semites formed a centrai component of Social Credit
propaganda, and were disseminated through the movement's Party organs and govemment
and party agencies. The extension of the Social Credit movement into other provinces and
the federal field ody encouraged fùrther distribution of this propaganda. National Social
Credit Party members like Solon Low, John Blackmore, and Norman Jaques becarne
leading spokesmen for Social Credit's anti-Semitic theories. Louis Even, Ron Gostick,

and Social Credit members fiom other provincial organizations also became Ieading
proponents of anti-Semitism. As will be s h o w in later chapters, when Manniag hally
decided to end the legacy of anti-Semitic propagandipng in the Social Credit movement, it
tore the movement apart. Anti-Semitism was too much a part of Social Credit philosophy
for its removal to be conducted painlessly. A cmfiil examination of the nature and extent
of this antitiSemiticpropaganda wiIi show how deeply entrenched it was within the Social
Credit movement.
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Germany is not defeated in the peace." C.H. Douglas, Promanme for the Thkd World War (Liverpool:
K.R.P. Publications, c. 1943), 27-8; memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 20 May 1947 (CSCNA, ZC, Social Credit).
5t rbid.
he Brief'r the Prosecu~ionwas for the most part an amdgarn of articles wnhten by Douglas and
gublished in the England Social Crediiir b e N e n May and Septanber 1944.
CA.Douglas, The Bnef for the Prosecution (London: W.Pubiicaîions, 1946), 158.
54
Douglas, The Brief for the Prosecution, cited in "Social Credit: An Explanaîion for New Rcaders."
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Douglas, The Brief for the Prosecution, 8, l 7,20-1,57,62-3.67 passim. For a complete discussion of the
Social Credit Party's conspiracy theorizing on these organizations, see Chapter Two.
36
Douglas also relied on the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion to "prove" his theory of an aIien Jewish
culture of conspiracy. Ibid., 65,8 1;memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 12 December 1947 (CJCNA, ZC, Social
Credit).
57
Douglas, The Realistic Position of the Church of Enaland; memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 19 July 1948
(CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit).
" Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 19 July 1948.
59
Douglas, The Realistic Position of the Church of Enaland, 8- 11.
Ibid., 14.
Ibid.; memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 19 July 1948.
62 Abehart, cited in Elliott and MiIfer, Bible Bill, 252.
On 15 August 1935, Aberhart stated: "klou don't have to know all about Social Credit before you vote
for i t You don't have to understand elecGiiity to make use of it, for you know that expem have put the
system in and all you have to do about Social credit is to cast your ballot for it, and we'll get experts to put
the system in." [bid., 20 1.
" Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 6 February 1947 (CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit; CJCNA, CA, Box 33, File
306).
Palmer, Alberta: A New History, 269-70; Tine (Canada), 8 March 1948; Maclean 's Magazine, 1IS
October 1944.
Howard Palmer has best summarized Aberhart's views toward Jews and Judaism: "Aberhart's beliefs
about Jews were so ambivalent and complex that they are difficult to characterize; one might even argue that
his attitudes were not simply ambivalent but were, on this question as in many other cases, simply a bundle of
contradictions." Palmer, Patterns of Preiudice, 155.
15' Elliott and Miller, Bible Bill, 30 1.
IS' Elliott, "Anti-Semitism and the Social Credit Movement," 83.
IS9 Howard Palmer, ''Politics, Religion and Anti-Semitism in Alberta, 1880-1950," chap. in Alan Davies, ed.,
Antisemitism in Canada: History and Internretation (Waterloo: Wilftid Laurier University Press, 1992),
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175.
'O "The

Province of Alberta and The Social Credit Government: An Interview with Premier Aberhart," n.d.

(PAM,JHSWC Collection, P4428, File I).
After Aberhart's interview, the journalist for the Jewish Post stated that "rumors of fascist and
dictatorial tendencies as regards Mr. ~berhartcan be discounted. At any rate I could not detect anything of
this nature during his conv&ation with me, nor was this apparent in his greeting, addrss, at the Jewish
Congress Conference held in Calgary last August 119391."
Elliott, "Anti-Semitism and the Social Credit Movement," 83. Later chapters will show that the Albertan
and western Canadian Jewish communities did not consider Aberhart a '%end," and that such an
interpretation demands substantive revision.
Aberhart, cited in Ibid.
Elliott and Miller, Bible Bill. 1 17.
" Ellioq "Anti-Semitism and the Social Credit Movement" 82.
Aberhart, cited in Laycock, Powlirm and Democratic Thouat in the Canadian Prairies, 206.
Elliott and Miller, Bible Bill, 30 1.
This interpretation is in direct contrast with that which was commonly held after Aberban's death. When
Ernest Manning purged the anti-Semites h r n the Social Credit Party in 194748, it was popularly believed
that the anti-Semites had come to the fore after Aberhart's death, and that the Party had not suffered h m
anti-Semitism while Aberhart had been in charge. This view was even reflected in the CanadianJmkh
Weekly's monthlyjournal, Nav Voice, which stated in March 1947: "(t]he transition of Social Credit to a
potentid fascist centre became evident with the death of its Canadian founder, William Aberhart. Aberhart,
a man of strong personality and co&d
ideals, had held the reactionary elements in check. Upon his death,
however, they swiftly @ok over so that, by the time Social Credit became national in its pretensions, the
membership found itself led and directed by the very persons and for the very purposes against which Social
Credit was £ktfounded" Nau Voice, March 1947.
79
In 1929 b e s t Manning was Aberhart's Bmgraduate at the Prophetic Bibk Institute m Calgary, the seed
h m whieb the Social Credit Party grew. When Aberhart won the 1935 Albara provincial election, he made
" Ibid.
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Manning provincial secretary. Shortly thereafter, Manning was appointed minister of Trades and Industry,
the youagest cabinet minister in the British Commonwealth. Maclean's Magazine, 15 October 1944;
Saturday Nighr, 28 Febniary 1948.
80
Social Credit MPs had k e n elected as early as 1935, organizing under the barmer of the New Democracy
Movement in 1939 and Iatcr the Democratic Monetsry Reform Organization of Canada in 1941. Bui it was
not until 1944 that !he Social Credit group was formally organized into the national Social Credit Party. That
year, Joh Blacknirrre, MP for Lethbridge and Social Credit house leader since 1935, was replaced by Solon
Low as national party leader. For a discussion of the New Democracy Movement and the Democratic
Monetary Reform Organization, see Alvin Finkel, The Social Credit Phenornenon in Alberta (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1989), 654,744.
" Although the provincial organizations were now considercd to be provincial branches of the national
Social Credit Party,they in fact continued to work towards electing members to their respective legislative
assemblies, as well as the House of Commons. The provincial organizations included the Social Credit
Association of Canada in British Columbia, whose president was Major A.H. Jukes; the Alberta Social
Credit League, whose provincial leader was Premier Manning and whose president was RD. Jorgenson,
MLA for Pembina; the Saskatchewan Social Credit League, whose president was Dr Joshua N. HaIdeman
(also chairman of the national council); the Manitoba Social Credit League, whose president was Emil
Johnson; the Ontario Social Credit League, whose president was John J. Fitzgerald; and the Institut d'Action
Politique, later superseded by the Union des Electeurs, both led by Louis Even. Calgary Herald 24 January
1948; Canadian Social Crediter, 17 July 1947.
In 1947, the national executive was composed of Solon Low, as national leader and president; J. Ernest
Gregoire as deputy national leader and vice-pmident; and Major A.H. Jukes, as second vice-president.
Canadian Social Crediter, 17 July 1947.
n i e national council was also hown as the national board of management. Ibid.
Shortly affer its ascension to power in 1935, the Alberta Social Credit Party established a semiafficial
paper called Todq and Tomorrow, which was owned and edited by Lucien Maynard (Social Credit MLA for
Beaver River h m 1935 to 1948, MLA for St Albert from 1948 to 1955, minister of municipal &airs fiom
1936 to 1943, and Attorney-General fiom 1943 to 1955). In June 1943, the Alberta Social Credit League
took over Todrs, and Tomorrow, and the paper became the official organ of the Alberta Social Credit Party,
with its offices at party headquarters in Edmonton. At that tirne a new editor, Reverend F.W. Williams, was
hired. Williams had been a missionary with the Christian Missionary Alliance in the 1920s and was ordained
in 1928 afkr graduating t?om the Great West Bible institute in Calgary. He retired fiom active ministry in
1932 due to il1 health. Todizy and Tomorrow, 17 June 1943; memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 5 Febniary 1947
(CJCNA,ZC, Soçiai Credit; CJCNA, CA, Box 33, File 306).
New Voice, March 1947. The offices for the Canadian Social Crediter were the same as those of the
Alberta Social Credit League and its propagandaa m the Alberta Social Credit Board - 9974 Jasper Avenue,
Edmonton.
86
Todqy a d Tomorrow, 5 October 1944. At the same time as Today and Tomorrow becarne the
movement's national paper, John Patrick Giilese replaced Reverend F.W. Wiiliams as editor. Gillese held
this position until he was h d during Manning's purge of the anti-Semitic Douglasites in late 1947.
Canadian Social Crediter, 17 July 1947; memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 4 August 1947 (CJCNA, ZA 1947,
Box 1, File 7).
At the annuai meeting of the national councü of the Social Credit Association of Canach, held in WÎnnipeg
tiom 18-20 October 1946, the policy of the two papers was carefirlly laid out Canadian Social Crediter, 14
November 1946; memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 16 December 1946 (CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit).
%3 New Voice, March 1947.
in Febniary 1947 Vers Demain defended itr publication of the Protocols and offered evidence to pmve
their authenticity. Vers Demain, 1janvier- 15avril; 15 mai; 15 juin- 15 aoQt1946; 1 fdvrier 1947; memo,
Kirshnblatt, 25 June 1947 (CJCNA,ZA 1949, Box 3, File 3 1); People 's Wee&, 29 March 1947; "News
Release From the Press Office of the Caaadian Jewish Congress, United fewish Relief Agencies of Canada,"
nd (CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit).
9L nie T h e s (London), The Truth About 'The Rotocols:' A L i t m Fonzery (London: Pribting H o w
Square, 1921); Winnipeg Free Press, 2 1 April 1934,
92 Ibid; "Pmtocols Decision Washed ûut," ad (PAM, MSWC Collection, P4428, File 17). The Protucols
were also published in the United States m l92O. See The Protocols and World Revolution, hcludm- a
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Translation and AnaI~sisof the 'Protocols of the Meetinm of the Zionist Men of Wisdom' (Boston: Srnail,
Maynard, 1920).
From 22 May to 2 October 1920, the Demborn Independent published a series of articla which included
extensive tefances to the Protocois of the Learned Elders of Zion. The articles were then published as a
book entitled The IntcrntltionalJau, five hundred thousand copies of which were ckculated in the United
States. Eventually, the book was translated into sixteen languages. As Norman Cohn writes: "[a]ll in a11 The
InternationalJew probably did more than any other work to make the Protocols world-famous." Norman
Cohn, Warrant For Genocide: The Myth of the lewish World-Conmiracv and the Protocois of the Eiders of
Zion (New York: Harper & ROW,1967), 158-62. It is interesting to note that Gerald LX. Smith of the
Christian Nationalist Crusade in California prepared and abridged the Dearborn Independent articles for
publication as The International Jau. Henry Ford, The International Jew (n.p.: n.p., 1920); memo,
Rosenberg to Hayes, 5 February 1947; "ProtocoIs Decision Washed Out."
The Times (London), The Truth About 'The Protocols'; Winnipeg Free Press, 2 1 April 1934.
95 Winnipeg Free Press,2 1 April 1934.
% Sigrnwid Livingston, "Protocols of the Wise Men of Zion, a spuriow and fiaudulent document
manufktured to deceive and to engender religious and racial hatred," n.d. (PAM, JHSWC Collection,
P4428, File 17).
Manitoba Conrmomvealth, 8 January 1947; Saskatoon Star-Phoenix, 6 December 1946; Regina LeaderPost, 3 January 1947.
Ibid.; Cohn,
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230.
Cohn, Warrant For Genocide, 230-1; "Protocols Decision Wahed Out."
'O0 "Protocols Decision Washed Out."
'O' Cohn, Warrant For Genocide, 23 1.
Irn
In its 5 December 1946 issue, the Canadian Social Crediter published a reprint from the Protocols, and
its issues of 9 May to 4 July 1946 published a series entitled, "Startling Facts of Recent History," which was
a rehash of much of the material originally published in The International Jav by Henry Ford's Dearborn
Independent. Yet the Canadian Social Crediter and Vers Demain were not the only mouthpieces to promote
the spurious Protocols. As the following chapters will show, several Social Credit politicians quoted fiom or
pointed to the Protocols in their attempts to prove the existence of an international, financial, Jewish
conspiracy. As to the Protocols' authenticity, these Social Credit members argued that it was UTelevant
whether the Protocols were authentic or forged, since their uncanny prediction of world events ultimately
proved their veracity. Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes,5 February 1947; Canadian Social Credîter, 9 May-4
July, 5 Decernber 1946.
103
David Kirshnblatt of the Canadian Jewish Congres noted in September 1947 that, "although Vers
Demain reprinted serially the Protocols of the Elders of Zion, it bas of tate been l e s anti-semitic than [tjhe
Canadian Social Crediter. Whereas Vers Demain may appear for several issues without mentionhg
anything about Jews, [t]he [Canadian] Social Credîter is more consistent in this respect, issue after issue
pouhg about 'international finance' and whenever convenient, making use of very Jewish sounding names."
David Kirshnbtatt, "Report on Anti-Semitism," 15 September 1947 (CJCNA, CD, Box 7, File 1 1P; CICNA,
ZA 1948, Box 1, File 3).
104
Louis Rosenberg tracked the Canadian Social Crediter over a period of several years, collecting and
analyziog its anti-Semitic articles. Letter, Rosenberg to Schaffrr, 28 April 1947 (CICNA, ZC, Social Credit;
CJCNA,CD, Box 7, File 11P).
105
David Kirsbnblatt noted b t after the by-eldon of R d Caouette, Union des EIectem MF for Pontiac,
Quebecin 1946, anti-Semitic references in Vers Demain decreased considerabiy. Yet Kirshnblatt remained
convinced that Louis Even, editor of Vers Demain and leader of the Union des Electeurs, was a "confirmed
anti-Semite." Memo, Kirshnbtatt, 25 June 1947 (ClCNA, ZA 1949, Box 3, File 3 1).
106
Canadian Social Crediter, 14 November 1946; Munitoba Commonwealth, 18 January 1947; People's
WeeMy, 4 lanuary 1947; memo, n.d, (CJCNA, ZA 1947, Box 1, File 7B); memo, Rosenkrg to Hayes, 16
December 1946 (CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit).
Lot
The Social Credit Board was set up m 1937 in an attempt to quash an immment party revolt between the
earlier Douglasite pucists and William Aberùart. In lune 1937 Douglas sent two emiSSaries, GI.Powell a d
LD. Byme to establish the Social Credit Board and to heIp Aberhart implement social credit theorks. For a
w i e w of the literature concemhg the Social Credit Board, sec Stingel "AntiSemitism m the Alberta Social
Credit Party," 92-7,
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In 1937, Leslie Denis Byme was sent to Canada by C.H. Douglas to help Aberhart impIement social
credit principles. Byqe was made technical adviser to the Alberta Social Credit Board, which was initiaMy
set up to help implement social credit principles. When Manning decided to purge the Douglasites and
abolish the Social Credit Board in 1948, h e tïred Byme. Byme then joined other dissident Douglasites to
help create the Douglas Social Credit Council, which operated out of Edmonton.
'OP A l h d 1. Hooke was Social Credit MLA for Red Deer h m 1935 to 1940 and MLA fûr Rocky Mountain
House h m 1940 to 1971. Hooke was chairman of the Alberta Social Credit Board in 1942; provincial
s e c r e m fiom 1943 to 1948 and 6orn 1955 to 1959; minister of economic affairs From 1945 to 1955;
minister of public works fiom 1952 to 1955; minister of municipal affairs h m 1955 to 1967; and minister of
public welfate fiom 1967 to 1971. Although Hooke was part of the group of original Douglasites who had
attempted a party revoit under Aberhart in 1937, when Manning did his purge of the Douglasites in 1947-48,
Hooke was not among those who were repudiated. He wrote a book on his career in the Social Credit
govemment entitled, 30 + 5: 1 Know. 1 was There (Edmonton: Institute of Applied Art, 1971).
"O Norman B. James was Social Credit MLA for Acadia fkom 1935 to 1940; one of five MLAs for
Edmonton fiom 1940 to 1948; and secretary of the Alberta Social Credit Board fkom 1942 to 1946. James
contributed weekiy to the Canadian Social Crediter with the colurnn, "Main Street" until Manning's purge of
the Douglasites in December 1947. He aIso m t e his autobiography in 1947 entitled, The Autobioara~hyof
a Nobody (Toronto: J.M. Dent & Sons, 1947).
'" Ronald Earl Ansley served as Social Cmlit MLA for Leduc fiam 1935 to 1952 and as an Independent
Social Credit MLA tiom 1952 to 1963. AnsIey was chairman of the Alberta Social Credit Board in 1943;
and minister of education fiom 1944 until Manning's purge in 1948, when he was fmd fiom the cabinet.
Thereafter Ansley joined the dissident Douglas Social Credit Council and ran as an Independent Social
Crediter.
Floyd M. Baker was Social Credit MLA for Clover Bar nom 1935 to 1967 and former editor of Today
and Tomorrow. Baker also served as member of the Alberta Social Credit Board 6om 1942 to 1946.
I l 3 William Tomyn was Social Credit MLA for Whitford nom 1935 to 1940, MLA for Willingdon from
1940 to 1952, and MLA for Edmonton-Norwood tiom 1959 to 1971. Tomyn also served as member of the
Alberta Social Credit Board fiom 1944 to 1946.
"* A.V. Bourcier was Social Credit MLA for Lac Ste AM^ 6om 1930 to 1952 and chairman of the Alberta
Social Credit Board h m 1944 to 1946. Bourcier was one of the Douglasite dissidents who broke fiom
Manning during the purge of 1947-48 and became chairman of the Douglas Social Credit Council.
11s
The Canadian Social Credirer published a weekly advertisement on behalf of the Social Credit Board for
numerou Social Credit andor anti8emitic books and pamphlets; readers were instnrcted to send their orders
to the Social Credit Board at the Alberta legislative buildings.
Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 3 1 March 1948 (CJCNA, ZA 1948, Box 1, File 7).
Louis Rosenberg descriid Nesta Webster as follows: "Nesta Webster has b e n for many years a
notorious fàscist and antiSemitic writer, whose books and pamphlets form a major part of the stock in trade
of subversive movements in the United States, and who was mentioned fhquently in the American
He later
govemment's investigationsand trials of persons suspected of subversive activities during the warwarn
added that Webster's books 'Yom a stock in trade of the American anti-Semites Geraid K. Smith, Pelley of
the Silver Shirts, Father Coughtin and Norman Jaqws." Memos, Rosenberg to Hayes, 20 May 1947, 1 Apnl
1948 (CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit).
"%lemo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 3 1 M d 1948.
According to Louk Rosenberg, the book jacket of Secret Societiec andSubversive Movenenrs carried the
following blurb: "This book cornes at a tirne when al1 must recognise that there are organised movements
agakt Civilisation aad Christian@ of a most threaîening character ...The book treats very fully of the [sic]
disputed origias of Freemasonry also ofthe history of the Jewish Cabda and its influence on European
Societies and ~ e s t e ~ ~ r cgroups.
u l t The war on Christianity since its binh is descrilied, and the Iewish
world-problem is mated fkom a new angle conunandhg consideration." The Basic Book Club also
advertised Secret Societies clnd Subversive Movements for sale, and used a similar blurb in its advertisement.
Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 17 h e 1947 (CJCNA,ZA 1947, Box 1, FiIe 7); Basic Books advertisement, 3
May 1947 (CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit),
'O Nesa H
.Webster, Secret Societies and Subversive Movemenis, 5th ed. (London: Boswell Publkhhg,
l936), xi% memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 17 June 1947.
12' Webster, Saret Soeieties, 369.
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Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 17 June 1947; Nesta H. Webster, The Surtender of an Em~ire(London:
Boswell Printing & Publishing, 1931).
Webster, The Surrender of an Empire, 137.
124
The Socialkt Nenvork figured prominently in the propaganda distniuted and offered for sale by both the
Social Credit Board and the Alberta Social Credit Leagw, al&ough as Louis Rosenberg note4 "[tlhere is not
the slightest mention of monetary theories, Social Credit, or Farmers' problems in the book and at first glance
the book would appear most unsuitable for distribution by a canadian political party which forms the govenunent of a predominantly agricultural Canadian province." Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 25 June 1947
(CJCNA, ZA t 947, Box 1, File 7).
' 2 ~The Sociafist Nemork, cited in Ibid.
12' Webster discussed hundreds of organirations and movements in the United States, Great Britain, Sweden,
France, Gennany, HoIland, Switzerland, Italy, Austria, and Russia which comprised the "socialist network."
Nesta H. Webster, The Socialist Network (London: Boswell Printing & Publishing, 1926).
12' Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 25 June 1947.
12' Ibid.; Webster, The Socialist Network, 145-57.
In Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 7 August 1947 (CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit).
Nesta H. Webster, World Revolution: The Plot A~ainstCivilization (Boston: Small, Maynard, 1921).
13 1
Todq and Tomorrow, 13 May 1943; memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 27 June 1947 (CJCNA,ZA 1947, Box
1, File 7).
'32 It is interesting to note that the King's printer was Abe Shnitka. a Jew. The Canadian Jewish Congress
was not pleased that a Jew was printing anti-Semitic pamphlets on behalf of the Alberta Social Credit
govenunent. As Louis Rosenberg explained: "Shnitka is a Jew, formerly a poor and stmggling job printer of
the city of Calgary, who was one of W[illiamJ Aberhart's early disciptes, and was rewarded by king
appointed King's Printer. In spite of the rank anti-Semitism displayed by the Social Credit Party, Shnitka has
no smples about printing these anti-Semitic pamphlets and allowing his name to be used as alleged proof
that the Social Credit Movement is not anti-Semitic, since the Social Credit Party has appointed a Jew as its
King's Printer." Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 27 June 1947.
133 Ernest G. Hansell, "The Hand that Rocks the Cradle," n.d. (PAM, JHSWC Collection, P5 128, File 20.5).
134
Solon E. Low, "Men or Money?" n.d. (PAM, JHSWC Collection, PS 128, File 20.5).
135
Patrick Ashby served as Social Credit MP for Edmonton East fiom 1945 to 1949. Ashby split fiom
Manning during the purge of 194748 over Manning's refusal to adhere to pure Douglasite principles and his
€ h g of R.E. h l e y h d L.D. Byrne.
It will be remembered that the Social Credit Board had its office in the legislaiive buildings in Edmonton
and distniuted its own anti-Semitic literature h m that office.
137
Mernos, Rosenberg to Hayes, 10 June, 14 October 1948 (CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit; CJCNA, ZA 1949,
Box 3, File 28).
13' Louis Rosenberg gave this appraisai of Know Your Enemy: "[iln acml hct, it consists of a series of
extracts Eom an alleged memorandum m i e n by an anonymous 'Former üNRRA Greece Mission EmbassyPassport Officer in 1946,' interlarded with quotations h m antiSernitic sheets published in Great Britain,
and Canada, such as Tidings (Douglas Reed), Housauives Yoice, and the annual report of the Alberta Social
Credit Board." Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 15July 1948 (CJCNA, ZA 1948, Box 7, File 83; CJCNA, DA2,
Box 3, File 4).
Basic Books advertisement, September 1948 (CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit; CJCNA,ZA 1949, Box 3, File
28); memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 14 October 1948; James Caunt, An Editor on mal: Rex v. C a m Alleged
Seditious L1kl (Morecambe and Heysham, England: Mo~cambePress, c. 1947).
Catmt, An Editor on Trial, 3-4.
141
Basic Books advertisement, September 1948; memo Rosenberg to Hayes, 14 October 1948.
142
B. Jensen, The 'Paiestine' Plot (Aberfeldy, Scotland: W L Richardson, 1948), 7.
143
Basic Books adverthment, 30 h l y 1947 (CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit); memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 7
August 1947,
144
Warren Weston, Father of Lies (London: M.C.P.Publication, c. l938), 12,14, 143145
Ibid., hntispiece; memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 29 October 1947 (CJCNA,ZA 1947, Box 1, File 7).
It is interesting to note the numemus changes in ad*
which the Basic Book Club underwent from the
time of its inception in 1947, On'ginally, aii orders for the Basic Book CIub were to be addressed to the
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Alberta Social Credit Board in the legislative buildings in Edmonton. Subsequently, book orders for the
Club were to be sent to the offices of the Canadian Social Crediter. But this was no less implicating, since
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the address of the Canadian Social Crediter was 9974 Jasper Avenue, Edmonton the sarne address as the
Social Credit Association of Canada and the Alberta Social Credit League. By late spnng 1947 al1 orders
were to be sent directly to Roy Ashby, director of the Basic Book Club, at a private post-office box in
Edmonton. Thur, it appeared that the Social Credit movement was attempti& to d i b c e itself h m the
Basic Book Club. As Louis Rosenberg remarked, %hile the Basic Book Club had been set up ostensibly to
sel1 Social Credit literature, its real purpose was to sel1 literature which the Social Credit Party wanted
distributed without having to accept responsibility for doing so." Memos, Rosenberg to Hayes, 7 August, 2
December 1947; Basic Books advertisement, 3 May 1947.
As Rosenberg noted: "[ilt is interesting, to say the least, to find a Canadian political party which foms
the government of a Canadian province importing directly or through its officiais expensive anti-Semitic
books for sale and distribution in Canada." Merno, Rosenberg to Hayes, 7 August 1947.
It should be noted that the advertisement for the Protocols was a mail-order advertisement sent out by the
Basic Book Club itself, and not an advertisement in the Canadian Social Crediter. In its advertisement, the
Basic Book Club described the Protocols as follows: T h e Prufocols, claimed by the originators to be a
forgery, is the best book on the policy of evil prevalent in the world today. Forgery means the act of
fabricating an original document. No original document has been forthcoming to prove the fabrication of the
Protocois." Basic Bobks advertisement, n.d., c. November 1947; memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 2 December
1947 (CJCNA, ZA 1947, Box 1, File 7A; CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit); memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 12
December 1947 (CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit).
Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes. 20 May 1947.
''O For a discussion of the Union des Electeurs and the Social Credit movement in Quebec, see Michael B.
Stein, "Social Credit in the Province of Quebec: Summary and Developments," in Samuel D. Clark, J. Paul
Grayson, and Linda M. Grayson, eds., Prophew and Protest: Social Movements in Twentieth-Century
Canada (Toronto: Gage Educational Publishing, 1975), 347-65; Stein, The Dvnamics of Riht-Wing Protest;
Maurice Pinard, "One-Party Dominance and Third Parties," Canadian Journal of Economics and Political
Science 33(3) (August 1967), 358-73; Pinard, The Rise of a Third Party.
Is' Calgary Herald 24 January 1948.
Is2Cunadian Social Crediter, 20 Febniary 1947; memo, Kirshnblatt to Hayes, 3 November 1947 (CJCNA,
ZA 1949, Box 3, File 3 1).
lS3In many ways, the idea ofa "union of electon" was reminiscent of the idealistic attempts of the National
Progressive Party of the I92Os, and specifically its Manitoba wing, to do away with the party system while
still remaining within it Like the Progressives, the Union des Electeurs and the Union of Electors believed
in the theory of control by the electorate, in which party discipline was discarded and representatives were
responsiblesolely to their constituents. For a discussion of the National Progressive Party, see Morton,
k k p s s i v e Party in Canada; Young, Democracy and Discontent.
Letter, KifShnblan to Aroasfeld, 3 September 1948 (CJCNA. ZA 1948, Box 1, File 7); Le Soleil, 10
December 1948; Montreal Herald, 12 March, 10 December 1948; Winnipeg Citizen, 13 March 1948.
155
Neither group fared well in the 1948 Ontario election 'The Union of Electors polled approximately 9,000
votes while the Social.Crediters polled approxirnateb 1,000 votes out of a total of over 1.7 million votes.
Ontario, Electoral Historv of Ontario (Toronto: Office of the Chief Election Officer, l984), J9.
' ~ 6Five Social Credit candidates ran in the 1948 New Bnmswick election, t h e in the multi-rnember
constituency of Madawaska, one in Restigouche, and one in the multi-rnember constituency of Victoria.
Together, the Social Credit candidates polled just over 3,000 votes, out of a total of 540,500. Suffice to Say,
no Social Credit MLAs were eiected Canadian Parliamentarv Guide, 1949 ed, (Toronto: M o Globe, 1949),
516-18.
ln Letter, Kirshnblatî to Aronsfeld, 3 September 1948.
ibid
&id.
Cartadian Social Crediter, 4 December 1947.
16' Memo, Kirshnblatf to Hayes, 19 Febniary 1948 (UCNA, ZA 1949, Box 3, File 3 1).
The fàct chat Caouette remaùied with the federal Social Crediters m the House of Commons raised
suspicion among Congress leaders that the verbal split betweenthe Union des Electeurs and the national
Social Credit Association was merely a public relations scheme, intended to silence charges of
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authoritarianism and anti-Semitism against the Union des Electeurs and by extension, the Social Credit Party.
Letter, Kirshnblatt to Aronsfeld, 3 September 1948.
Memo, Kirshnblatt to Hayes, 19 February 1948; Monireal Dai& Star. 9 December 1948.
la
Canadian Social Crediter, 2 October 1947.
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Calgary Heruid' 4 November 1947.
16' Western Prohcer,4 March 1948.
'" Letter, Wax to Kirshnblatt, 1 1 June 1948 (CJCNA, ZA 1947, Box 1. File 7D).
Ronald Gostick was a former high school mident of William Aberhart and son of Edith Gostick, former
Social Credit MLA for Calgary (from 1935 to 1940) and later provincial librarian. Ron Gostick would
eventually become one of canada's most notorious anti-semit&, leader of the Canadian League of Rights
and publisher of a libellous broadsheet called the Canadian Intelligence Service. For a discussion of
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CHAPTER TWO

AN ASSESSMENT OF SOCIAL CREDIT'S
ANTI-SEMITIC PROPAGANDA
The issue of whether the Social Credit movement was antidemitic is problematic. The
Social Credit Party did not meet one of the most important cnterion for determining
whether a political party is anti-Semitic: neither it nor the Alberta governrnent adopted an
anti-Semitic policy. Further, it is nearly impossible to show that anti-Semitisrn was
fomented among Social Credit supporters. Indeed, in a province where Jews formed less

than one-half of one percent of the total population, most Albertans had little contact with
Jews, and thus had little opportunity to translate possible antidemitic prejudice into
discrimination.' The purpose of this chapter is not to argue that the Social Credit
movement created or fomented anti-Semitisrn among its followers, nor to suggest that it
translated its anti-Semitic philosophy into official party policy. This chapter will argue,
however, that because of the movement's continuous promotion of anti-Semitic
propaganda, it must share responsibility for the general climate of anti-Semitism during
World War Two,in which little refuge or security was offered to the Jews of Europe or
Canada. By examining Social Credit's propaganda during and immediately following the
Second World War, it will become clear how deeply entrenched was its theory of an
international financial Jewish conspiracy. Indeed, anti-Semitic conspiracy theorizing was
so pervasive that it irnpinged on a number of issues, events, persons, and organhations.
Social Credit's conspiratorial philosophy can be divided into several categones. As a
whole, it relied on the theory that Jews weie the governing force behind an international,

fmancial, socialist, communist, fascist, antitiChristianconspiracy. The conspiracy could
take on any or al1 of these characteristics, but at its core was a negative Jewish

identification. The first and central component of Social Credit's conspiracy theory was
the concept of "international finance." From C.H.Douglas to Ernest Manning, the
concept of an international financial conspiracy dominated Social Credit philosophy.
According to Social Credit members and the party organs, international finance was
comprised of a mal1 group of men, mostly of Jewish origin, which operated behind the
scenes to manipulate the world money system in order to establish a world slave state
under its control. Social Credit propaganda blamed international finance for any adverse
international event and often used the "international financier" as a bogeyman for the
movement's economic, political, and social concems.

The Social Credit party organ, Today and Tomorrow, later renamed the Canadian
Social Crediler, was the largest forum for discussions on international finance. It
published articles by leading Social Credit rnembers as well as anonymous articles.

Throughout the Second World War, the party organ consistently identified international
b c e as the largest threat facing the Western democracies. Accordhg to Today and

Tornorrow, intem&oaal finance was responsible for a variety of evils, including the
world-wide Depression of the l93Os, the totalitarianimi of Gennany and Russia, the
Second World War, and the increasing socîalism pemeating European and North

Arnerican democracies.

In December 1944, for example, the Canadm Social Credier discussed the nature of
the international financial conspiracy and concluded that it was Jewish-controlied: "let US

have a look at the names of the key persomlities in the Great ConspKacy ag-

humanity, perpetrated through International Finance. Rothschild, SchifT, Warburg, Kahn,
Cassel, Morgan, Ooschen, Schuster, Samuels, Rathenau, Strakosch, Deutche, Ballin,
Mendel, Sassoon, Niemeyer, Gugenheirn, Baruch ... they are or were al1 either German or
of German origin. They are aimost exclusively Jews racially, with one or two
e~ce~tions."~
Significantly, the name "Rothschild" usually headed the list of conspirators

in Sociai Credit propaganda. Over the years, the party organ and leading Social Credit
members repeated the following statement, allegedly made by Meyer Amschel Rothschild
in 1790: "[plexmit me to issue and control the money of a nation and 1 care not who

makes its laws."
John Patrick Gillese, editor of Toàq and Tomorrow and the Canadian Social Crediter
fiom 1944 to 1947, used the party organ to make statements about international fmance
and specifically, the Rothschilds. More than once Gillese published a series of letters
alleguig to be correspondence dated 1863 between the Rothschild brothea in England and
According
a banking house in the United States, Ikleheimer, Morton, and ~ander~ould.4
to Gillese, the Rothschild brothers, then the "Money Kings of Great Bntain," had decided
9 0 becorne more

international and began conspiring with their allies in the United States"

in order to achieve hancial domination. Ikleheimer, Morton, and Vandergould
encouraged the Rothschild brothers to quickly establish a national bank in the United
States, as the profits of such an investment were very promising for such "moneyed
interests" as themselves? As Louis Rosenberg of the Canadian Jewish Congres noted,

Gillese's intention in publishing these letters (which contained no evidence of
authenticity) was to show that international finance, headed by Jews in Britain and the
United States, was conspiring for world financial dominatio11.6

Other Social Credit members also believed that the international hancial conspiracy
was headed by the Rothschilds. Major A.H. Jukes, president of the British Columbia

Social Credit Association, wrote an article in the Canadian Social Crediter attributing to
Benjamin Franklin the belief that the American Revolution was caused by the
machinations of the Rothschilds in England. According to Jukes, Franklin knew that the
Rothschilds resented the fact that the English colonies in America were issuing their own
currency, which was why the Rothschilds introduced a bill in the English parliament
"prohibiting any English colony fiom issuing its own money." As Jukes explained, "[tlhis
deliberate act of the Rothchilds [sic] and their dupes brought on the war which separates
the American colonies From England." He added that the obscured origins of the
Arnencan Revolution "is only one of the many accounts in history which have been
distorted to cover up the underlying power of finance to shape and control the destinies of

man.'37
Solon Low, Aberhart's provincial treasurer and later leader of the national Social
Credit Party, also invoked the quotation allegedly made by Rothschild in 1790: "[plermit
me to issue and control the money of a nation, and 1 care not who makes its laws." In a

nation-wide radio address in September 1947, Low explained how "[Rothschild] and his
henchmen set out to control the money of the globe. They mcceeded even beyond their

own fondest dreams. As a result, world or international 6nance has become a means of
t y r a ~ y .hperialism is its tool, the kind of imperidism which we now see emanahg

fiom Wall Street in New York ~ity."
Lessa-known Social Credit members also invoked the Rothschild name. At a Socid
Credit meeting in Winnipeg in 1945, Charles Bdey, vice-president of the Manitoba

Social Credit League and Social Credit candidate for St Boniface, used the example of the
Rothschilds and other prominent Jews in his description of the influence of international
hance. in his introduction of Solon Low, the meeting's key-note speaker, Bailey stated:

"[pl rivilegai interests calculate again ever increasing power through money control.
Consider these robber barons who control thek respective govemments, the Warburgs,
Rothchilds [sic], Morgenthaus, Schiffs, Stems and here in Canada the Bronfhans. How
can we enjoy fieedom with such people in control of economic affairs?'"

The Social Credit party organ regularly published articles on international finance.
Depending on the author, some articles referred explicitly to 4bIewish"international
finance while others only alluded to it. In one instance, the Canadian Social Credirer
reprinted an article fiom the Aus~raIiunSocial Crediler which charged that international
Jewry formed a secret world power based on hancial control.I0 It explained that there
were four powea in the world: the "Big Thtee" (presumably, Britain, the United States,
and Russia) and a fourth - the Jewish nation. According to this source, the Jewish nation
%as a Governrnent, which is largely secret, and [whose] policy ... [is] derived fiom the
mystic philosophy of the Jews - the beîief that they are the Chosen People ...since this
Power has no country, and no army ... [i]ts most important weapon is Finance - moneypower. Thus at the centre is Iewîsh State policy. Outside this ...is the organization of

'

International Finance, which is predominantly, though not entirely, ~ewish."'

Social Credit &opaganda about the international fimucial conspiracy also included an

anti-Christian component. Reverend F.W.Wiams, editor of Today and Tomorrow fiom
1943to 1944, discussed how international h c e was an &ont to Christian ethics:

ÿvhen we corne to the Christian attitude to the usurious rnoney system we find that Chnst

condemned it ouûight ... The word for usurer in Hebrew, was the same as the word for

viper, and the figure of speech is not too strong, for the taking of usury is a poisonous
snake that kills. It is significant that Internationai Finance has chosen the snake as its

syxnb01."'~
John Patrick Gillese also criticized international finance for king anti-Christian. in a
article discussing the history of finance, Giilese explained how usury was the sole purview
of Jews: "[iln cornmon law the practice of taking increase was classed among the lowest
crimes against public mords. So odious was it among Christians that the PRACTICE
WAS CONFINED ALMOST WHOLLY TO THE JEWS, WHO DID NOT EXACT

USURY OF THE IEWS, BUT OF CHRISTI ANS."'^
In another instance, Premier Manning described the anti-Christian nature of
intemational finance. In a Canada-wide radio broadcast in December 1943, Manning
spoke on the bbphilosophyof life" embraced by international financiers, which was "if men
m u t have life they shall have it less abundantiy, and we shall do everything possible to

make them as miserable as we can." According to Manning, this philosophy was '?he
supreme blasphemy with which our present Social srjtem is cursed," and that an
"organized sabotage ... [is] imposed upon the nations of the world by those who control

and manipulate our fiancial system." The b'manipulators"were ostensibly part of an an&

Christian conspimcy: "what we are up against is a system which has been organked ...in
methodical opposition to every fûndamental principle of our Christian faith ...somewhere
behind the scenes there is a deliberate conspiracy to prevent the principles of Christianity

...[fkom] being put into operation and made the bais of our social life ...we have to deal

1O3

not merely with an un-Christiansystem, but a positive anti-christian conspiracy, seeking
to destroy everything which can be identified with the tnie Christian way of
Significantly,MaMing did not invoke the word "Jew" in his condeznnation of
international fînance or the antiChristian conspiracy. However, a few days Iater Tudq
and Tomorrow published an article congratulating the premier on his ''courageous

broadcast." According to Todqy and Tomorrow, the c m of Manning's message was that
"'it is high time' we brought Christianity into the arena of our national life" and that the
issue was whether Christianity was to be the basis of civilization, or whether an&
Christian forces with their "materialistic concept of society" would take control. In other
words, stated the party organ, the choice was between Christianity and the anti-Christ:
"[tlhe isue [sic] is identical with that which arose in Palestine nearly two thousand years
ago to become the pre-eminent event in history ...just as the criminals, who remained in
the background manipulating the popular clamour for Our Lord's crucifixion, were forced
to reveal themselves as the perpetrators of the crime, so the arch-enemies of Christianity
today will be forced more and more into the open until they, too, stand revealed before the
~ o r l d . "M~an
~ning's rhetoric was cleariy less polemical than that of Today and
Tomorrow. W e he had ref'rained fiom stating that the anti-Christian conspkcy was
Jewish-controlled, the party organ used his statements as a springboard for its own
diatribe against Jews as Christ-killea. If Manning did not want such anti-Semitic rhetonc

to be attached to his words, he certainly did not make this known to the editorship of
Today and Tomorrow.

Thus, the international hancial conspiracy, according to Social Credit propaganda,
was both Jewish and anti-Christian. However, the international conspiracy was much

more: it had the power to manipulate world events and had been dohg so for rnillennia,
but especially since the beginning of the twentieth century. Indeed Social Credit
conspiracy theonzing focussed predominantly on recent world events. One of the most
vocal cntics of ment world events was MP Norman Jaques.

in one instance, Saques argued that international hancial conspirators were behind the
rise of socialism and totalitananism in Europe and had manipulated the Great Depression
of the 1930s: "[s]ince [World War One] most of the European countries have been
'socialized' and the people collectivized into Masses, armed to the teeth, and ail control
centralized in ruthless dictators. This 'New Order' was lavishly subsidized by
international finance ...Those countries remaining democratic becarne the victims of ...
financial crises and depressions ... imposed by International Finance for the purpose of
destroying people's faith in derno~rac~."'~
Today and Tomorrow shared jaques's Mews,
stating that the economic and political ills of the interwar period were the consequence of

the machinations of international finance: "[tlhe last war was fought and won by the

Allied powers, but the so-called peace which followed was won by international Finance a gang of arch-criminals whose treachery, slimy intrigue,brutality and lust for power has

al1 but reduced civilization to a shambles. No sooner had the 1 s t shot been f k d in 1918
than these evil petsons were scheming and plotting to M e r their fantastic goal of world

'

tyranny~3

ûther Social Credit members theorized about the impact of international finance on
recent world events. In 1943, L.D. Byrne, technical adviser to the Alberta Social Credit

Board, addressed the Rocky Mountain House Board of Trade, where he explained tbat the
"deplorable pre-wg conditions" of the 1930s were the result of an international financial

conspiracy which was wreaking havoc in dl democratic countries. Behind this conspiracy
was the "Money system ... a highiy centralized private monopoly concentrated in the
hands of a smdl group of men who coastitute a super-govemment that can over-ride al1
politically elected governments."'g In Byrne's view, the rise of Nazism in Gemany and
socialism in Russia and other European countnes was proof of "a deliberate world plan to
establish totalitarianism and the enslavement of the individual." He added that the same
international financiers responsible for implementing Nazism in Germany were linked to
Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, both of whom were "of the sarne raciai ongin and
philosophy" and whose bbconceptof society is essentidly totalitarian and materialistic."
Although Byme did not state that the international financiers were Jewish, he referred to
"Schiff, Warburg, Kuhn, Loeb, Baruch, Schuster, Schroeder, Niemeyer, Siepmann,
Rothschild, Mendelssohn, Mandel, Sassoon, Harriman, Goschen, Cassel, Melchior" and
noted that "they are almost exclusively of Gemanic origin."19 On a separate occasion,
Byme described the international financiers as "[a] group of men, predominantly of the

same racial origin, emanating fkom Gemany and associated with the Rothschilds, [who]

have gained fantastic power by acquiring control of the mechanisms of fïmm~e."~~
The Social Credit Party organ aiso blamed Jews for the rise of sociaüsm in Europe. In
1944, the Canadian Social Crediter stated that Karl Marx and Frederick Engels were the
forces behind the success of socialism and cornmunism, and condemned the two men for

their atheistic and anti-Christian bias: "[tlhe 'hi&

priest' of Socialism was Karl Man<.

The 'high priest' of Commrmism was Frederick Engels. They were both German Jews ...
Engels was a wealthy man. and Marx found plenty of £inancial aid to carry out his

activities- They both attacked religion in g e n d and Christianity in particular."2' in

another piece, the party organ pointed to the racial origin of Lenin and Trot*

in order to

explain the forces behind the spread of communisrn: "Ploth Lenin and Trotsky were
mcially Jews, as were the ovenvhelming majority of the first Soviet hierarchy ... a
disproportionate number of active Cornmunist leaders are racially Jews, though most of
them being atheists, are not Jews by religion ... Now we must wait for a time for the
screams of 'Jew-baiter!' 'Fascist' 'Hate-monger!'

- and so on - to die dom.

But in the

In a third instance,
interim, it is worth pondering whether al1 this can be ~oincidence."~~
the Canadian Social Crediter argued that it was Jews' handiwork which had ensured the
success of the Russian Revolution: "[tlhe leading roles in the promotion of the Russian
R evolution were played by Jacob Schiff, of Kuhn, Loeb and Co. who fmanced Trotsky's

journey to Russia ...and the Gemüui High Command, the Geman imperial Bank and M.

Warburg and Co. - who took Lenin from Switzerland through Germany ...And so the
story goes on - uitemational Finance, Communism and Socialism working hand-inha~~d."~~

Thus, according to Social Credit propaganda, the same forces of international finance
which had enabled Nazi=

to corne to Gemany were also responsible for the rise of

communism and socialisrn in Russia and Europe. At times, the men behind this
conspiracy were identified - they were Jews, or more specifically, Gerrnan Jews. In other
cases, their identity was only alluded to. Premier Manning, who never explicitly stated
the word "Jewish,'' made other references to the inteniatiod financial conspiracy. For
example, when Manning won the 1944 Alberta provincial electiod4 he gave a radio

address in which he stated: "[tlhe task which you have entrusted to your Social Credit
Govemment is nothing less than establishing ...a properly f'unctioning democracy, in

which govenunent in obedience to the will of the people will replace the growing threat of
bmaucracy, and social justice will sweep away the evils of our present finance dominated
economic system. Powerful forces consistently have barred the way to that goal - antidemocratic and anti-Christian forces that seek to establish a ruthless and pagan
dictatorship over the lives of men?'

in Manning's view, there was a war to be won

against the international financial conspirators. He called the conspiraton "anti-

Christian" and "pagan," but never "Jewish." Consequently, the argument can be made
that Manning did not believe that the international financial conspiracy was Jewishcontrolled. However, it could also be argued that he simply chose to leave the dirtier
rhetoric to less scnipulous Social Credit members. What is significant is that Manning's
rhetoric was consistent with that of other Social Credit members, which regularly labelled
the international financial conspiracy in Jewish terms.

It was this kind of conspiracy theorizing which allowed the Social Credit movernent to
interpret recent events in anti-Semitic terms. Social Credit propaganda interpreted
numerous events and organizations through a prism of anti-Sernitism, but it took
particular interest in banking and other related institutions, especially in Bntain and North
Amenca For example, the Bank of England was ostensibly a major player in the
international tinancial conspiracy. In Jdy 1943, Today and Tomorrow used the comments
of E.T. Hargraves, a member of the Court of Directors of the Bank of England, to argw
that the Bank was deeply involved in the international finaiicial conspiracy. At the Bank's

semimiannual
meeting in 1930, Hargraves stated that it and specificdy its Govemor and
the Board of Directors, "held the hegemony so far as this country was concemed in

finance [and] ...considering the way in which they were regarded in foreign coimtnes, that

they also held the hegemony of the ~ o r l d . "Today
~ ~ and Tomorrow used these rernarks to
argue that the Bank of England had k e n under the control of the Rothschilds and other

conspirators since its inception: "[tlhis private international money monopoly has wroght
[sic] havoc on humanity for centuries. It hes caused disintegration of nations, destoyed
domestic prosperiQ and hindered international co-operation. 'Give me control of a
nation's credit,' said Meyer Amschiel Rothschild [sic] the founder of the present Banking
System, 'and I care not who make its la~s.[']"~'

In a later piece,

Tud'and Tomorrow made the Bank of England culpable for the

Depression of the 1930s: "[tlhere is no record in al1 history of such universal monetary
chaos, stagnation of trade, unemployrnent and human suffering as under the regime of ...
Montagu Norman, Govemor of the Bank of England ...As a result of [hk]policy two and
a half million people committed suicide ...Hospitals were full of men and women
sdering nom illness and insanity brought on by the feverish fight for a living ... men and
women were irnpjsoned, not because they were wicked but because they were poor.'928
The implication was that the sadistic banking conspiracy, led by the Bank of England, had
and would continue to wreak faihre and destitution upon the victimued massa. Perhaps
the party organ was saying more about the movement's own perception of economic and
political weakness than about the purported evils of the British banking system. It is
conceivable that within such a context of perceived economic and political weakness,
combined with great fear of economic privation, Social Credit propaganda would tum,

perhaps inevitably, to scapegaatism. Certauily, d e n n i a of historical prejudice gave a
wide precedent for the connection of money evils with Jews.

The Social Credit party organ made other references to the Bank of England and its
manipulation by the "notorious House of ~othschild."~~
In an article published in January
1946, the Canadian Social Crediter discussed Lord Rothschild's entry into the British

Labour Party and his immediate appointment as party leader in the House of ~ords?' It
explained that these events 'Yollowed the nationalization of the Bank of England, the
shameful deai negotiated by the Labor Govemment under which the fùture of Great

Britain was p a w d to the Wall Street moneylenders and the abject surrender of that
country to International Finance under the Bretton Woods agreement.'"

In short, the

paper took several complex events and confiated them into a conspiracy headed by the
Rothschilds. This excerpt reveals the extent to which Social Credit propaganda was
determined to connect Jews - the Rothschilds - with a financial consphcy headed by the

Bank of England and lending institutions in the United States. Yet it also reveals Social
Credit's anxieties about changing economic trends. For the Canadian Social Crediter,
perhaps an international Jewish hancial conspiracy theory would help explain why the
United States had superseded the mother country as the financial centre of the world.

Thus, according to Social Credit ''demonology," the Bank of Engiand was part of an
international hancial conspiracy which greatly undermined the mother country. But

Britain was guilty on another count - for housing international tinancial conspirators in the
London School of Economics (LSE). Social Credit propagaada stated that the LSE was
'Tounded by Fabian Socialists 'to train the bureaucracy of the friture world Socialist
State,' and endowed, for that purpose, with a million sterling by the late Emest Cassel - of
the same Germanic racial origin as most other international

In other words,

the LSE was the centre of training for sociaiistic international financiers. As MP Norman

Jaques stated: '%he intemational financiers were (and still are) ably assisted by the
'Alumnae' of the London School of Economics (endowed for Socialists by international
financiers) who formed the 'brain trust' of Socialist Govemments of Great

ri tain."^

Social Credit propaganda pointed to several key figures who were suppsedly part of
the international conspiracy because of their connection with the LSE. For example,

Today and Tomorrow named "Sir [William] Beveridge ...formerly head of the London
School of Economics which was founded and endowed by Sir Emest Cassel, international
finan~ier."~The Social Credit Board similarly reported that "[tlhe London School of
Economics was founded and richly endowed by Sir Emest Cassel, a great power in the
financial ~ o r l d . " ~ûther figures associated with the LSE included Leonard Marsh,
"entrusted with the adaption of the Beveridge Plan to

anad da''^ and Dr Cyril lames,

principal of McGill University, whom the "Federal Govemment [has] placed at the head

of the Reconstruction ~ouncil."~'Social Credit propaganda dso noted that the "'experts'
' been M e d at the LSE. The fact
at Bretton Woods [and] Dunbarton [sic] ~ a k s " ~had

that al1 these men had been trained at the LSE automatically implicated them in an
international hancial conspiracy. Consequently, the LSE was merely a front for plotting
socidists and international financiers, most of whom were Jewish.
To sumrnarize, Social Credit propaganda wove an intricate conspiracy in which many
persons and institutions were implicated: Emest Cassel was an international German
Jewish banker who, dong with the Rothschilds, controiied the Bank of England. Theu
purpose was two-foid: to train the stafï-for the future communist world, and to bring
about a communkt revolution. To this end, Cassel and other Jewïsh bankers financed the

Russian Revolution and also founded and endowed the LSE. Any Jew who was a

graduate or member of the stafl'at the LSE was proof of the conspiracy. Non-Jewish
graduates of the School such as McGill principal Cyd James, or Leonard Marsh and
William Beveridge, simply pointed to the far-reaching nature of the c o n ~ ~ i r a c ~ ? ~
Social Credit conspiracy theorizing went beyond the Bank of England and the London
SchooI of Economics, however. Two Canadian institutions were also included - the Bank
of Canada and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC). With respect to the Bank
of Canada, the Social Credit party organ focussed on the fact that one of its leading men,
Louis Rasminsky, was a Jew. In the summer of 1943,Saturday Nighî magazine published

an article on Rasrninsky, who had recently been appohted executive assistant to the
govemoa of the Bank of Canada and chief executive officer of the Foreign Exchange
Control Board. It reported that Rasminslq was Montreai-bom and was the grandson of a
Jewish refûgee fiom ~oland.4~
In response to this article, Today and Tomorrow remarked:
'%ho would not dare to suggest that Canada is not 'a land of opportunity?' And who
would dispute that Louis RasminSb - product of the London School of Economics
(founded by Emest Cassel 'to train the socialist bureaucrats of the hture') and the League
of Nations (incubator of World War II) - has al1 the qualifications of 'controller' in 'the
New Order' for which we are king prepared? And how 'British' the whole thing sounds

- or does itr4' In a separate piece, Today rmd Tomorrow translated an excerpt nom its
French-language counterpart, Vers Demain, which stated: "[wlho is the right-hand man of

Graham Towers (Govemor of the Bank of Canada) and the inspirer of Ottawa financial
policy? Louis Rasmînsky, y,dson of a Jewish refugee, and trained at the London
School of Economics." Toda). and Tomorrow added that the LSE %as the school that Sir
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Emest Cassel1 [sic] endowed with f 1,000,000, for the express purpose of propagating
socialistic theory.'"

In addition tc the Bank of Canada, Social Credit propaganda also attacked the CBC for
its "socialist" aims and its alleged attempts to build a totalitarian state within Canada. In
early 1945, for example, Social Credit national leader Solon Low declared that the CBC
was part of the 'Yorce of 'power maniacs'" which was "at work to take away the fieedom

of men." He also criticized the federal govemment for its lax handling of the CBC: "1
would never had [sic] believed that the Canadian government would have ailowed the

CBC to become so completely dorninated by those advocating a doctrine of the supreme

tat te.'"^

In another instance, MP Noman Jaques attacked the CBC for allowing "a

Communist social control of radio in this country." He noted that Raymond Arthur
Davies, CBC7sRussian correspondent, was prominent in cornmunist activities in Canada

and was a ''popular leader of the Young Communist ~ e a ~ u e . ' ~

Thus, according to Social Credit propaganda, the international financial communist
conspiracy, Often Jewish-controlled, included institutions both at home and abroad. Other
organizations, mch as the United States Federal Reserve ~ o a r e also
'
came under attack
for their connections with international finance. Party propaganda declared that the
American Federai Resewe Board was a totalitarian, internationd financial institution
controiled by G e m Jews. The party organ pointed to the Warburgs, a German Jewish

f d y whose members were erninent in banking, philanthropy, and scholarship in Europe
and America, as proof that the Federal Reserve Board was controlled by an international
financial Jewish conspiracy. Specfically, the party organ indicted Paul Warburg,
c b a n of the Federal Reserve Board; his brother Max; and Paul's son James as the

ringleaders of the conspiracy? In Apnl 1944, Today and Toinorrow stated: "[slome idea
of the extent to which this international money power had its tentacles spread ... is
indicated by the fact that during the last war Max Warburg, head of the powerful German
banking house of Warburg and Co., was the husted financial adviser of the German
Emperor, while hie brother, Paul Warburg, Director of the even more powerful banking
house of Kuhn, Loeb and Co. and founder of the US. Federai Reserve System was
playing a sllnilar role to President

ils son.'^' The implication was that Paul Warburg was

working toward the same aims in the United States as his brother Max in Gemany - both
were international financiers bent on world control.
MP Norman Jaques made sirnilar comrnents about Max and Paui Warburg: bbPad

Warburg (of Hamburg, Gemany), was naturalized and appointed head of the federal
reserve board in 1914, while his brother Max and his fm in Gemany, of which Paul had

k e n a director before coming to the States, tinanced the espionage and sabotage against
the allies ... While Paul controlled the federal reserve board of the U.S.A., brother Max
was financial adviser to the ~aiser.'** In a sepmte article, Jaques condemned "the

Warburgs and other international financiers of the same Germanic racial ongin" for their
creation and manipulation of the Federal Reserve Board. Jaques recalled that in May
1920 the Federal Reserve Board had "ordered the commercial banks of the U.S.A. to cail

loaas, to restrict the making of new loans, to deflate the volume of money in circulation in
every way possible ... The effects were disastrous to producers ... Prices of farm produce
were slashed and farrners nined. From that disaster, deliberately engineered by

i n t e d o n a l financiers, agriculture never recovered until the present world war ended the
policy of deflation (for the tirne b e i n g ) . In short, Jaques argwd that intemational

financiers, most of whom were Jewish, operated behind the Federai Reserve Board and
had organized the Great Depression of the 1930s.

Social Credit propaganda also used the statements of Amencan Congresman Louis T.
~ c ~ a d d e n ?then
' chairman of the House of Representatives Banking and Currency
Cornmittee and former president of the Pe~sylvaniaBankea' Association, to corroborate
claims about the influence of the Warburgs and Kuhn, Loeb & Company on the American
federai banking system. For example, in January 1944, Today and Tomorrow quoted

from McFadden's 1931 speech in Congress: "[tlhe Gennan International Bankers,
Warburg Kuhn, & Co. ... have been engaged in bleeding this country white for the benefit

of Germany and themselves ... Paul M. Warburg [is] the man who engineered the great
depression, the man who is the chief beneficiary of the losses sustained by the farmea and
the wage earners of this country, the man who has stuffed this country fui1 of worthless

German a~ce~tances."~'
Regarding the Federal Reserve Bank, McFadden described it as
"one of the most corrupt institutions the world has ever known ...This eM1 institution has
impoverished and nined the people of the United States; has bankntpted itself; and has
practically bankmpted our ~ovemment."~~
Today and Tomorrow declared McFadden's
statements to be "an important Banker's statement; the words of a man of integrity and
courage!"3

The party organ added that the Warburgs were "ruthless

... international

banker~."~~
In a later piece, the Canadion Social Crediîer described the Warburg's finn,Kuhn,
Loeb & Company, as "the headquartem of international finance" whose former head, the
late Jacob Schiff, was ostensibly one of the nrst persons to congratulate Keremky on the
success of the Russian ~ e v o l u t i o n .In
~ ~awther instance, the party organ descriid Jacob

Schiff and Paul Warburg as "immigrant[s] fiom the homeland of Pnissionism [sic], Naziism, Socidisrn, Cornmunimi and other evil doctrines [who] succeeded in establishing the
Headquartee OF International Finance in [the United tat tes]."^^
Norman Jaques' also criticized the Federal Reserve Board for its anti-British, pro-

Geman leanings. He used the statements of Ludwell Demy, author of America Conquers

ritc crin:' to show that the Federal Resewe Board was an antiBritish institution which
manipulated the Great Depression at the expense of British workers in America: "[a]ll
nations must tremble before our federal reserve board. High money rates imposed by it in

1929 brought s t d f e ~ to
g millions of foreign workers. That blow hit Britain hardest of
dl."58 In the same piece, Jaques used Congressman McFadden's 193 1 speech to prove the
connection between the Federal Reserve Board and German-Russian international control:
"[t] hrough the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks over

$30~000,000,000
over and above the German bonds that have been sold here have been
pumped into Germany ... The Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks have
pumped so many million dollars into Germany that they dare not narne the total. Do you
know that Germany has been lending out money to Soviet Russia ... fkom the Federal

Reserve Board banks? ... Do you know that Gemany and Soviet Russia are one in
rnilitary and industrial rnatter~?"'~

In sum, Social Credit propaganda considered the Federal Reserve Board to be a scheme
for totalîtarianism, puppeteered by Kuhn Loeb & Company, the Warburgs, and other

German Jews. This group of intemational Germas-Jewish financiers, which
commiserated with and assisted cornmunist Russia, was the real "invisible govemment"
that the American Congres and the Canadian Parliament were ahid to fight60

Related to its suspicions about the Feded Reserve Board, Social Credit propaganda
used the Amencan-based Union Now Movement as evidence of the attempts by
international h a n c e to impose a a e w world order." The Union Now Movement, led by
Clarence Streit, was fonned in the United States in the early 1930s, largely in response to
the autocratie ambitions of Hitler and Mussolini. Union Now advocated a union of the
western democracies in which a centrai world government would preside over a union
citizenship, union defence force, union custorns-ke economy, union money, and a union
postal and communications system? Simply put, the idea of "Union Now" was an
attempt to create a "democracy composed of democracies" in which al1 participating
countries would share in the responsibilities of maintaining an equitable and peaceful
world order - economically, socially, politically, and militatily. The Social Credit
movement was adarnantly opposed to the Union Now Movement, mostly because it
proposed an international order in which nations would be required to share government
power for a greater purpose. In Social Credit thinking, this macked of surrendering
complete national sovereignty to a totalitanan international power, consequently, Social
Credit's denunciation of the Union Now Movement fitted neatly with its p d g m of an
intemationai conspiracy to achieve world control.

Often, Social Credit propaganda linked the aims of the Union Now Movement with the
Federal Reserve Board. Todày md Tomorrow used James Warburg, son of Paul

Warburg, as proof of the forces operathg behind both the Federal Reserve Board and the
Union Now Movement. James Warburg had written a book entitled, Peace in OM Time?,
which offered proposais for world peace similar to those in Clarence Streit's book, Union

Now. Peace in ûur Time? advocated a ''union of peoples" which would work toward

world-wide disarmament and world free trade in order to ensure peace in the postwar
period.62 Today and Tomorrow descnbed both books as "scherne[s] for the World Slave
State," adding t h i ~larenceStreit and the Union Now Movement were under the contre!
of Paul Warburg and Kuhn, Loeb, and Company, which also cmtrolled the New York

~imes." in a separate piece, Today and Tomorrow asked: "[ils it just a curious
coincidence ... that these same banken Warburg, Kuhn, Loeb & Co. - whom we know
financed Von Papen, Germany's No. I Saboteur, and also Hitler's rise to power - shouid

be sponsoring World Federal Union?

...Under a cloak of international brotherhood this

book [Peace in Our Time?],and 'Union Now' are calling on al1 nations to relinquish their
democratic rights, to surrender their ~overeignty!"~
Premier Manning also connected the Federai Reserve Board with the ''totalitarian
schemes" proposed by the Union Now Movement. In his discussion of Peace in Oiu

Time?, Manning described James Warburg as "the son of the founder of the American
Federal Reserve Banking System [Paul Warburg] and ... closely associated with the sarne
group of International banciers. There can be no doubt about the source fiom which
these schemes ~riginated.'~'

Thus, according to party propaganda the Union Now Movement, as part of the
international financial compiracy, was attempting to gain world coatrol by advocating a
federal union of democracies under a central authority. As Today and Tomorrow stated:
"[tlhis 'authority' wouid have control over finance, international trade, citizeaship nghts

and the amed forces of all nations. That was the International Money Power7sb l u e p ~ t
for world dictatorship. Control of finance would give them control over every aspect of

the economic life of the peoples in the 'union.' Control of citizenship rigbts and the
armed forces would ensure that they could enforce their dictates.*
Norman Jaques si?iilarly declared that Union Now h d one diabolical purpose, to placc
international hance in a position of world control: "'Union Now' is pledged to destroy
the sovereignty of the crown, and with it, the sovereignty of Canada and of the Empire,
also that of the U.S.A., and to set up in their place the gold standard - the sovereignty of
international finance.""

He added that Union Now and any other scheme for

disarmament or international govenunent were the plots of "financial racketeers" who
"hop to succeed when Nazi gangsters fail in making themselves dictators of the world.'"'
Jaques also argued that the international financiers behind the Union Now Movement
were predominantly Jewish. On one occasion, he stated obliquely that "'Union Now'
originally was sponsored by international financiers - neither Christian nor British - whose
policies in the past have been ruinous to the dernomcies - including the u.s.A."~~On
another occasion, he bluntly stated that the Union Now Movement was run by "German
Jewish international bankers" whose intention was to achieve world control.'O To
substantiate his claim, he cited Sir Cecil Spring-Rice, former British Ambassador to
Germany, Czarkt Russia, and the United

tat tes:' who stated in 1914: ''the Gerrnan

Jewish bankers are toiling in a soüd phalanx to compas our destruction."* Jaques thus
concluded that the Union Now Movement was attempting to surrender dernomtic
sovereignty to Geman-Jewish totalitarian control." Although Union Now appeared to be
proposing a plan for postwar world peace, "the r
d purpose of 'Union Now' is to uni@

and impose this financial racket on the world, by the surrender of national sovereignty, so

as to render all peoples and al1 nations powerless and helpless to resist this accursed
slavery of gold - the crown of Midas, Judas and ~h~lock."'~
Premier Manning sirnilarly cnticized the Union Now Movement and its leader,
Clarence Streit, who Manning alleged "Was connected with a New York paper [New York

Times],which, on the evidence of Sir Cecil Spring-Rice, British Arnbassador to
Washington during the last war, was controlled by a banking house [Kuhn, Loeb and
Company] that is an integral part of International Finance." Manning argued that the
scheme of Union Now was the "blue print of 'the New Order' which International Finance

has had in readiness since the outbreak of the war." The "big idea" behind such a scheme,
he stated, '%as to remove the people's constitutional right to control ... the monetary

system - and to place this in the hands of some supreme international authority who ...
would not be responsible to anyone, because their control of fuiance would make their
power absolute. They would have the power to manipulate the money systems of the
c o d e s in the Union ...and the supreme centrai authority would have control of the
armed

force^."'^

Yet Manning vowed that bis government would declare war against the conspiracy of
international financiers who were attempting '90 use the conditions created by the war to
put [their scheme] over, so that when the war was won by the democratic nations the fnits
of victory would be their complete enslavement to a supreme international dictatorship the very thing our boys are dying to prevent."76 In a similar vein, Nonnan Jaques asked:
"[alre we to purchse physical fieedom h m Hitler at the pnce of financial slavery? ...the

answer to German Nazi-ism is not Gemian controlled International Finance ...Not ody
Gemuui military totalithanism, but its evil twin, Gemian-Jewish financial totalitarianism,

m u t be destroyed ... 'Union Now' would bind ...us, to hancial slavery with chains of

gold, forged by Financial ~itlers."'~

The Social Credit movement's antagonism to the Federal Keserve Board and the Union
Now Movement was similarly applied to the British organization, Political and Economic
Planning, a non-partisan research agency created in 1933 to help deal with Britain's social

and economic problems?8 Today and Tomorrow regularly accused Politicai and
Economic Planning and its publication P.E.P. of being the vehicle for the schemes of
international finance. Ln one instance, Today and Tomorrow referred to the October 1938
issue of P. E.P. which read: "We have started from the position that only in war or under
b a t of war will a British govemment embark on large scaie planning."79 Today and

Tomorrow used this statement to conclude that "'wartimeis harvemime for the plannea

...

1s it possible that the real 'plan' is to covertiy forge chains for us while we're busy forging

war[?]" The paper also expressed its uneasiness with any kind of economic planning:
"[tjhis planning business is an obsession, a disease, and those affected - the plannea those who s a e r fiom the hallucinations from the planned economy virus - would him us
ail into guinea

They'd willingiy put us into test tubes to experiment with us in the

hope that they could thereby bring into being their special brand of regimented ~ t o ~ i a . " ~ ~

L.D. Byme, technical adviser to the Social Credit govemment, aiso criticized
Political and Economic Planning for its "large scale plans for the centralizahon of industry

and commerce in accordance with principles common to both socialism and big business."
He also noted that Political and Economic Planning was headed by a Jew: "[ulnder the
chaiinnanship and guiding inspiration of Israel Moses Sieff, this group has had a powerful
influence in public &airs

in Great Britain and somehow its members seem to have been
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pushed into controllhg positions.''8' That SiefFwas Jewish was also duly noted by Todq
and Tomovow: "New York sources associate Mr. Sieff with the group of Jews which

includes Mr. Felix Frankfurter and Mr. Bernard Baruch, both of Mr. Roosevelt's 'Brains

Tnisf' and has included the late Justice Louis Brandeis, and the late Mr.Jacob Schiff, of
Kuhn Loeb and Company, who were interested, fmancially and otherwise, in the
establishment of that object of P.E.P.3 emulation, the Soviet State in ~ussia.'"~

In a separate article, Toduy and Tomorrow blamed Max, Paul, and James Warburg
"and others of the same breed" for creating a variety of evil organizations, including
Political and Economic Planning. According to the paper, the "dominating position" of
these international financiers enabled them to 'provide

... unrestncted scope for the

intrigue which plunged the democratic nations into poverty, unemployment and economic

stress, built up the dictatorships, propagated revolution and socialism in this fertile soil,
set up the machinery for the coming tyranny - as for example the sinister organization in
England known as P.E.P. under the direction of Israel Moses Sief - and entrenched a vast
network of cartels dorninated by Nazi Germany, and set the stage for the present war.'"

In short, Social Credit propaganda argued that a Jewish conspiracy was behind a varie@ of
institutions and eveats, and that Political and Economic Planning was one more example
of this far-reaching conspiracy.
Related to Social Credit's antagonism toward the Federal Reserve Board, the Union

Now Movement, dnd the Political and Economic Planning organization was its opposition
to any kind of centralized government planning, either during the war or for the post-ww

period Social Credit members wamed that the federal government's war-tirne p l h g
was another example of the ubiquitous international conspiracy. MP Norman Jaques

declared that the Rowell-Sirois Commission Report was part of the international
conspiracy which was connected to the Union Now Movement: "the Suois Report is but

a step to international 'Federal Union,' alias 'Union Now' under which the Dominion
parliament itself would be reduced to a parish c o ~ n c i l . ~
Todqv and Tomorrow similarly cnticized govemment efforts to centralize industry and
introduce pnce controls during the Second World War. in its discussion of Canada's
adoption of wages and price controls in 194 1 , Today and Tomorrow blarned Bernard
Baruch, American financier and presidential adviseqSfor their implementation. It stated
that the "Baruch proposais for the enforcement of a rigid price ceiling and control of
wages [are] identical with those adopted by the Canadian Govemment," and declared that
"Bernard M. Baruch is one of the rnost sinister figures in the orbit of International
Finance." It noted that Baruch had been "President Wilson's nght hand adviser" during
World War One, and now, through his control of indu-,

wages, and pnces, had become

' W l y dictator of the U.S.A." The party organ concluded that implementation of the

Bamch proposals, which would result in a similar dictatorship north of the border, would
be "entirely in acocrdance [sic] with the plans of htemaiotnal [sic] Finance for setting up

a World Slave State, under a world police force controlled by them, as the fitting outcome
of a war to Save democracy h m totalitariani~m.''~~

Thus, according to Social Credit propaganda, the 'hew world ordei' proposed by the
Mackenzie King govemment was one of economic and political totalitarianisn akin to the
dictatorships in Germany and Russia. Any attempts at w d e centralization were proof
of the conspiracy. Accordingly, when the AUied powers began to plan for the pst-war
worid in 1944, the Social Credit movement Mewed this as m e r proof of the
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conspiracy's machinations. The Social Credit movement was Unmediately opposed to the
Bevendge and Marsh ~e~orts,"published in 1942 and 1943 respectively, which helped
constnict frameworks for the social welfare state in Bntain and Canada during the postwar
penod. h its annual report for 1943, the Social Credit Board Iabelled the Beveridge and
Marsh Reports products of a socialist conspiracy which was directly connected to
international finance. The Board called William Bevendge "an avowed socialist [who]
was for several years director of the London School of Econornics. His Plan for Social

Security is clearly socialistic in nature and is acclaimed by socialists everywhere. His plan

has also been acclaimed by that section of the press most closely linked with the financial
interests." Regarding Leonard Marsh,the Board noted that he was "also a product of the
London School of Econornics ...and was associated with Sir William Beveridge as his
assistant, before he came to Canada. He was made research advisor to the Canadian
government's advisory cornmittee on reconstruction in July 194 1.'"8
Theoreticaily, the Social Credit Board had correctly described the positions held by
Beveridge and Marsh. However, its implication was that they were part of a larger
socialist-hancial coaspiracy. As the Board stated: "[oln every side we are deluged with
propaganda from both socialist and financiai sources advocating the sunender of
sovereignty to some international authonty ...men's min& are being conditioned to
accept a world slave state." The Board also criticized the Marsh Report for
recommending that the Dominion govenunent possess greater centraMg p o w m ~and
9
concluded that the Marsh Report was also part of the socialist-financial conspiracy: "[ilt
would appear that the exigencies of war are king used as a pretext to invade the sphere of

provincial autonomy ... Socialists and the vested financial interests aiike are urging the
continuance and extension of this policy into the pst-war p x i ~ d . ' ' ~

The Cmadian Social Crediter similarly declared that the Beveridge and Marsh Reports
were part of the schemes of international finance. It described Beveridge as a "known
socialist" and stated that the Beveridge Report was "based on the tenets of Socialim and
the Bismarckian proposals for compulsory state insurance." The paper described Marsh

as "a Socialist and a member of the C.C.F.brain trust [who] curiously ... produced an
identical scheme to that brought about by Sir William Beveridge." The paper also pointed
out that both men were 'bproductsof the London School of ~conomics."' For the
Cunudian Social Credifer, this last piece of evidence was additional proof that Marsh and

Beveridge were part of an international conspiracy.
It should be noted that the Social Credit movement was not the only group to criticize
the federal govemment's increased powers during World War Two, and other groups
similarly cnticized the "socialistic" plans of the Mar& Report. However, Social Credit
propaganda consistently connected the "schemes" of socialists such as Marsh with those

of an international hancial conspiracy. As the Social Credit Board postulated: "[ilf
international £hanceand sociaiism are travelling in the same direction is it possible that
socialism is promoted by the money power to hasten the completion of their plot for world
domination? Not ooly is it possible but there is a fund of evidence which leads to the
inevitable conclusion that there is a plot, world-wide in scope, delibenitely engllieered by

a small number of ruthless international financiers, to accomplish their objective.'"

It

appears that the Social Credit Board was as concemed about the international conspiracy
as the socialist conspiracy, and believed that the two were connected. hdeed, with the

onset of the Cold War in the early postwar period, the Board's denunciations of
international finance were equalled only by its obsession with the world cornmunist plot.
The most striking difference hetween Social Credit's criticisms of postwar planning

and those of other mainstream parties, was its consistent identification of the "ruthiess
international financiers" in Jewish terms. Anti-Semitic conspiracy theorizing was the
trademark of the Social Credit movement - no other political party engaged in such antiJewish rhetonc. It was this dubious distinction which separated the Social Credit Party
nom al1 other mainstream parties in Canada.

Thus, throughoht the war, not only was the Social Credit movement adamantly
opposed to any kind of centraiized planning, it was equally opposed to attempts to create
international organizations for the post-war period. While the Allied nations were
discussing plans for a postwar international organization to replace the impotent League
of Nations, alarmed Social Creditea were declaring that such an organization would be

run by international hanciers bent on world contr01.~~
Theu opposition revealed a deep
skepticisrn that an international postwar organization would do little for Canada; instead,
it was iikely to throw Canada into a state of political subservience and an economic
depression reminiscent of the 1930s. Most importantly, however, Social Crediters were
conwiced that such subserviencewould be the direct r d t of a deliberate international
conspiracy, one which tnuiscended both world wars.

Thus, Social Credit propaganda harshly criticïzed the conferences at Bretton Woods
and Dumbarton Oak, held in the United States in 1944, in which the AUied powers
discussed proposais for a post-war internatiod monetary organization and m i l i m peaceSocial Credit propaganda dismissed the conferences and their
keeping ~r~ani;ration.~~

participants as being controlled by an international conspiracy. The Cunudian Social
Crediter stated that the conferences' proposais would enmre that an anonymous
international authority would gain absolute power of the monetary systems and the armed
forces of every country. ln language rivalling predictions of the Armageddon, the

Canadian Social Crediter warned: "[tlhe World Slave State is taking shape rapidly. The
predominantly Germanic and atheistic gang who constitute international Finance, have al1
but got control of the instruments for establishing an absolute World Dictatorship after
this war ...If you value your fieedom ... you will take off your coat and fight this
threatening tyranny as though your life depends upon it. BECAUSE IT DO ES."^'

MP Norman Jaques was also convinced that the Bretton Woods and Dumbarton Oaks
conferences were assembled by international conspiraton. He argued that "International
Finance and International Control - world govemment by Shylock & Marx" were
responsible for planning Bretton Woods and Dumbarton ~ a k s Jaques's
. ~ ~ meaning, albeit
implicit, was that Jews and communists were the forces b e b d "International Finance and
International Control."
Norman James, MP and columnist for the Canadian Social Crediter, also discussed the
Bretton Woods Conference, asking, '%hy they always have to hide in the bush to talk[?]"

His interpretation of Bretton Woods was that "experts" fiom forty-four countries were
sent to draw up plans for the funne govemment of the world, which entailed "each of us
surrendering a big slice of our freedom and sovereignty to a kind of Super-State,
composed of - to put it politely - erninent Banking Authorities, who will have at their

disposal an army, a navy, an air force and, of course, an international police force ...These
Financial Dictators, recognizing that he who holds the purse strings govems the world,

have also arranged an international financial system of usury and debt, (of course on the
Gold Standard) through which they can make our subjection doubly sure." James
concluded that the purpose of these plans was simply "[tlhe final Sovietisation of d l
democratic co~ntries."~~

h a later column, James argueâ that the real objective behind the Dumbarton Oaks
Conference, the Bretton Woods Conference, and the bbmachinations"of the United
Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) was "the absolute
Sovietisation of ....NATIONS," and that "Lnternational Socialism under complete
domination of International Finance is whrit they are ail after."g8 James also wrote an
article entitled, "The Dumbarton Hoax!" in which he argued that the "self-important and
self-appointed gentleman who arranged the Dumbarton Hoax conference" intended to

'?alce away our sovereignty and transfer our loyalty and hope of fieedom to this super-

-

State under the BIG FOUR who are themselves under the thumb of International

i in an ce."^^ The consequence, he warned, would be ''the complete overthrow of
Christianity and ~ e m o c r a c ~ . " ~ ~ ~

MP John Blackmore offered similar wamings about the proposals put fonvard at the
Bretton Woods and Dumbarton Oaks conferences. According to Blackmore, if these
proposals were implernented, Canada would be forced to "sumender ...every vestige of
effective national sovereignty"and would be subjected to "an armed world dictatoahip
wielding absolute power." He added that the conferences were proof '?bat there is
operathg in the world today a gang of ... intemational financiers ...they are seeking

through the peace treaty conferences to attain the objective for which they engineered the
WHT.nlOl

Social Credit's antagonism towards postwar planning was equalled only by its
opposition to a world bank based on the gold standard. MP Norman Jaques often led the
attack against these proposals. For example, in July 1943 the House of Cornmors debated
proposals for an international stabilization of national currencies based on gold. Jaques
vehemently opposed the idea, stating that control over such a body ''would be vested
neither in parliament, nor Congress, but in a bank, and would be backed by an
international police f~rce."~"He quoted h m the Pmtocols of the Learned Eiders of
Zion to prove the inherent eviiness of the gold standard: "[wle shail stabilize foreign

exchange by which we cm ~ I X industrial values (and wages) to suit ourselves. In o u

hands will be the greatest power on earth - gold."'03 in short, Jaques relied on the
predictions of the Protocols to argue that re-implementation of the gold standard would
play into the hands of international Jewish financial conspirators.

In a separate instance, Jaques outlined the honific state of &airs in Britain after the
restoration of the gold standard in 1925, and hypothesized that the same forces advocating
adoption of the gold standard were plotiing for world control in the postwar period: "[tlhe

gold standard was restored in Great Britain by Mr. Churchill in 1925, who repented his
action years afterwards ... By drastic credit restrictions, recalling loans, by 'deflation' and
by inmeashg the price of gold by 70% bey collected twice as much as they lent ...The

same Shylocks now plan to repeat their gigantic intemational racket. And the nations are
to disarm and surrender their sovereignty to these international 'racketeers,' backed by
their international police force."lM

Reverend ~.~.-~illiams,
former editor of T'&y and Tomorrow, also criticized
attempts to restore the "obsolete, outwom gold standard" and impose it on the western

democracies. Calling it 'Uis diabolical gold standard which a few men control and use
for the enslavement of humanity," Williams exhorted his fellow citizens to "refuse to bow
before this false worship of mamrnon or else future civilization will be far woac than
mankind has ever e~~erienced."'~~
The Social Credit party organ also atiacked the Allies' plans for a world bank and a

return to the gold standard. In 1942, Toàày and Tomorrow predicted that the term
"dollar" would be abandoned when the new international currency was introduced; in its
place, "[bloth saints and cynics claim 'shekel' will be used."lo6 In a later issue, Todqy
and Tomorrow vowed that schemes advocating international organizations like Union

Now or "World Federal Union" meant a r e m to the gold standard, "and it means BACK

- DOWN - AND OUT: It means a world of beggars!"'07

When the World Bank was

finally established as part of the United Nations Organization in 1946, the Canadian
Social Crediter snidely described its president, Eugene Meyer, as a "son of an immigrant
kwish ~ a f e s w n e r . " ~ ~ ~
If the Social Credit movement disliked the proposais put forward at Bretton Woods and
Dumbarton Oaks, it was openly antagonistic towards the proposed United Nations
Organization (LM). Many Social Credit members viewed the UN as the most dangerous

of the post-war plans, and were convhced that it was driven by an international financial
conspiracy. In 1944, Norman Jaques, comrnenting on the Allies' attempts to mate a
more viable pst-war organktion than the former League of Nations, predicted that "the
setting up of this Mioo would mean

...surrender of the sovereign rights and fieedoms of

the people ...[t]o an &en anonymous organization of international govemment which

would bave absolute control of the people's money, food, hd-,

farming, [and]

employrnent." He invoked the Protocols to support his argument, since they were "an
exact blueprint of the plans for a new world order which have ken, and now are preparing
behind closed doon." This new order hcluded "[d]isarmament, s m n d e r of national
sovereignty to an International Union, which means a world bank, a world gold standard,
and a world police force ... the new world order [is] obviously the 'union' of 'Shylock and

Marx' - the 'chosen ones' instead of Hitler's 'superman.

79,109

In a separate piece, Jaques argued that any attempt to organize an international
peacekeeping organization such as the üN would destroy democracy and individual
fieedorn: "[elvery Allied leader declares we are fighting to preserve our democratic
fkedoms and way of Me. At the same time there is a promise, or a threat of a 'new
Order,' a transformation fiom National Democracy to International Socialism. And who

is to be the controller of the oew order? A Hitler or a Shylock? Gangster or
~acketeer?"''O
Social Credit columnist Norman James also condemned the creation of a postwar
international peacekeeping organization such as the UN. in June 1943, he criticized

Canadian govemment leaders for their willingness to s a d i c e Canadian democracy and
sovereignty at the feet of an international organîzation. Recalling the 1939 British royal
visit to Canada, James remembered how "the whole country went wild with delight, at

haviug [the King and Queen] with us ...Some of the higher ups even toured the country
with them basking in reflected glory." Now, however, "these same people are suggesting

... that we no longer need our King and Queen, ou.Crown, our Constitution and the
British Empire, and that we should W e r our loyalty to a mysteious, nondescript

INTERNATIONAL POWER,composed of some off-colour individu& of no particular

country, and who are incapable of loyalty except to Gold or its equivalent." He added that

"if these saboteurs have their way," the National Socialism of Germany would develop
into an "Intematiooal Socialism with a gang of INTERNATIONAL FINANCIERS on
top?

'

l

Premier Manning similarly condemned plans to establish the UN, stating that they had
been carefully laid by the international conspirators as early as 1939: "[elver since the

first gun was fired in the war, a carefully laid conspiracy has k e n at work using the
conditions created by the war in an effort to rob nations of their nationai sovereignty, to
eliminate tnie democracy, to undermine the British Empire ... and to set up a World
Dictatorship under a supreme international authority which would be able to dominate the
econornic life of every nation by controllhg its money system, and its armed forces."'

l2

As a corollary of its antagonisrn towards the UN, Social Credit propaganda also
attacked the UN'S umbrella organizations. For example, party propaganda attacked
financier and Amencan presidential adviser Bernard Banich for his alleged manipulation

of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UMZRA). It used the
f a t that Baruch was a financier, a Jew, and a presidential adviser, as proof of his
involvernent in the international financial conspiracy. Regarding the appointment of

chairman of UNRRA, the Candian Social Crediter complained that %e Chairman was
nominated by the [American] President on the recommendation of his adviser - the

adviser of ali Presidents of the U.S.A. since away [sic] back, and that is none other than
Bematd Baruch." Consequently, "it is not remarkable that the fïrst Chairman of

U N R U . should have been Herbert H. Lehman, one time Governor of New York and
connected with the Old

an^."' l3

The label "old gang" may be somewhat cryptic, but the

paper's intention was to connect Baruch and Lehman - both Jews - to the ubiquitous
international conspiracy.

in another instance, the Canadian Social Crediter criticized the CM'S plans for
controlling atomic energy, and specifically Bernard Baruch's involvement in formulating

the United States' policy: "[ilt will be so reassuring to know that a group of men
representing and controlled by the very international crooks and gangsters who promoted
two world wars, plunged the world into economic chaos and have brought us to the brink

of universal catastrophe, will have the sole monopoly of not only bornbing us out of
existence, but will be able to control atomic energy in the industrial field so that there will
be plenty of hard labour for the slaves of the glorious World

tat te.""^

The Canadian social Crediter also repnnted excerpts nom its Austrnlian couterpart
to prove that Baruch and others were plotting to achieve world domination through their
control of atomic energy. The Australion Social Creàiferquoted the following excerpt

fkom the Protocols: "[ylou may say that the goyim will rise upon us, arms in h

a if they

guess what is going on before the tirne cornes; but in the West we have against this a

manoeuvre of nich appalling terror that the very stoutest hems quail." The Australkm
paper explained that "[fjhe terror contemplated [in the Protocols] was the mining of
capital cities; but the advance of science has provided the atomic bomb, control of which
has been assumed by Messrs. Baruch and ~ilienthal."'l5

h another article, the Cmadian Social Crediter blamed Baruch and other
"intemational Gerrnan Jewish financiers" for the pst-war world food shortage, c l d g
that Baruch and his kind manipulated intemational agencies and national goveniments

through their control of finance: "[tlhe

...world food shortage ...must be seen, however,

in conjunction with other major developments ... [such as] [tlhe association of Mr.
Bernard Baruch and other international financiers, predominantly German kws, with the
vilrious international authorities ... [and][t]he idea that the Jews are a Chosen People
whose destiny it is to form the 'brain' of a collectivised world. The practical backgro-md
is the power of International Finance, which is dorninated by German Jews, operating at
the moment from knerica"''6
In sum, Social Credit propaganda considered any post-war international planning,
including establishment of the United Nations and its related agencies, as proof of a
intemational Jewish financial conspiracy. Its antidemitism aside, Social Credit rhetoric
revealed a deep skepticism that postwar international organizations such as the CM would
prevent a postwar depression as in the previous world war. Most i m p o ~ t l yhowever,
,
Social Credit propaganda viewed the architects of postwar planning as part of a maniacal
international force bent on creating a world slave state. As Norman Jaques warned: "[dlo
not believe any leader ...who advocates surrender to world govenunent, and 'police force'

... We are not pothg out blood and treasure to Save the world nom slavery by Hitler and
Himhito in order to hand it over to Shylock and ~ m . " " '

Norman James similarly warned that "this international gang, with theu sanctimonious
hypocritical yap for international unity, have only one objective, and that is the 'Unity' of
Slavery. They are out for international power at any piice ...and @t is the gang
responsible for the slaughters of the past thirty odd years, and

the^ are the gang who are

still planning the subjugation of the world to their will, and they are the gang who should

be hanged or shot, or drawn and quartered or boiled in oil." In descniing this "gang,"
James noted that even though "[s]ome of the them are Jewish and some of them aren't

...

the majority of these international criminals just happen to be Jews." He innocently

added: 'Tmnot interested in their race or creed, but if their narnes happen to be
Rothschild, Cohen, Loeb, or Baruch, am 1 to blame?"

I8

Thus, Social Credit propaganda reveaied a deep fear of the changing worid ushered in
by the Second World War. The üN and its related agencies was only one aspect of the
changing state of affairs which the Social Credit movement attempted to understand and
perhaps contain. The pnsm thmugh which these &airs were understood was that of an
international, financial, Jewish conspiracy. Indeed, Social Credit propaganda interpreted
most recent world events within this conspiratorid paradigrn, and took special interest in

the Jewish Holocaiist in Europe and the establishment of a Jewish homeland in Palestine.
Its sole purpose in discussing these specific "Jewish concems" was to offer M e r proof
of the international financial Jewish conspiracy.

During World War Two, at the height of Nazi destruction of European Jewry, Social
Credit propaganda actively discouraged any attempts to assist the Jews of Europe. During
the latter part of the war, when tensions were heightening with the Soviet Union and

comrnunism was becoming increasingly unpopdar and illegal in North America, Social

Credit propaganda waged a number of charges against the Jews, including the following:
that Jews were communist conspirators attempting to extend their activities in North
America under the guise of refbgee statu; that Jews were behind Germany's war a g a M
the Allies; that Jews thernselves were to blame for the Holocaust; and that the Holocaust

was, in f a t , a Jewish fabrication.
Ironically, this more vinilently antitiSemiticcomponent of Social Credit conspiracy
theorking was an attempt by the movement to deflect charges of anti-Semitism. In late

1944, Today and Tomorrow confronted the Canodian Tnbune over the latter's criticism

'

of anti-Semitism in the Social Credit ~ a r t.ylg Todq and Tomowow argued that the
Canadzun Tribune's insistence on labelling 'Vie Social Credit attack on so-called
Communism and other totaiitarian doctrines as king anti-Semitic" was a ploy to protect
the real conspirators - the "gang of German Jews." Today and Tomorrow noted that ihis

same gang backed Adolf Hitler: ''Hitler would never have gained power unless he had
been well-financed. Who was able to finance him? And is it an accident that Hitler,
reputed to be an illegitimate grandson o f a Rothschild, should have been chosen? ... 1s it

an accident that his 'Mein Kampf' was inspired ... by the notorious Profocols of Zion? 1s
it an accident that as a result of his petsecution of Jews, any enemy alien refugees fiom
Germany and occupied Europe gained key positions at the expense of nationals in Great
Bntain, the U.S.A. and elsewhere during the war?"120

In another case, national leader Solon Low was severely criticized in a senes of letters
to the Toronto Daily Stur. One letter gave severai exarnples of anti-Semitic statements by
leading Social Credit politicians and the party organ, and charged Low and others with
"embark[ing] on a program of kw-baiting and anti-United Nations propaganda"121 Low

denied these charges in a published letter to the Toronto Dai& Star. He accused the
Toronto Jewish monâhly, Today, of beeig part of that 'mwerful section of Canadian

Jewry [which] is backing the mischievous activities of the Communist organhtion in the
country, and 1 have yet to see a single repudiation by any officia1 Jewish paper of the
vicious propaganda of these friends of communi~m."'~The editor of Todrry R.S.
Gordon, wrote his own letter to the Toronto Daily Star and charged Low with deliberateiy
atternpting to sow .mti-Semitism and using the spurious Prorocols of the Learned Elders

of Zion to attempt to make his case.lu Low wrote another letter to the Toronto Daily
Star, denying charges that he had invoked the Protocols to prove the existence of an

international Jewish conspiracy. Yet he added that the Protocols were "an exact blueprint of what is [sic] k e n going on in the world since. To state uiat it is a forgery, is

-

irrelevant for its devilish predictions are being carried out to the letter." Low also
criticized Gordon for editing "a paper which is violently pro-lewish to the exclusion of al1
non-Jews ... its pages are full of proCommunist propaganda." He remarked that some
Jews (including the Today editor) believed that simply because he pointed out that
"certain German Jewish bankers financed Hitler's advent to power[, this] constitutes an
attack on al1 Jews." However, stated Low, "1 cannot believe that this reflects the attitude
of Canadian Jewry. If it did, then not only 1 but many other people in Canada would be

forced to revise our views on this question, for it would have some very ugly
Low's own implication was that if Canadian Jewry took exception to the
"known fact" that German Jewish bankers were behind Hitler, this would be proof that al1
Jews in Canada were part of the international conspiracy. Thus, in a bizarre way, Low
attempted to refùte charges of antidernitism against himself and his party, only to succeed
in confirming them by declaring that Gerrnan Jews were behind the rise ofNazisrn and

that Canadian Jews rnight also be part of this conspiracy.
A.V. Bourcier, MLA for Lac Ste Anne and chairman of the Social Credit Board, also

felt compelled to deny charges of antidemitisrn made by the Canudian Tnbune against
the Social Credit

art^.'^

In response to the Canadian Tribune's allegatiom, Bourcier

declared at a Sociai Credit meeting in Edmonton: 7 have never at any time a k e d the
Jewish people. 1 have no haîred for any race or any religion." He assured his audience

-

that "1 have always attacked the group of men whom we cal1 International Finance and 1

will continue to attack them, whether their narnes be Fidestein or MacGregor!" in
response to his remarks, the audience broke into ~heers.'*~

In a similar attempt to deflect charges of anti-Semitism published in the Edmonton

Ml?Norman Jaques argued that because nearly ail Jews were communists,
~ulletin,'~'
their attempts to raise the "bogey" of antidemitism was really a "communist
smokescreen." Jaques's view was that "according to the 'Commu-Socialists,' those who
opposed them must be Fascists ...anyone who publicly denounces the surrender of our
national loyalties to international control is accused of 'anti-semitism;' (pro-fascism, anticommunism and anti-semitisrn - these terms mean the same to the comrnunists.)" Jaques
postulated that it was only when Germany invaded Rwsia in 1941 that the ''CornmuSocialists" regarded the Nazis as their enemies. Before 1941, although Iews "presumably

... suffered with the Gentiles," they were of no concem to these Cornmu-Socialists who
.iaques9simplication was that Jews, as
"today are so alarmed about anti-~emitism."'~~
Communists, were more concemed with supporting Russia than with protecting their
fellow Jews fiom Hitler; and since al1 Communists were Jews, Hitler must not have been

-

persecuthg Jews after al1 otherwise the Communists would have opposed him fiom the
begiMing, and not merely after the 1941 invasion.

In a separate instance, a private Jewish citizen h m Vancouver had written to Iaques in
the hopes of persuading him to end his anti-Semitic attackd2' in response, Jaques asked:

"klour people cornplain of the way they are regarded - and treated by others, but do they
not regard themselves as difTerent - set apart nom ail other races and creeds? Are they not
the 'Chosen people?'" He stated that the percentage of Jews among communists ws

much higher than the percentage of Jews among the entire population, and although he
was not 'bcomplaining" about this fact, he wanted to know: "[wlhy did the Communists
violently oppose any armed resistance to Hitler until he invaded Russia in 194l? Are we
to suppose that Hitler was neither a Jew-baiter, nor a 'Fascist,' until that time? Or was it
that the 'Communists' thought it more worth-while to destroy the capitalists than to rescue
the Jews of Europe? Why do the Jews and the Communists continue to support one
another after this callous treat~nent?""~
Jaques also refemd to the millions of Russian peasants who had been liquidated in
bloody purges since the Russian Revolution, asking, "[wlhy is there no mo~aaandaon
their behalf? 1s it because these unfortunate people are non Jewish, and because Jews
engineered the revolution and have since controlled the communist party in Russia[?] To
whom are Jews loyal? To Canada or to Jewry?" Regardmg Canada's non-admittance of
Jewish refugees during the war, Jaques was skeptical that such refugees achially existed:
"[ilf Jews are under the control of Hitler, how can they be fiee to leave Europe? If they

are so fkee how can they be persecuted?" He concluded that "if you c
d anvone a Jew you
will be denounced as a Jew-baiter - and 1 think ihat is poor propaganda for the ~ews.""'
Jaques's views on European refugees were also published in the Canadim Social
Crediler. In one issue, he criticized Anna Louise Strong*contributor to Maclean 's

Magazhe, for her article describing the horrors of Nazi persecution of European ~ e w s . " ~
Jaques called her a "Communist" and implied that she was working with other
communists to spread propaganda "the purpose of which is so to harrow our sympathies
that Canada will open her gates to an invasion army of Cornmunist party workers."

Moreover, he declared, Jewish refhgees were not %figees" at d,and he questioned why

there was such a "determination" to bring them to Canada: "[wlhy not compensate these
victims by sending them to the Communist Paradise - Soviet Russia?" Jaques also asked
whether Jews wee ''the only, or even the chief, victims of Nazi persecution ...1s it not a
fact that the Nazis persecute al1 their opponents? Do not the Jews fom but a small
percentage of these ~ictims?"'~~

The Social Credit party organ also published articles about b%audulent" Jewish
refugees. In late 1943, Todrry and Tomorrow discussed "the carefully organized carnpaign
which is in full swing to win support for bringing tens of thousands of refugees to this
countryy'and noted that ''those who are most vocal in demanding a haven for the refugees
are persons known to hold cornrnunist or extreme socialist views." The paper asked why
the communists were now appealing for Canada to accept tens of thousands of refugees
and wanted to know how these ''refugees" were able to escape: "if the refugees for which

this plea is king made are the victims of Nazi persecution, how can they get away? Are
the Nazis permitting them to leave? ... If the Nazis are allowing them to leave, then can
they be described as victims of persecution? Unless it served the purpose ofthe Nazis,
would they permit these refugees to leave? 1s it probable that in the main these refugees

are active communists whom the Nazis are only too glad to export in order that they may
attack us from within? Can they be the spearhead of the Red Revolution?" TodPy and

Tomorrow concluded that the Canadian cconomy was in a p a t e r state of emergency than
were the Jews of Europe: %hy this compassion and concem about the victims of Nazi
persecution in Europe, and the cdous indifference to the tens of thousands of Canadians
who are the victims of financial persecution right here in our own CO-?"

Indeed,

Canada's 'tictims of financial persecution" were even worse off than the European

refugees, because "they cannot escape anywhere." Accorcüngly, judged the paper,

"[clharity shouid begin at home."'"

In a separate attempt to undermine the extent of the Jewish Holocaust, the Canadian
Social Crediter referred to the activities of Henry Morgenthau, a Jew, secretary of the
treasury under Franklin Roosevelt, and architect of the Morgenthau Plan. Originally, the
intention of the Morgenthau Plan was to cripple Germany's industrial potential by tunllng
it into an agriculNal country at the end of the war.13' Although the Morgenthau Plan was
never put into effect, as late as 1946 the Canadian Social Crediter was ail1 accusing
Morgenthau and others of wreaking more havoc in Germany than the Nazis ever did:
"[tlhey (the executon of the Morgenthau plan) have abused and starved to death more
German babies than there ever were Jews in Germany; and finally they raped and
debauched hundreds of thousands of German, Auseian, and Hungarian girls and women
from eight to eighty. They brought to their death five times as many Gemans in one year
of peace as died during the five years of war!" The paper asked: "[wlhose policy is
responsible for the mass raping, looting, starvation and murder now rampant in
Gemany?" The answerr "[tlhe Morgenthau policy, the direct brain child of the financiers
and particulady of Morgenthau - a policy so brutal that it is rarely mentioned, because we
at home could not eat or sieep if we knew of it."'36 Yet what the Canadian Social
Crediter overlooked was that the reason the Morgenthau Plan was 'Yarely mentioned" was
it had become a dead letter, for reasons which had little to do with an international
hancial Jewish conspiracy.
Throughout the postwar period, when reports of the conditions in European
concentration camps were widely publicized,'37 Social Credit propaganda continued to

question the extent of European Jewish destruction. In early 1946 the Canadiun Social
" chief of the
Crediter used the case of Lieutenant-General Sir Frederick ~ o r ~ a n , 'then
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) in Germany, as a way
of undeminhg the seventy of the Jewish Holocaust. in late 1945, Morgan had made
some extremely insensitive and incorrect statements regarding the extent of Jewish
destruction in Poland and had suggested that European Jews were using the rationale of
the Holocaust to leave Europe under refbgee statu. 13' As a result, Morgan was recalled

and ordered to resign as LJNRRA chief. The Canadian Social Crediter commended
Morgan for his fearless reporting of the 'Tacts" and stated that his statements shouid have
at least been verified before he was forced to resign, since not verifjhg them would
"serve only to convince antidemites ail over the world that their beliefs are right."'40

Mer several months7delay, Morgan was finally replaced by Meyer Cohen as lMRRA
chief.I4' For the Canadian Social Crediter, the fact that Cohen was a Jew was proof that
üNRRA was controlled by the international Jewish conspiracy: "General Sir Frederick

Morgan has been relieved of his position and Mr. La Guardia [chai?nan of UNRRA]has
appointed in his place none other than one Meyer Cohen. Operations seem to be
proceeding to plan."142 Signincantly, the Canadian Social Crediter' s sole interest in
Morgan's case rested on a desire to question the nature and extent of the Jewish Holocaust

in Europe and to suggest that the Jewish refbgee situation and UNRRA itself were poüz of
a broder international Jewish conspiracy.
Social Credit pmpaganda on the Jewish Holocaust is noteworthy for its radical
deviance from mainstream political parties' interpretations of the Second World War.
Before the Second World War and certainly throughout the war, the AUies were M y

aware of the nature and extent of Nazi persecution of European Jewry, and every political
party in Canada paid lip seMce to the horrors of Jewish destniction, although few
politicians did anything to alleviate it. Yet for months and years following, the Social
Credit movement, through its party organ and its leading members, distinguished itself by
questioning whether Jews were king persecuted under the Nazi regime and suggesting
that Jewish refugees were the vanguard of an attempted communist revolution in Canada.

This gave the Social Credit movement the dubious distinction of king the only
mainstream Canadian political party to engage in Holocaust denial.

Thus, Social Credit propaganda attempted to indict Jews on a nurnber of counts, the
fabrication of their own destruction being perhaps the most offensive. However, Social

Credit propaganda focussed on another issue of deep concem to world Jewry in the
immediate post-war period - the creation of the State of Israel. in conjunction with its
reluctance to assist European Jews both during and afler the Second World War, the
Social Credit movement consistently opposed the Zionist cause and spoke strongly against
the creation of the State of Israel. As the following examples will show, Social Credit

propaganda was anti-Zionist as well as anti-Semitic. Certainiy, the Social Credit
movement was not alone in its opposition to Zionism; however, it used its antilionist
stance to rationalize its anti-Sernitism.

In the s u m e r of 1947 the Regina Leader-Post harshly criticized the Social Credit
Party for being anti-Semitic and remarked that "Social Crediters are still the ody people
to prate about those undoubted anti-Semitic forgeries known as the Protocols of the

EZdets of &on.'"

The Canadan Social Crediter responded that neither the Social Credit

Party nor the ProtocoZs could be considered anti-Semitic b u s e "the Protocols are

anything, they are ginti-Judaic, not ah-Semitic - since they make no reference to the other
Semite people of the world. If they are a forgery it would be interesting to read the
original document ... Social Creditea have only referred to them as an exact blueprint of
what is happening in the world today." The party organ simultaneously defended its an&
Zionist stance: "Social Crediters have ... taken a stand against political Zionism. Is this a

sin? If so, one had better take the British govemment to task."'"
in another piece, the Canadian Social Crediter invoked the Protocools in its defence of
antilionism. It argued that "Cornmunism is the instrument of Zionism and Zionism is

Comrnunist. The policy and the technique are identical." It noted that the Protocoh had
"been repudiated by Zionists and denounced as a forgery," but they were "a faithful
blueprint of what has happened in the world since then, with particular reference to the
activities of ~ionisrn."'~'

In a separate instance, the Canadian Social Crediter emphasized that the Social Credit
Party was not, in fact, anti-semitic, because Social Crediters supported the Arabs' cause

in Palestine: "[tlhe Label antidemitic was unfounded in view of the fact that [Social
Crediters] are interested in the Arab's cause and Arabs are predominantly a semitic
people." The papa pohted to the fact that it had published a list of international
financiers who were not solely Jewish, thus proving that Social Credit was not anti-

Semitic: %ose people who go yapping anti-Semitism at us will take the time to read this
article."'"

In another attempt to deny charges of anti-Sernitism, the paper defended its

stance on Jews and Zionism: "[wle have eied repeatedly, when the subject was
forbidden, to segregate the handfiil of international hanciers and the political Zionists

h m Jewry as a whole, to &c a spotlight on them, without hate and ceaainly without

rancor. We have asked: why do the Jews not denounce Communism, when so many of
their names appear on the lists of organizations now known as the Canadian Fi*
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On a separate occasion the Canadian Social Crediter reprinted an article fiom the
Austrulim Social Credirer, which had taken a similar stance on international finance and
Zionisrn: "[aln alien policy is being imposed on the British Empire fiom the United
States of America ...[which] proceeds, not From the American people, but fiom the

international Financiers, who are predorninantly Zionist Jews, and who have their
headquartea in the U.S.A. at the moment, and dominate its government."'48 This would
not be the last time the Canadian Social Crediter wouid borrow from its Aussalian
counterpart to support its own prejudices about Jews and Zionism.

The Cunadian Social Crediter also used other published matenal to corroborate its
own anti-Zionist, antidernitic stance. An example is that of Arthur Hays Sulzberger,
publisher of the New York Times and a Jew, who had made some anti-Zionist statements

in 1946, which the Canadian Social Crediter used nearly a year later. Sulzberger had
accused Zionist Jews of making political capital out of the misery of Jewîsh displaced
persons, and the Canadian Social Crediler reprinted that portion of his statement which
rad: "1 believe that one could k d countless Arabs who would admit h t there is room
at the moment in Palestine for 350,000 Jewish refugees, but not room for a Jewish state ...

The political aims have obscured the human problem. By putting statehood first and

refuge last, the Zionists, în my judgment, have jeopardized both" The party organ
reprinted Sulzberger's statements under the heading, 'Woted Arnerican Jewish Editor
Rebukes Zionist Political Aims - Deplores Terror, Hate and Lack of Human ~ a l u e s . " ' ~ ~

In another instance, the Canadian Social Crediler published an article written by one
A. Homer, who had submitted a memorandwn to the United Nations Cornmittee on

Palestine arguing against Jewish claims to ~alestine.'~~
Homer had examined the
economic potential of Palestine and argued that the reason the Zionists were pushing for a
Jewish state in Palestine was to achieve world domination through control of Palestine's
oil and mineral resources: "[l]ong ago, 1 came to the conclusion that Financiai Jewry

(both Zionist and non-Zionist) was furthering the aspirations of fanatical Zionism ... in
order to gain possession of the colossal Oil and Mineral resources of Palestine ... Financial

Jewry has undoubtedly supported the aims of Zionists, moderate, political and fanatics,
because it seeks the political and economic advantages in the stmggle for World
Domination which a kwish-controlled Palestine would aff~rd."'~'The only reason the

Canadian Social Crediter printed Homer's bnef on the Palestine question was to bolster
its own antilionist stance and corroborate its theory about the intemational Jewish
coospiracy.
Social Credit politicians also gave their own interpretations of the Zionist cause.

In 1947, when presentations were made by both the Jewish and Arab side to the United
Nations ûrganization, Social Credit national leader Solon Low consistently attacked the
Jewish bnef and quoted with approval long extracts h m the Arab brief.ls2 His

statements were published in a series of articles in the Crmadm Social Crediter. In one

article, he accused the Jews of using the miserable situation of Jews in displaced persom
camps as a means of forcing the acceptance of the creation of a Jewish state in

al es the:'"

"if the nations of the world would get a l l of the refiigees out of those camps

and into places where they can live in fkedorn and at peace, it wodd reduce the Palestine

problem ...However, a good many Zionists in the United States daim that this is a
diversionary move and do not favour removing the pressures because they depend to a
considerable extent on the distress of the Jews in the D.P.Camps to bïing sympathetic
support for their dnve to attain statehood in the Holy

and."'" The intricacies of the

Palestine Question will not be dealt with here, but suffice to say that it was ver-complex
and Low's comments, although anti-Zionist, were not necessarily anti-Semitic. However,
given the medium through which his comments were conveyed (that is, the Canadian
Social Crediler, which had proven itself to be blatantly anti-Semitic); his consistent
condernnation of the Jewish cause in Palestine; and his previous anti-Semitic cornments, it
can be safely argued that Low's stance was not inconsistent with other anti-Zionist, anti-

Semitic Social Credit propaganda
ûther politicians who cornrnented on the Palestine question included Norman laques,
one of the most vocal opponents of the creation of the state of Israel. For his part, Jaques
argued that Zionism and communism were twin schemes of international conspirators. In

an address to the Canadian Arab Friendship League in the spring of 1946, Jaques stated:

"[tlhe peace of the world is deliberately threatened in Palestine by the demands of Zionists
and their gentile backers ... in Canada the Zionists are able to mold public opinion through

their control of the means of propaganda ...The truth is that organized Zionism is the most
violent source of anti-British agitation in the world, in which they make cornmon cause

with the Communist~." He warned that Canadians, as part of the United Nations
ûrganization, would be "obliged to shed their blood to enforce Zionist policies" and
concluded that the "evii twins"of Political Zionism and Communism were the "only real
threat to the peace*ofthe ~orld.'"~'

In other addresses, Jaques discussed the nature of Zionist terrorism, noting that

hundreds of British soldiers, sailors, police, and civil servants had k e n murdered and held
hostage by Jewish terrorists in Palestine. According to Jaques, although Zionist officiais
and syrnpathizers denounced the terrorists, the latter nonetheless "always find a safe
refuge among their fellow Zionists." in addition, these "gangsters" were not denounced
because of the 'îear of being 'cmcified' by Zionist 'terrorists' outside Palestine, by such
agencies as the a n t i - D e f d o n League, who 'smear' with anti-Semitism anybody who
ventures even the mildest cnticism of Zionisrn. Everpvhere Zionists and their
Cornmunist-Marxian Socialist cornrades stir hatred against Britain and the British - the
bea fiiends the Jews had ever had."ls6 Jaques pointed to the bombing of Jerusalem's

King David Hotel by Zionist terrorists in July 1946"' as proof of an international
conspiracy theory: "[t] he terrorist outrages leading up to the David Hotel bombing were
not the acts of a few fanatics, but the deliberate policy of the responsible Jewish agency ...
Zionism is a political movement ...to dominate the ~ o r l d . " ' ~ ~
Ceriainly, laques's condemnation of Zionist terrorism, given the activities of the Stem
gang and the bombing of the King David Hotel, was neither unique nor perhaps

unjustified. However, w i t b the context of Social Credit propagmda, the most salient
aspect of Jaques's rhetoric was his insistence on fitting Zionism into the paradigm of an
international Jewish conspiracy.

What is clear fiom the foregoing examples is that the Social Credit movement
promoted anti-Semitic propaganda, through its members and its party organ, the Ccmcldim
Social Crediter. It is revealing that the party organ more than once felt compefled to

m e r the question: "[wlhere do Social Crediters stand on the so-caiied Jewish

question?" In one instance, it denied d l charges of ah-Semitism, especially against
leadhg Social Credit politicians: "[dlespite what enernies of political democracy have
charged in the pas&Solon E. Low, national leader of the Social Credit Association of
Canada, Premier E.C.Manning, of the provincial government, and various other Social

Credit auîhorities have made their stand ciear on this matter. We reiterate it - we
recognize no intolerance of race or religion."'s9 However, as the previous pages have
shown, the Social Credit movement embraced and promoted numerous anti-Semitic
views.
Perhaps the most illuminating evidence of the extent of Social Credit's anti-Semitic
propaganda came fiom the party organ's readership. In 1944, a Social Credit supporter
fiom Bowden, Alberta wrote to the editor of the Canadian Social Crediter to cornplain
about the "@y sarcasm ... mudslinging and calling of names" in which the party organ
engaged. "Your paper is the official organ of the Social Credit Association of Canada,"
he wrote, "and m u t therefore be sanftioned by members of the Social Credit Party in
Alberta, the elected representatives of the people of this Province, of whom I am one."
Yet he stated that he felt ashamed of his provincial government and did not show the

Canadian Social Crediter to his niends, although he wanted them to learn about the
Party's principles. "Many of you üke to cal1 yourselves Christian gentlemen and your
party a Christian party ... [ylet it seems you are noting a splinter in your brother's eye and
overlooking that you may have a plank in your ~ w n . " ' ~ ~

To its credit, the CanadimSocial Crediter responded to the man's letter, although for
the purpose of defendhg itselfi "[s]ometimes - often, in fact - we do use sarcastic
language. More often, we use strong, destructive language. Here's why. When men go

into battie they do not play checkers with the enemy. We're in a battle - how great, many
people do not realize. Right now the issue is our way of life, the fk
Christian
, way - as
opposed to the godless, regimented way ... and we're fighting against groups of
international fianciers who would blow us to atoms if they dared ... If we sound rough,
remember we're fighting. And if a cause isn't worth fighting for - Well, it's a poor
cause.99161

In another case, a Socid Crediter supporter fiom Malartic, Quebec, criticized the
Canadian Social Crediter for its attacks on labour, socialism, comrnunism, and Jews:
"[ylou show your tnie colours too often to fool even poor workers. You believe in
tolerance? Then why does the Union des Eiecteurs and Jaques go up and down the
country screeching at the Jews? ...There is much about Social Credit that I admire, but
racial discrimination and disrespect for either Socidism or Cornmunism is a poor way to
advance your own cause." In response, the Canadian Social Crediter denied that the
Union des Electeurs or Norman Jaques went "up and down the country screeching at the
Jews." It adrnitted that it condemned political Zionism, "but so have many prominent
Jews." Then, in a revealing statement, the party organ denied its mti-Sernitism and
simultaneously adhonished the cornplainant for having been duped by the international
conspirators: "[s]ureIy our correspondent knows that if we were anti-Semitic we would
have courage enough to say so - and material enough to fïll every edition of [tlhe

Canadian Social Crediîer for years to corne. It is too bad that people will fdl for the
'smear campaign.' We condemn anti-Semitism if for no other reason than that it has been
used as an instrument agahst the people of the western world. Ifour correspondent is a

thinker, let him thllik that one out?

In summary, contrary to its refbtations and assertions, the Social Credit movement,
through its members and through its party organ, promoted anti-Semitic propaganda

AIthough leading Social Credit members were not the only Canadian politicians to
e s p o w anti-Sernitic views, theu Party distinguished itself by consistently promoting antiSemitic propaganda - propaganda which fumed an integral part of the movernentTs
philosophy. As will be shown in later chapters, Social Credit leaders such as Emest

Manning and Solon Low did liîtle to curb the anti-Semitic propaganda until it proved
politically expedient to do so. More importantiy, throughout the war, Social Credit's
stance on the "Jewish question" certainly did nothing to persuade the Canadian
governrnent to adopt a more humanitanan approach toward Jewish refugees.
Accordimgly, the Social Credit movement mua share responsibility for Canada's poor

human rights record during the Second World War.
Any assessrnent of the impact of Social Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda is fraught

with difficulties. It is difficult to prove that it fomented anti-Semitism, or that Alberta's
electors voted for Social Credit because of its antî-Semitic philosophy. However, these

should not be the only standards by which political anti-Semitic propaganda is judged. A
significant and valid way in which to assess Social Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda is to
examine the perspective of that group most dîrectly afTected and potentially ttueatened.
The response of Canadian Jewry, and specincdy, the Canadian Jewish Congress, will
help crystallize in human, subjective terms that more ideological, abstract battle which
pitted the Social c'redit movement against the shadowy "intemational Jewish fhmcier."
hdeed, the Canadian Jewish Congress, the watchdog of the Canadian Jewish community,
was negatively impacted by this propaganda and spent several years attempting to end it.
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The Canadian Jewish Congress's involvement with the Social Credit movement would
prove to be longymistrating, and in many ways, unsuccessful. Before this relationship c m
6e analysed, however, the history and structure of organized Canadian Jewi must be

examined.
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A HISTORY OF CANADIAN JEWRY AND
THE CANADLAN JEWSH CONGRESS
In order to comprehend Mly the response of ihe Canadian kwish Congress to the antiSemitic propaganda of the Social Credit movement, it is necessary to have a sense of the

Canadian Jewish cornrnunity and the aims of the Canadian Jewish Congress during this

period. Accordingly, what follows is a brief history of Canadian Jewry and the Canadian
Jewish Congress, with a specific emphasis on the nature of Congress's public relations
work fiom the tirne of its re-organization in 1934 until the early postwar period. An
examination of Congress's evolving public relations philosophy, especially as it periained
to anti-defamation work, will help explain the difficulties Congress experienced in its

relationship with the Social Credit movement.
Any assessrnent of the aims and achievements of the Canadian Jewish Congress must

begin with an understanding of Canadian Jewish history. For the purpose of this study,

Canadian Jewish history cm be divided into three periods: 1760 to 1880; 1880 to 1919;

'

and 1919 to the early postwar period. The fkst phase of Canadian Jewish history, 1760
to 188% is a story of establishment and immigration. m e r the British Conquest of
Quebec in 1759; several families, mostly of Sephardic background and Spanish and
Portugwse ongin, established themselves in Lower Canada, although there is dso
evidence of a srnail number AshkenaP German ~ews?The Iewish commrinity in Quebec,
although srnall, soon came to be recognized as the heart of Bntish North American

~ewry! Aaron Hart, one of the earliest Jews to settle in Trois-Riviéres, Québec in 1760;

together with his sons Moses, ~zekiel'and Benjamin, played a prominent part in early

Canadian Jewish tiistory.'
fn1769 the Jewish population of Canada was about fifty, nearly al1 of whom lived in
~ u e b e c .The
~ centre of Canadian Jewish iife during these early years was Montreal; by

1831 there were still only 107 Jews in al1 of Canada, fifty of whom lived in ~ontreal?In
1847,twenty-one year old Reverend Abraham de solal' was appointed to lead the
Sephardic congregation of Montreal (Shearith Israel), and for several decades he was the
only Jewish spiritual leader in British North America Not surpnsingly, de Sola played a
major role in the establishment of Canadian Jewish religious life'l and acted a s the sole
source of indisputable auth~rity.'~
He was succeeded by his two sons, Clarence and
Meldola, who proyided strong leadership for the Canadian Jewish community for several
more decades. l 3

By 1869,the kwish population of Canada had increased to approximately 1,330and
congregations had been established in Montreal, Quebec, Toronto, and Victoria, but there
was still no real active Jewish commmity Me in any of these cities.14 The majonty of

settlers were English Jews of Spanish and Pomiguese ancestry, although a number of
English, German, Alsatian, and Polish Ashkenazi Jews amived in the 1840s and 1850s.~~

These groups, however, were soon outnumbered by Jewish immigrants fkom Russia,
Poland, Lithuania and Romania, who came to Canada after 1880.l6

The second period of Canadian Jewish history, fkom 1880 to 1919,witnessed a g a t
increase in the Jewish population, h m approximately 2,400 in 1881 to 6,500 in 1891, to

l6,OOO in 1901, to 75,000 in 191 1, to approximately 125,000in 1921.l7 This dramatic
increase was caused by the immigration of large numbers of refiigees fleeing nom

pogroms in Eastern Europe and immigrants seeking increased economic and social
mobility.18 ~ e ~ i n nini n1880,
~ a mass exodus of Eastern European Jewish immigrants
arrived in canada.19 This proportionately large number of immigrants placed a heavy
burden on the mal1 and unprepared Canadian Jewish community, which discovered that it
lacked adequate resources to cope with the immigrants'

arrivai."

Consequeotly, to deal with this large influx, Montreal Jewry appealed to Baron
Maurice de Hirsch, a German Jewish businesman, philanthropist, and founder of the
Jewish Colonization Association (JCA)?' When the Baron heard of the problems of the
Montreal Jewish commuaity, he allocated a fund of twenty thousand dollars For relief
work among Jewish immigrants in canada? in the following years, Hirsch became, in
effect, the patron of the Montreal Jewish community, providing extensive financial
support and encouraging Montreal Jewry to take the immigrant Jews under its charge?

The Young Men's Hebrew Benevolent Society, established in Montreal in 1863 and
renamed the Baron de Hirsch Institute in 1890:~ received much of the financial
assistance. With the help of the Jewish Colonization Association, the Baron de Hirsch

Institute settled and integrated a large number of Jewish immigrants in the Canadian
~ o r t h w e s tThese
~
Jewish agricultural settlements would not have existed without

Hirsch' s philanthropy?
In sum, in the decade following 1880 the Canadian Jewish population nearly triple&
fiom 2,500 to 6,500. Thousands more Jewish immigrantshad arrived in Canada, but
proceeded onward to the United Sates?' During this period, the Canadian prairies took a
proportionately large percentage of the East European Jews who arrived after 1880. For
example, in 188l there were thirty-one Jews in Manitoba By 1901 there were 13,965

Jews in the three prairie provinces, and by 1919 the prairie Jewish population had
increased to approximately 25,000, of whom nearly 15,000 Iived in ~ ù i n i ~ e ~ . ~ ~
The third period in Canadian Jewish history fiom 1919 to the postwar penod is most
distinguished by a decrease in Jewish immigration beginning in the 1920s and reaching its
nadir during the Second WorId War- While the total Jewish population in Canada in 1919
was 124,000, the 1941 Census recorded 170,000 Jews or approximately 1.5 percent of the

total population."

Because the number of Jewish immigrants between 1920 and 1945

was pmctically nil, nearly al1 Jews in Canada at the end of the war had been bom in

Canada or had resided there at least twenty y e t i d o

In 1941 Jews resided in every major city in the Dominion,and approximately 77
percent of them lived in Montreal and m or ont o.^' Proportionately, however, the nurnber
of Jews in Canada was extremely small. Only Ontario, Quebec, and Manitoba had Jewish
populations of around 2.0 percent of their respective provincial populations. The
remaining provinces had less than 0.5 percent Jews in their populations?2 In Alberta in
1941, Jews were present in the followiog numbea: Calgary - 1,794 (2.0 percent of the
city's population); Edmonton, 1,449 (1-5 percent); Lethbridge, 153 (1.1 percent);
Medicine Hat, 93 (0.9 percent); Dnimheller, 29 (1.1 percent). In sixty-four other
communities throughout the province less than twenty Jews resided in each, never
forming more than 2.0 percent of the population?3 The notable exception was Rumsey, a
tiny farming community which had previously been the site of au attempted Jewish

farming settlement? in 1941, three resident Jews formed 3J percent of the total
popdation?'

Thus, the third penod of Canadian Jewish history h m 1919 to the postwar period was
characterized by a dearth of immigration,which is striking given the plight of European
Jewish refugees at that tirne. This period was also characterized by a changing
relationship between the established "old guard" of Canadian Jewry and the recentlyanived East ~uro&animmigrants, who began to exert k i r influence against the
hegemony of the established ïiptowners." In Montreal especially, the "downto wners'"
increasing influence helped alter the community's power relationships and facilitated the
establishment of the Canadian Jewish Congress.
Certainly by 1919, the Montreal Jewish community had long been the leading Jewish
community in Canada. it had developed a Canadian and Jewish political and social
ideology grounded in British idealsJ6and distinct nom American Jewish culture by its
maintenance of Orthodox Judaism and indifference to Reformism. But the arriva1 of the

East European immigrants in the Iate nineteenth and early twentieth century altered
cornrnunity dynamics and changed the face of Canadian Jewry. While the East Eumpeans
initially put heavy demands on the estabüshed community's philanthropie societies,
specifcally the Young Men's Hebrew Benevolent society?' they quickly began to
contribute to the community inhsûucture of Canadian Jewish Me through thei.own

Zionist societies, congregations, educational institutiom, l a n ~ a m h @ e nsick
, benefit
societies, and social service organkations. Moreover, it was the East Europeans who
pemded the more established and conservative element of Montreal Jewry that a
nationwide representative orgatûzation like the Canadian Jewish Congress was
11ecessary.~~

Indisputably, the establishment of the Canadian Jewish Congress in 1919 was a
watershed in Canadian Jewish history. It was created largely in response to problerns
arising fiom World War One, specifically the oppression of Jews overseas, immigration of

Jewish refugees, and renewed hopes for a Jewish homeland in Palestine brog&t about by
the 1917 Balfour Declaration.

The Canadian Jewish Congress had a broader purpose,

however: to act as the representative body of the Canadian Jewish community'g and
broker for Jewish interests in the broader Canadian polity.

The orighs of the Canadian Jewish Congress date back to the creation of the American
Jewish Congress during World War One. The Amencan Jewish Congress, like its later

Canadian counterpart, began as a "grassroots" movement of the Jewish masses. The idea
of a Jewish congress found its most ardent supporters arnong the Jewish working ciass,
the landsmr»tshafren, the Labour Zionist and Jewish trade union movements, and those
who had mîved fiom Eastern Europe during the period 1905 to 1914:'

The strongest

advocates were those Jews who had personal experience of pogroms, repression, and antiSemitic discrimination in the old country, as well as the economic and cultural problems
facing them in the United states?

The idea of an American Iewîsh Congress was nrst fonnally proposed in 19 14 and its
first organization cornmittee was fomed in 1915. Its establishment was received
enthusiastically by Canadian Jews, and the Arne-

Jewish Congress strongly

encouraged the Canadians' efforts to establish a M a r congressPZ However, the
Canadian Jewish Congress was to have a delayed and ~WEcultbirth, mostly due to the
opposition of the Federation of Zionist Societies of Canada, a nation-wide movement

established in 1898 mder the leadership of Clarence de Sola De Sola, a member of the

Spanish-Portuguese ''aristoc~acy" of Montreal Jewry, believed that the Zionist Federation
was an adequate national Jewish congress, even though it did not have the support of al1

Canadian ~ewry." According to Gerald Tulchinsky,"Clarence de Sola wouid have no

in contras the
congress as long as he controiled the federation [of Zionist ~ocieties].'~~
quickly-matunng immigrant community of Montreai pushed for a more representative

organization - one consisting of democratically-elected representatives, not leaders chosen
through deference; one supported by labour unions and popular Jewish organizations, not
just the aristocracy. In short, the East European downtowners wanted an organi-zation

which would be representative of al1 Canadian Jewry, not just the established elite?
The idea of a nation-wide congress gradually crystallized into a conflict between the
established old guard and the newly-hved East Eumpean immigrants. By World War
One, the differences between the two groups had reached a crisis point. In 1915 the East
European downtowners of Montreai cooperated with the established Spanish-Portuguese
uptowners to mate an Assistance Fund for war relief of European Jews. However, the
uptowners took over the campaign and allocated most of the fùnds raised for local

welfareP6 in response, the disgruntled East Europeans created their own War Relief
Conference to ensure that pnority would be given to overseas relief fundingP7 In March

1915,the downtowners convened a conference of seventy-one Jewish ~ r ~ ~ t iino n s ~ ~
M o n W which emphasized overseas reliefand cailed for the establishment of a nationwide democraticdly-elected representative Jewish organhtion. The conference, calhg
itself the Canadian Jewish AUiance, resolved that "a Canadian Jewish organization be
formed to represent and defend ail Jewish inter est^,'^' and that its focus should be the
hunediate m o b h t i o n of relief for war-stricken Einopean Jews, the afnrmation of

democratic principles, and a concem with immigration problems.sOIt was also hoped that
this organization would represent Canadian Sewry at the eventual peace conference held at
the end of the wu.

Thus, the downtowners wanted the Canadian Jewish Alliance to act as a national
organization representative of al1 Canadian Jewry. The Alliance elected as its president
Reuben Brainin, a celebrated Hebrew and Yiddish author and editor of the Kanader
~dler.'' Immediately following the conference, Brainin elicited nationwide support for
the ~ l l i a n c e .Cdmmittees
~~
were organized in Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Hamilton,
Ottawa, Calgary, and other centres for the purpose of adopting similar resolutions, but

littie was accomplished until January 1919.53 Yet the resolutions adopted at the 19 15
conference and upheld by the Canadian Jewish Alliance would be the sarne ones upon
which the Canadian Jewish Congress would be founded in 1919.
NohNithstanding the creation of the Canadian Jewish Alliance, between 1915 and 1919
there was delay and opposition £kom the Federation of Zionist Societies. The Federation
refused to cosperate with the Canadian Jewish Alliance, because it considered itself to be

the national Jewish voice and believed that it alone should represent Canadian Jewry at
the eventual peace conference. To this end, in November 1915, the Zionist Federation
in Montreal, cailed the Conference of Canadian Jews.
convened a bbcounter-conference"54

It brought together Zionist delegates from across canadass in the hopes of f o r t m g the
Federation's position as the representative orgmkation for Carradian Jewry.

Yet the Canadian Jewish Alliance and the Conference of Canadian Jews were p d g
the same objectives: a national Jewish assembly, the promotion of Jewish nghts at the

peace conference, and the relief of Jewish war victims. As Stephen Speisman notes:

"[tlhe real issue underlying the division ... concemed who should comprise the new
organization and by what means the representatives should be chosen. The movement
which had begun as an attempt to support Jewish interests abroad had become a dispute
over who should dominate at home, a stniggle between the old community and the

ne^."'^ Tulchinsky makes a similar observation: "[tlhe difference between the two sides
reflected the divided state of Canadian Jewry at this critical juncture of its history; the
[Canadian Jewish] alliance was eclectic and feisty, democratic and socialist, while the
[Zionist] federation was cautious and consemative, paternalistic and traditional. And
while both camps believed in the same causes - the presentation of Jewish minonty nghts
to the peace conference, the relief of war sufferen in Eastern Europe, and the future of

-

Jewish settlement in Palestine there were wide gulfs over the order of priorities and
methods of preseniation."57
By the end of the war, however, the tide of Canadian Jewish opinion had gradually
swung in favour of the Canadian Jewish ~lliance.'~
In Montreal, Jewish papers Iike the

Canadian Javish Chronicie, formerly unsympathetic, now began to favour the idea of a

Canadian Jewish Congress. In addition, a significant number of Zionists, many of East
Eutopean origin, began to support the congress rno~ement.'~The idea of a Canadian
Jewish Congress was also encouraged by events south of the border, where shortly after
the end of the war, delegates were elected at the Philadelphia sessions of the American

Jewish
Although suppqrt for a national congress was stronger in Toronto and winnipeg6'than

in Montreal, it was the latter which was the birthpiace of the Canadian Jewish Congress.

In December 1918, HM.~aiserrnan~~
established a congress cornmittee in Montreal,

which was intended to persuade al1 Jewish orgmkations, including the Federation of
Zionist Societies, to send representatives to a congress. Fortunately for the movement, the
Federation of Zionist Societies, now under new leadership, agreed to join."

Thus, on 26 January 1919, delegates from 125 Jewish organizations met at the Baron
de Hirsch institute in Montreal where they agreed on the necessity of establishing a
congress to represent al1 elements of Canadian Jewry. As Tulchinsky notes, the
conference's agenda bbincludedthe most buming issues of the day: the establishment of a
Iewish national home in Palestine, the recognition and legdization of Jewish national
rights 'where they live in compact masses,' 'equal rights' with other minorities in Canada,
affiliation with a world Jewish congress, relief of war-sufl'erers, assistance to Jewish
immigration to Canada, and 'CO-operationwith the Canadian labour m~vement."'~A
committee of forty persons was elected to make arrangements for the election of delegates

from the other Jewish comm~nities.6~
The committee of forty was responsible for
organizing the congress on a democratic basis, using the mode1 of the British Board of

Jewish Deputies to make the congress an "umbrella organization of other
organizations.9966
The committee also determined that every Jew eighteen years and over shouid have the
Rght to elect and be elected as a delegate to the congress; that election should be by secret
ballot; and that the congress shodd not be merely a temporary o r g k t i o n , but should be

a permanent body to which delegates would be elected at intervals of two years.67 The
congress would be a broadly-based democratic assembly composed of one delegate for
every 750 Jews, with the exception of smaii communities where one delegate would
represent every 100 Jews. Every Jewish national organhtion would be entitled to one

delegate, to e m . the representation of al1 shades of Canadian Jewish opinion? The
cornmittee planned for elections to be held simuitaneously throughout Canada on 2-3
March 1919, and for the first plenary session of the Canadian Jewish Congress to be held
in Montreal on 16 March 1919.69

Accordingly, district conferences were assembled in Montreal, Toronto, and Winnipeg
to establish the procedure for the election of delegates,?O and elections were held in these
cities on 2-3 March 1919. Nearly 25,000 ballots were c
elected from forty-eight Jewish cornmunities across

d and 209 delegates were
Lyon Cohen was elected

first president of the Canadian Jewish congressn and H.M.Caiserrnan was elected
permanent general ~ecretary.'~According to plan, the fmt plenary session of Congress
was convened on 16 March 1919 and lasted for three daYs.'' There were over 200

delegates present and over 2,500 visitoa. Several resolutions were passed, including
expressions of loyalty to Great Britain and regard for British institutions; the desire for a
world Jewish Congress; a request that the Peace Treaty insert a minority rights clause for
al1 racial and religious groups; and a protest against the massacre of Jews in Romania,

Poland, and the Ukraine." One of the most important resolutions stated that the Canadian
Jewish Congress would work with other Jewish Congresses and the World Zionist
Organkations to ensure that the promises of the Balfour Declaration were Wied and
that a Jewish homeland would be established in palesthe?'
Thus, by March 1919, the Canadian Jewish Congress had been bom. Its significance

for Canadian Jewish history cannot be overemphasized As Congress's national research
director Louis Rosenberg remarked, with the establishment of the Canadian Jewish
Congress, ''the Canadian Jewish cornmunity had corne of age."" Tdchiasky also notes

how Congress's establishment ended a long struggie between the immigrants and the
establishment, and signified "a veritable revolution in the power structure within the
comrnunity." The East Europeans had demanded democratic govemance of the Canidian
Jewish community and had fought successfully against the bonds of intra-cornmunai elite
control and the po!itical and social inferiorityn they experienced as outsiders to "Our
Crowd." When the immigrants finally succeeded in setting up a democratically elected
body that was representative of al1 sectoa of the Jewish community across Canada, %e

East Europeans served notice that they had arrived and that they intended to be an
important force in the cornmunity thereafter.""

Stephen Speisman, in his discussion of

the election of representatives to the first Canadian kwish Congress, remarks that "[tlhe
new cornmunity ... seeing in Congress a chance for the East Europeans, the working class
and the recent immigrants to have a voice at last in the organizational structure of
Canadian Jewry, flocked to the polls ...The overwhelming number of successful
candidates were East Europeans, Yiddish-speaking, and non-affluent ...The election,
therefore, was rightly seen as a victory for the 'cornmon people.'"8'
Aithough the newly-born Canadian Jewish Congress planned to send delegates to the

postwar peace coderence, by the time it was established in March 1919, the Committee of
Jewish Delegations (comprised of Jewish organizations fiom Amenca and several
European countries)" was already at Versailles making representations on matters mch as
the promise of a Jewish state in Palestine*the political status of Jews in the world, and
Jewish immigration."

SpeciEicaily, the Committee of Jewish Delegations wanted

assunince that the rights of Jewish rninorities would be enshrined in the constitutions of
the new European e ta tes.^ In the United States*the American Jewish Congress and

Amencan kwish Cornmittee had organized a joint delegation to represeat Arnerican
kwry on the Committee of Jewish Delegations. Although the newly-created Canadian

Jewish Congress did not have time to send its own delegation, Congress officials quickly
sent a cable supporting the recornmendations of the Comrnittee of Jewish Delegations at
Versailles.
As part of its message, the Canadian Jewish Congress unanimously approved the terms

of the 1917 Balfour Declaration and urged the peace conference to "recognize the
aspiration and historic claims of the Jewish people in regard to Palestine." It dso urged

the peace conference to demand that new or enlarged states or states desiring membership

in the League of Nations remove "al1 civil, political, religious and national disabilities,
and the prohibition of prejudicial discrimination of any kind what~oever."~'

In short, Congress's message to the peace conference embodied those resolutions
passed at its fmt plenary session, and notwithstanding there was no Canadian Jewish
delegation at Versailles, Canadian Jewry had expressed its concems and wishes and had
supported the Committee of Jewish Delegations. It was important for Congress to rally
behind other national Jewish organizations, for it showed its willingness and ability to be
part of the larger world Jewish commmity. Indeed, the Committee of Jewish Delegations

held influence at Versailles: the Balfour Declaration had ken endorsed; the Treaty of
Versailles had proirided for minority rights in the new nations of Eastern Europe and
promised equality for the Jews of Poland, Romania, and Hungary; and the new states in

Centrai and Eastern Europe had promised they would not diSctirninate against Jewish and
other min~rities?~
It must be added, of course, that many of the promises made at
Versailles were soon grossly disregarded.

The Canadian Jewish Congress could record some definite successes after its first year
of operation, which included the formation of the Jewish Immigrant Aid societya7and the
CO-ordinationof Canadian M s h War Relief Campaign activities. Yet the permanence of
Congress was not guaranteed, despite the resolutions passed at its first plenary session.
Interest and enthusiasm for Congress quickly waned among Canadian ~ewry;" Congress
activities faltered; and in a few years the organization was virtually defunct. it then

disappeared as a force in Canadian Jewish life, not to be revived until 1933." In general,
the reasons for Congress's "enforced hibernati~n'"~
were lack of leadership, lack of
fbnding, and apathy towards its agenda9' Outside its three regional offices of Montreal,
Toronto, and Winnipeg, Congress failed to set up any mechanimi to maintain enthusiasm
and continuity between its proposed annual conferences. Consequently, few delegates
appeared at the plenary sessions of 1920 and 192 1, and by the following year the
organization had dispensed with national meetings altogether.*

The lapsing of ihe Canadian Jewish Congress was a serious setback for Canadian
Jewry, which was now "Without its parliament, without its fonun of opinions fiom across

the intellectual spechum, and without a voice for its collective ~ o n c e m s . "Although
~~
the
1920s were a relatively peacefd interlude for Canadian Jews, anti-demitism in Canada,
albeit mute& was well entrenched and required only more volatile economic and political
conditions in order to flourish. These conditions arose drning the Great Depression and
the inc~easingpoütical extremism of the 1930s. By 1929, the Montreal schools question,

a thomy problem spanning nearly four decades, had reached a crisis level. The Jewish
community found itself at the mercy of the Protestant comrnUIUty, the latter which would
not grant Jewish pmnts a seat in the administration of the schools where their children

were receiving their public s ~ h o o l i n ~That
s . ~ ~same year in Quebec, Adrien Arcand
established the Parti National Social Chrétien and his anti-Semitic campaign within the
pages of l e Gogh, Le Miroir, and Le ~hclmeau?~
Within the province's political and
religious hierarchy, there was very M e support for the Jews under attack. Although the
Montreal schools question appeared to be resolved in 1930 with the passage of the Jewish
School Commission Act, the Catholic Church in Quebec took a strong stand against the
Jewish schools which the provincial government had legislated into existence, and the Act
was subsequently repea~ed?~

In 1933 the election of Adolf Hitler as chancellor of Germany created further anxiety
arnong Canadian lews. Political and religious officiais in Quebec, as in the rest of
Canada, were unwilling to open Canada's dooa to Germa Jewish refugees?' The "achat
chez nous;' movement, a carnpaign of economic nationaiism directed against Jewish
bu~inessmen?~
also reached its apogee in the early 1930s. in actuality an anti-Semitic
boycott, achat chez nous was portrayed as a patriotic project to strengthen the economy

and the morale of the fizincophone Catholic population. However, the result was that
Iewish businesmen were injured in their commerce and some of them dnven &om theù
stores? In 1934, perhaps the most b h a m strike in Canadian h i s t ~ r yoccurred
'~~
at the

a lMontreal, where fourteen resident doctors walked off the job
Notre Dame ~ o s ~ i tin
rather than work with Samuel Rabinovich, a Jew.

Many scholars have argued that the anti-Semitic agitation in Quebec during the
intenvar period was more M e n t than in the rest of Canada As Tulcbinsky notes, "[tlhe
1920s 'Achats Chez Nous' movement aimed at Jewish storekeepers; the pro-Fascist or

anti-Semitic utterances of major Quebec provincial and municipal politicians; the nse of

Adrien Arcand and his Blue-shirts; the attempts by the Catholic syndicates to engender
anti-Semitism among French-Canadian clothing workers; and the widespread campaign
mounted by the Société Saint-Jean Baptiste and other organizations against the
immigration of Jewish refugees during the 1930s ail combined to let Jews know that in its
special brand of anti-Sernitism, as in most other respects, 'La province de Quebec n'est
pas un province comme les autres.,,¶IO1 Yet Quebec was not the only province to
experience heightened anti-Semitisrn during this period. indeed, Ontario held the only
incident of physical violence against Jews during the Christie Pits riots in Toronto in
1933.'O2 The Deutsche Bund was active in nearly al1 G e m and Ukrainian communities
in Saskatchewan in the 1930s, while the fascistic Canadian Nationalist Party, created in
Winnipeg in 1933, found adherents among rnany Canadians, not solely those of German

origin.lo3 Beginning in 1935, the Alberta Social Credit movement embarked on a
widespread propaganda campaign against "international Jewish finance" which lasted for
several years. On the national level, prime minister Mackenzie King visited Hitler in
Gemany in 1937, and despite his knowledge of Hitler's persecution of Jews, found

himseif favourably disposed towards the chan~ellor.'~~
in addition, it was not uncornmon in the late 1930s for Jews to be barred f?om hotels,
public beaches, golf courses, and parks of communities and sumrner resorts throughout
Caaada in the late 1930s there was a startling increase in the number of individuals and

companies who refused to rent living quarters to Jews, adopted policies of not employing
Jews, and attempted to involve Jews in disturbances and acts of violence. But as
Congress's H.M. ~aisermannoted, "ththe most frightening development in Canada during

the 1930s was the transition fiom sporadic and unorganked types of anti-Semitism to

organized activities sponsored by national organizations directed by professionai agents of

Nazi ~ e r r n a n ~ . " ' ~ ~

The increase in anti-Semitic agitation throughout Canâda confimed for Canadian
Sewry that their country was indeed anti-Semitic. These incidents M e r emphasized the

necessity of a strong and active congress which wodd protect the welfare of Canadian
Jewry. Thus, much of the impetus for the reactivation of the Canadian Jewish Congress
after 1933 came fiom the need to counter the increasingly vident antidemitism in
Quebec and elsewhere in

anad da."^

AS Caiserman wrote: "Canadian Jewry, for the fmt

time, was faced with an organised violent antiJewish propaganda ... FQuebec] neither
the French-Canadian religious, political or cultural leaders, nor the General Press of the

Province (French and English aiike) uttered a single word of disappmval or condernnation
of the most irresponsible and libellous accusations Ievelled against the Jewish population.
This was a sad reaiisation and was therefore the deciding factor in the re-convening of the
Canadian kwish Congress at its second general

ess si on."'^'

H

g Abella aad Harold

Troper also noted that &ter its founding convention in 1919, the Canadian Jewish
Congress "lay moniund, little more than a name on stationery letterhead, untii the nse of
Hitler in Gennany and the growth of Fascist organizations in Canada. in response, then,
to the threat of anti-Semitism at home and abroad, meetings were held in Toronto in 1933
and 1934, and the Canadian Jewish Congress was resul~ected."'~~
The specific catalyst for the re-establishrnent of the Cansnian Jewish Congress
occiured in April 1933, when Montreai Jews mobilized religious, political, and

humanitarian spokesmen at a public rally to protest against Hitler's actions in Gemiany,

and apply pressure oc the Cansidiaugovemment to pmvide assistance and refuge to

Geman ~ews.
'09 The principal speaker was former president of the League of Nations,
Senator Raoul Dandurand, who had been invited by member of parliament Samuel
~acobs.''* The mayor of Montreal was also present. The tone of the rally and the public
who attended was shocked disbelief that such h o m could be taking place in the modem

' ' ' Yet within severai days, a counter-protest was convened in Montreal by a group
of young Quebec intellectuals, le Jeune canada. ' '* They were led by André Laurendeau, a
world.

leading Quebec intellectual, l l 3 and supported by the Quebec press (both English and

French) and the Quebec Catholic clergy. The purpose of the demonstration was to
condemn those Quebec public figures who had joined the Iews in their anti-Hitler
demonstration.

'

l4

Following the demonstration, organizations such as La Fédération des

Clubs Ouvriers, La Ligue de l'Action Nationale, La Société de St Jean Baptiste, and the
Association des Voyageurs de Commerce du Canada sent antidernitic resolutions to
Ottawa protesting against any admission of Jewish immigrants.'

''

It was clear to Canadian Jewry that the Canadian Jewish Congress must be reconvened.

In May 1933, Jewish societies in Winnipeg fonned the Western Canadian Jewisn
Congress Cornmittee and invited delegates h m all over the West to attend an emergency
meeting. Hundreds of delegates unanimously agreed to re-establish the Canadian kwish
Congress in order to deal with the problems of Canadian anti-Semitism and the plight of
European ~ e w r y . "The
~ next month, the League for the Defence of Jewish Rights of
Toronto, the Western C d a n Jewish Congress Committee, and the Pro-Congress
Committee of ~ o k r e a lspomored
,
a conference in Toronto to protest Nazi atrocities and
made plans to re-establish the C d a n Jewish ~ongress.~
l7

A provisionai national executive cornmittee was organized, which conducted a

Canada-wide fiiridraising campaign to provide relief for Jewish refugees, combat antiSemitism agitation, and boycott goods fiom Nazi ~erman~."*
Delegates were elected in
each Jewish community across Canada and met at Congress's second plenary session in
Toronto fiom 27-29 January 1934.'19 The CaDadian Jewish Congress was thus re-bom. It

was composed of forty-one executive members including most of the founden of the 1919
Congress, and Samuel Jacobs was elected its new pe~ident.'~'As Abella notes, the
agenda of Congress's second plenary session was simple: "keep the pressure on the
governrnent to aliow more Jewish immigration; mount campaigns to fight the Nazis
abroad and the anti-semite at home; urge the British to open up Palestine to Jewish
settiers; and h d ways to fund the various cultural, religious and educational activities of

Canadian ~ e w r y " ' ~ '
The resolutions passed at Congress's secondary plenary session reflected this agenda.
The new constitution stated that the central mandate of the Canadian Jewish Congress was
to safeguard the civil, political, economic and religious rights of the Jews and combat

anti-Semitism; to AdYproblems relating to the cultural, econornic and social life of the
Jews and seek a solution to such problems; to as& the Jewish Agency in its program of

work for Palestine; and to cooperate with world Jewry as may be deemed advi~able.'~
The revitalized Coogress passed other resolutions c o n c e k g anti-defamaton work, a
Jewish home in Palestine, the World Jewish Congress, immigration of German Jewish

refiigees, Canadian Jewish economic problems, Kehilla matters, boycott of Geman
goods, relief of sûicken Jewry, Jewish education, Canadian Jewish archives, and public

we~fare.'~~
Specinc resolutions included maintainhg the Canadian Jewish Congress as a

permanent organization; participating in the World Jewish Congress; calling upon the
British Govemment to remove restrictions against Jewish immigration to Palestine; and
assishg the Jewish Agency in upbuilding and developing a Jewish national home in
pdestine.

'

24

The Canadian Jewish Congress also underwent a structurai reorganization in 1934. It
was reconstituted as a union of three semi-autonomous regions - Eastern Division, Central
Division, and Western Division - whose headquartea were in Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg, r e ~ ~ e c t i v e lThe
~ . ' ~Western
~
Division comprised that part of Canada situated
West of and hcluding Port Arthr, the Central Division included Ontario as far West as

Port Arthur, and the Eastern Division included Quebec and the Maritime provinces.'26
The National Dominion Cowicil and the National Executive Cornmittee, both
headquartered in Montreal, were responsible for creating various departments and
cornmittees, including the United Jewish Relief Agencies with its overseas relief
department; immigration of refugees department; public relations department; Jewish
education and culture department; youth and adult education department; community
organhtion department; bureau of social and economic research; reference library; and

national Jewish

archive^.'^'

In the years foilowing its r e o r g d t i o n , one of Congress's centrai pnorities was
cooperative action with other Jewish organirations. Beginning in 1934, Congress became
part of a larger movement of Jewish organkations in North Arnerica and the world. It
estabüshed relations with many other Jewish agencies, including OSE-Union, Jewish

Immigrant Aid Society; Anti-Defamaton Leagw; American Jewish Cornmittee;
Canadian Council
Amencan Jewish Congress; National Corncil of YMHA and m,

of Jewish Welfare Funds; Board of Deputies of British Jews; United Service for New
Americans; independent Order of B'nai B'rith; Arnerican Jewish Joint Distribution

Cornmittee; World Jewish Congress; ORT ~r~anization;
'21 Jewish Branches of the
Legion; National Council of Jewish Women; Verband and Lanhmanshaften; and the
United Zionist ~ o u n c i 1 . l ~ ~
Another prionty of the renewed Congress was to participate in solving the problems of
world Jewry. For example, after 1934 Congress worked closely with the World Jewish

Congress, providing support and attending its various deliberations. It also assisted in the
relief of war-stricken Jewry by working with the Arnerican Jewish Joint Distribution
Cornmittee. Canadian Jewish Congress representatives were present at the United
Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) conferences, peace
conferences, United Nations sessions, and other international meetings of importance to
Canadian and world Jewry. Congress continually worked (albeit with limited success) to
enlia the support of the Canadian govemment in defence of Jewish needs and rights.130 It
initiated the organization of the United Jewish Refugee and War Relief Agencies, which
attempted to persuade the Canadian govemment to lift its immigration restrictions on
European Jewish refugee~.'~'Thanks in large part to the efforts of Samuel Brodbn,

president of the Canadian Jewish Congress tiom 1939 to 1962, and his "right-hand man"

Saul Hayes, national executive director fiom 1941 to 1959, the United Jewish Refugee

and War Relief Agencies became one of the most effective Canadian Jewish bodies,
tanking with any hummitarian institution in the country.'"

By 1948, in the wake of the

horrors of European Jewish destruction but with the promise of a Jewish homeland in

Palestine?Congress could look back on nearly meen years of hard work and hard-won

achievements. in short, by the postwar period Congress had hvly become the "parliament
of Canadian ~ewry,""~nationally representative and unchallenged in its a ~ t h o r i t ~ . ' ~ ~
The history of Congress's evolving public relations philosophy, especially with respect
to anti-defamation work, also began with its reorganization in 1934. At the second
plenary session in 1934, Congress resolved to cal1 upon "al1just and fair-rninded citizens

of this Dominion, of every race and creed" to join it in denouncing the "individuals and
groups who disseminate false and libellous anti-Semitic propaganda aimed to undennine
the standing and reputation of the Jewish citizens of this Dominion." Congress discussed

the ProtocoZs of th.e Learned Elders ofZion and their "widespread and methodical
dissemination by ill-disposed persans," and resolved that "immediate steps be taken for
the proper refutation of the statements therein contained by an authority, and that the same

be given widespread distribution, and that a special committee be appointed by this
Congress to cary out this re~olution.~"~~
Congress also resolved that legislation should be
sought to make defamation of any religious or racial group actionable, and it invited the
CO-operationof the various Canadian B'nai B'rith ~ o d ~ e swhich
, ' ~ ~had long been devoted
to service, chdty, community work, anti-defamation and human rights,"' to assist
Congress in its public relations work-"* This ovemire eventually lead to a joint
organization of the Canadian Jewish Congress and the Canadian Conference of the B'naî

B'rith in 1938 under the National Joint Public Relations Cornmittee (JPRC).'~'
Congress's public relations work became more organized, coherent, and
administratively easier with the creation of the JPRC in 1938, which also ended a
jurisdictiod dispute between Congress and B'nai B'rith going back to Congress's reorgankation in 1934. Now the two organiclatiom, operating under the umbrella of

Congress, could work together "to obviate any fkiction of duplication of effort in the fight

against our common enemy."'40 With its national and regional branches, the JPRC was a
unified organization which drafted policy on public relations and anti-defamation work
and acted as troubleshooter for anti-Semitic propaganda in ~anada.'"
Upon its creation, the JPRC collaborated with other organizations, and specifically the

Canadian Conference of Christians and Jews (CCCJ),established in 1934 as the
Cornmittee on Jewish-Gentile Relationships, but renarned in 1940. The mandate of the

CCCJ was to create a better understanding between Jews and non-Jews through various
educational prognunmes, including distribution of literahire, publication of its bulletin,

Fellowship, public addresses, and co-operation with organizations and religious bodies
" the CCCJ acted as a
committed to cornbathg prejudice against minority g ~ o u ~ s . ~Thus,

sister agency upon which the JPRC could rely in its public relations work.

In terms of the day-to-day functioning of the IPRC, it maintained regular contact with
its regionai cornmittees in the Eastern, Western, and Central Divisions, the Maritimes and

British Columbia, and in some individual cornrnunities. When cases of antidemitism
came to the attention of the regional SPRCs, their staffs responded promptly and often on
an emergency basis. Similarly, inner executives of the regional JPRCs made immediate
decisions if necessary, but their acts were subject to ratification by the national JPRC in
due course. On a nonemergency basis, the national and regionai JPRCs forrnuiated

policy and gave general directions, which JPRC staffthen implemented on a daily basis.

The national executive director of the Caoadian Jewish Congress and the directors of each
regional division also submitted reports of their public relations dvities to the national

JPRC. The national executive director then sent out fortnightly confidentid reports to d l
members of the IPRCS.'"

Thus, the central mandate of the JPRC was to conduct public relations and anhdefamation work on behalf of Congress. This work was not conducted in a haphazard

manwr, although some cases of anti-Semitisrn were met with quickly without looking to
Congress's orgmizational irhstructure. For the most part, however, the Canadian
Jewish Congress, through the JPRC, attempted to fonnulate a coherent public relations
philosophy. This philosophy did not remah static, and in fact underwent three major, but
not mutually exclusive stages fiom the tirne of Congress's R-establishment in 1934.
The first phase of Congress's public relations philosophy ernbraced a central
assumption that the purpose of public relations was to influence non-Jewish opinion about
Jews. The Canadian Jewish Congress, like its American sister organizations at the time,
assurned that if nonJews were favourably disposed toward Jews, they would help combat
anti-Sernitism and protect the Jewish community fiom discrimination. Thus, Coqgess
embraced a somewhat naïve hope that if non-Jews could adopt a non-prejudicial attitude
towards Jews, the status of the latter would be protected and anti-Semitism would cease to

be a problem.'"

This philosophy was manifested in Congress's response to Quebec's increasing antiSemitism. M e r its reconstitution in 1934, Congress embarked on a campaign to end that
province's anti-Semitic agitation.'45 It c d e d upon Quebec politicians to recognize the
injustice of the achat chez nous movement and its use of the radio as a means of spreading
economic nationalism in Quebec. Quebec politicians Listened, and the CBC accordingly
forbade race hatred in any shape and form over the radio.'"

In addition, C o n p s

spokesmen approached major Montreal newspapers and persuaded them to denounce
Adrien Arcand's Parti National Social Chrétien as a danger to Canadian unity and British
ideals of faV play and dernocracy.'41

Congtess then undertook a social and economic

research14*of Canadian Jewish life, in response to requests for information on standard
accusations made against the Jewish population throughout the country. Based on the
finàings of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics and independent research, Congress was
able to reply to such accusations through the press and pamphlets of its own. It also began

to cooperate closely with various religious denominations in Canada, although such
efforts were countered by the increase in the amount of Nazi propaganda being distributed

Thus, much of Congress's anti-defamation work
throughout Canada in the late 1930s.'~~
in Quebec was highly successful, but behind nearly al1 its efforts lay the assumption that
education and moral suasion were the most effective tools in ending anti-Semitic
agitation.
Leading Congress mernbers also embraced this early public relations philosophy. In

1935, one year after Congress's reorganization, Rabbi Maurice N. Eisendrath commented
on Congress's exemplary anti-defamation work in the last year. He discussed such
activities as the compilation of stcategic maiiing lists of "wholesome Jewish materiais" to
universities, churches, and the press; the "checking and aborting"of anti-Semitic
propaganda; and the various educational and research projects which Congress had

undertaken. He noted with pleasure that "[wlith amazing mvifbess an effective
machinery has been established. AU that it needs now is the driving power to be derived
fiom a decent rneasure of personal effort and some dignined financial support"~50

A similar philosophy was evident at Congress's Western Division conference held in

Calgary in August 1939, where Westem vice-president Louis Rosenberg discussed the
educational and preventative methods taken to combat anti-Semitism. He stated that antiSemitism was not a s yet a factor in Canada and that the Jewish problem in this country
was basically one of educating other groups, largely mhority groups like itself, to an

understanding and acceptance of the Jewish people. He suggested various ways to
promote understanding among non-Jews in Canada, such as spreading the "gentle
reminder" that British and Jewish culture sternmed from the same origin; showing fkee
films about Jewish achievements in Palestine; holding educational exhibits at exhibitions
and Cain in t o m s and cities throughout Canada; and setting "a fine personal example" in
everyday life. 15'
At the same coderence, Rosenberg emphasized the need to conduct positive rather

than negative or defensive public relations. He argued that the way to combat antiSemitism was not to attack in retum once anti-Semitism had developed, but instead use
positive, preventative mesures against defamatory p r o p a g e "Let us be consîructive

... Let us think in tems of munial understanding, of education work, of public relations of
ail the various groups in this country. We cm act as the link, because of our love of

d e r n o c r a ~ ~ . "Rosenberg's
'~
opinions were apparently shared by other Congress
members, for when the National Joint Public Relations Cornmittee was reorganized in
1941, it too decided that its approach should becorne more positive and constructive rather

than negative and defensive.lS3

T'us,the early phase of Congress's public relations philosophy emphasized education
of the non4ewish public about the social and economic situation of Jews in Canada,

largely to dispel myths about Jewish wealth and pwer.'" Many Congress members had
great faith in the power of education, yet even Rosenberg, one of its greatest proponents,
was not so naïve to beiieve that education alone would convert the anti-Semite: "1 do not
for a moment hold out the hope that people already suffering fiom a chronic or acute case
of anti-semitism can be cured by nicely phrased speeches, scientific facts or accurate
statistics. Neverthetess it is worth while to know the real truth about the economic

situation of the k w s in

Rosenberg would eventually publish his famous

Canada's Jews, which is still viewed as the most comprehensive study of the socioeconomic statu of Canadian Jewry.
Another characteristic of Congress's early public relations philosophy was its
determination that'anti-defamation work be conducted out of the public eye. In 1935,
Rabbi Hany Joshua Stem reported that Congress had been doing "phenomenal work" in
its battle against the rising tide of anti8emitism in Canada However, "anti-defamation is
of such a nature that it carmot be publicized. Hence the failure of the Congress executive
to record in the general press its accomplishments in that important direction."'56 This

was an important aspect of Congress's early pubüc relations philosophy, and as will be
seen, it quickly discovered the costs of abandonhg this approach in its attempts to openly
oppose Social Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda.
A succinct summary of Congress's initial public relations philosophy was given by

Congress's genera! secretary H.M. Caisemian shortly before the Second World War
"[tlhe C d a n Jewish Congress, in the interests of Canadian Jewry and in the interest of

the Dominion as a whole, observes vigilantly the plans and activities of ou-enexnies. It

exposes their plans by educatod methods, publishes correct facts in reply to

misrepresentations directed against us, and promotes good will, understanding and COoperation with al1 religious groups in

anad da"'^'

In sum, Congress's initial public relations philosophy focussed on educational,
"positive" anti-defamation work in order to combat anti-Semitism. Before World War
Two, Congress was occupied with several cases of anti-Semitism, mostly concerning the
activities of Adrien Arcand and other fascist, anti-Semitic organizations. During the
Second World War, however, Congress began to question its public relations philosophy,
because despite its efforts, anti-Semitism in Canada was acnially increasing. indeed,
contrary to popular notions that anti-Sernitimr decreased throughout the war with public
knowledge of Hitler's annihilation of European Jewry, during this period Congress found
itself increasingly burdened with anti-defamaton work. The Joint Public Relations
Committee of the Central Division of Congress reported in 1940 that "contrary to
expectatioos that a spirit of brotherhood would sweep this country in the face of the thrust

of a common enemy, anti-Sernitism apparently increa~ed."'~'In 1942, the Western
Division's Joint eblic Relations Committee sirniiarly noted that anti-Semitic prejudice

and discrimination had increased rather than decreased since the outbreak of the war. Yet
its executive director, Louis Rosenberg, continued to emphasize traditional public
relations rnethods, such as the necessity of the Public Relations Comminee adopting a

positive and constructive approach, rather than a negative and defensive one.15'
But such public relations methods were becoming inmeasingly suspect The increase
in anti-Semitism during the Second World War was c h g into question the efficacy of
this public relations philosophy. Accordingiy, Congress g r a d d y augmented its initial
philosophy with a more sophisticated approach, which conciuded that it was not mough to

convince the non-Jewish community that Jews were indeed "good people," nor was it
enough to correct al1 the slanders and misinformation which were spread about Jews as a

group. Rather, it was more important to show that antidemitism, race hatred, and
intolerance were h a r d to dl elements in society, and that those who engaged in antiSemitism or race hatred would ultirnately fiad that al1 of society suffered. Accordingly,
Congress began a large-sale programme which attempted to persuade group after group labour unions, business groups, church groups, farm groups - that anti-Semitism was
dangerous for al1 of society, not only for ~ews.'~'
This emphasis on the universality of race hatred and the importance of combatting al1
forms of prejudice-and discrimination was neatly sumrnarized in 1947 by Rabbi A.L.
Feinberg, in his discussion of the evolution of Congress's public relations work. He
argued that Congress began to realize the importance of championing al1 minority groups
who suffered from racial or religious prejudice, not merely the Jews: "[tlhe Frenchspeaking Catholic in Ontario, the Iapanese deportee fiom British Columbia, the Negro
econornic pariah, are no less a Jewish obligation than we are a moral crisis for the

~hristian."'~~
Thus, by the end of the Second World War, Congres's public relations philosophy had
evolved and matured so that it encompassed more than a n t i d e f d o n work, and
focussed instead on the broder social implications of prejudice and discrimination.
Protecting the Jewish community against false reports and hostile propaganda was still
important, but by the end of the war, Congress beiieved that anti-Semitisrn was less a
Jewish problem than a total community problem, and h t anti-Jewish manifestations,

having their root in social problems, ultirnately affected the communîty as a whole.

Certainly, the horrific lessons of Nazi Gemany and the Holocaust had shown Canadian
Jewry the necessity of a healthy society in which scapegoatisrn was not accepted as an
inevitable consequence of social, econornic, and political problems. in sum, Congress's
public relations philosophy now assumed that discrimination against any racial, religious,
or ethnic group constituted a menace to the entire social structure, and that the Jewish
cornmunity should do its part, through cooperation with other religious, labour, and ethnic
organizations, to protect the civil and human rights of al1 groups.162 As this new mentality
took hold in the decades &er the Second World War, the Canadian Jewish Congress
gradually became the "spokesperson" for human rights in Canada and thus greatly assisted
other ethnic organizations in their dealings with the nation's dominant, rnajonty culture.

In sum, by the early postwar period, Congress's public relations philosophy had
widergone a major shifi: fiom a focus on positive, education-oriented, anti-defamation
work, to an emphasis on the necessity of abandoning al1 race hatred, including antiSemitism. Notwithstanding these changes and the maturation they entailed, both stages of
development still rested on the same assumption: that anti-Semitism could be combatted

by changing the attitude of non-~ews.'~~
It was this centrai assumption which Congress
wodd r n o w in the third shift of its public relations philosophy.
By late summer 1945, Congress was facing a world of change. Canadian Jewry was

forced to confiont the very tragic implications of Hitler's destruction of European Jewry;

Canadian public opinion was changing with the acknowledgment of the extent of the
Jewish Holocaust; and the fûture of a Jewish state in Palestine was hanping precariously

in the balance. Together, these factors helped facilitate the third phase of Congress's
public relations philosophy. This nnal stage, one which has continued relatively

unchanged to the present &y, acknowledged that previous philosophies regarding public
relations work had been inadequate because they had dealt only with one aspect of Jewish
status; that is, the attitude of non-Jews toward Jews. In the postwar period, Congress

leaders now believed that more salient facton had and would have the power to affect the
status of the Jewish community, such as politicai and economic discrimination,
persecution and genocide, the precarious future of war-tom Jewish refugees in displaced

persons camps, and the creation of a Jewish homeland in Palestine. They realized that
these facton were infinitely more powerfid in affecthg the status of the Jewish
community than the mental abstractions of non-Jews toward Jews. Accordingly,
Congress's public relations philosophy adopted the premise that Jewish protection
involved more than an attempt to alter the attitudes of the non-Jewish community. in the

postwar, post-Holocaust era, public relations work should ensure that the rights to which
Jews were entitled in a democratic society were respected, enforced and granted.
Accordingiy, Congress's new public relations philosophy advocated the most complete
fonn of democracy for al1 groups in

anad da.'"

This new philosophy was self-respectkg, even pugnacious. Public relations work now
assumed that Jewish rights were not sometbhg to be begged or pleaded for, or accepted

with thaaks, but something which the Jewish comrnunity could and should demand and
fight for legitimately. The status of the Jewish community would not be protected by
afTecting the aaitudes of non-Jews or nUing them with goodwill towards the Jews. Jewish
protection would corne from enactments of public policy, legislation, administrative
practices, and judicial precedents which would make the practice of discrimination and

racism impossible. During the postwar period, Congress did not abandon goodwill

propaganda or educational campaigns, and the efficacy of this kind of public relations
work was still accepted. However, it realized that such public relations measures had
basidly left the root problem untouched, which was that the Canadian democratic system
had allowed large patterns of discrimination and racism to form part of the social,
political, and econornic landscape of the nation.'" It was this problem which Congress's
public relations work began to address in the postwar period.
Congress's changed philosophy was evident at its seventh plenary session held in 1947.
One of the conference's resolutions was that Congress, through its regional and local
organizations, would conduct active public campaigns at the local, provincial, and
national levels to outlaw "al1 foms of discrimination and ... provide legal guarantees for
full equdity of treatment and oppominity for al1 Canadians regardless of race, religion or
national origin."i66

In sum, Congress began to focus on a more rightssriented, legislative approach to
public relations work. This was a slow process, however, and Congress's policy did not
change overnight. H.M.Caiserman, as director of the National Joint Public Relations
Cornmittee, assessed the evolving nature of Conpss's public relations work in the
postwar period, and acknowledged the limitations inherent in Congress's earlier public
relations approach. He accepted the valid criticisms of several Canadian and Amencan
publications which noted that Congress had failed repeatedly to take legal action against
promoters of anti8emitism. These cntics had continuaily pointed out the superior
methods of fighting antiSemitinn in Great Bntain, South Afnca, and Switzerland, where

matters of anti-Semitism and other forms of discrimination were brought before the
courts. Caiserman acknowledged that Congress's delay in using legd action had

undermined its authority, by opening the door for new organizations which promised
"more modem and more effective methods of fighting anti-Semitism." He agreed that
Congress not only must continue its more traditional public relations work of prevention,
research, educational literatwe, and goodwill activities, it must also make authorities
aware of al1 anti-Jewish material distributed in Canada and present proposais for
legislation to the Canadian govenunent which would "prevent the underrnining of our
democratic and constitutionai system of government."

'
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Throughout the postwar period, Congress became increasingly cornrnitted to this more
assertive public relations philosophy. However, there were critics who contended that
Congress had not gone far enough. Harold Troper and Morton Weinfeld discuss the
criticisms that have been and continue to be waged against the Canadian Jewish Congress;

narnely, that Congress was not militant enough in pursuing and protecting Jewish
interests: "[tlhis charge is retrospectively levelled against Congress for its actions before
and during World War II. Communal leaders, past and present, have been accused of
toadying to the state power, selling out the community in the process. 'Quiet diplomacy'

has had a bad press in the pst-Holocaust era ... Thus spiinter groups have occasionally
sprung up with more militant
Stuart ~osenbe&also notes that throughout the postwar period -y

Jews became

increasingly impatient with establishrnent-oriented Jewish organizations like the Canadian
Jewish Congress. In Rosenberg's view, these more militant Jews "preferred to take up
activist positions rather than docilely foliow traditional community procedures ... [and]
sought to make it patently clear to anti-Semites that Jews would not sit idly by in their

own self-defense: that every anti-Semitic action would be met with a forceful Jewish
~eaction.'~'~~
Yet despite such criticisms, past or present, Congress's public relations philosophy had
changed considerably by the postwar period. in his biography of H.M.Caiserman,
Bernard Figler rnakes an insightful comment about the changing nature of Congess's
antidefamation work and the lessons which Caiserman and others were forced to lem:
"[iln the years to corne the great function of the Congress was to fit Canadian Jewry more
effectively into the pattern of the post-war world. Before this was to develop Caisennan

and his fellow-workea in the program of anti-defamation becarne self-taught but veritable
experts in the theory, mechanics and defence of democracy ... Painhilly they learned that
infonning Ottawa of a wrong is not nuficient for its cure; that a letter of protest or of
denial to a newspaper only repeats the falsehood and sets the joumalist to its defence with
the advantage of the last word ...[;] that polemic with a hatemonger provides him with the
meat of his life and prosecution exalts him with the vinle blood of martyrdom."'70
Abella makes a similar statement about Congress's evolving public relations
phiiosophy. By the early postwar period, he argues, the pervasive anti-Semitism of earlier

years had receded; the horrors of the Holocaust had shocked many Canadians; and Jews in
Palestine were engaged in a drarnatic stniggie to mate their own state. It was at this time
that the Jewish leadership in Canada decided to launch an aiisut offensive against
discriminatory practices: "[quiet diplomacy had been tned and found wanting ...only

direct lobbying and public agitation and education would work Their strategy was to

fight to remove restrictions not only against Jews but against all minorities." Congress's
increasing militancy was also sûemgthened with the passage of human nghts legislation in

Saskatchewan in 1947, and fair employment and fair housing legislation in Ontario and
other provinces in the following years. "As these legal protections were put into place, an
emboldened Canadian Jewry showed that it was no longer willing to accept the antisernitisrn of an earlier period without a stniggle.""'
indeed, by the post-war period the Canadian Jewish Congress was more willhg to
engage in an open stniggle against antidemitism. This is seen in the activities of the Joint
Public Relations Cornmittee, which was now relying less on educational programmes and
other means of "intellectual persuasion" to help end anti-Semitic prejudice, and embracing
instead the philosophy that "it was actually easier to keep people from translating
prejudice into discrimination." The JPRC was less concemed with attempting to alter
people's prejudices and focussed more on the force of law and social action to prevent
such prejudice from being translated into discrimination. As E.M. Rosenzweig, director
of the national JPRC stated in 1950: "prejudices may not damage anyone but the person
who entertains hem; it is only when the prejudiced mind walks over the bridge of action,
and puts the prejudice into effect, that the real danger ensues." In other words, in the

privacy of their own mincis, people could hate as they chose; but expression of that hatred

would be met with the force of the law. To this end, the JPRC focussed its energies
increasingly on passage of legislation which would M t ernployment discrimination, resort

discrimination, education discrimination, restrictive covenants, and discrimination in
public services.ln

Yet Congress never completely abandoned its earlier public relations philosophies, and

in many ways, its finai philosophy became an amalgam of al1 three. in 1947, Rabbi
Feinberg, in his discussion of Congress's public relations work, cautioned that legislation

would never resolve group tensions within society, and that it was vital for Jews to
continue to rally behind al1 oppressed groups: "[wlhen overt acts of discrimination occur,
no matter at whom they are aimed, they coostitute a threat to us. Every minonty is
imperilled by every oppression. Once we condone cnielty or gross violations of
elementary liberties, we prepare the shackles for ourselves."
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Similarly, in 1948, the

National Joint Public Relations Committee re-emphasized the importance of a basic
programme of education which '?vil1 put the Canadian public on guard against the
fomenton of anti-semitism and will ensure that the integration of Canadian Jewry into
Canadian life is so complete that anti-semitism will be discredited as the impossible
nonense [sic] that it is in reality"'"

in its o v e ~ e w
of anti8emitism in Canada in 194g1

Congress reported that its battie against prejudice continued in the realms of actual cases
of anti-Semitism, educational programmes airned at "clearing the mhds of Canadians
fiom prejudice," constitutional gains, and developing relationships with the several ethnic
groups in

anad da"^ Thus, in the postwar period, Congress's public relations philosophy

had k e n enhanced, not replaced. It continued to emphasize education work and proJewish propaganda; however, these measUres now worked in tandem with more rightsoriented and legislative-directed public relations work.

The gradua1 evolution of Congress's public relations philosophy helps in many ways to
explain Congress's response to the Social Credit movement's anti-Semitic propaganda
As will be shown, Congress found it very difncult to combat the "Social Credit problem."

Over the years, it employed a variety of tactics covering ali phases of its evolvhg public
relations philosophy, h m education to broad-based social appeals to proposais for legal

action. Often these attempts met with limited success and at times negative consequences.

Congress quickly discovered that although it was important to adopt a coherent and
intelligent public relations philosophy, converting policy into action was a more
complicated matter. The Social Credit movernent was a formidable opponeat, and as the

following chapters will show, Congress spent several fnistrating years attempting to end
its "number one" public relations problem.
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PART TWO

DAVID AND GOLIATH: THE RESPONSE OF THE CANADIAN
JEWISH CONGRESS TO SOCIAL CREDIT'S ANTI-SEMITISM
The relationship between the Social Credit movement and the Canadian Jewish
Congress is less strange and unlikely than it first appeared. It is clear that the Social
Credit movement engaged in the dissemination of a large and varied amount of antiSemitic propaganda. As will be shown, the Canadian Jewish Congress attempted various
measures to eradicate it. It was this action and reaction which brought the two

-

organizations together. At the root of their relationship lay a basic antagonism Social
Credit propaganda held up the *international Jewish hancier" as an object of vilification,
and the Canadian Jewish Congress responded to this "act of aggression" with a
defensiveness of its own. For the most part, however, the negativity of their relationship

was transmuted by Congress's positive public relations approach and a dialogue based on
political considerations, public niceties, and mere dissemblance. Yet stnpped of these
guises, the Social Credit-Congress relationship was one of hostility. Not surprisingly,
such a relationship was bound to have its share of conflicts.

The Social Credit-Congress relatiomhip began in 1935, shortly after Congress's reorganization and h e d i a t e l y following Aberhart's electoral Mctory in Alberta However,
these early years were marked by little acrimony; although there was some concem within
Congress over statements made by Social Credit members, the dialogue between the two
organizations was rather rnuted. It was only d e r the beginning of the Second World War,

and specifically in the early 1940s, that Social Credit's anti-semitic propaganda began to

increase dramatically. This caused Congress to respond more actively to what it termed
the "Social Credit problem." Throughout the war, various incidents brought the two
organizations face to face ovcr the issue of anti-Semitism. But it was at the end of the war
that the problem began to reach cnsis proportions. This was poor timing for Congress,

which was facing other issues of pressing coocem.

During the immediate postwar penod, Congress was most occupied with the problems
of European Jewry and specificaily, the thousands of displaced persons who had survived
the Holocaust. By 1945, after several years of quiet but persistent negotiation with federal
officiais, Congress had succeeded in persuading the Canadian governrnent to allow in

approximately 5,000 Jewish refugees.' Now, in the aftermath of war, it was forced to
acknowledge that European Jewry had been nearly destroyed and that the Canadian
govemment had done virtually nothing to assist it. Congress continued to work tirelessly
to persuade the federal government to allow in Jewish refugees, while assisting in reestablishing the remaining Jews of Europe in more hospitable areas. At the same time, it
remairied committed to the creation of a Jewish national homeland in Palestine, and was

greatly concemed that Britain's own political considerations would postpone or even
cancel fbifillment of the promises made by Lord Balfour in 1917.
While Congress was occupied with problems of European and world Jewry,
domestically it focussed on issues of postwar reconstruction and reconversion and the
potential effects they would have on Canadian Jewry. Although anti-Semitism appeared
to be on the wane amss postwar Canada, Jewish refùgees were not welcome,
notwithstanding @e publication of Europe's death camps during the war? Meanwhile, the

Social Credit movement continued to rail against the international financial Jewish
conspiracy.
But Social Credit's propaganda was out of step with the times. Certainly, Social
Crediters were not the fkst, nor the last group to talk of an international kwish
conspiracy, and anti-Sernitism was dive and well in pst-war Canada. However, in the

wake of the Nazi regime and the horroa of the Holocaust, Canadian society's "polite
Company rule" was changing and the country's political culture was adopting a more
tolerant tone. Yet the Social Credit rnovement continued to march to the tune of a
previous dnimmer.

The increase in the fiequency and intensity of Social Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda
in the early postwar penod forced Congress to adopt a different public relations

philosophy. Yet Congress found it very difficult to execute a more aggressive approach to
the Social Credit problem, especially while it was d l attempting to curry the favour of a
gnidging federal government over the immigration of refÙgeesO3The Palestine question
was also increasing in intensity as the British government, no longer willing to partition

Palestine, handed the issue to the United Nations in February 1947. Congress, dong with
other Jewish o r g b t i o a s worldwide, watched with dismay at the wave of Zionist
terrorism unleashed in palesthe? These concems did not give Congress much time to
focus on the Social Credit problem, and in the absence of a strong public relations policy

backed by unmimous consent, there seemed little that it could do to halt Social Credit's
anti-Semitic propaganda Yet many Coagress members remained commined to ending

their "number one" public relations problem and continwd to execute measures to
confiont and end the years of anti-Semitic propagandin'ng.
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When Premier Manning finally executed his purge of the anti-Semitic Douglasites in
late 1947 and early 1948, the Canadian Jewish Congress could take littie credit for these
favourable tum of events. Notwithstanding its years of efforts, Congress's public
relations philosophy had not adapted quickly enough to slay the Social Credit Goliath
before he toppled under his own weight. Yet this failure is what makes the Social CreditCongress relationship so worthy of investigation. Although Congress was dtimately
unsuccessful in its attempts to end Social Credit's antidernitic propaganda, the lessons it
leamed fiom its travails with the movement enabled it to eventuaily adopt a strong,
effective, public relations approach against al1 foms of prejudice. Indeed, the Canadian
Jewish Congress may have lost the baîtie with the Social Credit Goliath, but it ultimately
won the war against anti-Semitirni. What follows then, is the aory of David and Goliath of the relationship between the Canadian Jewish Congress and the Social Credit
movement.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONFRONTING TEiE SOCIAL CREDIT PROBLEM, 1935-1945

In the decade following the ascension of the Social Credit movement and the
reorganization of the Canadian Jewish Congress, the dialogue between the two
organizations took on a distinctive tone. It was chatacterized by anti-Semitic
propagandizing on the part of Social Credit, concem and fiutration on the part of
Congress, and mutuai, albeit superficial, civility. The Social Credit movement had little
interest in Congress's concerns, and Congress's public relations approach impeded its
ability to stop the movement's propaganda An examination of the fvst ten years of the
Social Credit-Congress relationship will reveal the nature of Congress's response to
Social Credit, including its attempts to confiont Social Credit's propaganda efforts, and its
difficulties in formulating an effective public relations policy toward the "Social Credit
problem."
Unfortunately, there are very few records of Congress's response to Social Credit until
about 1941. Although the rporganization of Congress coincided roughly with the
ascension of Abahart's movementnnn-party in the mid-1930s,' durhg this penod
Congress was more concemed with the immediate threaî of Adrien Arcand and other prewar fascia g r ~ u ~ At
s . the
~ same tirne, it was trying desperately to convince the Canadian

govemment to Mt its immigration restrictions to ailow for the rescue of European Jews
from Nazi persecution? With the very real threat of fascism at home, and the imminent

destruction of European Iewry abroad, Congress was battling enernies on many sides. It is

conceivable that the relatively less threatening rhetoric of the Social Credit movement was
not at the top of its agenda during this early period. Further, Congress's national
headquarters, located in Montreai, determined niost of Congress's policy decisions. It was

fm removed, both geographically and cdhually, fiom the Alberta Jewish experience
under Social Credit. As will be shown ahead, this distance made a coherent, unified
response towards Social Credit's propaganda somewhat difficult.
After 1940, however, this geographic and cultural distance was mitigated somewhat by
Louis Rosenberg who, in his capacity as newly-elected executive director of the Western
Division of Congress and secretary of the Joint Public Relations Cornmittee in Winnipeg,

was in a much better position to m e s s the impact and potential threat of Social Credit on
Canadian Jewry. Rosenberg's exhaustive analysis of Social Credit's anti-Semitic
propaganda c m o t be overemphasized. Because of his unrelenthg smtiny and
persistence in relaying idormation to Congress's headquarters in Montreal, Rosenberg
successfully proved that Social Credit's anti8emitic propaganda was a real and pervasive
threat, and far surpassed the propaganda efforts typical of a political 'Wnge." Still,
Rosenberg's work did not completely bridge the gap between Congress's national
headquarters and the Alberta Jewish experience under Social Credit. Communication

between east and West would break down many times in an attempt to f o d a t e an
effective public relations policy. The result was that this policy lacked direction and
determined leadership, and often consisted of simply monitoring Social Credit's
propagaada Indeed, during this period, of the many actions considered very few were
taken to quell the Social Credit menace.

Yet it is important to examine Congress's response to Social Credit in its entirety, and
actions considered but not taken should not be deemed irrelevant. in the years before

1945, Congress considered Social Creedit's anti8emitic propaganda to be a senous public
relations problem and tried to develop an effective policy to end it. But as will be shown,
its public relations philosophy in many ways hindered its progress. Further, the nature of
Social Credit's propaganda and the manner of Social Credit politicians' interactions with
Congress members made open confrontation difficult, if not counterproductive.
Accordingly, examining al1 of Congress's responses to Social Credit, even those which
did not result in open confrontation of the movement, helps not only to explain Congress's
relationship with Social Credit, but also illuminates the "growing pains" in Congress's
public relations philosophy.

In the years up to 1945, Congress becarne increasingly concemed about Social Credit's
anti-Semitic propaganda. Louis Rosenberg had been documenthg the anti8emitism in
Major Douglas's writings at least since 1935; and as early a s 1936 concluded that Social

Credit's Founder was a raving anti-Semite. He called Douglas ''the high priest of the
Social Crediters," and described how Douglas "mumbles mystenously about the long
discredited Protocols of the Elders of Zion and spices his stew of 'a + b theorems' and
'social dividend' with a linle anti-semitic paprika to taste, reaching the pinnacle of
nonsense by turning the fair-haired teutonic Lombards into Jews in order to suit his
theories concerning the wicked 'collectivist Communist Jewish bankers.'" Rosenberg

was aware that Douglas's attitudes were perrneating the Alberta Social Credit movement,
and he brought the topic of Social Credit's ad-Semitisn to the attention of Congress

leadership in the late 1930s. However, there is litde evidence of any action king taken?

The beginning of the war and the plight of European Jewry occupied much of
Congress's attention &er 1939, but by the early 1940s it was clear that Social Credit's
anti-Semitic propaganda was a chronic characteristic and ihat Congress needed to respond
to this potential t b a t . In 1941 Rosenberg emphasized that anti8emitism in Social Credit
propaganda was more than the fulminations of certain Social Credit politicians, and that
their statements actually represented official Social Credit poiicy. By this time Rosenberg

had examined al1 the writings of Major C.H.Douglas and concluded that the founder of
Social Credit subscnbed to and actively promoted those views found in the Protocols of

the Learned Elders of ion.' Even more seriously, Social Credit politicians in Canada
were espousing similar views.
That same year Rosenberg decided to directly confiont Social Credit's anti-Semitic
propaganda. On 30 January 1941 the Western froducer8 published a letter by Social
Credit MP Norman Jaques, which stated that the Amencan-based Union Now ~ o v e r n e n t ~
was attempting to achieve "[tlhe surrender of our national sovereignty to international

control ...there is only one thing that ... fwictions as a 'power' on an international basis
and that is International Finance. And who controls International Finance? A gang of
German-Jewish 'international' bankers ...Not only German military totalitarianism, but its

evil twin, Gennan-Jewish financial totaiitarianism, m u t be destroyed."'O
Rosenberg responded to Jaques's letter as a private citizen and not on behalf of the
Canadian Jewish Congress, although he dîd have the support of its national executive. He

wrote a letter to the Western Producer which offered evidence to prove that world finance
was not, in fact, controlled by "German Jewish International ~ankers."" In it, Rosenberg
gave his assessrnent of Jaques's views: ^[s]uch a hodge-podge of ignorance and malice as

displayed in the letter [by Jaques] wouid not ment reply under normal circumstances. The

results of Hitler's propaganda technique however, have shown that no propaganda, no
matter how false or ndiculous, can be ignored if it can secure publication ... What does
concem me is that there sits in the House of Commons, at a t h e when we are engaged in
a life-and-death struggle with Hitlerism and al1 it stands for, a man who does not scruple

to warm up and offer to the readers of the Western Producer a rehash of al1 the venomous
propaganda with which Hitler's publicity machine has been flooding the world since
1933."
Rosenberg questioned why, during such a time of cnsis, a Canadian member of
parliament wouid allow himself to be used to spread discord and prejudice: "how long

will well-rneaning people continue to confuse liberty with license, and fùmish an open
and fiee forum for fomenters of discord and racial hamd to spread their pernicious
doctrines, and destroy democracy itself?" He admonished the Wesiem Producer for

"spoil[ing] good newsprint by printing second-hand versions of Deutsche Bunde
propaganda" at a time when Canadians were king asked to prevent waste and salvage
paper. l2
Rosenberg subsequently met with the editor of the Western Producer, with whom he
was personally acquainted. The editor informed him that Teaders of a l l opinions had the

right to have their lettea published in the paper. "He seems to have the curious idea,"
stated Rosenberg, "that to refuse to publish such letters as those of Mr. Jaques would be
transgressing the fkedom of the press."13 Rosenberg s d s e d that the editor of the

Western Producer, a Social Crediter supporter, was %ot inclioed to crïticize anything

which a Social Credit member may have written."14 Not surprisingly, the editor did not
publish Rosenberg's response to
Very early in the Congress-Social Credit relationship, Rosenberg realized that
confionting the movement's anti-Semitic propaganda would not be easy. Part of the
problem rested with Congress itself. In a letter to Oscar Cohen, executive secretary of
Congress's Central Division in Toronto, Rosenberg expressed his f.nisbration with the
Social Credit situation: "1 have long felt that the Anti-Semitic tendencies arnong Social
Credit propagandists should be exposed, but there happens to be a Social Credit
government in office in ... Alberta and some Congress workers in that province are rather
doubtful conceming the advisability of m a h g any public statements on this subject at the
present tirne ... Aberhart['s]

... relationship with the Jewish cornrnunities in Alberta bas

always been cordial, and he has been a prominent speaker at Jewish goodwill g a t h e ~ g s .
However it will be nothing strange if Mr. Aberhart himself was unaware of these
tendencies in Social Credit propaganda, as he is unaware of quite a few things in
connection with Social

redit.""

Yet Rosenberg was detemiined that laques's allegations in the Western Producer be
refùted. He contacted Morris Fine of the American Jewish Cornmittee, asking him to

obtain a dedaration fiom the Union Now Movement that its Director, Clarence Streit was

not, as Jaques alleged, a "WallStreet Jewish banker." The Director of the Union Now
Movement, E.W.Balduf, wrote to Rosenberg, stating that "Mr.Streit is not a banker and

has never had any connection with any banking house or any other business house. Mr.
Streit also is not ~ewish."" Rosenberg asked Balduf if he would h d l y write to the editor
of the Western Prochrcer and insist upon publication of the facts regarding Streit "It

would not be necessary," added Rosenberg, "to mention that the statements had been
brought to your attention by the American Jewish Cornmittee and by myself, as this would

be used to cab. the impression of Mr. Sîreit's '~ewishness."'~~Yet there is no
evidence that Baldufwrote to the Western Producer. In the end, the Western Producer

did nothing to counter Jaques's anti-Semitic statements. In fact, the paper continued to
publish similar letters in its col~rnns.'~
Yet Rosenberg's failure to silence Jaques was not
for lack of trying. To his credit, he had tried various measures to refute Jaques's
allegations, although none were successful.
Several months later, however, another newspaper piece caused Congress to become
involved again with the "Social Credit problem." On 2 February 1942, Richard Needham
of the Calgary Herald wrote a column in which he exposed the pervasive anti-Semitism

in Todw and Tomomow, the Social Credit party ~ r ~ a n Upon
. ~ * reading Needham's
article, two Congress mernbers fiom Calgary and ~dmonton~'
agreed that the anti-Sernitic
propaganda in Today and Tomorrow, if allowed to go unchecked, "may develop into
something serious to the Jewish people of Alberta and canada.'"

They decided to

approach Premier Aberhart dllectly, codkont him with the fact that his party organ
contained anti-Semitic statements, and hopefully persuade him to bring his party's
publishers in line. H.A. Friedman, the Congress member fiom Edmonton, planned to

meet with Aberhart, but he was not overly optimistic regarding the potential success of
this meeting: "1 am sure [Aberhart] wili disclaim any Anti-Sernitism so far as he
personally is concemed and also in respect to his party in this Province, but this in itseif is
of little value to us." In Friedman's view, getthg To& d Tomorrow to quit publishing
anti-demitic statements '5s about ali we can hope to

Yet Friedman never met with Aberhart, and the reasons for this are not clear. Shortly
after plans were made for their meeting, alternate arrangements were made for Rabbi
Solomon Frank, executive director of the Joint Public Relations Cornmittee in Winnipeg,
to meet with the premier, who had corne to Winnipeg to attend a Social Credit coderence.

Thus, it was now up to Rabbi Frank to confiont Aberhart. The two met, and although they
apparently had a candid discussion, one rnight conjecture that this meeting would have
gone differently had Friedman, a lawyer fiom Edmonton, confironted Aberhart on their

home turE In any event, Frank found Aberhart "most cordial, convincing and sincere in
his reactions" to the issues he raised, namely the anti-Seinitic statements of Social Credit
politicians and specifically those of Norman Jaques. Frank also raised the issue of
Jaqua's letter to the Western Producer. in the course of their discussion, Aberhart gave

him the following assurances:
1. That anti-semitism and racial hatred of any kind are entirely foreign to [Aberhart'SI

own philosophy of life.
2. That [Aberhart] deprecated most strongly any anti-Semitic tendencies on the part of
members of his party. Furthermore that he had taken it upon himself ... to express
b s e l f in accordance with this thought to those of his party who were guilty of antisemitic statements. Though he would want his party to be clear fiom any racial or

religious biases of any kind, he of course could not be held respoosible for isolated
uttenuices, particularly when these ran counter to his way of thinkllig.

3. That if, in spite of [Aberhart's] repeated wamings to the contrary, these anti-semitic
utterances on the part of his membership were to continue, he would take whatever
steps he possibly could in order to definitely squelch any anti-semitic tendency.

Frank remarked that Aberhart "seemed suicerely upset by the actions of those within his
party that would seek to connect him with anything of an anti-semitic character."
Although Aberhart had said nothing about keeping their conversation confidentid, Frank
felt that any statement made by a man in public office mut be treated with a certain

degree of confidence. Accordingly, he insisted that Aberhart's statements not be

publicized. 24
Two aspects of this exchange between Rabbi Frank and Premier Aberhart are
particularly noteworthy. The fint is that Aberhart did not dispute the fact that certain of
his members were spouting anti-Semitic statements. Rather, he adopted a tone of apology

and even personal injury that membea of his party were engaging in mch destructive
actions. This stance is significant because it would not be continued after Aberhart's

death. Mer 1943, the anti-Semitism in Social Credit circles wouid become more daring,
more vocal, and members like Solon LO@ and even Emest Manning would deny that
their party was anti-Semitic.

The second noteworthy item is that the exchange between Frank and Aberhart was
marked by congeniaüty and good will. Aberhart told Frank at the end of their
conversation that he would be happy to listen to any representation the Rabbi cared to

make to him at any thne? In a similm tum of respect, Frank asked the Alberta rnembers
of Congress not to public& the meeting between Aberhart and himself27 However, such

conventions of etiquette did littie to solve the real problem, which was the promotion of
antidemitic propaganda by Social Credit members and their party organ. Aberhart's
assurances aside, little was done to silence Jaques, Today and Tomorrow, or any other
Social Credit member. Consequently, an opportunity for the Canadian Sewish Congress to
publicize the dangers of Social Credit's anti-Semitism, and even more importantly, to
make public Aberhart's acknowledgment of the problem, had been passed up.
Yet Congress continued to scrutinize adSemitic manifestations in the Social Credit
rn~vernent?~
In the spring of 1943, Congress's national executive director, Sad Hayes,
indicated to Louis Rosenberg that something needed to be done about Norman Jaques, and
he enquired whether any Congress members near Wetaskiwin knew the member of

pariiament?9 In response, Rosenberg gave Hayes an enlightening mmmary of the Social
Credit situation. He told Hayes that he had been watching Saques's antics for some years,
that he subscribed'to Tudw and Tomorrow,and was scrutinizing articles by Jaques as
well as transcribed broadcasts of Premier Aberhart. He remarked that Jaques was like the
geat majority o f Social Credit ''f'anatics," who had swallowed all the propaganda
regarding the Protocofsof the Leurned EZders of Zion and international Sewish bankers,
and noted that the MP never missed an opportunity to inject anti-Semitic remarks into his
speeches and articles. Rosenberg idomed Hayes that in recent months one of Aberhart's

main themes in his radio broadcasts was an international financial conspiracy led by
international capitalists and international socialists who made their headquarters in the
London School of Economics. According to Aberhart, this conspiracy was also behind
the Union Now Movement whose object was to enslave Canada and Great Britain to the

United States. In assessing the nature and potential threat of Aberhart's and Jagws's

rhetoric, Rosenberg stated: "[tlhe only ciifference between Wm. Aberbart and Norman
Jaques is that Mt.Jaques repeatedly inserts the word 'Jewish' between 'international
financiers,' whereas Aberhart omits the word 'lewish' leaving you ?O gue~s.''~
Rosenberg believed that the Social Credit situation was becoming increasingly serious.
"1 have long felt that this is no longer a question of ignoring a crank [Jaques], but it is a

question of countering the activities of a group of men as crazy as the Pelleys and
Coughlins in the United States and equally as dangerous." He told Hayes that he had
taken up the matter of Jaques with the Joint Public Relations Cornmittee in Winnipeg and
with some of Congress's key men in Alberta. However, 'Vie tendencies in the past among
some of our fiends in Alberta has been to urge us to leave the matter alone, since the
Social Crediters fiom [sic - form] the Provincial Oovemment in that province, and since
Norman Jaques is supposed to be a very sick man with an incurable disease who will soon
bother us no longer. Personally, I am inclined to take the matter more senously, and
believe that the activities of the Social Credit Party and its speakers ... nom Wm. Aberhart

...downwards, are suficiently dangerous to merit active

Hayes was

impressed with Rosenberg's assessment and agreed Jaques needed to be taken more
seriously. Yet in the following m o n h Congress's national executive took no concrete
action against Jaques or Social Credit7santi8emitic propaganda32

In Rosenberg's view, Congres membea in Alberta were mwilling to create problems
for themselves bj confionthg their own provincial govemment, and Congress's national
executive in Montreal was too far removed to lead any concerted action against the
Alberta movement Although Rosenberg may have been correct in his assessment of

some Alberta rnembers of Congress, in fact there were others in Alberta who were as
determined as he was to end the Social Credit problem.

In May 1943, an article written in the Canadian Tribune about the Alberta governrnent
caught the attention of Alberta Congress rnembers. James A. Macpherson, leader of the
Labour-Progressive Party in Alberta, wrote an article in the Cunadian Trioune entitled
"Alberta's 'Fifth Column,"' which noted that the Aiberta Social Credit Board was
financed by appropriations by the Alberta legi~lature~
and that the Board used those public

fùnds to "disseminate ...the most violent anti-kwish material." Macpherson argued that
the Social Credit Board was canying on a "deliberate campaign to destroy the United
Nations alliance and to obstnict Canada's war effort against Hitlerism" while the Party's
propaganda organ, Toduy and Tomorrow, disseminated 'pro-fascist propaganda" and

"anti-Jewish rnateha~."~~
Macpherson quoted from two pamphlets distributed by the Social Credit Board, one
which made the following claims: that the Bank of England was established by William
of Orange on the advice of "those Jews who came with him fiom Holland;" that "[tlhe

American and French revolutions were utilized by the Jews to gain control of world
finance;" and that the crisis of 1929 was engineered by international finance."

The other

pamphlet stated that "Karl Marx found himself in perfect agreement with the men who

became the head of the powerful Amencan Jewish banks ...There was an agreement
between Karl Marx and the Jewish bankers ...The Jewish bankers entered into an
agreement with the Marxîsts as to the necessity of starting the conquest of ~ussia.''~~

MacPherson also quoted from L.D. Byrne, technical adviser to the Alberta government
and head of the Alberta Social C d t Board, who stated that "[tlhe monetary system is a

highly centralized pnvate rnonopoly concentrated in the hands of a srna11 group of men,
who constitute a super government ...there is a deliberate plan to establish world
totalitarianism and the enslavement of the individual ...the names of a number of
international financien are linked with those of Karl Marx and Engels, whose concept of
society was essentidly totalitarian and materialistic ...Germany is the perfect example of

the Mamian

tat te."^^

Macpherson also reviewed the radio speeches of Premier Aberhart

and concluded that "Aberhart brands al1 opposition and criticism, and al1 post-war
proposais such as the Beveridge and Marsh reports, as schemes of 'sinister international

money sharks, revolutionary financiers, Marxists, Socialists, Communists, totalitarians,
intemationalists and money bags."' He also quoted Aberhart as stating: "[tlhe AngloSaxon race is God's battle-axe today" and 'Waziism, sovietism and fascism are one and

the same thg.'"'
Macpherson had provided a sweeping indictment of the Alberta Social Credit
govemment. He revealed a govemment which condemned wartime measures such as
rend control, price control, national selective service, and machinery and labourmanagement councils as the tirst step towards National Socidism in

and which

deemed the Beveridge and Marsh Reports as well as the United Nations itself as schemes
conjured up by international Cornmunistic hanciers. According to Macpherson, leading
Social Credit politicians believed that commrmisrn, fascism, and Nazism were one and the

same, and that Jews were involved in all three "~ons~iracies.~'~~
Thus, no one reading
MacPherson's article could ignore the serious degations against the Alberta govemment,

and it did not go unnoticed among Alberta members of Congress.

There were several reactions to the Canadian Tribune article,(*but it was Congress
member L.M. ~radkinof Calgary who took the lead in attempting to confront the Alberta
government. Seeking the advice of Louis a os en ber^:' Fradkin decided that it was best to
hy to end the anti-Semitic propaganda in

Today and Tomorrow by confronthg Emest

Manning, the new Social Credit premier." Fradkin recalled that the previous winter

Alberta Congress members had planned to i n t e ~ e w
Aberhart over the same issue, yet no
meeting had transpired. Now, in light of MacPhemn's article, Fradkin was unwilling to
let matters slide any longer. In a letter to M.I.Lieberman, a fellow Congress member in
Edmonton, Fradkh stated: "[wle are greatly perturbed over this matter, and it is
absolutely essential that some action be taken forthwith. My [Calgary] Cornmittee is
prepared to CO-operatewith your [Edmonton] Cornmittee in every way and, if necessary,
to assist you in the proposed interview [of Manning] ... we consider this matter of the
utmost importance.'d3 Yet Lieberman replied that someone had in fact spoken to the late

Premier Aberhart in February 1942 regarding the antidernitism in Today and Tomorrow,

and that "since that [meeting] no articles appeared in Today and Tomorrow which were
objectionable." Lieberman added that Congress members in Edmonton were still

subscribing to Today and Tornorrow and were penising it carefUly."
Two peculiarities need to be noted. First, there is no record of a meeting between
Edmonton Congress members and Aberhart in February 1942, although it cannot be

assumed that such a meeting did not take place. It is worth asking, however, why there
was no correspondence regardhg such a meeting between the Edmonton and Calgary

branches of Congress. Second, it is quite incredible that any Congress member perusing

Today and Tomorrow would state that since Febniary 1942 no articles appearing in T u W

and Tomorrow were "objectionable" - that is, anti-Semitic. An examination of Today and

Tomorrow during these months reveals a consistent infusion of addernitic references.

Thus, it must be asked what was the nature of communication between the Edmonton
and Calgary branches of the Western Division of Congress. Lieberman admitted to

Fradkin that "[tlhere is no question ...that the statements made by members of the Social
Credit Board and their attacks in particular against international financiers are antisemitic. This problem has for sometime [sic] k e n receiving our carefùl consideration and
attention.'** Yet despite these declarations of vigilance, the Edmonton branch was
unwilling to respond to the article in the Canadian Tribune. Eventually, the issue blew
over and nothing was done. in attempting to understand why this happened, one wonders
whether the Edmonton members of Congress were determined not to "rock the boat" or
whether there was jurisdictional in-fighting between the Edmonton and Calgary Congress
members. Perhaps the Edmonton members saw the Social Credit problem as their
concem since the Social Credit government was located in their city, and thus, they
wanted to deal with Manning as they deemed fit. Perhaps traditional jealousies between
the cities of Edmonton and Calgary were played out even within the branches of

Congress. Whatever conjectures may be offered, the consequence was that Alberta
Congress members did not contiont Premier Manning in 1943.
Throughout that summer, Louis Rosenberg continwd to scrutinize the Social Credit
problem fiom his office in Winnipeg. Manning had now replaced Aberhart as premier,

and Rosenberg harboured no illusions about the late premier's promises to quel the antiSemitisn in his movement in a letter to a Congress member in Vegreville, Alberta,

Rosenberg stated: Wiere can be no possible doubt that the whole ...Social Credit

ideology and propaganda is honey-combed with anti-semitism ... The late Mr. William

Aberhart, although he claimed to be well disposed towards Jews, and denied king antisemitic, nevertheless did nothing whatsoever to prevent prominent members of his Party
fiom repeating anti-semitic statements. III fact he made similar charges about

international Bankers and International Conspiracies. The oniy difference was that he was
careful to omit the word iewish in any of his public ~taternents."'~
Yet Rosenberg was not the only one concemed about the Social Credit threat.
Congress members in Vegreville were dso making plans to confiont Solon Low,
provincial treasurer of the Alberta government. Rosenberg noted that the National Joint
Public Relations Cornmittee (JPRC)was also scrutinizing the situation, and he iriferred
that its position was ' W e s s the Social Credit Party in Alberta and throughout Canada cm
be induced to repudiate the anti-semitic rernarks of Mr. Blackmore, Mr. Jacques [sic] and

Mr. Hlynka, and to expel them fiom the Party, if they refuse to cease making anti-semitic
statements, then we shall have to face them as an open enemy of the Jewish people.'*7

Thus, according to Rosenberg, the JPRC was planning to take a strong stand against
Social Credit. h fact, if his statement is taken litedy, organized Canadian Jewry was
going to directiy oppose the democraticdy-elected Social Credit govemment in Alberta.
However, it is unlikely that Congress had such a dramatic plan in mind. In fact, it appears
that Rosenberg had been mistaken, for the JPRC did not execute miy action that summer
against the Social Credit govemment

Yet the sumrner of 1943 was not without incident. Not long after Aberhart's death, a
letter Wntten by Norman Jques to one O. Reidell in Swift Current, Saskatchewan,
eventually landed on the desk of H.M. Cakemian, general secretary of the Canadian

Jewish Congress. Reidell, as a concemed private citizen, had comsponded with Jaques

and engaged in debate over the latter's employment of the Protocols of the Lemed
Eiders of Zion in the Home of Commons and the press. Reidell was clearly antagonistic
towards Jaques's anti-Semitism, and when Jaques sent him a letter explainhg his views,
.~~
letter, written on Houe
Reidell fonvarded it to the Canadian Jewish ~ o n g r e s s Jaques's
of Commons lettethead, revealed a man who was blatantly adSemitic:
Al1 History proves that no nation can tolerate control by the Jews ... 1 have never said
that the Protocols are genuine. I do say that what they predict is now coming to pass ...

The attempt to destroy the Protocols, and to threaten, and intimidate those who

mention them is a good indication of what we may expect if these people have their
way. You have to remember the Jews control al1 means of gathering news and of
propaganda, so that we hear one side of the case ... Before the war millions of Russians
died of starvation, or were done to death ... But al1 we hear about is Jewish suffering
and persecution. The Jews['] religion is that they are the chosen people and that the
gentiles are cade (goyim) and that it is no crime to exploit hem, which is the reason
for theu persecution in reprisa1 ...1 am against surrender of any sovereign power to
international control - the Jew[s] being the only people, and money the only thing
which is international. Hence I defend the Crown against the "3 brass balls" of
Shylock, Ricardo and ~ a r x . ~ ~
Caiserman handed the letter over to

os en ber&" who wrote to Reidell thanking hirn for

passing the letter on to Congress. 'Tt is indeed regrettable," wrote Rosenberg, ''that at thîs

time when unity and mutual understanding among ail citizens of Canada is so necessary,

that Mr. Jacques [sic], a rnember of the House of Commons should abuse his privileges by

spreading the same antisemitic propaganda which is peddled by Goebbels and the
~

h

~

.

Rosenberg
' ~ l
circulated copies of Jaques's letter to the Centrai and Western

Divisions of Congress, as well as to the Joint Public Relations Cornmittees in Edmonton
and ~ a l ~ a r y . ~ *
Shortly thereafter, Rosenberg wrote an extensive memorandum describing Jaques's
employment of the Protocoh and sent it to key Congress members in Montreal, Toronto,
Winnipeg, Edmonton, and Calgary. He summarized the anti-Semitic theories of Social
Credit ideology, which included the bogeys of the gold standard, the banking system, the
Protocoh, the Bank of England, the London School of E c o d c s , the Federal Reserve

Bank,and Clarence K. Streit and the Union Now Movement. Rosenberg discussed
Jaques's frequent employment of anti-Semitic propaganda in the western Canadian press
and in the House of Commons, as well as the anti-Semitism of Anthony Hlynka, Social
Credit MP for Vegreville, and John Blackmore, Social Credit MP for Lethbridge and
leader of the New Dernocracy (Social Credit) Party in the House of Commons. Rosenberg
emphasized that the late Premier Aberhart, although denying that he had ever mentioned

the word "Jewish" in his attacks on ''International Banicers," nonetheless made the same
charges as Jaques, merely ornithg the word "Jewish" from his diatribes. Through

Aberhart's radio addresses as well as the Party organ To&y and Tomomow, argued
Rosenberg, a wide audience received the anti-demitic propaganda of the Social Credit
movement. He made other refeiences to Jaques's antidemitism, such as his atternpts to

read excerpts of the Protocois into Hansur& his letter to Reidell; and the fact that MJ.

Coldwell, leader of the Cosperative Commonwealth Federation (CCF)in the House of
Commons, also charged Jaques with king an anti-~emite."
Rosenberg then made the foilowing conclusions:

In the past the tendency has k e n to ignore Mr.Jacques [sic] as king an old and sick
man who is nottaken seriously by anybody. Because of the position which he holds,

and the privileges which he abuses in the House of Commons, 1 do not believe it will
be wise to ignore his activities, and the antisemitic activities of Social Credit members

of Parliament in general any longer. While it may be advisable to approach Mr.
Blaclanore, the Leader of the Social Credit or New Democrafy Party in the House of
Cornmons, and Mr. Manning the Premier of Alberta, and endeavour to secure fiom

them a repudiation of the antisemitic remarks of Mr. Jacques [sic] and other Social
Credit members, nevertheiess I believe little of [sic - if] any value can be accomplished
by doing so. References to the Protocols of the Elders of Ziion, to international

Bankers and any other antisemitic rem&

have become too much an integral party of

the Propaganda and policy of the Social Credit Party in Canada to be repudiated by its
leaders."
Rosenberg strongly recommended that the entire matter be brought before the next

meeting of the National Joint Public Relations Committee, so that a formal policy could

be adopted to deal with the Social Credit Party,Norman Jaques, and the Party's
distribution of the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion. He advised that this policy be
adopted in conjunction with the Joint Public Relations Committee members fiom Alberta

Rosenberg had thus offered an incisive and realistic assessrnent of Social Credit's
propaganda and had suggested adopting a concerted public relations policy to eradicate it..

One wonders whether he was misaited with Congress's inability or uawillingness to
adopt an aggressive approach towards the Social Credit problem. This was not tne first

time Rosenberg had outlined the nature of the Social Credit threat and recommended that
Congress adopt a formal policy. Yet there is no evidence that duMg the autumn of 1943
the National Joint Public Relations Committee considered his suggestion.
Yet it should not be wumed that Congress was doing nothing about the Social Credit
problem. Late in 1943, in response to a request fiom general secretary Cakemian,
Itosenberg5' reported on "threeoutstanding cases of Public Relations work accomplished

this year in the Western Division." He reported that the Western Joint Public Relations
Cornmittee had exposed the antidemitic activities of Anthony Hlynka, MF for Vegreville,
as well as those of Nxman Jaques. Second, the Cornmittee had traced the fiequent
attacks on kws by Social Credit members in the House of Commons and in Today md
Tomorrow to anti-Semitic sources in the United States and to Nazi propaganda, and was

keepiag political leaders and the non-Jewish press informed of such connections. Third,
the Comminee had chdenged Jaques's allegations that Clarence K. Streit, founder of the
Union Now Movement was a German Jew, and that the Union Now Movement was
instigated by "~erkan-~ewish
bankers" in order to subordhate Canada and Great Britain
to the United States. In rebuttal, the Committee obtained information h m Clarence Streit

himself that he was not Jewish, but was a Christian of remote German origin, and that
charges conceming proposed Anglo-Canadian domination were entirely fdse. Lastly, in
response to Blackmore's and Jaques's charges that the Bank of England was controlled by

"international German-Jewish bankers," the Commitiee obtained evidence that there was
not a single Jewish director of any kind on the Bank of England, and that t h e had not
been for several years.56
These were not insignificant accomplishments. During this early penod, educational
anti-defarnation work was the basis of Congress's public relations philosophy, and the
Joint Public Relations Cornmittees, at both the national and regional levels, worked
dedicatedly to refùte allegations against Jews. Certainly, the Western Division of
Congress and specifically, Louis Rosenberg, was keeping a watchful eye on Social
Credit's propaganda and was keeping Congress's national headquarten informed. But for

the t h e king, Congress leadership did not believe that anything more could be done.
Yet some Congress membes believed that more direct action was necessary and that
educational anti-defarnation work was not enough. In early 1944, a more confrontational
approach was suddenly adopted when Congress mernber Harry Olyan From vegrevillefl
met with Solon Low, provincial treasurer of the Alberta government and minister of
education. Olyan gave Low copies of letters unitien by Norman Jaques (it is probable that
Jaques's letier to Reidell was arnong hem), as well as copies of Jaques's anti-Semitic
statements in the House of Comrnons. At this meeting, Olyan "obtained the promise of

Mr. Solon Law [sic], who is originally a Mormon - a very sympathetic and liberal peaon

-

to do his very best to stop Mr. Jaques' anti-semitic utterances and activities." Low stated
that he had already tallced to Jaques and hoped there would be no reason for m e r
~orn~iaints?~

Upon hearing of Olyan's meeting with Low, Rosenberg wrote to Caiserman expressing
his opinion on the-fiitilityof such a meeting. He emphasized that the problem was more

than Jaques's personal anti-Semitic remarks. Rather, the problem lay in the basic
philosophy of the Social Credit movement, a philosophy which was embraced by its
founder Major Douglas, Premier Emest Manning, national leader h h n Blackmore, as well
as provincial treasurer Solon Low. The basic philosophy of Social Credit, stated
Rosenberg, "is that 'an international German (Jewish) financial conspiracy,' led by
cornrnunists, socialists and international bankea keeps Canada in slavery, and wishes to
bring about an arnalgarnation of Canada with Great Britain and the United States under
the control of Arnencan and London Jewish bankea, and that the Social Credit Party in

Canada wishes to save Canada fiom this awfbl fate." The only difference between
Norman Jaques and Solon Low, he repeated, was that Jaques spoke openly about
"international Jewish bankers" and had no qualms about listing various Jewish names,
whereas Low, Manning, and BIackmore used the sarne propaganda and quoted fiom the
same list of names, but merely ornitted the word "Jewish." Therefore, stated Rosenberg,
"1 am strongly of the opinion that nothing can or will be accomplished by approachuig

individual members such as Mr. Solon Low, and accepting their assurances of

f n e n d ~ h i ~ .In
" ~Rosenberg's
~
view, the "international Jewish tinancial conspiracy" was
too deeply ingrained in Social Credit philosophy for individual expressions of niendship
to mean rnuch. As later events will show, he was correct in his assessrnent of Solon Low,
who would reveal himself to be as avid an adherent to Social Credit's anti-Semitic
philosophy as Major Douglas himself.
Another development in early 1944 showed that Congress was stiu attempthg to solve
the Social Credit problem. Generaf secretary HM.Caiserman and LD. Morosnick, a
Con-

member and lawyer fiom Winnipeg, were p l h g to force Today and

Tomorrow to cease publication. Caisemian advocated legal action in the form of persona1

af'fidavits by various Jews in Canada, protesthg the anti-Semitic propaganda in Today and
~omorrow.' However, Morosnick argued that the use of affiidavits was immaterial. The

real issue was determinhg whether such a publication was a menace; whether it was
doing grave injustice to the Jewish people and to Canada; and if so, to suppress the
publication and put it out of business. Morosnick implied that too much attention was
being devoted to not offending the "interests" of certain '%ends;"

that is, those Social

Credit politicians who were on good tenns with various Jews in Alberta and elsewhere. in
Morosnick's view, Congress was going to have to take a much harder line in order to stop
Social Credit's propaganda: "[tlhe sooner your committee grapples with that problem
realistically," he told Caiserman, "the better for al1 concerned including the very
publication which we desire to s ~ ~ ~ r e s s . ' ~ '
Caiseman agrekd with Morosnick, but nonetheless emphasized: "[w]e live in a fiee
country, where al1 kinds of racketeers operate within or outside of the law ... Congress is
not a better business bureau, and cannot determine which act is an act of racketeering and

is to be suppressed, since we should not compete with the Police. Under these
circumstances Congress, truthfully speaking, cannot handle the problem, unless Jewish
public opinion would be so organized and Congress be given such authority - which as yet
it does not possess - to ded with a problem of this nature when it presents itself. The
most important Public Relation item possible is one which prevents anti-semitism, and we

are doing enough work in this respect to please even such a discriminating person as yod'
Regarding preventative anti-defamation work, Caiserman believed that the Joint Public
Relations Cornmittee was doing a W

y good and finejob;" but in counteracting existhg

anti-Semitism, the Cornmittee could not deal successfùlly with al1 such manifestations.
Consequently,regarding any attempts to combat Social Credit' s anti-Sernitic pmpaganda,
"1 am of the sincere and honest opinion that neither Congress, nor B'Nai B'Rith, nor my

group of individuals who are responsible, can do a real job on the matter under
discussion.'"
These were not the kinds of statements Morosnick (nor probably Louis Rosenberg)
wanted to hear, and he minced no words in his reply to Caiserman. It was "trite" to say
that Congress was not a better business bureau and could not determine which act was an
act of racketeering, declared Morosnick. The issue was not whether Congress was
accomplishing other goals, or even whether Congress's activities pleased "such a
discriminating person as myself." Rather, the issue was that if there was a racketeenng,
anti-Semitic publication, then it was the duty of the Canadian Jewish Congress and "al1
right-thinking Jews" to suppress such an evil, regardless of whether some "of their best
fnends" were involved in that practice. Further, stated Morosnick, '4 am familiar with the
very good work that the Congress, the B'nai B'rith and Canadian Public Relations
Committees are doing but is there a limit to even the personal accomplishments of your
Congress and these Cornmittees[?] Do you ever arrive at a saturation point in Jewish Me?
Can you S o r d to sit back and say that we have done enough or that there is no more work
to be done[?] lfyou want to be reaiistic and are honest this is one of the most important
things which should occupy the attention of the Congress in its local acti~ities.'*~
Morosnick had made some accurate criticisms about the limitations of Congress's
public relations philosophy, and Caiserman agreed that "Congress c m certainly not afford
the luxury of sinking back and saying that we have done enough." But he assured

Morosnick that Congress was not indifferent to the various manifestations of antiSemitism, including the issue of Sociai Credit's propaganda. "On the contrary," stated
Caiserman, "we are mobilizing d l our ingenuity, intelligence and energies to meet each
problem. To say that we always succeed would be an empty pretense.'d But the issue
remained: would Congress be able to adapt itself to a more assertive and even aggressive
public relations policy in order to end anti-Semitic propaganda of the Social Credit kind?

The matter was in no way settied. Caiserman agreed to hand the whole problem over to a
somewhat aggressive Congress member and businessman fiom Edmonton, John Dower,
to see if he could achieve some results with the Alberta govenunent.65

While Morosnick and Caiserman were debating Congress's public relations policy, the
Social Credit Party in Alberta was confronting that very issue within its own ranks. Faced

with an upcoming summer election and barraged by charges of Nazism by Alberta CCF
leader Elmer Roper, Manning decided to wipe the pre-election date clean. On 2 March
1944, he issued a public statement in which he %nequivocally" repudiated anti-Semitism

within the Alberta Social Credit Party. However, his statement was rernarkable for its
equivocaiity:
It has been brought to my attention that an erroneous impression has k e n created in
certain quarters that the Social Credit rnovement is anti-Semitic. Nothing could be

M e r fiom the truth ... Social Credit is not opposed to any religion or race, as such. It
is only when the adherents to any religion, or the people of any race take collective
action as a group to aîtack the principles of Chnstisnity and democracy which are
fiindamental to Social Credit that conflict arîses ...In exposing and opposing the

conspiracy of individuals and corporations seeking to impose a state of financial and
economic dictatorship upon al1 nations the advocates of Social Credit consider it most
important that the facts of the case be placed before the people irrespective of the color,
race or creed of the conspirators."

in Manning's view, he was safely on mord hi& ground in exposing the enemy of
Chnstianity and democracy, since he had declared that it was irrelevant that the enemy
was of a certain "color, race or creed."
Manning also cornpared the Social Credit movement's fight against the international
finaxial conspkcy with its fight against Nazism. He argued that Nazi Germany had
attacked the principles of Christianity and democracy, which necessarily brought it into
conflict with the Social Credit movement. "However," declared Manning, '%e were not
attacking Germans as Germans." He made no m e r comment, but the insinuation had
k e n made: the fight against Nazism necessitated war against Germans, but no one doing

so was anti-Germanper se. Similarly, the fight against the international fuiancial
conspiracy necessitated war against Jews, but no one doing so was anti-Jewish. Ironically,
Manning invoked the need for b'tolenuiceand CO-operation,"and stated that "[iln a
properly functioning democracy we have to overcome the divisions of party politics,
religion and racial origin which have been deliberately fostered by those who seek to
enslave the people. In this c d e for human liberation there is no place for anti-

Christianity, anti-Sernitism, anti-Catholicism or anti-mything else.'*'
Louis Rosenberg had some comments about Marining's repudiation of anti-Semitism.
"Evidently the leader of the Social Credit Party in Alberta does not iike to be called an

anti-semite," he remarked, "although he has done nothing to repudiate the repeated antisemitic remarks which appear regularly in his officia1 paper Todqy and Tornorrow and the
anti-semitic statements made by the Social Credit members in the House of ~ommons."~
Moreover, "Premier Manning's repudiation is al1 very well, but is of littie use as long as
the party, its official paper; Mr. Blackmore, its official leader in the House of Commons

and many of its prominent members continue to express their belief in the Protocols of the
Elders of Zion and to attack persons merely because of their Jewish na me^."^^ Rosenberg
also pointed out how notorious Jew-baiters like Norrnan Jaques and Anthony Hlynka,
instead of being reprimanded and their statements repudiated, were supported by Social
Credit party leaders. He emphasized again that the only difference between blatant an&
Semites like ~a&s and Hlynka and "more circumspect and careful men" like Manning
and the late William Aberhart, was that the former invoked the word "Jewish" in their
fihinations about the international financial conspiracy, whereas the latter "se the same

arguments and the same phraseology but omit the word Jewish, leaving their tme meaning
to be under~tood."'~
Manning's implicit anti-Semitism was not lost on Rosenberg either. Rosenberg noted
Manning's reference to "the adherents to any religion, or the people of any race [who]

take collective action as a group to attack the principles of Christianity and democracy,"
and concluded that "the reader c m understand this quotation to mean anything he wants,

but auti-semites will certainly take it as a hint that 'a certain religion or race' is meant." In
sum, Rosenberg's assesment of Manning's repudiation was skeptical at best

"Mr.

Manning's repudiation is good insofar as it goes, but personally, 1am far fiom convinced
and I believe that the Social Credit party and its propaganda will bear carefùl watching

insofar as its attitide [sic] towards Jews is concemed.""

Rosenberg had good reason to be

skeptical. Indeed, this would not be the first tirne Manning wouid repudiate anti-Semitism

within the Social Credit rnovement, and such antidemitic propaganda would increase in
both intensity and frequency before Manning would take a dcfinitive stand.
It did not take long for Rosenberg's skepticism to be confbed. Near the end of April
1944, an article in Todny and Tomorrow reveaied that very little had changed regarding

Social Credit's stance on anti-Semitism. The article dealt with the "slimy intrigue" of evil
persons cornprising international Finance who schemed and plotted at the end of Worid

War One in order to achieve "world tyranny," and who were plotting for these same goals
during World War Two. Names and corporations associated with International Finance
were Max, Paul, and James Warburg, Kuhn, Loeb & Company, Dr Car1 Melchior, Israel
Moses Sief, Sir Felix Schuster, Baron Schroeder, Otto Kahn, Kleinworth & Company,
"and others of the same breed." For good measure, Clarence Streit and the Union Now
Movement, the Federal Reserve Bank, Political and Economic Planning, and compulsory
state insurance schemes were included as evidence of the sinister character of the 'New
M e r " whicb International Finance was foisting onto the Allied Powers as the war neared
its end." The article contained the standard accusations and the standard bogeys.
Rosenberg c d e d it a "re-bash,"and compared it to the writings of the American-based
Silver Shirts under William PeiIey: "[i]n history, in sympathies, in propaganda and its
attitude towards Jews, the Social Credit Party in Canada has show itself closely allied

with the isolationist, hdamentaüst, h g e of cranks in the middle western United States,

which were originally looked upon with amusement and contempt, but which have proved
tùemselves so dangernus since the outbreak of the war.""

A few days later, Rosenberg noted two more articles appearing in Todw und

Tomorrow which dealt with the Ontario govemment's recent anti-discrimination
legislation, as well as the anti-discrimination bill introduced into parliament by Angus
Maclnnis, CCF member for Vancouver ~ a s t . ' The
~ articles called the Ontario and federal
anti-discrimination legislation 'muzzling bills." One article remarked that the Ontario
legislation wouid now make it "illegal for a citizen of Ontario to attack any group for
preaching atheism, to expose the activities of any racial groups engaged in dimptive
activities or to denounce the mischievous and treacherous intrigues of the goup of
international gangsters who seek to destroy the British Commonwealth and democracy."
It added that "[blo'ih these measures are the thin edge of the wedge on enactments in al1
dictatorship countries having for their purpose the suppression of criticism against the
d i n g regime under savage penalties."

The other article in Today and Tomorrow pointed to the "hidden power" and "sinister
plan" behind such pieces of legislation: "[bloth measures obviously [intend] to suppress
tkedom of speech and protect its originators from exposure of something they are doing.
Who is this hidden power? And what are they atiaid of having exposed? ...Surely this

evidence of an open attack on the constitutional liberties of Canadians should amuse them
to action. Only a flood of protests ...is likely to thwart this m e r advance towards the
Slave

tat te.""

Interestingiy, this article complained that the press gave littie attention to

these dictatorial pieces of legislation, while oniy a few years earlier the press's behaviour
was that of an "hystencal outburst ...when the Alberta Legislature passed an enactment
merely requiring newspapers to publish corrections of fàlse reports dealing with
goverment policies.' In short, Todq mi Tomorrow simdtaneously compared and

contrasted the Social Credit govemment's earlier attempts to censor the Alberta press with
the Ontario and federal anti-discrimination bills, arguing that the anti-discrimination bills
suppressed fiee speech, but that the Alberta government had not done so when it
attempted to censor the Alberta press in 1937.

in response to these articles, Rosenberg sent a memorandum to national executive
director Saul Hayes and other leading Conjgess membea across Canada. He noted how
Tuday und Tomorrow had attacked both pieces of anti-discrimination legislation and
concluded that ''the official organ of the Social Credit Party in Alberta counts the privilege
of making defamatory statements against racial or religious groups an important weapon
in its arsenal, and is strongly opposed to any legislation which would curb such attacks." "
After reading Rosenberg's memorandum, general secretary Caisemüui thanked Rosenberg
for the work he was doing and made a very telling remark: "1 wish to express my
appreciation for the trouble you are taking to document the activities of the Social Credit

Party, chiefly becayse theû actions are not taken seriously in Eastern

For his

part, Saul Hayes stated that the entire matter of Social Credit should receive national
attention, and that it was gohg to be placed on the agenda for the next meeting in order
that appropriate action be taked9
That was the spring of 1944. Matters foilowed their reguiar c a m e - no officiai policy

was adopted to deal with Social Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda, and once again the
issue was allowed to recede. However, it still must not be assurned that the Social Credit
movement was not taken senously by Congress leadership. Certainly, Caiserman himself
took the Social Credit matter very seriously. During the surnmer of 1944 he referred to
the intemational banking conspiracy of the Social Credit Party as one of the more blatant

examples of race-hatred in Canada at this t h e , and emphasized how important it was for
the Joint Public Relations Commitîees of Congress to ''watch, explain and defend" against
such antitiSemiticattacks. Caisennan also made a broader statement regardhg antiSemitism in Canada: "our neighbours must be convinced of the truth that mti-semitism is

as much their problem as it is ours and that we m u t together extirpate it. The press, the
elernentary, secondary and higher educational institutions of the Dominion, the Iiterature
of the country, the politicaf parties and otganized labour must be reached and convinced
that race-hatred is the common danger of a united

anad da.'"

One c m see in Caiserman's cornrnents the first Kits of Congress's changing public
relations philosophy, one which realized that anti-defamation work focussing solely on
Jewish issues was not entirely effective. For Caiserman, it was clear that Congress's
refiitations of Social Credit's anti-Semitic allegations achieved few results and that other
mesures needed to be considered. In the shadow of the current horrors in Europe,
Congress would begin to apply the bitter lessons of the war to its own situation in Canada,
by showhg that race hatred damaged al1 of society. And for some members of Congress
at least, the Social Credit movement was viewed as the worst potential k a t to Canadian
Jewry and Canadian society.
Notwithstanding Caiseman's insight and direction, it was not until the following
autumn that another g l a ~ example
g
of Social Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda caused
Congress to refocus its attention. in this instance the co&ontation was between Social

Credit MP Norman Jaques and Reverend C.E. Silcox, director of the C d a n
Coderence of Christians and Iews (CCCJ). In May 1944, Silcox, as editor of the CCCJ's
monthiy bulletin, Fellowship, pubbshed an address which had k e n recently delivered by

Rabbi Abraham Feinberg at Holy Blossom Temple in ~oronto?' in his address, Feinberg

had spoken about the crucifixion of Christ and how various interpretations of the
crucifixion story contributed to anti-Semitism:
A surprisingly-large group of scholars regards the stigma on Jews as the alleged

murderers of Jesus to be the underlying cause of anti-lemitism. Taught in Sunday
Schools, it becomes an integral part of the sub-conscious mental inheritance and
intrudes on every judgment ... in recognition of this danger, as an obligation to truth,

and because of the need to establish a ground-work for mutual fellowship in youth first

of ail, a group of 155 Protestant ministers in the United States last year agreed to revise
the text-books now w d in Christian Sunday-Schools, in order to expunge hatred-

inciting, unauthentic and prejudiced accounts of the Jewish role in the crucifixion. A
commission to change these books is now at work. God prosper its laboa!
Feinberg then reconstnicted the story of the trial and crucifixion of Christ and noted that
"[tlhe docurnentary basis for the charge that the Jews caused the death of Jesus can be
found in only one of the four Gospels ...the Gospel of St. John, which students
universally consider the least reliable of al1 and the one written &er the longest

Feinberg's address appeared in the May 1944 edition of Fellowship without much
notice. Several months later, Norman Jaqws wrote a letter to the editor of the Edmonton

Bulletin which claimed that Reverend Silcox, the Canadian Conference of Christians and
Jews, and Fellowship were comprised of prominent Canadian "Lefüsts"and

%ternationalist.c," who had "interlocking control. Jaques misquoted Feinberg as stating:

"[wle m u t agree to expunge h m our Sunday schoois hatred-inciting, unauthentic, and
prejudiced accounts of the Crucifixion. This account is to be f o d only in the Gospel of
St. John which hidents universally consider the le-

diable of al1 the Gospels." To this

misquote, Jaques ranted: 'bb[s]othe Christian Gospels now are labelled 'uiireliable and
unauthentic' - untrue, while St. John is named as an anti-semite." Jaques alleged that
Silcox had demanded that "we m u t look to the Old, not to the New Testament for our
inspiration since ... the Gospels are unauthentic and anti-semitic." However, declared
Jaques, "ours still is a Christian nation, guided and inspired by Christian ideals." He
concluded his diatribe by alleging that Jewish persecution was an invention of "CornmuSocialists" and that the spectre of anti-Semitisrn was a "cornrnunist smoke-screen. '"'
laques's rantings did not go unnoticed, by either Reverend Silcox or the Canadian
Jewish Congress. Silcox responded to Jaques with his own published letter in the
Edmonton Bulletin. Regarding Rabbi Feinberg's address, Silcox stated: "[tlhe learned

rabbi was pleading for a revision of the attitude of many Christians towards the
responsibility of the Jewish people for the crucifixion of Jesus ...when Mr. Jaques puts in
quotes certain parts of the article, he shouid at least be fair enough to quote with
accuracy." Silcox showed the discrepancy between Feinberg's address and Jaques's
rendition. '4 leave it to the unprejudiced reader to judge how Mr. Jaques pewerts a simple
statement into a vague demand It is not primarily a question of the authenticity of the
gospels at dl!" Silcox also denied Jaques's charge that he was a "Cornmu-Socialist" and
remarked that such a tenn was clearly "a kind of pink elephant haunting [Jaques's]
fevered b r a S He concluded that "Mr. Jaques is doing exactly what he blarnes other
people for doing. He accuses them of calhg every ad-Semitic [sic] a fiiscist, and he

simply reverses the procedure and calls everybody who seems to be defending the Jews a
'communist' or a commu-socialist, to use his own beautiful and original phrasing. He
ought to brush the-cobwebsout of his own mind, if he can locate it?
The Canadian Jewish Congress observed the public exchange between Jaques and
Silcox with interest, and aithough there was correspondence between Louis Rosenberg
and other Congress membeaP5 neither he nor anyone else suggested further action.
Silcox had defended himself and Rabbi Feinberg quite forcefully, and perhaps Rosenberg

and others felt that his response was sufficient to meet Jaques's attack. It appeared that
the matter rnight have been dealt with further, since a few weeks later it was on the agenda
of the national meeting of the Joint Public Relations Committee in ~ontreal!~but
Rosenberg, Congress's Social Credit expert, was unable to attend. Thus, the topic of the
Social Credit movement was dealt with ody cursorily and was set aside until Rosenberg
could be present.87
A more direct confrontation occurred shortly thereaf€er,however, involving Congress

members and Solon Low, now leader of the national Social Credit Party. The results were
not as positive as some Congress members may have hoped, and called into question the
efficacy of openly confionthg Social Credit leaders over the issue of anti-Semitism. On

30 December 1944, H A Friedman and John Dower, both Congress membea nom
Edmonton, had a meeting with Solon Low at the legislative buildings in that city. It is not
clear how this meeting was arranged, but Friedman and Dower talked to Low for two
hours about the Social Credit movement's attitude on the "Jewish question" and showed

him s e v d issues fiom the C m d i m Social Crediter (formerly Tu&

and Tomomow)

which were of an anti-Semitic nature. The meeting appears to have gone weil. Low was

conciliatory, assuring both Friedman and Dower that he was strongly opposed to anti-

Sernitism and that anti-Semitism defuitely was not part of Social Credit party policy.
According to the Congress members, Low gave them "his personal assurance that he
wouid no longer tolerate the type of articles that we brought to his attention in the party's

paper ...that he would disavow any member of the party who indulged in hti-Sernitic
statements ...that he would ... make a public statement to the press on the question of
Anti-Sernitism, wbich he assured us we would fmd fuily ~atisfactory"~~

Friedman told Low that while such a public declaration could serve a very useful
purpose, it also could do more hann than good if Low "hedged his statement too much
and did not corne out openly and convincingly on the question." Low promised him that
"there would be no hedging and that [his] statement would be firank, open and forceful."

Friedman was hopefùl but not elated, remarking privately: "[albout al1 1 cm Say is that we
will have to wait and ~ e e . ' ' ~ ~
Soon after their meeting, Low inf'omed Friedman of an upcoming public address in

which he was going to discuss the issue of Social Credit and antidemitism: '4hope that
[the address] will have the desüed effect of removing any misunderstanding and will put

an end to these repeated accusations of anti-Semetism [sic] which have been directed
against us besides bringing our own speakers and writers into line."w

T m to his word,

on 9 Jmuary 1945 at a public address in Lethbridge, Alberta, Low made a public
statement regarding anti-Semitism and the Social Credit movement Unfominately for the

Canadian Jewish Congres, Low's statement was blatantly anti-Semitic.
Low began his speech by stathg: %me Jewish fiiends of our movement bave told me
that we are king identined with anti-Semitism because of our persistent and outspoken

exposures of a gmup of international financiers and world plotters who are engaged in a
criminal conspiracy to destroy democracy and Christianity and to enslave mankind to their
de." By constnllng his meeting with Friedman and Dower in these tems. Low set the
stage for a vicious anti-Semitic charge under the guise of a full denial of anti-Semitism.
"Some of these men happen to be of Jewish racial origin, and to be more specific, of
German-Jewish origh," stated Low. Yet he insisted that the international financiers and
world plotten were not exclusively Jewish, and aithough many were, this was no reason
to condernn the Jewish people as a whole. Accordingly, he was going to make it clear to
everyone, including Jews, the stance of the Canadian Social Credit movement on the
matter of anti-Semitism:
We very definitely are not anti-Semitic or anti any race or religion ...The only times
when the Canadian Social Credit movement can possibly be brought into conflict with

any racial or religious group would be if those comprishg such a group conspired
together as a group in an organized attack on democracy and Chnstianity. 1 am sure
that our fellow Canadians of Jewish origi.recognize that a tmly democratic and

Christian society ...alone will give them the social objectives they seek as Uidividuals
in common with dl Canadians ... it is fantastic for anybody to suggest that as Social
Crediters we are anti-demitic. I will go m e r and point out to our fellow Canadians
of Jewish ongin that actually the Social Credit movement is the most powerful
influence in the country working for their emancipation?'
Low ab0 expiained why anti-Semitisrn was "sweeping" England, Australia, New

Zealand and the United States, not to mention Canada (Germany, interestingly, was not

mentioned.) His explanation served only to publicly reinforce Social Credit' s anti-Semitic
philosophy: "[olur Jewish niends should recognize that the cause of the growing antiSemitism ...is not due to propaganda alone ... anti-Semitism is spreading, because people
canot fail to observe that a disproportionate number of Jews occupy positions of control
in international finance, in revolutionary activities, and in sorne propaganda institutions,
the cornmon policy of which is the centralization of power and the perversion of religious

and cultural ideais. This gives people the impression that therefore there must be a Jewish
conspiracy to gain world contr01."~~
Low also invoked the "good Jew-bad Jew" argument. He declared there was only one
way in which Jews could put an end to anti-Semitism, which was by "denouncing the
arch-crimînals who are engaged in the world conspiracy against human fieedom, be they
Gentile or lew, and, through their powerful organization,join in the growing battle against
international finance, and the world plotten." He promised he would ensure that other
Social Credit spokesmen and writers for the Canadian Social Crediter faithfully reflected
the views he had just expressed, and that "they do not say or prht anythllig which cm
properly be interpkted as an attack on the Jewish people." Low concluded that Social
Credit's comection with anti-Semitism was now a closed issue: "[nlow that 1have made
our stand clear on this question, 1 hope that we shall hear no more nonsense about Social
Crediters being anti-Semitic. This is, of course, too much to expect fiom our vociferous
communists who are always ready to denounce anybody opposed to their totalitarian
doctrine as king fascists, and anybody opposed to their allies, international h c e , as

king anti-Semitic. But this d e h i t e mongering in blatant falsehoods does not deceive
anybody."93

Low's address had made a mockery out of his meeting with Friedman and Dower, and
was the absolute antithesis of what the Congress members had hoped for. One wonders

what the two men thought when they first read Low's statement. Undoubtedly it was a
great disappointment. Although they could have assumed Low had not dealt with them in
good faith, and had responded maliciously to their meeting with him, a closer examination
of Low's statements offers an altemate interpretation. It is possible that Low responded to
Friedman and Dower as "good Jews," while never abandonhg his ideas about the several
"bad Jews" who comprised International Finance and the World Plottea. Thus, it was
possible for Low to relate positively to some Jews on a personal level, while still
exhorting them to denounce their fellow "bad Jews." This raises the fancifûl question of
what Low would have done had an "International Financier and World Plotter" called on

him at the legislative buildings.
in any event, Congress members were rmimpressed with Low's address. "There is no
retraction there," stated S. Hart Green of Winnipeg, "and it is a fine example of our
objections causing re-iteration and M e r publicity." He added that because Social Credit
doctrines were based on anti-Semitism and the world Jewish financial conspiracy, Wo do
away with these doctrines you have to do away with the Social Credit ~ a r t y . ' ' Edmonton
~
Congress member MJ. Lieberman expressed how "tem%ly disappointed" he was upon
readhg Low's statement and, presumably in reference to Solon Low or even the Social
Credit movement, ~emarkedthat "[a] leopard does not change his spots easily."s

L-M. Fradkin of Calgary told Rosenberg that he too was "temiLy disappointed" at
Low's statement Interestingly, Fradkin implied that Congress's Western Division had not

been manhous in its approach to the Social Credit problem, and t&atan earlier meeting

of the Western Division's Joint Public Relations Committee had decided against such
opedy confrontational methods. Yet Friedman and Dower had gone ahead and
approached Low, con-

to what had been agreed on among the rest of the Cornmittee

rnernber~.~~
It was clear that Fradkin wanted to distance himself from Friedman's and
Dower's actions: "1 want to emphasise that 1 had nothing at al1 to do with this interview
and same took place without my knowledge or ~onsent."~'

Thus, it is not clear what exactly was the public relations policy of the Western
Division of Congress. However, Fradkin's comments imply two things: first, that the two
Edmonton Congress members had acted independently from other Westem Division
members, and especially Alberta members; and second, that Louis Rosenberg was the

person to whom Congress members answered regardhg the Social Credit problem. With
respect to the Edmonton members' unapproved meeting with Low, Fradkin added: "1 do
not think it is necessary at the present t h e to reprirnand or take this matter up with the
Edmonton [Joint Public Relations] C o d t t e e , but 1 shall be glad to have your reaction
and hear fiom yo~.'"8 in short, Friedman and Dower had acted unilaterally, and their
actions did not go unnoticed by other Western Division Congress members, including
Rosenberg. Most importantly, however, this incident shows that there was no coherent,

unanimous public relations policy towards the Social Credit problem, and statements such
as Low's caused many Congress rnembers to be hesitant about adopting a more
confkontational approach.

Shortly thereafter, Rosenberg wrote a confidentid manorandum on the Social Credit
movement which stated that antitiSemiticstatements in the litexrature and speeches of the

Social Credit movement were not the opinions of irrespomcb1e individual members;
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rather, they fonned "an integral part of the basic 'philosophy?' and policy of the Social
Credit movement." Rosenberg conceded that the Social Credit Party was not the only
political party containhg rnembers who made anti-Semitic attacks, and that other parties
in Great Bntain, Canada, and the United States had their share of anti-Semitic rnembers.

However, while leaders of these other parties either repudiated, censure& or ignored their

irresponsible rnembers, the Sociai Credit Party was in a league of its own. The Ieuders of

the Social Credit Party were the anti-Semites; therefore, '?he anti-semitic propaganda of
the Social Credit Party in Canada can no longer be considered as the mouthing of a
'lunatic fringe.'" Rosenberg thus concluded:

For the first time in the history of any English speaking country, we have a provincial
govemment in power in a British Dominion, which lends its prestige and facilities to
the distribution of anti-semitic literature similar to that previously distributed by the
Fichte Bunde in Nazi Germany and the Gerald K. Smiths, Winrods, [and] Coughlins in
the United States. The official statement issued by Mr. Solon Low and published in

the Canadim,Social Crediter, the official organ of the Sociai Credit movernent in

Canada, reveals the policy and tactics of the Social Credit movement in their true light.
It pretends to be a repudiation of anti-semitism. in fact it dots the

and crosses the

of much of the anti-semitic propaganda distributed by Nazi propaganda agencies, and
gives this propaganda the officia1 backing and prestige of a political Party in power in a

Canadian province.w
Rosenberg had provided an accumte assessrnent of Social Credit's anti-Semitic

propaganda. In his opinion, it was t h e to take the matter of the Social Credit movement

more seriously. Yet once again, no concerted public relations policy was agreed upon.
Indeed, when general secretary Caisennan received Rosenberg's memorandurn, he agreed
fully with Rosenberg's assessment. 'Tt shows without a doubt," stated Caiseman, "the
veriEcation of your thesis that the Social Credit Movement is anti-Semitic." Yet he
added: "[ilt will be interesting to learn the opinion of the Joint Public Relations
Committee as to what rneasures shodd be taken fany [italics added]."lo0 In fact, the
matter of Social Credit's anti-Semitism was raised at the Joint Public Relations
Committee meeting in Toronto in January 1945;1°' it was raised again at the Joint Public
Relations Committee meeting in Montreal in ~ a r c h'O2; and the Dominion Council's
Eastern Division meeting in February also discussed the "problem of the Social Credit

Party and its purported anti-Semitic tendencies."lo3 Yet there is no evidence that a
concerted public relations policy was agreed upon.
Once again, the Canadian Jewish Congress appeared unable or unwilling to confiont
Social Credit's anü-Semitic propaganda. Yet it must be acknowledged that Congress was

working hard through its Joint Public Relations Comrnittee to engage in anti-defamation
work, much of which was directed at quelling the Social Crecüt menace, albeit through
traditional public relations methods. IfdUect confrontation was not the preferred tactic, it

did not mean that Congress was doing nothiog about Social Credit's propaganda. For
example, in the spring of 1945, before the end of the war, the National Joint Public
Relations Cornmittee distributed 15,000 copies of an article which had appeared in the
January edition of The Americun ~ e r c w y . 'The
~ article, "Mernorandun on AntiSemitism," by Philip Wylie, was an eloquent piece on the ignorance and illogic of anti-

Semitism. Written for a popular audience, it showed the ludimusness of the international

Jewish conspiracy theory by quoting figures that proved Jews did not, in fact, control '%he

banks, Wall Street, the newspapers, the movies, the theatre, radio, and so on." It also
discussed the myriad contributions of American Jews, who compnsed Allied soldiers,
pets, writers, dramatists, joumalists, radio and movie stars, musicians, philanthropists,
and scienti~ts.'~~
The Joint Public Relations Cornmittee distributed copies of the article
"particularly in Alberta where Social Credit propaganda against the Jews is reported to be
making some headway." 'O6

in late summer of 1945, Congress leaders also circuiated a memorandum regarding
postwar public relations problems. The memorandum discussed whether the end of the

war had changed the problem of anti-Sernitism in Canada in any way, and whether new
methods of dealing with anti-Semitism in the reconversion and rehabilitation period were
being discovered. With respect to organized anti-Semitism in Canada, and specifically the
Social Credit movement, the memo stated: "[wlhat is the position of organized antisemitism in Canada today? ...The Social Credit party in Canada has an anti-sernitic plank.
It is our duty to determine on a rnethod how to discredit it. How? ... By systematic
publicity by our press office ... By Radio publicity ... By M e r distribution of proper
literature ... By M e r negotiations with the representatives of the members of the Alberta
Legislature of all political parties."'o7 This was the rnost definitive stand Congress had
taken thus f a ,to create an effective public relations policy. It was a harbinger of things to
corne. The end of the war brought a fealization of the near destruction of European kwry,
and d e r 1945 Congress worked towards adophg a more activist public relations

approach, especially regarding the Socid Credit problem. Yet it was a difficult challenge:

in the immediate postwar period, ah-Semitism in Social Credit propaganda continued to

increase?not decrease. Notwithstanding Congress's efforts, it would still be over two
years before the anti-Semitism would be eliminated-

Nonetheless, by the autumn of 1945 it was clear that Congress was adopting a stronger
position towards antidemitisrn in Canada generally and was evolving a public relations
philosophy to reflect this changing attitude. A report of the Committee on Social and
Econornic Studies of the Canadian Jewish Congress in October 1945 discussed the
possibility of public relations studies which would help combat anti-Semitism. Following
the lead of similar studies conducted by the Amencan Jewish Congress, the Cornmittee on

Social and Economic Studies posed the following questions as parameters: "[ulnder what
conditions is anti-sernitisrn a more or less harmless individuai prejudice and when does it
Iead to organized group action? (This is indeed one of the crucial problems of political
anti-semitism in Canada[,] a solution to which is necessary for the spotting of potential
danger points and for determinhg the means for counter-action[)] ... How c m the
democratic forces within the Jewish and non-Jewish community be liberated and
mobilized efficiently, not merely for the purposes of a negative 'defense' against antisemitirni, but for a productive positive relation of cooperative living?"lo8
These were important questions which the Canadian Jewish Congress was forced to
consider in the following years as it graâually shifted the focus of its public relations
philosophy. Yet adophg a stronger approach was f i c u l t , especially with respect to the
Social Credit problem, which defied an easy solution. The Social Credit Goliath was a
slippery foe, and the years before Premier Manning's "Purge of '48" would bring their

share of fhstrating battles between Congress and the Social Credit movement.

'
'

See Chapter Three for a discussion of the organization and re-organization of the Canadian Jewish
Congress in 1919 and 1934.
An e m p l e of Arcand's anti-Semitism is wihiessed in the following incident: in 1938, an unnamed
member of the Canadian Jewish Congress infiltrated a National Unity Party meeting at Saint Thomas
Aquhas Church Hall in Montreal. He reported that Arcand was organizing a 900-signatured petition to the
Canadian govement requesting that four hundred Jewish refbgees who had recently anivecf at the Port of
Montreal be returned to the coutries h m which they came. At the meeting, Arcand declared that "as soon
as his party assumes power he will enforce his own laws and these will see to it that al1 fortunes accumulated
by Jewish thieves will remain [in Quebec]." He added that the Jews would be forced to remain in Quebec to
receive their "just punishment," and he would "send his fiiends, Rabbi Hany J. Stem, A.J. Freiman and
H.M.Caiserman and others, to Bordeaux to cut stones." The Congress member noted that the anti-Semitic
booklet The Key to the Mstery was distributed at the meeting f k e of charge. This booklet was a
compilation of anti-Srnitic texts and had k e n edited by one of the leading members of Arcand's National
Social Christian Party. Lita-Rose Betcherman describes it as "undoubtedly the most vicious defàmation of
the Jewish people ever pubiished in Canadaw The Key to the Mystery was also distributed at Social Credit
Party meetings and was available through the Social Credit Board, the propaganda arm of the Alberta Social
Credit govement. Lita-Rose Betcherman, The Swastika and the Made Leaf: Fascist Movements in
Canada in the Thhties (Toronto: Fitzhenry & Whiteside, 1975),9 1;memo, 25 ApRl 1938 (CJCNA, ZA
t 938, Box 2, File 28).
Congress's efforts were largely unsuccessll, despite consistent lobbying throughout the war. See Irving
Abelia and Harold Troper, None is Too Maw: Canada and the Jews of Euro~e.1933- 1948 (Toronto:
Lester Publishing, 1991).
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an international union of the western dernomcies in order to halt the automtic ambitions of Hitler and
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'O Western Prohcer, 30 Januaiy 1941.
"In bis rebuttal to Jaques's accusations that world hance was controlled by "German Jewish international
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Hugh McCollum, Author William Weintraub States that "[o]dy a few fnends kaew thaî Watt Hugh
McCoUum was the pen name (said quickiy it's 'Whaî you m'call'em') of Lwir Rosmberg, Dtatntician of the
Canadian Jewish Congres. Rosenberg did not wmt hU employers to how mat he was moonlighting for
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Woodsworth House, à left-leaning publisher." Yet it is debatable whether Rosenberg's pen name was such a
secret, given that he used it for his Congress work. in later Congress cornpondence Rosenberg stated: "1
am, as a d e , not a believer in writing letters to the Editor, and t have therefore signed it with a pen narne."
It is more Iikely that Rosenberg was skeptical that a public conhntation over antkernitim initiated by a
Jew would produce positive results. Letter, McCollum (Rosenberg] to the editor, Western Pradtccer, 18
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is not clear lrom the sources exactly who was supposed to meet with Aberhart. Even after Rabbi Frank
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The relationship between the Social Credit movement and the Csnadian Jewish
Congress worsened in the early postwar period, largely because Social Credit's antiSemitic propaganda, instead of decreasing, in fact increased. From 1945 to early 1947,
the Canadian Jewish Congress responded to this worsening situation by trying to confiont
the Social Credit problem more directly. However, it stiil devoted much of its energy to

haditional public relations methods; Louis Rosenberg, for example, continued to monitor
Social Credit's propaganda while he and Other Congress leaders exchanged numerous
mernoranda. Yet Congress wrrs shifkg the focus of its public relations philosophy. Its

leaders began to opedy confront Social Credit leaders in a series of incidents brought
about by the latter's propaganda efforts. Congress's more forthright approach stemmed
fiom a realhtion that only more aggressive measures would end its nurnber one public
relations problern. Yet despite Congress's increased assertiveness, its efforts were met
with a continuation, and even increase in Social Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda.

During the early postwar period, Congress's greatest nemesis in the Social Credit
movement was member of parliament Norman Jaques, who had become heavüy involved
with Geraid L.K.Smith, the "dean of Amerîcan anti-semites."' The connection between
Jaques and Smith was first revealed in the spring of 1946, when Jaques was invited to be

the main speaker at a meeting of the Christian Veterans Intelligence Bureau, a group
which had close associations with Smith's Christian ~ationalists?

h a q 3 one of
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Smith's employees, arranged a meeting of the Christian Veterans in Detroit and asked
Jaques to be the principal speaker? In an open letter promoting the upcoming meeting in
Detroif Asman wrote: "we are brlliging to the City of Detroit one of Canada's
outstanding antiCommrmist leaders

...the Honorable Norman Jaqws, M.P., who ...was

one of the members of Parliament responsible for helping to bring about the apprehension

of Russian spies and other enemies of Christianity operating Ui Canada. He is a foe of
Internationalism, al1 forms of Bolshevism, and is familiar with intemationalkt intrigue as
it involves the international bankers and the corrupt money system the world around ...
We veterans who believe in Christianity and hate atheistic Cornmunimi consider it a high
honor to be able to present this disthguished state~man."~

On 25 April 1946, the Canadian Social Crediter proudly announced that "Norman
Jques, M.P.for Wetaskiwin, is probably the f b t Social Crediter in Canada to receive an
invitation from a prominent United States Society to address them in body, with al1
expenses paid and a 'substantial honorarium' added." Iaques spoke at the meeting of the

Christian Veterans Intelligence Bureau on 17 May 1946, and also at a rally of Smith's
Christian Nationalists in St Louis. Upon rehirning home, Jaques remarked: "[a] few
weeks ago it was my privilege and pleasure to address a meeting in Detroit organized by
the Christian Veterans. On that occasion 1met, for the first t h e , Mr. Gerald K. Smith ...

Since then I have taken the opportunity to read many of their publications including
twelve issues of their paper The Cross and the FIng and 1 wish to say that I am in
sympathy with the ideas expressed therein."' Given that Smith and the Christian
Nationalists were part of the "radical right" in the United States, Jaques's admiration did

not reflect well on either himself or the Social Credit movement. However, at the t h e
there was little public or political reaction to his connections with Smith.
Indeed, the only notable reaction to Jaques's activities in the United States came fiom
the Canadian Jewish press. The Canadian Jewish WeeMy called Jaques and Smith

"partners in hate," and discussed at length Jaques's concurrence with Smith's
"discreditable" views:
Jaques is not an isolated phenornenon. He is part of a group of men, holding high
office, the ruling body in the province of Alberta, the representative of the Alberta
people in Ottawa that calculatingly employs anti-Sernitism to M e r its rise to power,
just as Hitler did in Germany and just as Smith is doing in the United States today

...

No honest, sensible Canadian can blink his eyes to the sinister threat which the Social
Credit movement, acting through mch men as Norman Jaques, has becorne. Its
ascendancy parallels that of the Nazis in many respects. It began as a democratic par&,
pledged to bring security and prosperity to the people of Alberta. The pledges have
k e n forgotten ...it has resorted to unsc~pulousracial slanders and falsehoods to

increase membership and influence ...Like Hitler [Social Credit leaders] seek to climb
the ladder to power by playing off the people, by dividing and seducing them into civil
disruption and racial confiict. Thus would the enemies of democracy, disguised as its
champions, go into power through a side-door.'
It was clear that the h o m of World War Two had Bected Canadian Jewry's response to

anti-Semitism, at least within the Jewish press. The C d i m Jewish WeeRly, a widely-

read paper in Jewkh circles, was making a strong statement: in the post-HoIocaUSt,

poshNar penod, there would be little tolerance for Nazi-like rhetoric and behaviour.
Clearly, the paper had no compunction about engaging in a polemical attack against a
government and party which it deemed inimicd to the welfare of Canadian Jewry.
For its ;>art,the Canadian Jewish Congress was more cucumspect. Rosenberg was
Mly aware of Jaques's activities in the United States, and had been comsponding with
the American Jewish Cornmittee on the matter? For the tirne king, however, Congress
refrained from making any direct response. Indeed, although the issue of Social Credit's
anti-Semitism was discussed at a meeting of the National Joint Public Relations
Cornmittee in May 1946, a leading Congress member suggested that 'hothing be put in
the minutes or in writing to anybody about the discussions ... These matters have a habit
of getting about and if anything is to be done it must be known to very few."" It appears
that there were plans to confront Social Credit's activities, but publicly denouncing Jaques
or the Social Credit movement was not considered at that t h e .
Yet Congress was not passive toward the Social Credit problem or to anti-Semitism in
general. In the summer of 1946 Rosenberg subrnitted a report to Congress's headquarters
which exarnined the 1945 federal election results to d e t e d e the extent and prevalence
of anti-Semitic prejudice in

anad da." Rosenberg argued that such a study was important

because the Social Credit Party made anti-Semitic prejudice and propaganda an integral

part of its programme, and members of this party were king elected to the House of
Commons. Thus, he hoped that by determinhg the extent of support for the national
Social Credit Party,he would be able to ascertain the extent of anti-Semitism in Canada as
expressed through the electoral process. Rosenberg's method, of course, neglected the

more cornplicated possibility that those who voted Social Credit did not necessarily

support Sociai Credit's anti-Semitic philosophy. Whether Social Credit supporters voted
for Social Credit politicians b e c m e or in spite of the Party's anti-Semitism was not an
easy question to answer, and it was not one that Rosenberg ever fully addressed.
However, Rosenberg's study was not without value. By detemiining the levels of

support for Social Credit, he was at least able to isolate that bloc of voting Canadians who
supported Social Credit and veriQ whether they agreed with Social Credit's anti-Semitic
philosophy. He analysed the votes cast in the 1945 federal election by summarizing the
population of every federal constituency in Canada, the total number of votes polled, and

the number of votes polled for the Social Credit party.12 For each constituency in which a
Social Credit candidate was norninated, he tabulated similar information about that
polling district.

The resdts of the report showed that in the 1945 federal election, out of a total of 904
candidates nominated in 245 constituencies across Canada, eighty-seven candidates were
nominated by the Sociai Credit party.13 Social Credit candidates were nominated nationwide: seventeen candidates out of a total of seventeen constituencies in Alberta; three out
of sixteen in British Columbia, nine out of twenty-one in Saskatchewan, eight out of
seventeen in Manitoba, six out of eighty-two in Ontario, forty-three out of sixty-five in
Quebec, and one out of ten in New Brunswick. Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, and
the Yukon did not nominate any Social Creciit candidates. Yet of the 245 constituencies

in Canada, only thirteen constituencieselected a Social Credit member to Parliament, all
in Al-

In short, every coastituency in Alberta nomioated a Social Credit candidate,

and only four co@tuencies did aot elect a Social Credit member.14

Rosenberg noted that out of a total of 4,l S O , Z 1 votes polled in the 1945 election, only

2 14'43 1 votes were polled for Social Credit candidates. This was 4.16 percent of the
Dominion-wide vote. Rosenberg rightly concluded that "only a very small proportion of
Canadian electors voted for Social Credit ...candidates, and a still smaller proportion of
such candidates were elected to Parliament." Yet he cautioned that a party which
preached prejudice and intolerance posed a greater danger to Canadian unity and
democracy than its small numbea implied. Although proportionately small at the national
level, Social Credit supporters had considerable strength in Alberta, where 35.88 percent
of al1 voters had cast their ballots for Social Credit candidates.15
This was not an insignificant percentage, stated Rosenberg, and he inferred that those
voters who supported Social Credit candidates had "aliowed thernselves to be infiuenced
by propagandists of prejudice and intolerance to such an extent as to vote for candidates
pledged to their policies."'6 He argued that Congress could no longer look upon the
prejudice of the Social Credit movement as the irresponsible ranting of a "lunatic fringe,"
or assume that such prejudice would not win the support of the average voter. The Social
Credit movement had been able to elect tbirteen mernbers to the Houe of Commons
"where they are a u e to make use of the prestige, privileges and immunity and the forum
which parliament &or& them, to inject the poison of prejudice and racial and religious

hatred hto the strearn of Canadian Me." Clearly, the example of the fate of the Weimar
Republic was still nesh in Rosenberg's min& and he was adamantly opposed to a
demodcdy-elected party with an anti-Semitic agenda gaining power in the House of
Commons: "events since 1933 have raised considerable doubt conceming the wisdom of
such comp1acency."" Rosenberg distnauted bis report among leading Congress

members, and although it served as a useful educationai tool, Congress confined it to
intemal channels and did not use it in its public relations work against Social Credit.
Perhaps this was not injudicious, for it was (and remains) difficult to prove that electors
voted for Social Credit because of the niovement's antidemitic philosophy.

Other events in the imrnediate post-war period forced Congress to respond more
actively to an inflarned anti-Semitism within the Social Credit movement. In 1946,
Congress was faced with the Gouzenko affair, which resulted in the arrea and conviction
of Fred Rose, Congress member and Labour-Progressive b@ for Montreal-Cartier. The
story of Igor Gouzenko, a cipher clerk at the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa, who defected in
September 1945 by exposing secret documents which revealed the existence of several
spy rings in canada,18 is a well-known part of Cold War history. What is of interest here

is the reaction of the Social Credit movement to the Gouzenko spy trials, and to the fact
that, in this case at least, it was able to prove there was a comection between Jews and

Communists. and more specifically, Jews and Communist spies.
Although Gowenko revealed evidence of espionage within the Soviet Embassy in
Ottawa in September 1945, it was not until the foiIovukg February that the story was
publicized. At that tirne, Prime Minister Mackenzie King quickly appointed Supreme
Court Justices Robert Taschereau and RL. Kellock to inquire h t o Gouzenko's story and
take testimony fiom him and others who had been i~n~licated.'~
The Royal Commission
to Investigate the Facts Relathg to and the Circmstances Surrounding the
Communication, by Pubiic Officials and m e r Persans in Positions of Trust of Secret and
Confidentid information to Agents of a Foreign Power (the Kellock-Taschereau

Commission), submitted its f i a l report in July 1946. Trials took place throughout 1946
and one in 1949.

Many scholars have argued that the sensational spy trials galvanized a Cold War
mentality that was already in the making.''

As David Bercuson notes, the Gouzenko

f i a i r "Was dramatic evidence that al1 was not well with the wartime alliance and the
USSR and the West might not, after dl, share common interests on matten of pst-war
peace and security ...The Gowenko defection did not ...push Canada completely into the
Cold War, but it was the fmt deflliite shove in that direction.'"'

Yet the actual nurnber of

Canadians arrested and convicted was not large. The Royal Commission narned thirty-six
people in its Report and stated that twenty-one of them had k e n engaged in disclosing
secret information to the Soviet Embassy, or were aware of its disclosure. Of the twentyone, charges were laid against nineteen, the other two having disappeared before they
could be detained. Eighteen Canadians were evennially charged with conspiracy or
offences under the Canadian Official Secrets Act, while Alan N u May was tried in the
United Kingdom. Arnong the eighteen Canadians, eight were convicted and had their
convictions sustained; two were discharged on grounds of insufficient evidence; and eight
were a ~ ~ u i t t e d . ~ ~

The two Canadians most heavily implicated in the Gouzenko affaîr were Sam Carr,
organizing semtary of the Labour-Progressive Party, and Fred Rose, Labour-Progressive

MP for Montreal-Cartier who had been elected in a federal by-election in 1943. Rose and
C m ,both Jews, were exposed as senior liaison agents to Colonel Grant Zabotin, the
Soviet military attaché in Ottawa and director of the espionage operation? Rose and C m

had acted as recruitem and transmitters of information - finding recruits, handing them

their tasks, and carrying their information to Zabotin or his officerd4 Rose was sentenced
to six years impnsonment for conspiracy, and Cam, who had escaped to the United States,
was apprehended in 1949 and also sentenced to six years.25
in its final report presented in Iuly 1946, the Royal Commission offered possible
reasons why those persons arrested had become involved in espionage against Canada.
Jack Granatstein and David Stafford summarize those reasons: "[a] few, the
commissioners observed, were interested in the srnall surns the Soviets paid hem; more
were ideologically committed Communists who owed their first allegiance to the Party;

still othen were Jews, appalled by North Amencan anti8emitism and somehow fooling
themselves into believing that the USSR, which had played so great a role in destroying

Nazisrn, must be different; one or two were of Russian origin; and one or two were simply
lonely people who had joined Communist study groups in the hopes of meeting fnends
and had been drawn into espionage almost without knowing why or how it had
happened."26 The Commission also reported that sorne Jews in Canada had become
involved in espionage because of the threat of anti-Semitism in North Arnerica: "[tlhe
evidence More u s strongly suggests that anti-semitism and the naturai reaction of persons
of Jewish origin to racial discrimination, was one of the factors played upon by the
Communist recruiting agents. It is significant that a number of the documents from the
Russian Embassy specificdy note 'Jew' or 'Jewess' in entries on their relevant Canadian
agents or prospective agents, showing that the Russian Fifth Column leaders attached

particular Bpnincance to this mat te^''^'

The Canadm Social Crediter had foliowed the Gouzenko &air since the story broke
in February 1946. In previous months, the party organ had made repeated references to

the spy trials and to the possible religio-ethnic origin of those implicated;28however, by
the autumn of 1946, the floodgates had been opened and Canadian Social Crediler
headlines read "Cornmunists Use Jews as Spy Stooges." The party organ stated that of the
twenty-four key persons accused of espionage in Canada, no fewer than nineteen were
~ews?' It used the Royal Commission's remarks about Jews, anti-Semitism, and
espionage to argue that Jews were not oniy the playthings of Communist ûaitors, but
hopelessly enmeshed with the Comrnunists: "[tlhe Communists, using fear as a weapon,
worked their point admirably, by seeing to it that Cornmunist papea 'sympathized' with
the Jews and that Communist heads were appointed to positions in Ieading Jewish
organizations and, more particularly, with certain soîdled Jewish publishing firms. The
average Jewish citizen, who accepts anyihing blindly once it is offered to ùim in the name

of protection, fell s u ~ k e r ! ' ~in~other words, the Canadian Social Crediter argued that
unwitting Jews were duped by Cornrnunist spies who used the spectre of anti-Semitirni in

North Arnerica as a weapon to force them io provide information to the USSR. It is
questionable whether those Jews involved in espionage were any more 'Zinwitting" than
their non-Jewish counterparts, but the party organ intended to expose them as Jews and
emphasize that the only comrnunist member of parliament was both a Jew and a spy.

In the same issue, the Ccmcldian Social Credifersuggested that the best way to combat
anti-Semitisrn would be for Jews to silence the Communist leaders themselves, who were
part of "Canada's spy ring.'' However, if Jews preferred Rusma to North America, "they
should have the decency to ieave for it, without staying here haninguing those who do try
to build a better democracy." Yet the papa was skeptical that Jews would heed its

message: "[tlhis will di fdon deafears, as f a as Jewish leaders are concemed. But it
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may awaken some semblance of thought in the minds of Jewish readers of this paper (few
though they are) who, after ail, are the ones who pay in suffering and heartache for their
blind m.'""
Two points m u t be noted. F h t , it is m e that during the intenvar period many Jews
became involved with lefi-wing groups such as the Socialist Party of Canada, the Social
Dernomtic Party, the Communist Party of Canada, and the Co-operative Commonwealth
However, among ethnic groups in Canada, the Finns and Ukrainians
Federation (ccF)?~
were the most highly-represented within the Socialist and Communist ~ a r t i e s ? ~

Regarding Jewish membership in the Communist Party, Ema Paris notes that "[iln the
1930s and 1940s, when the fascist threat loorned ominously both inside and outside

Canada, Jews grew deeply attached to the Cornrnunist Party's official United Front against
fascisrn. Jewish membership in the Party grew substantially during this penod, but it
never represented more than a hction of the Jewish population."
Secondly, the prirnarily Jewish voters of Montreai-Cartier considered themselves to
have been betrayed by Fred Rose. They were not happy to be represented in Parliament
by a convicted spy? As a resdt of Rose's actions, "[tlhe support lost in Cartier was
Jewish support and it never retuned to the [Comrnuoist] ~arty.''~ Thus, the Canadian
Social Crediter may have been correct that some Jews were now "paying in suffering and

heartache for their.blind trust," but they were paying no more than other Canadians who

had supported Rose. More significantly, the Canadm Social Credîter had idated the
evidence of the Gouzenko &air

to mammoth proportions. Now that it had concrete

evidence of a connection between Jews and Comrnunists, it was dl too eager to use this
evidence to support its conviction that al2 Jews were Communists

The Canadian kwish Congress was painfully aware of Social Credit's response to the
Gowenko flair. It had been observing the Canadian Social Crediter's coverage of the
spy trials, and was in the very uncornfortable position of being unable to refùte charges of

connections between Jews, communists, and spies. Yet Louis Rosenberg attempted to
refute some of the party organ's allegations. Specifically, he took exception to the paper's
calculation of the number of Jews involved in the Gouzenko flair. M e r comparing the
number of Jews quoted by the Canadiun Social Crediter with those provided by the Royal
Commission Report, Rosenberg came to the following conclusions. The Canadian Social
Crediter had stated that out of twenty-four persons accused of espionage, no less than
nineteen were Jews. Rosenberg maintained that twenty-eight persons in total were named

in the Royal Commission Report, of whom thirteen were of Jewish ongin? However,
Rosenberg was also incorrect; the Royal Commission named thuty-six in its report."
Based on his own calculations, Rosenberg divided those persons named in the Report
into four groups: those who were deemed to be agents; those who were mentioned as
suspected of activities but against whom no action was taken; those who were implicated

in the false passport

and those who were mentioned briefly as intermediaries.

According to Rosenberg, there were seven Jews in the nrst group: agents Samuel Sol
Burman, Sam C m , Harold Samuel Gerson, Israel Halperin, Freda Linton, Fred Rose, and

David Shugar. In the second group, two Jews were nispected of activities: Jack Isadore
Gottheil and Arthur Steinberg. In the third group, two Jews were involved in the false

passport case: Henry Harris and John Soboloff. In the fourth group, two Jews were
narned briefly as intermediaries: Germina Rabinovitch and an imidentined espionage

assistant named "W."Thus, Rosenberg counted thirteen Jews who had been implicated

in the Gowenko affair." in effect, he was attempting to show that thirteen out of twentyeight persons (or 46.4 percent) were Jewish. The Conadian Social Crediter calculated
that 79.2 percent were ~ewish."
Yet because the Royal Commission had named thirty-six in its Report and did not state
how many of those were Jews, both figures were inaccurate, and it was clear that each side
had manipulated the figures in the Report to suit its purposes. Rosenberg's intention was
to show that there were far fewer Jews implicated than alleged by the Canadian Social
Crediter, while the latter was determined to show that nearly al1 those implicated were
Jewish. Yet it was unlikely that even a proper calculation would have persuaded the
Canadian Social Crediter to abandon its propaganda on Jews and espionage.

In the end, the Canadian Jewish Congress did not publicize Rosenberg's hndings.
Thus, the Canadam Social Crediter had f k e rein to spread its propaganda about Jewish
involvement in the Gouzenko affair. Clearly, it would have been ciifficuit for Congress to
confront the Sociai Credit movement over this issue. The fact that some Jews were guilty
of espionage did not facilitate Congress's attempts to combat defamation against

Canadian lewry. Indeed, Congress was well aware that confionthg Social Credit's an&
Semitic propaganda by publicizing it could easily result in the spread of greater antiSemitism. This appeared especidy true when it came to opposing the movement's
hterpretation of the spy trials, în which the party organ flaunted the c o ~ e c t i o nbetween
Jews, Communists, and espionage.
Nonetheless, Congress attempted to adopt a more effective public relations approach
which would diminish the extent of Social Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda At a
National Joint Public Relations Commîttee meeting in Montreal in early December 1946,

the topic of "subversive movements" was addressed, which included the Social Credit
movement?' National executive director Sad Hayes reported on the anti-Sernitic

manifestations in Canada and possible ways to counteract anti-Semitic propaganda A
variety of actions were considered, including getting the p s t office to bar the distribution
of anti-Semitic publications and specifically Social Credit propaganda42
Another incident occurred about the same time which compelled Congress to translate
its public relations considerations into more effective action. The French-language Social
Credit paper, Vers Demain, had recently published the Protocols of the L e m e d Elders of
Zion in serial forni."

In addition, the Canadian Social Crediter had published articles

which quoted fiom the Protocoh, the most recent on 5 December 1946 which stated: "the
scrambles of what appear to be the major contestants for the prize of world control cloak
the machinations of a concealed aspirant: the International Jew. His technique is, through
money power and propaganda to dissolve al1 national institutions, and at the same tirne to
build up his own international organisations of control.'"
Congress was detennined to end Social Credit's use of the Protocols. It was indirectly
assisted in its efforts by the SasRauun Star-Phoenix, whose exposé of Social Credit's
publication of the Protocols shed light on the antidemitic nature of the Social Credit
movement. On 6 December 1946, the Saskatoon Star-Phoenir published an editorial
entitied "Home-Baked Fascism," which exposed the publication of the Protocols by the
Quebec wing of the Social Credit Party, the anti-Semitism of Norman Jaques, the antiSemitic bias in Social Credit theory as promoted by CH. Douglas, and the similarity

between Social C d i t propaganda and Nazi techniquedS It provided a detailed
explanation of the Protocols and emphasîzed that they had been proven a forgery. The

editorial warned that Social Credit philosophy was a "sinister threat" to Canadian
democracy, and if not rejected, "will undemine and consume the nation, as it did in
~ e r m a n ~The
. ' ~article
~
was reprinted in the CCF party organ, the People 's WeeWy,the
Regina Leader-Post, and even the Canadian Social Crediter, which used it as negative
evidence of Social Credit's success!'
More revealing than the editorial in the Saskatoon Star-Phoenix, however, was the
response of J.N. Haldeman, president of the Social Credit League in Saskatchewan and
chairman of the National Council of the Social Credit Association of Canada. In a
published reply to the Star-Phoenix, Haldeman declared that "Social Credit is absolutely
opposed to anti-semitism. The evidence indicates that anti-semitism is a weapon of
international finance and socialism to introduce totalitarianisrn." Further, "[tlhe fact that
Social Credit is attacked as being anti-semitic shows that it is an imposing obstacle to the
schemes of Socialism and

ina an ce.'^^ Thus, Haldeman's message was that the Social

Credit movement was not anti8emitic simply because to be so would mean that it had

been duped by the international fmanciers.
Haideman dso discussed publication of the Protocols in Vers Demain, and argued that
when a Swiss CO& deterrnined that the Pmocols were a forgery in 1935, the defence was
not permitted to give its case. Moreover, he claimed, whether or not the Prutocols were a
forgery was not the point: "[tlhe point is that the plan as outlined in these Protocols has
been rapidly unfolding in the period of observation of this generation.'*9 Such was the
reasoning Haldeman employed to j
u
m publication of the Protocols.
Haldeman also attacked socialists in a bdd attempt to shift responsibility for antiSemitism away fiom the Social Credit movement He argued that socialists were "the

chief promoters of anti-semitism," because they "g[ave] to the Jewish race ail the virtues
and ha[d] Jews in key advisory and govemment positions carrying out policies which
cenealize control in the han& of the state and subject the individual to control by the
state. Because these policies prove disastrous and repugnant to people, the reaction is to
blame the entire Jewish race." Haldeman conceded that there were many Jews who were
not socialists, and he appeaied to them to join with Social Crediters "in exposing the
enemies of society whether they be Jew or Gentile." He concluded: "Jewish minorities

and other minonties will h d their greatest &dom and their best protection in the Social
Credit Movement ... Far fiom being ad-semitic, Social Credit is the greatest defender of
fkedom of the people and the rights of rninorities as long as they do not impose policies
of enslavement on othea. Social Credit is vigorously pro-Christian and pro-~anadian.'"O
Haideman had irovided a clear statement of Social Credit's anti-Semitic philosophy.
He had shown that the Social Credit movement was based on the conspiratorid and antiSemitic theones of C.H. Douglas and that these theones were embraced by leading Social
Credit members across Canada. Haldeman was correct in his d e c l d o n that Social
Credit was "pro-Christian" and "pro-Canadian;" yet such a dennition of national identity
explicitly and Unplicitiy excluded Jews. In mm, Haldeman's reply to the Smkatoon Star-

Phoenix served notice to the Canadian Jewish Congress that the Social Credit movement
was intent on using the same parochial and nationahtic weapons as those employed by

radical anti-Semites in the United States and Europe.
For Congress, Maldeman's letter in the Saskutoon Star-Phoenix ody re-affhmed its
suspicion that Social Credit party organs published the Protocols in an attempt to prove
the existence of an international Jewîsh fittancial plot for wodd control. Consequentiy,

several Congress members demanded that national headquarters take stronger action
against the Social Credit movement. For example, Congress member John Dower from

Edmonton stated: "[ilt is obvious that Solon Low and the Social Credit Party have made
up their mincis not to stop at anything in the way of Anti-Semitic propagandg" and he

asked that editors of the Canadian press be given an "LIpto the minute analysis" of what
the Social Credit Party was pnnting. "It is so clearly a repetition of what Goebbels did in
Germany that I think every Canadian newspaper will be aware of its ~i~nificance.""Sam
Godfky, a Congress member fiom Toronto, also responded to Social Credit's publication
of the Protocols by a s h g if distribution of the Protocols could in any way "be constnied

an illegal act on the part of the di~tributors?"~~
Congress's national headquarters aiso responded to Social Credit's publication of the
Protocols. National executive director Sad Hayes stated that "[t] he reappearance of the
Elders ofZon has caused us considerable grief and we have studied the implications and
the possibility of actions on a wide variety of fionts," some of which included the
following: "[c]onversations which have already been initiated with the leaders of the
Social Credit Mouement. (This in a very informal and casual manner.) ... Examination of
the post office regdations with a view to determinhg if the Postmaster General can bar
these things fiom the mails ...Possibility of court action even if we lose the case but as
long as we are able to publicize widely the evidence that the [P]rotocols are a forgery and

a complete naud" Hayes aiso mentioned that "1 may be able to convince my officers that
it would pay us to take action even knowing that the law wasn't on our side for the morale

value involved It is a difficult decision to take howe~er."~

hdeed, in the p s t it had been difficult for Congress to decide how to confiont Social
Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda, but it is clear Eom these proposais that it was
considering a much more confkontational approach than that offered by its earlier public
relations philosophy. An examination of events in December 1946, however, shows that a

new approach was not so easy to undertake. At the same tirne Hayes was ûying to
confkont Social Credit's distribution of the Protocols, discussions were aîso taking place
in Alberta between Social Credit leaders and Alberta Congress members. The nature of
these discussions proved that open confrontation of the Social Credit rnovement was

going to be a difficuit, if not impossible task.
Early in December 1946, Max Moscovich, a leading Alberta Congress member and
lawyer fiom Lethbridge, was travelling to Edmonton by hain, on which were also several
members of the Social Credit Party. Moscovich waked ont0 one of the coaches and sat
d o m with John Blackmore, Social Credit MP for Lethbridge and former Social Credit
leader in the House of Commons. ccJohn," said Moscovich, "Sad Hayes has a great
respect for you and feels that you are opposed to Anti-Semitic propaganda by your group."

They had a brief discussion in which Blackmore told him: "[nlot only am I not AntiSemitic - but 1am definitely Pro-Jewish." Moscovich rehimed to his coach when Solon
Low, leader of the natiod Social Credit Party, came and sat next to him. Moscovich said

-

to Low: "Solon - 1 was with Sad Hayes on Monday and he States that you had written
stating you had no'control over members of your group - and that you couldn't control
their anti-semitic outbursts." Low replied: "Max - you've known me most of my Life - I

am definitely not anti-semitic. 1have as my secretary - my daughter - who may many a
London Jew ...Jaques - is a dennite fanatic - we ment his utterances - and we will

certainly see that he does not get the nomination at next e!ection

... Furthennore Manning

...and 1 are supervishg the policy of the S[ocial] Credit Paper - so that antisemitic
statements will be eliminated." According to Moscovich, Low then brought up his "pet
hobby" anti-Communism, and told him that he would "love to see Canadian Jewry openly
oppose ~ o m m u n i s m . ' ~ ~
From these interactions, Moscovich concluded that John Blackmore was sincere when

-

he said he was not anti-Semitic, but in fact pro-Jewish, and was "a sincere honest devout
Citizen - [but] a poor politician." in contrast, Low was "a shrewd aggressive politician."
Yet Moscovich believed Low's promises that anti-Semitisrn in the Social Credit Party
would dirninish. in fact, wrote Moscovich to Hayes: "[ilf the Policy of the S. Credit
paper does not alter - let me know and 1 will speak to Manning and Low. It may take a
little while to change the policy - but outside of that B-Jacques [sic] 1 feel that S.
Crediters of the West are anything but Anti-Semites - their past activities
not~ithstandin~."~'
Upon receiving Moscovich's letter, Hayes wondered how Moscovich, and the

Canadian Jewish Congress in genetal, could test the good faith of Low's policies: "[ils

there any way in which you can follow this up? is it feasible to ask Low for a lener
committing to writing what he is saying verbally? 1s it feasible to ask him to have an
editorial denouncing race prejudice in his next issue? 1s it feasible for him to undertake to
see the Union des Electeurs ...to have them stop the nonsense on the Eiders of the

Protocols of

ion?"^^ Moscovich skirted these questions, but suggested to Hayes: "write

Solon Low an official letter fiom your office, and tell him that 1saw you in Calgary where
1j o m y disclosed his assurances to me ...Tell him, that your view is that Canadian Jews
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are opposed to Communisrn - and urge him to intervene and extirpate the anti-sernitic
propaganda in Quebec - and thank hirn officially for his pro-Jewish attitude as disclosed
by mYself.'"'
It does not appear that Hayes wrote to Low at that tirne. This may have been because

he received four separate memoranda from Louis Rosenberg which showed that Social
Credit's antiaemitic propaganda was continuing unabated, thus dampening his hopes that
Low would do anything about the Party's anti-~ernitism? Instead, Hayes fonvarâed
these recent exampies ofanti-Semitism to Moscovich, stating: "[wlhen you will look
through it you will find many references which we do not like." He conveyed his
skepticism about Low's promises: "1 would think that it is a bit early for Solon Low to

fulfill his promise, but surely if this kind of stuff would be repeated in forthcoming issues
[of the Canadian Social Crediler],we can once more take his promises for what they are
worth - that is, sub-zero. 1 hope to goodness 1 am wrong and 1 particularly hope that your
conversation with him might mean a new deal.'"19
Unfortunately for the aims of the Canadian Jewish Congress, Hayes was not wrong.
On 18 December 1946, Solon Low gave a mtionwide broadca~fover the CBC which was

not blatantly anti-Semitic, but which repeated ail the covert anti-Semitic durs. Low began

his speech by stating that the federal government granted political parties f k e t h e on the
CBC in proportiod to their representation in the House of Commons. However, he
cornplaineci, %ey have given the 14 Social Crediters the same time as the Communists
whose sole representative elected to Parliament Fred Rose] is languishing in gaol
convicted of treason against his country." Consequently, "the Canadian people are denied

a faV oppominity to learn about the Social Credit viewpoint on current &airs." Low

launched into a tirade about communism and state socialism, accused the Mackenzie King
governent of king a "socialist administration," and declared that it was Liberal policy
which had caused "hi& taxation, the restrictions, the rigid controls, the insane efforts at
planning, [and] the foreign policy which results in handing over Canada to the domination
of international gangsters." Low compared the Liberal governrnent to the CCF, the
"champions of State Socialism," and argued that both were linked to world dictatonhip:
''we are beiag made the victirns of an evil and deep-seated conspiracy by a group of
international power maniacs who aim to destroy Chnstianity, to destroy every vestige of

human kedom

... for the purpose of making possible a World Slave State through

violence, revolution and war ... the hand of high finance, through monopoly control, debt

and taxation, and money manipulation have driven people towards this goal in sheer
desperati~n.~'~~
Low also explained that "International gangsters" controlled both the League of
Nations and the Uiiited Nations, and that "men in high places" favourable to "treasonmongering" had ailowed Russian espionage to occur in Canada. He mentioned the name
"Gemiina (Hennina) Rabionovitch" [sic] in his discussion of the Gouzenko affall. Then,

in a spate of rhetoricai questions, he declared: "[dl0 you h o w that the same group of
international gangsters who are today scherning for world revolution are the same people
who promoted the world war? Do you know that these same men promoted and h n c e d

the Russian revolution? Are you aware that these arch-criminals were responsible for the
economic chaos aud d e r i n g of the hungry thirties, for f?nancing Hitler to power, for
promoting world war 2 with its tragic carnage? Do you know that there is a close tie-up

between intemati~~nal
comrnunism, international finance and intemational political

Zionism?" Low coacluded: "[tlhe world conflict is a conflict between the forces of good

and the forces of evil - of Christianity versus anti-Christianity and paganism ... That is the
challenge which Christmas 1946 will bring to each one of us. How will you meet the
challenge?"'
Low's speech was typical for Social Credit leaders. He had not used the word "Jew"

once, but given past statements by other Social Credit members, his meaning could be
inferred easily."

Yet Congress members' reactions were not unifom. Sad Hayes

~
Low's speech. Max Moscovich did
contacted Congress membea in ~ l b e r t ato~discuss
not believe that L ~ W ' Sspeech was anti-~emitic,~~
even though Low had used the name
"Rabinovitch" with respect to the Gouzenko S a i r and had invoked the term
"international political Zionism." Nonetheless, stated Moscovich, "outside of these two
references his speech was chiefly Anti-Cornmunistic and to sum it up Milgarly - consisted
of unadultentted B.S. 1 doubt if it tended to stir up anti-Jewish feeling." in Moscovich's
view, Low's earlier promises to him about quelling Social Credit's anti-Semitism were
not yet void, and he exhorted Hayes to give Low a second chance: "bow] is a damned
Hypocrite - true - but 1 feel his volunteered promises may ultimately be irnplemented. He
told me that Jacques [sic] ... who is now addressing audiences with G.K. Smith - is a

-

fanatic - and that he cannot discipline hîm ...Now Sad with your permission 1 will
approach Low ... and if the policy of the Social Credit Press in Canada still follows the

-

same tune 1 wili see him and ask him point blank - Why he has f d e d to k e e ~bis word ...
give me one chance to try to convince this man - and one or two other Federal and

-

Provincial S. Crediters that they are unjustly and uselessly hurting us - and if that does
not bring results - you might ûy other rernedies.'**

Hayes was less optimistic than Moscovich. In response to Low's speech, Canadian
Jewish Congres members in Ontario were exerting considerable pressure on Congress's
national headquarters to take action. Hayes summarized the situation fiom his perspective
in Montreai: "[ilt appears that most people who heard the broadcast interpreted it as king
anti-semitic and one using the same techniques which Gennany made so popular fiom
1933 to the fateful days of '39. 1 refer of course to the suggestion advanced by Low that
international Communisrn, international Capitalism and international Zionisrn (only Hitler

said 'Jewry') are responsible for the world's ills and that if the mass of the population
would ody recognize these evils and exterpate [sic] them al1 would be well. This has an
orninous and farniliar ring. Whether it is strictly anti-semitism or not paies into an
insignificance beside its dangerous demagogery [sic].'*
M e r M e r correspondence, Hayes and Moscovich reached an agreement on how to

respond to Low's statements. Hayes had initially suggested court action against Low for
his statements about "international politici Zionism," "knowing full well that we would
lose the case." Yet later he agreed that Moscovich would merely "burnp into [Low] ... and
charge him with hypocrisy and double talk'"' Moscovich promised Hayes he would take
up the matter of "intemational political Zionism" with Low and would "not mince

~ords.'~'
Noharithstanding their compromise, Hayes and Moscovich fùndamentally disagreed on
how to respond to Low's speech. One can see in their mering views an inherent problem
with Congress's public relations approach to Social Credit's propaganda. Moscovich

believed that Law% speech did not cause either anti-Semitic discrimhation or prejudice.
He even suggested that the words "Rabinovitch"and "international political Zionism" had

linle impact on the broadcast's listeners. Clearly, Moscovich did not agree with Social
Credit's propaganda, but he did not believe it posed a real and dangerous threat to

Canadian J e w . On the other hand, Hayes believed Low's speech showed the shilling
parallels to Hitler's methods in which democracy was subverted, hatred spread, and the
welfare of certain citizens threatened under the guise of democratic methods.

Thus, although both men did not approve of Low's rhetoric, they had different
interpretations of its potential threat to Canadian Jewry. Both interpretations had ment:
Moscovich was no alarmist, and Hayes was determined to protect Canadian Jewry fiom a
sirnilar fate handed to European Jewry. Given the recent horroa in Europe, Hayes's
concem was understandable. The sirnilarity in rhetoric between the Social Credit
movement and Hitler's programme was striking, and Congress's duty was to ensure that
such propaganda was disallowed, whether or not it posed an immediate threat to Canadian
Jewry. Most importantly, the ciifferences in Moscovich's and Hayes's views highlights
the lack of consensus within Congress towards Social Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda.

In the absence of consensus, Congress had difEcuity establishing any coherent public
relations policy towards the Social Credit problem.

Yet Congress Hias wilhg to confiont the Social Credit movement when it had to, and
Low's radio broadcast was the catalyst for such action. The Eastern Region's Joint Public
Relations Cornmittee discussed Low's radio broadcast at a meeting on 23 January 1947.
The Cornmittee members contemplated a formal protest to the CBC and a draft letter was

introduced Some members wanted the letter pubücized in the press; another member
suggested that ceriain members of parliament be contacted to take up Low's speech on the

House floor. Everyone agreed that the Joint Public Relations Cornmittee should issue a

statement condernning Vers Demain for its anti-Semitic policy and its publication of the
Protocols, and that the National Joint Public Relations Cornmittee in Montreal shouid
"shidy the Social Credit Party statements and its publications and if found anti-semitic to
issue a public condemnation in the Press." Sad Hayes suggested that legd methods be

used, in this case to fight the anti-Semitic propaganda of the Cunadian Social Crediler
and Vers Demain: "[c]ounter propaganda rnight be used as a defence; efforts might be
renewed and strengthened to have Iegislation outlawing ad-semitism; influential people
or even political parties could be contacted to combat those who spread anti-sernitism.
Legal couse1 is now being obtained as to possible court action against the anti-semitic
publications; though such action might not have chances of success, it rnight be of great
value nom an education point of view.'"
In many ways, this Joint Public Relations Cornmittee meeting was typical - it discussed
adopting a strong public relations policy towards Social Credit; actions against the Party

-

were considered; plans were debated; motions were carried rneanwhile, the anti-Semitic
propaganda continued to flow. However, this meeting was different in one important
respect: the plan to send a formai letter of cornplaint to the CBC was achially executed,

by none other than the national president of the Canadian Sewish Congress.

On 23 January 1947, Samwl Brodhan wrote to the chairman of the board of
govemors of CBC to ''register a f o d protest against some of the statements which Mr.
Solon Low, National Leader of the Social Credit Party, was able to voice in a free tirne

political broadcast over the Trans-Canada Network of the C.B.C.on December 18,1946."
Brodhan quoted h m those excerpts of Low's speech which discussed "the international
power m a n i a s who aim to destmy Chnstianity;" the "international gangsters who are to-

day schemllig for world revolution;" and the "close tie-up between international
comrnunisrn, international finance and international political ~ionisrn."'~

Broatman conceded that Low's allegations were vague and lacked cvidence;
nonetheless, he argued, such statements contravened the CBC's regdations for
broadcasting stations, pursuant to the Canadian Broadcasting ~ c t . " Bronfhan noted that
Low's statements also violated the general policy of the CBC, "which is one of
encouraging a f~rirtpresentation
of controversial questions of public interest and concem."
; ~ their
Citing passages fiom Nazi Party propaganda, including Mein ~ c t r n ~tof show

similarity to Low's rhetoric, Bronfman stated: "Mr. Low's method, this whipping up of
international plots, to scare and nighten people into a confused way of political thinking
(including its thinly veiled anti-semitic core) is just a little too redolent of certain
European politicians now defunct, to be permitted to pass by the C.B.C. and the Canadian
people ... This is the type of political rubbish, very dangerous rubbish, which used to come
over Goebbels' radio stations. You will agree, 1 think, we should not dlow these
insidious methods to creep into Canadian broadcasting." Bronfinan judiciously stated that
he assumed the CBC was h a d y aware of what had happenecl, and that if it had not
&ady done so, would give "certain advke to the party leader who indulged in this type

of speech making."" The president of the Canadian Jewish Congress had finally taken on

the Social Credit movement, albeit through the medium of the CBC." It appeared that a
new public relations approach might be underway.

Indeed, this was not the end of Congas's codiontation with Solon Low. Quite by
accident, Rabbi Solomon Frank of W ï p e g had a meeting with Low when the latter

addressed the W ï p e g Division of the Empire Club (of which Frank was a member) on

25 January 1947. Informed that there were no members of the press present and unaware
of the rabbi's presence, Low spoke "quite k l y at the meeting." Frank reported that "[iln
the course of his discussion on the state of the British Empire [Lowl launched a very
vicious attack against the Zionist Movement which he called the number 2 enemy of the
British Empire, the number 1 enemy being Communism." hmediately after the meeting,

the chairman of the Empire Club introduced Frank to Low. "Mr. Low was obviously
embamissed and tried to soft-pedai his statements somewhat," stated Frank, but when he
pressed Low about what he had said, the latter invited him to have lunch the following day
'90 discuss ail problems of muhial interest." Although the lunch was on a Saturday, Frank
accepted the invitation, and the contents of their meeting were subsequently reported at a
Western Division Joint Public Relations meeting:

la his discussion with the Social Credit leader Rabbi Frank pointed out how erroneous
[Low's] attitude was, especially with regard to the alleged link-up behNeen Zionism

and Communism. He gave [Low] documentary evidence on the detennined antiCommunist stand of nearly al1 Jewish groups in Palestine and ... Mr. Low was deeply
impressed by his statements. He admitted that irresponsible elements in the Social

Credit Party such as Mr. Norman Jacques [sic], suggest by their behaviour that the
Social Credit Movement is antisemitic. In actual fact this is not the case. Mr. Low
asked Rabbi Frank for a number of documents ...He promised that he would do
everything in his power to curb antisemitic tendencies within his Party.

Frank suggested that such documents be furnished to Low and that further developments
be watched closely. He felt that if Low's intentions were sincere, ' k e have every reason

to welcome the above development and to work in every possible way towards more
understanding of out-problems on the part of the followers of the Social Credit

ove ment.""
It will be remembered that years earlier, Rabbi Frank had met with William Aberhart
who gave him similar promises. Perhaps Frank should have been less naïve; this was not

the first time Low or other Social Credit leaders had denied anti-Semitism within the
Social Credit movement and promised to do "everything in their power" to curb antiSernitisrn within their ranks. More importantly, the Joint Public Relations Commitiee did
not use Low's Empire Club statements or his discussions with Frank to its advantage;
instead, it agreed that no publicity whatsoever should be given to Low's ~tatements.'~
Nonetheless, the meeting between Frank and Low was productive in that it was a M e r
confrontation of Social Credit's anMemitic propaganda Many Congress members
believed that their organization needed to have more confrontations with the Social Credit
movement. If enough members of the Canadian Jewish community exerted pressure on
Social Credit lead&, perhaps the movement's anti-Semitic propaganda would diminish.

Sad Hayes was one member who believed in confrontation. On 14 February 1947, he
walked into the Elouse of Commons and waited outside the Social Credit caucus room.
After about thirty minutes, Solon Low and other party members came out of caucus.
Hayes told Low he wanted to speak with him;Low said he was on his way to an
appointment and had no time to spare. Yet he asked Hayes what he wanted, and when the

latter told bim it was about Low's radio broadcast of December 18th and other matters,
Low invited him to his office and spoke with him for forty minutes. "Either he had no
appointment or forgot to keep it,'"" ~ m a r k e dHayes.
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Hayes and Low discussed several issues during their brief meeting. Hayes raised the
issue of Low's radio broadcast which referred to "international politicai Zionisrn." He
told Low that his statements ''~[ere]not ody a fantasy but grievously pained the Jewish
Community," and explained why it was fantastic to link international political Zionism
with communism, because the two ideologies were antithetical."

According to Hayes,

[Low stated that] the radio speech was not intended to embamiss the Jewish
community[;] he was careful not to talk of Jews since this would have been against al1
his instincts and viewpoints ... Low says he is a Zionist ... His quarrel is that Zionisrn ...

has become a movement which cares not who is in its way and this new political
Zionism is what he deplores and will fight ...His attack on international Zionism was
not an attack on Jews or his concept of Zionisrn. He does not allege ... that political
Zionism is in conspiracy with international fiance and international Cornmunism. His

thesis is that there are three insidious forces today working independently but ail three
have one thing in common - a desire to break up the British Empire. Nowhere in his
speech, says Low, does he state that the three are in conspimcy but that each is a link

(in a chain presumably) with the end in view of destroying the British Empire. The tieup he refers to in his speech is the tie-up of having common amis[,] not in

~ ~ ~ i 79
r a c ~ .
As proof of his faith in Zionism,Low informed Hayes of his membership in the

Canadian Palestine cornmittee?' Hayes did not consider it good tactics to tell him that
the Canadian Palestine Cornmittee had as an avowed purpose the very things Low cded

"intemationai and political Zionism." Low then promwd Hayes that he would not give

offence to the Jewish comrnunity. He added that he realized the Jews were inevitably
oversensitive because they had suffered so much, and that as a Mormon he considered
himself a spiritual brother of the Jews, since the Mormons too had suffered for their faith.
"Sooner or later," stated Hayes, '4 knew he would corne to the point that some of his ben
fnends are ~ewish
*andsure enough he stated this." Low declared that he did not want to

hurt the Jewish people since among his fiiendliest contacts were a halfdozen Jewish
residents of Alberta, such as Moscovich, Dower, and ~reedman."
Yet throughout their conversation, Low kept refening to the disproportionate nurnbers

of Jews who were cornrnunists. When Hayes f d l y asked hirn where he was getting his
figures, Low stated that Rabbi Frank of Winnipeg had told him that 700 out of
Winnipeg's 1,800 Jews were Communists. Low asked Hayes to agree that this was a very

high figure and that it showed where Jewish interests were pointed. "1 told him that he
had quite obviously misunderstood Rabbi Frank," stated Hayes. 'There were 18,000 not

1,800 Jews in Winnipeg and while 1 knew nothing of the figures certainly 4% of the total
should induce far different conclusions than a 40% proportion." Hayes again explained
that commlmism and Zionism were antithetical ideologies, and in return Low promised

him that "he would exercise great care to prevent unwarranted statements to creep into his

The two men then discussed Vers Demain's publication of the Protucols of the

Lemned EIders of Zion. Low shook his head ''sorrowfUlly" when Hayes mentioned the
Protocols, and stated that their publication had been done not "nrischievously but
thoughtlessly," md that it had been a mistake on the part of the editorial force of Vers
Demain. Low indicaîed that he could probably arrange an agreement with the editor,

Louis Even, to ensure that such materiai was not published, and he added that discussions
were underway to set up a national editorial board so that the Canadian Social Crediter

and Vers Demain followed a cornmon policy. Low also declared that, in contrast to Vers
Demain, the Canadian Social Crediter would never have published the Protocols. He
stated that although he had never read them, he assumed the Protocols were a forgery and
"whether they are ûue or not they are dangerous and it would be bad to publicize them."
Hayes was unimpressed with Low's declarations, believing they "sounded hollow in the
light of al1 that had ûmspired and was said." Nonetheless, Low suggested that a meeting

be set up between Hayes and Real Caouette, the newly-elected Union des Electeurs MP
for Pontiac, Quebec. Hayes agreed and a meeting among Hayes, Low, and Caouette was
planned for the week of 24 February 1947."

The last issue Hayes and Low discussed was the activities of Norman Jaques, who had
become increasingly associated with Gerald L.K. Srnifi in the United States. "Apparently
not only has the Canadian Jewish Congres trouble with Jacques [sic] but so has the
Socid C ~ d iparty,"
t
noted Hayes. "[Low] told me (barely above a whisper) that they
could not control [Jaques], that he considered himself above party discipline and that he
absents himself nom al1 caucuses." Yet Hayes reminded Low that Social Credit's intemal
difficuities were not nearly as important as the fact that "Jacques [sic] is putthg the hall-

mark of anti-semitism on Social Credit." Low responded that official Social Credit
remonstrances could not influence Jaques. However, he agreed to look into the matter
m e r . Hayes reported: "Mr. Low ...said if Smith was as bad as 1 said he was, he, Low,
would denounce Jacques [sic] either in the Social Crediter and at a Social Credit public

conference or convention or he would h d some method of dissociating Jacques [sic]

f?om the ~ a r t y . " ~
Many issues had been discussed between Congress's national executive director and
the leader of the nationai Social Credit Party. Issues had been raised; promises had k e n
made; but there still remained a sense of intransigence on Low's part regarding Social

Credit's stance on anti-semitism. indeed, Hayes's impressions of the meeting were
ambivalent: "MT.
Low is quick to make promises. He has certain fixed ideas on money
and credit which no amount of cross-conversation will dislodge. These views are
ideologies and without them he could not be a Social Crediter. He sounds reasonable on

other mattea and he makes good his promises much of the potential harm to us of
Social Credit may not emerge. We will soon be in a position to judge these promises.
Until then a period of watchful waiting would seem to be indi~ated."~'
Hayes's meeting with Low was discussed at the next meeting of the National Joint
Public Relations Committee on 23 February 1947. The Committee agreed that in
forihcoming meetings with Social Credit members, such as the upcoming meeting with
Low and Caouette, more than one Congress member should be in attendance. Yet this
was not approved unanimously since, as one Congress member cautioned, '7here was a

danger in having delegations since a person, on delicate matters, might desire to speak
only to one person." Still, it was agreed that fiom then on at least two Congress members

wodd hold meetings with Social Credit leaders."
Accordingly, for the forthcoming meeting with Low and Caouette, the National Joint
Public Relations Committee decided that Rabbi Feinberg, Joseph Fine (CO-chairmanof the
National Joint Public Relations Committee) and Sad Hayes would be Congress's

delegates. They would be responsible for submitting a report to the Committee on their
meeting and would be empowered to CO-optadditional Congress membea in preparing a
policy of actioïî regarding Social

redit."

Yet adopting a stronger public relations approach was not unanimously accepted by

members of the National Joint Public Relations Committee. While some believed that
Social Credit was Congress's "greatest single public relations problem" and that the
movement should be "put on the defensive," others disagreed. One member stated that an
open battle with social Credit could be undertaken only if the movement declared an antiSemitic policy [as opposed to propaganda], or if it refused to abandon certain practices
Congress now found dangerous and anti-Semitic. Othen did not believe Canadian Jewry
should have to wait for anti-Semitic rhetoric to be turned into policy before taking action.
Significantiy, there were membee, including national executive director Hayes, who
wanted to see Congress declare a national public relations policy towards Social Credit at
that tirne. Hayes 'Yelt that there was great need for the methods of possible attack to be
discussed now, to be used when the need is apparent."8
Although no fomal public relations policy was decided upon at the meeting, it was
clear that Congress's stance was much more resolute than two years earlier. Both the
Second World War and the Social Credit movement itselfplayed a part in Coogress's
increased assertiveness. As Social Credit leaders became more vocal in their antiSemitism, Congress's howledge of the ment horrors of Nazi Germany made such
propaganda increasingly intolerable. Congress was developing a public relations
philosophy of Wever Again" - a philosophy which viewed the anti-Semitic propaganda
and rhetoric of the Social Credit movement as something as potentidy dangerous as the

genocidal policies of the Third Reich. For many Congress members, it was unthinkable
that in the shadow of the Holocaust, Jews anywhere should wait to see if the rhetoric
would once agah turn into policy, and policy into annihilation. In this way, Congress was
beginning to show its refusal to countenance the prejudices of a dernocratically-elected

government and mainstream political party within its own country.
Shortly f i e r the meeting of the National Joint Public Relations Committee, Hayes and
~ i n e ~met
' with Solon Low, John Blackmore, and Réal Caouette. The meeting, which
took place in Ottawa at the end of February 1947,* was somewhat different than that
which took place between Hayes and Low two weeks earlier. The increase in numerical
strength on both sides seemed to alter the nature of the discussions. The meeting was

more formai - the Congress leaders were more forthright, and the Social Crediten more
intransigent.
Durllig the meeting, the Congress members gave specific exarnples comparing the

rhetoric of the Nazi Party in Germany to that published in the Canudian Social Crediter
and Vers Demain. "We cited chapter and verse," stated Hayes. "Needless to say, we did
not charge them with NaPsm or Fascism but drew the conclusion that whatever the
motivation on their part, the pattern was identical with the sordid, cynical, brutal one of
recent years." Regarding publication of the Protocols of the Lemed Elders of Zion, none
of the Social Credit leaders took responsibility for i t They admitted that Vers Demain
had published the Protocols, but they did not offer any explanation. The Congress
members informed them that the Protocols purported to be 9he outlines of a vast Jewish
plan to dominate the world." Low and Blackrnore admitted that had they been consulted,
they wouid have counselled against publication of the Protucols. Low added that he had

never seen the Protocols until two days before, when he got them out of the Parliamentas,
Library. Hayes noticed that "MLLow attached great importance to the fact that the

Library had a copy. It would appear that he considered this an imprimatur or at least
lending a verisimilitude of authenticity to the Protocols." For his part, Caouette appeared
non-committal, but stated that he had never bothered to read the Protocols and paid no
attention to their serialization in Vers Demain. Caouette informed the Congress rnembea

that Vers Demain reached 60,000 French-Canadian homes, and suggested that they
contact editor Louis Even to discuss why the Protocols had been published?

During the meeting, the Congress members also discussed the various speeches and
writings of Social Credit leaders which atiacked Jews. To many of the examples, the
Social Crediters agreed that Congress had cause for complaint. To others, they argued
that Jews in fact were implicated and that Social Crediters were ody stating the truth.
The Congress members idormed them that "we were resentful of the accents Social
Credit gave to these matten, e.g. if in their creed international finance is one of the
cardinal sins, why single out Jewish bankers nom among the giants of international
finance and moreover, why attack them as Jews." It was a point to which the Social

Crediters did not respond. Congress members ernphded that the methods of the Social
Credit Party ''were anti-semitic in effect if not in m~tivation."~~

For their part, the Social Credit leaders expressed their resentment at a recent Congress

Bulletin whose fiont page stated "Social Credit Party includes anti-sernitism on platfonn."

They argued that it was not me, and moreover, the story was not consistent with its
heaûîine. Nowhere in the Bulletin's article was there any discussion of the Party's
platfom; instead it focussed on the two par&organs, the C ' d mSocial Crediter and

Vers Deniain. Blackmore was very resentful of the Bulletin's headline and both he and
Low charged anyone to offer "one scintilla of evidence that the party platform includes

anti-semitism." Blackmore and Low a h charged many Jews and Jewish papers with
''glarhg inaccuracies," and Low stated he especially resented the "lies and defamatory

libels" of R.S. Gordon, editor of Today, the Toronto Anglo-Jewish r n ~ n t h l ~ ? ~
The Congress members apologized for the Congress Bulletin story, as it was supposed
to have been removed before the Bulletin's issue. Yet they emphasized that they
considered the Canadian Social Credirer and Vers Demain to be in the category of antiSemitic literature. Reported Hayes: "[wle M e r stated that if [the anti-Semitic
literahue] continues, we must assume that the S.C. party wish[es] to use these means of
appealing to the electorate ... we [emphasized] ... that we leamed the lessons of 1923 to
the war years and would not view this pattern with resignation or equanimity. We made it
abundantiy clear that if the signs were portentous we would do al1 in our power to

safeguard the fiiture rights and protect the Jewish community from attacks and
onslaughts." Low agreed to examine the examples of anti-Semitism in the Canadiun
Social Crediter which the Congress members had provided.w
Over two hours later, as the meeting drew to a close, the Social Credit leaders made

their final remarks. For his part, Low ''affirmed that he and his party will not tolerate an&
semitism and wherever it rem its head he and his colleagues will decapitate i t He
avowed his firm principles and his appreciation certain [sic] of the cornplaints we made."
Blackmore, "Whowas most sanctimonious, alleged that he and Low were the best niends
the Jews ever had. This was due to Low and he king Latter Day Saints who in their creed

are descendantsof Ephnarn. He said moreover that complaints were double edged swords

and he pleaded for accuracy on [Congress's] part." Lady, Caouette, whom Sad Hayes
described as a "laconic individual," said very little except that "he has Jewish niends and
contacts and has not resorted to anti-semitism.'"'

In a report written after this meeting,Hayes summarized the Social Credit leaders'
arguments: "[tlhe [Social Credit] leaders stated they recognized the daogers of antisemitic propaganda ...The appearance of the Protocols was not their responsibility though
they stated that had they any part in the paper's policy, they would not have published the

Protocols ... They admitted it to be a rnistake to single out Jews as the preponderant
influences in the camps of their enemies - International Communism and International
Finance ... They agree that certain articles and copy was offensive ...They avow their
hatred of anti-semitism and their imrnunity fiom its taints ...They ask for accuracy fiom

us and they on their part will attempt to play fair and deal equitably with us as a
Hayes also offered his own impressions of the meeting. He stated that it was possible
that the Social Credit movement would be more carefid in its generalizations about
blaming the Jews for the world's ills, but would continue blaming intemationally-known
Jews who were involved in international finance and comrntmism. Congress's one h o p
was that "Social Credit will refer to Kuhn, Loeb, etc. without indicating it is Jewish and
by associating it with the giants of intemational finance. We cm hope too that if Social
Credit has to attack international financiers and name the machiriators it will be
accurate[,] in which case individuai Jews will be outnumbered by their Gentile
confratemity." To h o p for more than that was harbouring an illusion, Hayes concluded:
"Social Credit h m our point of view has cast its die. It has sold its devotees a creed
which, îfnot anti-semitic, is one of the finest backgrounds for anti-semitism. It cannot

retreat very much even if Solon Low, Manning, Blackmore and others, protest their
goodwill at m a t h and vespers; Social Credit knows what the Jewish cornmunity will do
if it fails to reform itself. We must wait to examine the fiiture issues of the Social
Crediter, and Vers Demain, the speeches of the leaders, their attitude on men like Jacques

[sic], etc. and other indices of their ~iew~oints."~'
The next step was for Hayes and the other Congress members to make their
recornmendations for action to the National Joint Public Relations Committee. To this
end, Hayes organized and led a special sub-cornmittee of the National Joint Public
Relations Committee, whose purpose was to ''study

... [the] Social Credit Party, its

leaders, its prograp and its literature in relation to the sec*

and well king of the

Jewish Cornmunity in Canada." Before the sub-cornmittee reported to the National joint
Public Relations Committee, however, it arranged meetings with three Amencan Jewish
defence organizations: the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, the American Jewish
Congress, and the Amencan Jewish ~ommittee?~
The purpose of these meetings was to
obtain advice regarding the Social Credit rnovement's antitiSemiticpropaganda and its
threat to Canadian Jewry.

On 14 March 1947, Sad Hayes, Joseph Fine, and Rabbi A L . Feinberg met with
representatives fiom the Anti-Defamaton League, the American Jewish Congress, and the
Amencan Jewish Committee in New York City. Prier to these meetings. Congress had
provided each organization with complete documentation of the Social Credit
movement's anti-Semitic propaganda, includiag copies of literature, speeches,
correspondence, and memoranda." At the meeting, each organization gave its

recommendations for combatting the Social Credit menace. Some suggestions were
shared by al1 three groups, while others were completely contradictory.
The Anti-Defamation League, the Arnerican Jewish Congress, and the Arnerican
Jewish Cornmittee unanimously agreed that Congress shodd publicly expose and
discredit the leaders and ideas of the Social Credit

art^.'''

The Anti-Defamation League

and the Arnerican Jewish Congress made specific suggestions regarding Norman Jaques:
"bar Jaques fiom the United States and use this widely for publicity purposes," stated the
Anti-Defamation League. The Arnerican Jewish Congress recommended: "Jaques must

be exposed and in the expos[&]tie him up at al1 times to the Social Credit Party ...
Ascertain possibilities of formal censure of Jaques in the House of Cornons ... [ulse
Amencan periodicals to make a fiontal attack on Saques and other vulnerable leaders."'
The three organizations also agreed that Congress should make alliances with the
"natural enemies" of Social Credit in order to execute a co-ordinated attack. The AntiDefamation League suggested that Congress "seek out cornmentators who have a
following and ascertain whether they have ... an interest in attackhg the Social Credit
doctrine ... see if the Canadian Legion will ... protest the Social Credit platfonn and policy

... use the Trade Unions as a weapon to prevent Social Credit h

m spreading ...obtain

allies fiom church groups both clerical and lay." The American Jewish Cornmittee

similarly suggested that Congress "[olbtain allies in groups and among interests which
would want to ensure the obliteration of Social Credit (church, trade unions, other

political
On ~therrecommendations, the three groups were not as unanhous. M y the AntiDefamaton League and the Amencan Jewish Congress agreed that Congress should assist

opposition candidates in federal and provincial elections in order to defeat key Social
Credit candidates. The Anti-Defamation League suggested that Congress "have
individuals make financial contributions to trusted individu& who will distribute the
monies strategically to ensure defeat of particular candidates provincial and federal." The
American Jewish Congress also emphasized that "the main objective would be to destroy
the party in Alberta by an aggressive carnpaign, by way of expos[é] of leaders and support
to opposition candidates in provincial and federal elections." However, the American
Jewish Cornmittee, although suggesting that Congress "[dliscredit the party leaders," and
through "infiltration arrange for disreputable characters to enter the party so that a
successfbl smear carnpaign can be undertaken," nonetheless strongly discouraged using
opposition parties to oust the Social Credit government: "[dl0 not attempt to aid and
assis opposition candidates since these maners cannot long be kept confidentid without
resulting in a noxious boomerang."lo3
There were also contradictory recomrnendations regarding the efficacy of legal action
against the Social Credit Party. The Amefican Jewish Congress emphatically supported

legal action and suggested a variety of options. Fim, the Canadian Jewish Congress
should determine whether action could be taken by groups aggrieved by Social Credit
speeches, pamphlets, and other propaganda. Second, a person outside Congress should
prepare a content d y s i s of the Cunadian Social Crediter so that in aoy projected law

mif Congress would have "a complete objective and scientSc study ...on hand." Third,
because the Social Credit Party attacked Z i o n i ~as conspirators, some prominent Zionists
should sue Jaques, Low, or whoever else was making such attacks. M y , legal action
should be taken against those Social Crediters who edited, published, and distributed the

Protocois. The Arnerican Jewish Congress seemed to indicate that even if the law sui&
were not successfùl, the results would be beneficial because of the accompanying exposé
of the Social Credit Party. in contrast, the hti-Defamation League was "doubtful"
regarding the use of legal action, and the American Jewish Committee was "unalterably
opposed." Indeed, the Amencan Jewish Committee specificdly stated: "[bly no means
and under no circumstances engage in or encourage others to engage in libel action,
damage action, [or] group libel action."lw No reasons were given, but it had certainiy
made clear its opposition to legal remedies.

M e r meeting with the three Jewish defence organizations, Hayes, Fine, and Feinberg
provided their comments and conclusions. They expressed no surprise at the
recommendations given them by the various organizations, and remarked that their
suggestions were congruent with ''the pattern of work to which the various agencies have
dedicated themselves." The Anti-Defamation Leagw urged fact-finding and smear
carnpaigns; the k e r i c a n Jewish Congress suggested legal action wherever possible,
"even though successful verdict would be largely in doubt from the very start;" and the
Amencan Jewish Committee advised agaiost legal action but suggested a "campaign of

infiltration of disreputable people" into the Social Credit ~ a r t ylos.

The Canadian Jewish Congress members concluded that, given the response of the
Amencan organi;lations, organized Iewry in the United States also looked upon the Social
Credit movement "as a dangerous group which must be attacked." Yet they were not
hopefùi regarding possible action agaiost the movement: "[tlhe problem is acknowledged
to be a most clifficuit one and even with the Unplementation of the program outlined, there
is little guarantee tJmt an effective brake wiU be put on the Social Credit machine."

However, the memben emphasized that Congress must continue its fight against the
Social Credit movement: "despite the difficulties and woeful prognostications every
possible action m u t be taken and a long range plan to accomplish the desired ends br
formulated and f o l l o ~ e d . " ' ~ ~
It had been an important meeting with the Amencan Jewish defence organizations.

Yet the Congress memben were sornewhat discouraged by the daunting task ahead of
them. Despite its years of efforts, Congress had had littie success against the Social
Credit Goliath. It had carefùlly observed the movement's propaganda; it had investigated
severai methods of action and implemented some; it had confionted Social Credit leaders
on numerous occasions; and even the president of the Canadian kwish Congress had
taken on the Social Credit movement. Yet the anti-Semitic propaganda continued
unabated. From the end of the war until the spring of 1947, Social Credit's anti-Semitic
propaganda had increased, not decreased. It appeared that the national organization for
Canadian Jewry was unable to stop the hate propaganda against its people.

Yet Congress's public relations philosophy was gradually shifting, and more
confkontational methods were king considered, if not always implemented. Importantly,

Congress was looking to other Jewish defence organizations for assistance with what was
now its most serious public relations problem. hdeed, the t h e was corning when the

Canadian Jewish Congress would openly oppose and attempt to bring down the Social
Credit Goliath. Little did it know that the giant was already beginning to crumble fkom
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CHAPTER SIX

HAMLET WITHOUT THE GHOST, 1947-1948

Throughout the spring of 1947, the Canadian Jewish Congress continued to consider a
stronger public relations approach to Social Credit's adSemitic propagada. It exarnined
the various proposais of the Amencan Jewish defence organizations, although there is no
evidence that it executed their suggestions. Thus, once again Congress appeared impotent

in the face of the Social Credit rnovement and unable to take concerted action. In its
defence, however, it was leaming the difficulties of executing an aggressive public
relations policy, especially given past encounters with Social Credit leaders who had made
promises and promptly broken hem. Yet in the absence of a strong policy backed by
unanimous consent, there seemed littie that Congress could do. But many Congress
members persevered, and continued to push for a more confrontational approach to fight
the Social Credit menace. Of particular significance are the efforts of Louis Rosenberg
and the Alberta rnémbers of Congress.

In early 1947, Rosenberg undertook a content analysis of the Canadian Social Crediter.
He gamered examples of antidemitic rhetoric corn forty-three issues of the party organ
covering January 1945 to January 1947,' and noted that "42 out of the latest 1O6
consecutive issues of the C-dim

Socid Crediter have d e d anti-semitic

0 t h words, during the last two years,

article^."^ In

the Canadian Social Credilr published anti-

Semitic propaganda about 40 percent of the tirne.

Rosenberg suggested that the Cauadian Jewish Congress charge the Social Credit Party

with seditious h i , defamatory hiil, or contravention of postai regulations? He argued
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that the party o r g i 7 sreprinthg of segments of the Protocols and its allegatiom of an

international, financial, Jewish world conspiracy could be considered seditious libel, since
the latter especially "tends to disturb the tranquility of this country by inciting ill-will
between different classes of His Majesty's ~ubjects.'~
Rosenberg wondered if a
comection could be established between the Social Credit Party?Mosley's Fascists in

England, and Gerald L.K.Smith in the United States, and if so, ''would such evidence be
acceptable as proof of seditious intention?" Rosenberg also questioned whether a libelous

attack upon an entire group or class of citizens, namely the Canadian Jewish cornmunity,

was considered defamatory libel under the Criminai Code, since the relevant section
being defamed.'
referred only to b~ersons"

Regardhg the activities of the Social Credit party organ, Rosenberg wondered whether
Congress could legally demand the Canadian Social Crediferto publish refiitations of its
allegations,6or whether it could publicly warn booksellers and newsdealers that the
Cmadian Social Credirer contained defamatory matenal and advise them that if criminal

proceedings were instituted, legdy they would not be able to exculpate themselves? If
Congress were to charge the Social Credit Party with contravention of postal regulations, it
was important to know if any of the excerpts fiom the Canodm Social Crediter or the

Protocols themselves were '"indecent, immoral, seditious, disloyal, scunilous or libelous'

within the meaning of the Postal ~egulation(.]"~Ifthey were,asked Rosenberg, did the
Postmaster General have complete dimtionary power to determine what was "indecent,
irnmorai, seditious, disloyal, scurrilous or libelous" and hence unmailable, or were his
decisions subject to review by the courts? Furtiier, if Social Credit matter were deemed
indecent, immoral and so on, could future issues of the Canadiun Social Crediler be

banned fiom the mails or could the Party itself be forbidden use of the mails, "as the
organization responsible for the publication of the Canadian Social ~rediter?'"
Rosenberg knew that favounible answers to these questions would demand solid
evidence that the Social Credit Party was disûibuting anti-Semitic propagaada - evidence
which he had beea gathering for years. The question remained whether the law would
support any charges Congress brought against the Party. Employing legal means was
problematic at best; under the Criminal Code seditious libel and defarnatory libel referred
to individuals, not groups, and Rosenberg was well aware of the outcome of earlier
lawsuits which had attempted group libel charges.10 Moreover, he wondered what kind of
proof was required to establish a convincing case of seditious libel or defarnatory libel, and
the types of defences which wouid be used if such charges were laid." hdeed, invoking
the law was a double-edged sword; the Sociai Credit Party could just as easily use fieedom
of speech and parliamentary privilege to show that it had not contravened any laws or
regulations.

Thus, although Rosenberg believed he had indisputable proof that the Social Credit
Party was disseminating antitiSemiticpropagmda, the real issue was whether it was
feasible for Congress to charge the Party with seditious übel, defamatory libel, or
contravention of postal reguiatioas. It remained a question which Congress was either
unable or unwilling to m e r at that the. StilI, the fact that Rosenberg had done such an
extensive content d y s i s of the Sociai Credit pmty organ and suggested various legal

actions showed that certain elements of Congress were seriou~lyconsidering a more
aggressive, legislative-oriented public relations policy.

Meanwhile, other Congress members in Alberta and the West were adopting a more
aggressive policy to combat the Social Credit problem. In late Febniary 1947, S. Hart

Green, a leading Congress member fiom Winnipeg, wrote to national executive director
Sad Hayes indicating that several Western Congress members perceived Social Credit to

be "our greatest enemy to&y9' and that "dl our efforts must be put forth to combat this
evil." Refemng to Hayes's earlier meeting with Solon Low at the parliament buildings,

Green remarked that Low's comments were "the same bunk that he gave to Rabbi Frank
here [in Winnipeg], and the same as Aberhart gave to Rabbi Frank pnor to his death some
y e m ago."I2

Green argued that instead of meeting with national Social Credit leaders, the way to end
the Social Credit problem was to handle it within Alberta. He recalled that a few years
earlier Edmonton Congress memben had said "to leave the situation with them" and that
few results had been obtained, but now Alberta Congress members had a plan which
Green believed couid be executed kom Alberta and would obtain defmite resdts. He
suggested that Leonard Bercuson, former director of education at the University of Alberta

and current western executive director of the Zionist Orgmization of Canada, use his
public relations contacts to exert pressure on leading rnembers within the Alberta Social
Credit government, Green hoped that Bercuon "could be put on this work for the next six
months ...and that the Congress look after the necessary expense."13 The plan was not
revoluti~nary~
but his idea that Congress members in Alberta could achieve quicker, more
direct results was certainly worth ûyhg.
Meanwhiie, at a Western Division's Joint Public Relations Comminee meeting in

Edmonton in February 1947, Congress members discussed more assertive ways to combat

Social Credit's propaganda. They agreed that the best attack on the Social Credit
govenunent would be to obtain its defeat in Alberta, or at Ieast the defeat of some of its
key personalities, and that the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF)was the

only political prS; through which such action could be accomplished. Accordingly, the
members agreed that all assistance must go to the CCF. l4 Cornmittee member Wolfe
Margolus, treasurer of the Alberta CCF,had already obtained about $2,000.00 fkom Jews

in Edmonton and Calgary which he had anonymously put into CCF coffers. He had also
contacted Elmer Roper, leader of the CCF in Alberta, and informed him that the "Jewish
people would be behind the CCF party in its attack on Social Credit." Roper indicated that
he was prepared to use monies put into CCF coffers to pay five well-known CCF
personalities to travel throughout Alberta on a three-month speaking tour.15

In addition to the $2,000.00, Margolus wanted Congress's national headquarters to send
him at least $2,500.00 privately, which would also go to the CCF. in r e m , he would
supply Sad Hayes with a detailed and confidentid report of al1 CCF activities against
Social Credit. Margolus emphasized that the Social Credit Party "should be attacked by

al1 meam, fair or foui" and even suggested the possibility of employing private detectives
to obtain material which would blacken and expose key Social Credit leaders who were

guiity of dishonesty or "compt living." The minimum objective, declared Margolus,
should be the defûit of certain Social Credit leaders in their own coii~tituencies.~~

If these plans appeared somewhat radical, it may have been that Margolus and the
Edmonton Joint Public Relations Comrnittee were attempting only to counter Social

Credit's own "subver~ive'~
measures. Margolus mentioned that "a man was sent d o m to
Toronto fiom the Social Crediter. He has accumulated complete data on the recent spy

trials and the people involved. All the information is being prepared by the Social Credit
Dep[artment] of Social Security. Pamphlets are king printed, to be w d in the next
Federal election."" ui Margolus's view, the Social Credit Party was engaghg in activities
which were anathema to the Alberta and Canadian Jewish communities. Thus, he and the
Edmonton Joint Public Relations Cornmittee believed that the o d y way to solve the Social
Credit problem was to remove the Social Credit govenunent fiom power, by whatever
means necessary.
There is no evidence that Hayes or Congres's national headquarters sent Margolus

$2,500.00. What is signifiant, however, is that Margolus had already given the CCF
$2,000.00 and that the Edmonton Joint Public Relations Committee was engaging in back-

door political activities to bnng down the Social Credit govemment. Yet the Cornmittee's
plans were "back-door" chiefly because of the anti-Semitic nature of Social Credit
philosophy. It is probable that the Social Credit Party would have attacked the CCF and

Canadian Jewry as CO-conspiratorsin a Jewish-socidist plot if it discovered that Alberta's
Jews were secretly funneling monies into the CCF.

In short, Alberta Congress members were convinced that the only way to end the Social
Credit problem was to remove the Alberta govemment fiom power. Leonard Bercuson,
whom Aiberta Congress members had called in to help fight the Social Credit govemment,

informed Hayes that Congress members in Edmonton "are of the opinion that the [Social
Crecüt] party comtitutes a grave threat to the Jews of this country: more thaa that, we feel
that its philosophy is a potential menace to all progressive forces in the country."

Bercuson added that it was imperative to Ydefeator greatly weaken the present Alberta
govemment for it is fiom the prestige and the reputation of the Manning regime that the

federal party derives its strength and sustename." The only way to defeat the Social Credit
government was to support the CCF,he argued: "the rise or decline of this dangerous
philosophy will be decided only in the political arena.""

Thus, Alberta Congress members believed the Social Credit problem needed to 5e
taken more seriously. They were well aware how the Social Credit govemment was

viewed by Canadians outside Alberta, most of whom "have looked upon Alberta with
some amusement as an isolated, rernote province carrying out an economic experirnent
doomed at its beginning to failure." The rest of Canada viewed Alberta Social Credit "as a
rather humorous effort to wring prosperity nom ' h y rnoney"' while Canada's Jews
"look upon the movement with smug unconcem." However, stated the Alberta Congress
members, Social Credit was a dangerous and growing force which needed to be taken
senously by al1 Canadians, especiaily Jews: "[tlwelve years ago it was only a provincial

party; today it has a voice in the Federal House, while neutrai observes are amazed by its
growth in Quebec and Ontario ... It is tirne for Canadians to take stock of the situation;

certainly the Jews of this country cannot waste another moment. The party philosophy is
directed against Jews; the strongest plank in the platform is unquestionably anti-Semitism.
A single glance at the party organ, The Canadian Social Crediter proves the point, for its

pages are filled with propaganda and innuendoes against Hitler's first ~ictims."'~
The Alberta members were determined that the Social Credit Party not be ailowed to

rise to national prominence. The problem was stül manageable; there were only thirteen
Social Credit members in the House of Comrnons, and the national Party depended upon
the Alberta govemment's support and mutation for its continued growth. Even the

Cmradimr Social Credier, which was ostensiibly the national party organ, was published in

Edmonton and focussed predominaatly on Social Credit activities in Alberta.
Consequently, "the most effective method of striking at the national movement is by

hacking at the roots. Paradoxical as it may sound, the most telling way to stop the
circulation of the Protocols in Quebec is to defeat Norman Jaques in Wetaskiwin, Alberta

... Social Credit m u t be checked in its home province.

If its power in Alberta can be

materially reduced or if the party can be defeated, Canadian Jewry's most direct threat will
be a~erted.''~~
The Alberta membea were making an important point. Congress's national
headquatfers in Montreal had been focusing on the Social Credit Party as a national
movement - it had confionted leading Social Credit rnembers in Ottawa; attempted to

quash distribution of the Protocols by the Frenchlanguage Social Credit paper, Vers

Demain; and focussed on Norman Jaques's antics in the House of Cornons. Al1 these
actions were important and necessary. However, Alberta Congress members believed it
was time to start fighting the Social Credit problem not fiom Montreal, but fiom Alberta,

where the probiem resided. Thus, the Alberta members were emphasizing the need not
only for the Social Credit Party to be taken more seriously, but for their own group to be
listened to and included in a coherent public relations policy towards Social Credit's
pr0pagand.a-

In fact, Aiberta Congress membea developed their own public relations policy to fight
the Social Credit govemment. Clandestine in nature, the policy was called the
"educatiod programme" and Social Credit politicians were known as the "educational
leaders." It inciuded an analysis of the 1944 Alberta provincial election (presumably not
rmllce Rosenberg's analysis of the 1945 federal electîon); biographical data on important

Social Credit leaders; exposure of the "weak chinks" in Social Credit's annor, distribution
of pamphlets and other media; and h c i d assistance to "educational leaders [Social
Crediters] who oppose present ones where good chance of success possible." The plan

was to be known only to a small group in Alberta and a few members at Congress's
national headquartenO2'
The Alberta Congress mernben also constructed an elaborate plan to back the CCF
against the Social Credit govemment. They believed that the CCF was gaining support in
Albertaz2(notwithstanding that it had won only two seats in the 1 s t provincial e~ection)~~

and that general unrest with the Social Credit government could be galvanized and swung

behind the CCF." If enough financing were put behind the CCF and public expression

was given to Social Credit's misdemeanors, specifically its censorship of 16 mm moviesZ5
and the activities of Norman Jaques, perhaps the CCF could win the next provincial

e l e ~ t i o nto
, ~take
~ place in 1948.

in addition, Alberta Congress members made three recommendations for fighting the
Social Credit Party on the national level: sponsor a radio commentator, such as Lome
Greene, to expose subversive activities in Canada %hile emphasizing the concept of
'Canadians All;'" publish pamphlets which show "in parallel columns the statements by
Social Credit spokesmen and Nazi propagandists" to reveal their similarïties; and bring the
matter of Social Credit's antitiSemiticpropaganda to the attention of editorial writers

throughout anad da,^'
The Alberta members of Congress were eamest in their desire to remove the Social
Credit threat by removing the govemment h m power, and they were committed to ushg
both traditional and non-traditional public relations methods to achîeve their goals. It was
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possible that they were overly-optimistic regarding CCF party fortunes in the next Alberta
election; nonetheless, they were willing to exercise whatever options they had to stop the
Social Credit govermnent fiom disseminating antiaemitic propaganda if that meant
financing the CCF and attempting to defeat the government in the next election, Alberta
Congress members were willing to do just that. It is important to note, however, the
secretive manner in which they conducted their new public relations policy. They were
carefbl to ensure no one discovered that Alberta Jews were contributing fun& to the CCF,
or that Alberta Congress members were undertaking an "educational programme" to
combat Social Credit's propaganda. This secrecy suggests a kind of siege rnentality under
which Alberta Congress members were compelled to operate during the Social Credit
regirne and which infiuenced the nature of their public relations work. Without the force
of the law, government, or even public opinion behind them, they were confined for the
most part to traditional public relations methods - education, anti-defamation, moral
suasion - and any measure which exceeded such methods needed to be conducted
clandesfinely.

The Alberta Congress members' educational programme was the most coni?ontational

and aggressive public relations effort exercised thus far, and it is important to note that
their actions were not M y condoned by Congress's headquarters in Montreal. Sad Hayes

had kept abreast of the Alberta members' plans28and when he briefed the national
executive about it, its members expressed concern that "this Educational Program might
prove a bit of a boomerang in that the person whom we are thinking of to implement if
might make statements to educational leaders and might be called to give an accounting in
the event thatthe present educational leaders dislike the project'dg Although somewhat

cryptic, this statement suggests the national executive's concem that Social Credit leaders
might confront the person who was leading the anti-Social Credit campaign (be it Leonard
Bercuson or someone else) and ask him for whom he was working. When Bercuson was
told of the executive's concern, he assured Hayes that Alberta Congress members would

warn their man not to divulge the source of his backing' nor engage in conversations with
Social Credit leaders which Mght reveal that Canadian Jewry was, in any way, attempting
to bring about the defeat of the Social Credit government.30 Clearly, Congress members in

both Alberta and Montreal did not want Social Credit leaders to know that they were
undertaking such confrontational plans.
Congress's national executive was aiso concemed that attempting to end Social Credit's

anti-Semitic propaganda by defeating its govemment would bring negative, not positive
consequences. It expressed "great doubt ... at the wisdom of the Jewish community
actively supporting political parties in opposition to Social Credit" because of the danger

of leakage and the possibility that such a carnpaign could boomerang. Consequently, as a

result of its serious reservations about the "educational programme," the national

executive decided not to make any decision on plans to oppose the Alberta Social Credit
govemment d l "considerable f i d e r thought be given it.yy31

Congress's national executive was not the only cornmittee with reservations about
Alberta Jewry's new public relations approach. When the National Joint Public Relations

Cornmittee met in july 1947 to discuss Social Credit's anti-Semitism, it reviewed the

Alberta Congress members' "educational programme" and their "investigations of the
[Social Credit] party." The Cornmittee noted that Bercuson had made trips recently to
Edmonton, Lethbridge, and Calgary, Albeaa "for the purposes of his investigations" which

focussed mostly on "money wastage and corruption" in the Alberta govemment. It
reported thai with one exception, %e Jewish communal leaders of Western Caaada had
been consulted and had expreçsed their agreement with the plan.'dL Thus, it appeared that
Alberta Congress leaders were nearly unanilnous in their decision to fight Social Credit in
the political arena. This meant not only backing the CCF,but also exposing the

weaknesses of the Social Credit govemment wherever possible.
However, the National Joint Public Relations Cornmittee was not as nearly cornrnitted
to this plan. One cornmittee member doubted that an exposé of gr& in the Alberta
govemment would have the desired effect on public opinion, "judging by the experience in
the past in Westem Canada and Alberta in particular." In conhast, other members
believed that such an exposé would have an effect on public opinion, even in Eastern
Clearly, there was disagreement regarding the Alberta members' approach. But
despite Congress's misgivings at the national level, at least Alberta Jewry had a plan, and
when Bercuson asked for $500.00 so that "a responsible person [could] tour the province
his request was duly authorized by Congress's national
and assess the sihiati~n,''~
executive."
Yet before Alberta Congress members were able to obtain any concrete results, the
Social Credit movement began to experience its own problems resulting fiom its antiSemitic propaganda. Two events which sparked public and political reaction were the

Alberta Social Credit Board's 1946 Annual Report which was released in March 1947, and
Remier Manning's repudiation of anti-Semitism at the closing of the Alberta legislative
session on 1 April 1947. A closer examination of these two events shows that Social
Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda was beginnhg to have negative repercussions. Canadian

political and public opinion was beginning to recognize Social Credit's views as
obnoxious, intolerant and anti-democratic.

in March 1947, the Alberta Social Credit Board, the propaganda arm of the Alberta
Social Credit govemment, released its 1946 annual report to the Alberta legislative

-

assembly. The Board's report varied little fiom previous years it described the nature of

the world dictatorship and the international financial tyranny coaducted by world plotters.
However, the report differed in two important respects: it named several prominent Jews

in the United States and Britain as proof to "those who still have lingering doubts
regarding the existence and identity of a ruthless group of World ~lotters,"'~and it
questioned the dehocratic validity of the secret ballot, majority d e , and universal
h ~ h i s e . ~Although
'
the anti-dernomtic nature of the Board's report was clear, its antiSemitisrn was more covert. It should be noted that the word "Jew" was not used.
However, the Board's intention clearly was to show the religio-ethnic composition of the
'korld plotters" and "international financiers."
Public and political reaction to the Social Credit Board's report was very negative. The
Edmonton J m u l criticized A.V. Bourcier, chairman of the Social Credit Board, for

haviag dlowed the publication of a govemment report which named several eminent Jews

as 'îvorld plotters:" "[olne cannot read the report without receiving the impression that
the board listed these names for the precise purpose of linking 'World Plotters' and 'Jews,'
and the importance of the latter as leaders arnong the former. It is just possible, of course,

that Mr. Bourcier did not write the report, but mrely he read it before he signed it as
chaUman of the Alberta Social Credit Board." In respome, Bourcier accused the

Edmonton Jounirrl of ''uttering a d e h i t e falsehood," since "at no place in the report cm

one say there is one reference to any Jews or to world plotîers led by erninent ~ews."'~
Bourcier was correct; Jews were not mentioned, but it was a question of semantics. The
Board did not label any Jews as Jews, but its intentions were c l a .
Tne Calgary Herald also criticized the Alberta Social Credit Board for offering "a
wanned-over serving of the ideas of Major C.H.Douglas ...with all overt indications of
Major Douglas's basic philosophy of anti-Semitism carefully deleted." Refemng to the
Board's inclusion of Bemard M. Baruch United States representative on the United
Nations Atomic Energy Commission, as one of the "world plotters," the Herald stated:
"[t]his is utterly meaningless unless one accepts Major Douglas's theory that every
individual who is extremely wealthy and a Jew (and Bernard Baruch is both) is necessarily

a ~ g i e a d e in
r the plot to seize world power. Mr. Baruch's high ideals and outstanding
record of public service make such a notion preposterous.'J9

in the Alberta legislature, Elmer Roper, leader of the Alberta CCF,argued that the antiSemitic propaganda promoted by the Social Credit Board was the same as that promoted
by C.H. Douglas. The CCF leader stated that the Board's report was "absurd and a

menace to democracy" and that the Social Credit Board did not have the right to issue
official statements as an " a m of the govemment operating on public fun&."

In response,

Premier Manning stated that the Social Credit Board was not an "ami of the goverment,"
but operated under the direct authonv of the legislaturp and was "at liberty to function

within that authority designated to it by this legislat~re.''~ Manning was cloudllig the
issue. The Social Credit Board was indeed an a m of the Alberta govemment, and its
authority came only because the Social Credit Party was in power in the Alberta

legislature. If the Social Credit Party were to lose power, the Social Credit Board wouid
cease to exist.
Because of the public and politicai d c i s m ensuing from the Board's report, the

Aiberta govemment realized it needed to conduct damage control. On 1 April 1947,at the
closing of the legislative session, Manning issued an official statement regarding the
Social Credit movement and anti-Semitism. He cailed the ment public and political
criticism of the Social Credit Board and the Alberta government "a vicious campaign of
deliberate misrepresentation" intended to discredit the Social Credit movement, and
declared that "a deiiberate attempt is king made to associate the govenunent and the
Social Credit movement with various viewpoints and individual opinions which we,as a
govemment and a movement, do not endone and to which we do not subscribe."'

Manning delivered three resolutions on the Social Credit movement's philosophy,
including its stance on anti-Sernitism:

1. We re-afEm out m e r v i n g allegiance to the principles of Social Credit and our
unshakable determination to ... fight for social and economic security with fieedom

initiated in this Province by the late Premier William Aberhart.

2. We condemn, repudiate and completely disassociate ourseives and the Social Credit
movement in Alberta nom any statements or publications which are incompatible with
the established British icieais of dernomtic fieedom or which endorse, excuse or incite

anti-Semitisn or racial or religious intolerance in any form.

3. We reitentte out intention to do everything in our power to unite the people of this
Province and country irrespective of colour, race or creed in an aii-out effort to end the

present vicious hancial monopoly and restore the effective control over money and
credit to the people themselves?
M e r Manning:~statement, the Calgary-based Albertan published a darnning editoria!
which castigated the premier for having implied that there was an 'bnderhanded campaign
to slander [the govemrnent]." The Albertan argued that the Social Credit movement was

indeed antidemitic, and offered the following exarnples as proof: member of parliament
Nomian Jaques and his associations with "semi-fascist anti-Jewish organizations in the
United States;" Major C.H. Douglas, "prophet

...almighty omniscient oracle of Social

Credit, and one of Britain's most violent Jew-baiters;" the Ausealian Social Credit
movement, which ''takes its inspiration fiom Major Douglas and to a lesser extent from the
Alberta Social Credit movement [and which] pins most of its case on anti-Semitism;" and
the Union des Electeurs, "the French Canadian wing of the Social Credit Movement ...
[which] is now busy circulating the Protocols ofthe Elders of Zion ...[and] is fast

becoming the rallying point of the numerous Jew haters in French Canada" in its
assessrnent of the Social Credit Board's annual report, the Albertan repeated the Edmonton
Jounnl's comment that "one cannot read the report without receiving the impression that
the board listed these names for the precise purpose of linking 'world plotters' and 'Jews,'

and the importance of the latter as leaders among the former.'-'
The Aibertan questioned Manning's ability to control his own movement, and implied
that he should take more responsibility for Social Credit's philosophy and propaganda. It
was plausible that Manning himself was not anti-bemitic, stated the Albertm, "but perhaps

Mr. Jaques speak~forthe 'movement' more than Mr.Manning doesn The paper also

criticized Manning for not dissociating his movement from Douglas's anti-Semitic views:

"Mr. MaMing has said that the major's 'personai' views on such things are his own
responsibility, but to Major Douglas antidemitisrn is an integral part of Social Credit."
The Albertan concluded that "Mr. Manning more than anyone else can speak for the
Alberta govemment, and if he says it is not anti-Semitic, he ought to be taken at his word.

But he must pardon a good deai of skepticism when he says the 'Social Credit movement'
is not anti-~emitic.'~
Political responses to Manning's statement were equally negative, and his politicai
opponents in the Alberta legislatue took this opportunity to deride his repudiation of antiSemitism. Elmer Roper pointed out that Manning's statements were not in accordance

with the actions of the Social Credit movement nor the views expressed by Major Douglas,
Norman Jaques, or L.D.Byrne, adviser to the Social Credit ~ o a r d ? The CCF party
organ, Commonwealth, harshly criticized the Social Credit Board's report, calling Byrne
"the chore boy and echo of Major

oug glas."^

Clearly, the issue of anti-Sernitism was coming to a head for the Social Credit
movement. Manning had been compeiied to take a stand on Social Credit's anti-Semitic
philosophy, and his public statement following the release of the Social Credit Board's

report indicated he was considering undertaking a policy of sanitation. In sum, the
incident of the Social Credit Board's report and Manning's subsequent public repudiation
showed that the Social Credit rnovement recognized the political l i a b u e s of

disseminating anti-Semitic propaganda.
For its part, the Canadian Jewish Congress was unconvinced that the Social Credit
movement was about to discard its antitiSemiticpropaganda hdeed, Louis Rosenberg,

now Congress's national research director, noted that aithough Manning had repudiated
anti-Semitisrn and racial or religious intolerance within the movement, "the Canadian
Social Credifercohtinues to print not only antiSemitic editorials and articles bat also

articles against the admission of refugees, against 'pleas for racial tolerance' and against
the extension of Ml citizenship nghts to Canadians of Japanese and Chinese origindJ7
Manning's declarations notwithstanding, Rosenberg hnd littie faith that Social Credit's
philosophy of ethnic intolerance was going to change, especially with respect to Jews.
However, a tum of events in the spring of 1947 increased the pressure on the Social
Credit movement to eradicate its anti-Semitic philosophy, and gave new hope to the
Canadian Jewish Congress. Once again the spotlight tumed on the anti-Semitic activities
of MP Norman Jaques. On 5 May 1947, the Monneal Star showed a picture of Jaques
with Gerald L.K. Smith and his wife in Philadelphia, where Jaques had attended a meeting

addressed by srnith? On 7 May, in a telephone interview granted to the Montreal
Gazette, Jaques revealed the close comection between his ide& and those spread by

Smith: "Gerald Smith is a t d y great Christian gentleman who has been cmelly maligned.

He stands for Christian nationalisrn. But of course the Communists have smeared him as
anti-semitic ... Smith believes in Arnerica for the Amencans and in the American way of

Life ...I have tried to do the same with the Canadian way of life and Canadian fkedom and
1 wiU keep nght on trying.xr'9

The same &y, the N m York Post reported that the AdDefamation League of B'nai
B'rith (ADL)had recently asked the State Department in Washington to bar .Taaues fioxn
entering the ~ n i t e dStates. The ADL descriid Jaques as a "notorious anti-semite who has
abused the priviiege of entry into the United States by stirring up misunderstanding and

tensions among racial and religious groups." When Jaques learned that the ADL had
requested he be barred he stated: "1 don't have to defend my actions." He added that the

ADL was "ody a part of the Zionist Terrorists who have been making such trouble in
Palestine," and that it was "part of the Communkt front, and blackrnail and defamation of
character are part of their ~ o r k . " ' ~
Yet in the House of Commons the next day, Jaques retracted his earlier statements and
denied that he was a disciple of the notorious Smith. Regarding the recent Gazette article,
Jaques stated that 'most of the remarks, including the quotations attributed to me, are pure
fabrications." However, he adrnitted stating that Smith "had done more to expose
communist plots than any other public man in the United States of America" and that he,
Jques, b'woulddo my best to expose cornmunist plots hem.'"

The Guette remarked that

"[a]Aerthought apparently convinced burly Nonnan Jaques ...that he had said either too
much or too littie when ... he frankly avowed himself a disciple of US.Christian Front

Leader Gerald L.K.srnith.""
Further denunciations of Jaques and the Social Credit movement quickly followed. The

Montreal Star stated: "NormanJaques ... [ha] denied a report that he was a disciple of
the notonous American rabble-rouser, Gerald L.K.Smith ...Mr. Jaques may be no disciple
of the Jew-baiting America Firster, but he acts like one ...Social Crediters in Canada have
become professional anti-Semites; they have re-issued the fake Protocols of!he Eltiers of

Zion and under cover of an attack on communisrn preach racial haîred ...Little wonder,
then, that when [Jaques] was reported to have d d b e d Gerald L.K. Smith as a ' t d y
Christian gentleman,' the public would be inclined to believe that he did Smith has been

discredited in the United States as neither a gentleman nor a Christian ... Mr. Jaques would
be well advised to'follow a less bespattered messiah.""

The Montreal Herald similarly remarked: "[nlext t h e they have the opportunity,

Canadian voters - and particularly those of Wetaskiwin, Alta., - should make it clear that
the doctrines of Gerald L.K. Smith are not welcome in Canada ... Mr. Smith has been
stirring up race hate, anti8emiticism [sic] and similar Nazi specialties, in the U.S.for a

considerable nurnber of years. It's up to Canadian voters in general, because Mr. Jaques is
one of the best known spokesmen of the Social Credit Party - and Social Credit doctrine
trends toward the type of nationalisrn cmied to the extreme by the notonous srnith.""
The Montreal Gazette ais0 condemned Jaques for his association with Smith: "[iln
avowing even partial or qualified support for the vociferated agitation of Mr. Smith, and
his intention to promote sirnilar views in this country, M..
Jaques reveals himself the
apostle of an un-Canadian gospel which has no proper place in the tife of this country ...
Canadians should realize the dimptive and repugnant import of Mr. Jaques' preachments
and his association with Mr. Smith ...they should set thernselves in both mind and deed

decisively against allowhg mch &en concepts to take root in this democratic country.''55
Interestingly, the Gazette invoked a brand of Canadian nationalisrn which excluded
Smith's pro-Amencan ideals. Yet it is important to remember that Jaques had k e n
preaching an anti-Semitic gospel for years, and never before had the Canadian press
condemned him in such ternis. However, when he associated himself with an Arnerican
leader of dubious fame, his views increased in notonety. Perhaps the press's response to
Jaques was merely a traditional exercise of defining Canadian identiv in antitiAmencan
t e m . Had Jaques not become publicly involved with the Amencan Smith, one wonders

whether the Canadian press would have bothered to take up the case. A Canadian
politician who voiced anti-Semitic views was smdl news; but a Canadian politician who
became involved with a notonous American was much more newsworthy. Thus, the
press's condemnation of Jaques may have simply been another case of the "Arnerican dog
wagghg the Canadian tail."

As a result of this negative press coverage, Jaques realized that his reputation was at
stake. In a second i n t e ~ e wwith the Montreal Grnette on 1 1 May 1947, he denied that he
had described Smith as "a ûuly great Christian gentleman," quickly adding, "not

...that 1

deny that he is. But 1just don' t seem to remember having said it." Calling himself a
"Canada First man" and "a Britisher through and through," Jaques affirmed his belief in
the principle of "Canada for Canadians" and emphasized that "it is my opinion that 1 am

totally k e of bias on al1 questions involving race, creed a d o r religion." Yet in the sarne
interview he railed against Zionists as "poisonous propagandists," expressed his belief in
the Protocols, and declared that the Balfour Declaration should never have been made and

was '?he root of the evil." When asked if he was going to organize a Chnstian Front in

Canada dong the lines of Smith's orgmhtion, Jaques responded in the negative, because
"[wle believe ...that the Social Credit Party is already doing that work here. It defends

Christian principles."56
if Jaques believed this second interview would help clear up the "misunderstanding'"
which had &sen as a result of the fin$," he was clearly mistaken. The next evening,
national Social Credit leader Solon Low rose in the House of Commons and stated: '1
want to make it clear that neither the social credit movement in Canada nor the goup of
social credit members in this house takes its Iead h m Gerald LX. Smith, nor is

associated with him in any way," and that "[e]xcept for the meagre reports we have read in
the press, thirteen of us know nothing about the work Mr. Smith is doing or about the
movement called the 'Christian ~ront.""* As the Monireal Gazette noted, "bow's]
reference to '13 of us' was pointed since the Social Credit group in the House has 14
members." The Gazette pointed out, quite accurately, that Low was sending an implied
rebuke to Jaques and his 'bpolitica.findiscret ion^."^^

To this rebuke, Jaques responded most irrationally. Shortly after Low's statement, he
announced in the House of Commons that he was king threatened by "cornmunist secret
police" and that "some of their agents are working within out [Social Credit]
mo~ernent.'*~He recalled that one such agent %as detected a few years ago and among
his papers was f o i d a note" which read: "[tlhere always are certain individuah
prominent in the social credit movement who will deserve carefbi attention. Jaques is one
of them. In rny opinion this man is most dangerous to our cause ... Despite our efforts we
have never been able to unseat him. Watch him carefblly, he has many followers." Jaques
did not identie the Cornmunist agent or explain how he had obtained the note. However,
he insisted that "[tlhis is not the first t h e that 1have been threatened by the communist
secret police.'*'

He concluded his speech with a "we who are about to die, salute you"

gesture62and declared: "[slooner or later we must all stand up and be counted. 1 have

many fiiends in the United States, fine, fearless people who are fighting the communkt
enemies of their country and of our country. 1 should be sorry not to meet thern again. But
my mind is made up; I am in a fight to a nnish against the red communists and pink fellow

travellers. I shall not be stopped by threats. My silence is not for sale at any price. You

shall lmow the tmth and the truth W make you free?

M a y interpretations could be given regarding Jaques's bizarre behaviour. An analysis
of the "Communist agent's note" could reveal its author (undoubtedly Jaques) to be
suBering fiom paranoid anxiety or delusions of persecution.* Yet these psychological
ternis lack meaning if they are not placed in a personal context. Jaques had believed in the
existence of an international, hancial, Jewish conspiracy since the beginning of his
political career, if not earlier. Why he suddenly dipped into full-blown paranoia is not
easily answerable. What is important to note, however, is that Jaques was losing support

-

publicly and politicaily. When the leader of the national Social Credit Party stood up in

the House of Commons and deliberately excluded the Party and its members of parliament
from any association with Gerald L.K. Smith, this was an implicit exclusion of Jaques.
Jaques believed he stood alone, and to an extent, this was true. He had k e n marginalized
and excluded fiom his own party. Thus, he was forced to wage the war against his long-

tirne enemy - international Jewish finance - alone.
The Canadian press was not overly sympathetic to Jaques's plight. The Ottawa Journal
was skeptical about the Communia secret police agent's note which had k e n lefi "lying

handily around," and stated that "[ilt was something of a rnysteryjust who might be
threatening [Jaques's] Me." The Journal added that "[wlhile possibly fearing for his life,
[Jaques's] concem up to this moming had not k e n sufncient to impel him to seek any

special protection nom either the RCMP or the Commoos' Protective staffA5 The
Montreal Star similady remarked: "Dlust why anyone would threaten the life of Mr.
Jaques is a deep rnystery. Certainly he seldom is to be found speaking to a packed House
of ~ o m m o n s The
. ~ Montreal Gazetîe c d e d Jaques's address "[tlhe wildest speech of

several sessions of ~arlianient'~'
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The reai repudiation of Jaques's views, however, came fiom the Alberta press. The
Calgary-based AIbertan declareci that
[tlhousands of Social Crediters throughout Alberta are greatly pleased and relieved to
hear that Solon Low and Premier E.C. Manning, their federai and provincial leaders,
have repudiated almost everythmg Norman Jaques stands for. It now r e m a h for the
people of Wetaskiwin constituency, who elected Mr. Jaques to parliament, to repudiate

hirn also. Although Mr. Jaques calls himself a Social Crediter, he has been devoting
most of his time and talents to fostering a peculiar brand of antiJewish Fascism
pattemed on Gerald L.K.Smith's "Christian Fronty'movement in the United States ...
Since Mr. Jaques has declared that Social Credit is vimially identical with the Christian
Front, Mr. Low and Mr. Manning seem obliged to go one step M e r and say Social
Credit has nothing in common with Mr. ~ques."

The Wetaskiwin Times also published an editonal on 21 May 1947, which revealed its
attitude toward its elected member of parliament:

Our Federal M.P. and his penchant for stirring up racial animosity has aiways been a
source of embarrassrnent to his collstituents, but we have overlooked this weakness in

the h o p that the rest of Canada would take his pet-peeve with a grain of salt as we do
at home. The rkent request of the Anti-Defamaton League of B'nai B'rith that he be
baned h m entry into the United States puts things in a dflerent light This latest

development is "the stmw that breaks the camel's back" in the relations between Mr.
Jaques and hk constituents ...Abouî the only tirne we see our f e d d member in

Wetaskiwin is when he descends on us during an election to Uiform us of the dire plots

against democracy which he has uncovered at ûttawa and other eastem points. He also
makes an excellentjob of irnpressing us with his high-sounding opinions on
international finance ... We have no place and no time for lew-baiting or any other
racial isms in Western Canada. It is this very k d o m that has kept the muzzle off Mr.
Jaques for so many years. But we have had e n ~ u ~ h . ~ ~

If the press is viewed as a reflection of public opinion, the people of Wetaskiwin had
spoken. They were no longer willing to countenance the views of their mernber of
parliament - views which apparentiy never held much resonance for these

voter^.'^

Thus, by the spring of 1947, Jaques was quickly losing credibility as Social Credit MP
for Wetaskiwin. The Canadian Jewish Congress had been following the tum of events
closely, and d u h g the exposé of Jaques, had been in contact with the editorial staffs of the
Montreal press. Specificdly, Saul Hayes had written to the Montreal Gazette and

M ~ e aStar
l commending them for their exposure of Jaques's associations with Gerald

L.K.Smith: "b]ou render a public service in inforrning your readers of Mr. Jaques'
comection with Mr.Smith. The more often the public is acquainted with these facts the
better. Expos[é]s of this nature are important."7' In addition, Congress provided one of

the Montreal papers with material on Jaques which was used for an editorial ~ o m m e n t . ~
During this period, Congress dso communicated with the Anti-Defamation League,

which was stiil waiting to see if Jaques would be barred fiom the United States. Hayes
wrote to the ADL, indicating his pleasure at the public exposure of Jaques's antiSemitisrn: "[tlhe whole conjmction of developments is interesting, especially since we

have been discussing with the editors of the Montreal Gazette just this sort of expos[é] of

Jaques' anti-semitism. I think that we can al1 be pleased that a dangerous man stands
exposed by his own words. The menace, however, that he and his group represent is far
'~
fiom dispelled and the Social Crediten will certainly continue to bear ~ a t c h i n ~ . "Thus,
Congress could feel more hopefùl that public opinion was turning against Jaques, and by
extension, the Social Credit movement. If Sociai Credit's leading proponent of antiSemitic propaganda could be discredited, perhaps the entire movement would fa11 fiom
grace.
Yet throughout'the spring and summer of 1947, the Social Credit movement continued
to publish and promote antidemitic propaganda. As Louis Rosenberg noted, the Alberta
Social Credit Board and the Canadian Social Crediter continued to stock, advertise, and
offer for sale "books and pamphlets which are definitely anti-Semitic and which fiequently
quote the Protocols of the Elders of Zion or reprint anti-Semitic canards previously
published in Ford's International Jew and the Anti-Semitic Nazi literature of the Fichte
Bunde." Further, noted Rosenberg, "[nleither Mt. Solon Low nor Premier Manning or any
other Social Credit member can deny knowledge of the anti-Semitic nature of the
propaganda literature, for it is distributed and sold at ail Social Credit meetings and ail the
members make fcequent quotations h m it."74
Thus, despite Manning's earlier repudiation of antidemitism, little had changed in
Social Credit's propaganda. More significantly, Congress was unable or mwillhg to
capitalize on the exposure brought about by the Social Credit Board's report, Manning's

repudiaiion of anti-Semitism, or Nomian Jaques's antics. Yet throughout the summer and
aunuM of 1947, Congress continued to disaus public relations measures to end Social

Credit's propaganda. In July 1947, the National Joint Public Relations Committee
discussed the Social Credit problem and made plans to continue the fight against the
Alberta government. The Committee discussed whether the Mormon Church (of which
Solon Low was a bishop, and John Blackmore a member) or any other denominational
churches had corne out publicly on the matter of Social Credit's antidemitism. Congress
had not yet approached the churches, and none had made a public pronouncement.
Regarding plans to obtain a public statement fkom the Mormon church, one of the
Committee rnembers emphasized that "it was incumbent on Congress to investigate this
side of the question as much as possible and enlist the assistance of the Amencan defense
agencies to approach the center of this church in Salt Lake city.""
The National Joint Public Relations Committee also discussed a proposed press
carnpaign against the Social Credit Party. However, this idea was squelched by Hayes
who stated that 'wshad already in part been accomplished by the actions of Mr. Jaques
hiself [sic] by his open association with Gerald L.K.Smith,and the publicity given in
generai in the Canadian press to the letter of the [Anti-Defamaton Leagw] to the United
States Semtary of State." Hayes noted that both the Montreal Star and the Montreal

Gazette had reproached Jaques for "consorting with ~ascists."'~
Hayes's remarks were
somewhat incongruent with his previous efforts, but no other member emphasked the
need to build on existing successes against the Social Credit movement. Consequently,

although the Joint Public Relations Committee discussed M e r mesures to be taken
against the Social Credit movement,its suggestions were remarkable for their passivity.

The Social Credit rnovement had already proven itselfvulnerable to public and political

attack, yet Congress remained unable or unwilling to capitalize on that vuInerability and
implement an aggressive public relations policy.

Moreover, despite its proposals for a stronger policy, Congress did not evecute any
plans during the summer and autumn of 1947, and unsurprisingly, there were few
successes on the Social Credit front. in August the United States State Department
informed the Anti-Defamation League that there were no grounds on which it could bar
Norman Jaques from entering the United

tat tes.^^

Later that autumn, David Kirshnblatt at

Montreal headquarters attempted to link Jaques's anti-Semitism with a comparable antiCatholicism based on his associations with Gerald L.K.smith7*in the hopes of rallying
French-Canadians against the Social Credit Party. However, the ADL infomed Congress
that there was "no anti-Catholic activity on the part of Gerald L.K.Smith or his cohorts
with whorn Norman Jaques consorted on his visit to the United

tat tes."'^

Leonard

Bercuson in Alberta sirnilady stated that '7here seems little evidence of anti-Catholic
agitation being combined with anti-Semitism. One or two educationai leaders [Social
Crediten] are known to hold antiCathoüc views, but their opinions are not reflected in

any of the educatioaal propaganda issued ... there is no merging of anti-Catholic and antiJewish

However, the Friends of Demomicy in New York stated that "[tlhe

people with whom [Jaques] has been associated in the United States are not only antiSemitic but also very anti-Catholic." It was currently studying this subject and 'hiay have
more to report later."'

However, there is no evidence that the Friends of Dernocracy ever

provided Congress with evidence of Smith's deged anti-~athoiicisn**

Thus, Congress's plans to "effectively fight the anti-semitisrn of Jaques

O..

by exposing

the tie-up between Jaques and some of the Amencan Nationalists who are just as

vociferous in their anti-Catholicism as in their anti-~emitisrn,'" could not be executed.
Nonetheless, Congress's attempt to show that Social Credit's propaganda was dangerous
to al1 Canadians, not only Jews, was an important step in a slowlychanging public
relations philosophy. If Social Credit's propaganda could be seen as more than a "Jewish
concem," perhaps public opinion would swing away from the movement.
Yet by the autumn of 1947, neither Congress's national headquartea nor the various
cornmittees in the Western Division were actively working to confront the Social Credit
problem. For too many years there had been meetings, correspondence, expressions of
goodwill, declarations by Social Credit leaders, promises by Alberta premiers - while the
anti-Semitic propaganda continued unabated. Throughout the early postwar penod Social
Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda had steadily increased, fluctuating between anti-Semitic
anti-communism and anti-Semitic anti-Zionisrn. For Congress, the Social Credit problem
must have appeared insoluble. As long as the movement was able to spread anti8emitic
propaganda with impunity, and as long as Congress remained bound to a passive public
relations approach, it possessed few weapons to combat the Social Credit problem.
Yet the Social Credit movement was on the brink of a major overhaul, one which
neither Congress nor any other organisration, including the movement itself, couid have
predicted. Circumstances converged in such a way that Manning's plan to shut down the
Social Credit Board at the end of its fiscal year in March 1948 ended in a W-blown party
rift and major cabinet shufne. Amid the confusion, M d g announced a purge of

Semitism within the Social Credit movement The Canadian Jewish Congress had no
choice but to sit back and watch the dominoes tumble.

As early as September 1947, there were stirrings in the Alberta government which
indicated a change was underway. niat month, seveml newspapers reported that the Yate
of the Alberta Govemment's Sccial Credit board will be decided at a late fdi caucus in
Edmonton of govemment members of the h o ~ s e , ' 'because
~
its a n n d report fiom the
previous March had "prompted widespread criticism even in Social Credit rank~."~'On
21 October, the Edmonton Journal reported that at the upcoming caucus meeting, "Social
Credit members hl1 discuss the hture of the Social Credit board. It is possible the
powers of the board will be drastically reduced?

On 3 November the J o m l quoted

Mannllig as saying that a statement would be issued soon, "in the light of reports that the
board will end its operations by the end of the fiscal year." The Journal nunoured that
"the board soon would end its operations under the auspices of the govemment and that
there wouid be a move to incorporate the board's activities into the Alberta Social Credit
league.'"'
At the end of November 1947, Manning made some executive decisions which were
announced at the meeting of the Social Credit Association of Canada (the national party
orgmization) and the provincial convention of the Alberta Social Credit League. At the
meeting of the Social Credit Association of Canada, Manning began the f
h
tsteps of his
"purge." First, he announced that John Patrick Gillese, editor of the Canadian Social
Crediter had been asked to resign and would be replaced by Gordon Taylor, Social Credit

MLA for Drumheller. Second, the Social Credit Board would be abolished at the end of
the fiscal year (3 1 March 1948) and its activities would be transferred to the Social Credit

League and Department of Ecowmic Affâirs. Third, the new editorial policy for the

Cunadian Social Crediter would be "that in identifj6ng the enemies of the people it should
hold no creed or iace up in ridic~le."~

Shortly t h e d e r , at the provincial convention of the Alberta Social Credit League,

Manning announced that the policy of the Alberta Social Credit govemment and the
Alberta Social Credit League was as follows: "[wle condemn, repudiate and completely
disassociate ourselves and the Social Credit movement in Alberta from any statement or
publication which are incompatible with the established British ideals of democratic
freedom or which endorse, excuse, or incite anti-Semitism or racial or religious intolerance
in any form ... We re-iterate our intention to do everything in our power to unite the people
of this Province and country, irrespective of colour, race or creed in an all-out effort to end

the present vicio- fuiancial monopoly and restore the effective control over money and
credit to the people them~elves."~~
This staternent was merely a repetition of Manning's
earlier repudiation of anti-Semitism, which clearly had been ineffective since the
movement had continued to disseminate anti-Semitic propaganda Most importantly,
however, Manning's repudiation still contained Social Credit's belief in a "vicious
financial monopoly." The only question which rernained was whether it was "Jewish"
Nonetheless, Manning had begun his purge of anti-Semitism. Starting in November
1947 and conhuing for several months, the crisis within the Social Credit movement

caused much dissension and acrimony. It is unlikely tbat Manning anticipated the political
fdout fiom his actions. He began with announcing the abolition of the Social Credit
Board and ended up firing major members of his cabinet The details of this purge are
extensive and have been documented elsewhere) but what is signincant is that as a result
of Manning's pronouncements, the Social Credit movement experienced a split in its

factions - between the hard-line, anti-Semitic followers of Douglas's views, and the more
modenite elements who chose to follow Manning's new line. In the shake-up, former
editor of the Canndian Social Crediler, John Gillese, began disseminating a new Social
Credit circular which touted the international Jewish conspiracy thesis?' Norman Jaques
was first reprimanded and later banned fiom submitting articles to the Canadiun Social

~rediter.~*
L. D. Byrne, the Party's technical adviser to the Social Credit Board, dong
with R.E.Ansley, minister of education, were fired?3 In response to these finngs, several
other Social Credit politicians, both provincial and federal, split from the movement and
formed their own Douglas Social Credit Council which remained true to Douglas's antiSernitic principles.w
Throughout this cnsis, Manning denied there was a split in party ranks, and emphasized

that the Social Credit movement had not strayed fiom its original philosophy. Meanwhile,
the press in Canada questioned whether there was a Manning-brand of Sociai Credit which
was distinct fiom the Douglas-brand of Social Credit, or "has the government so f
a

departed fiom the true philosophy that it cm no longer countcnance the very teachings that
gave it bhh? 1s it the heretics who are going to the scaffold - or the true believer~?"~~
For its part, the Canadian Jewish Congress remained unconvinced that Manning's
actions wouid have any lasting effect in a series of mernoranch to national executive
director S a d Hayes, Louis Rosenberg gave his interpretation of recent events. Refening
to Manning's repudiation of mti-Semitism, Rosenberg believed that it b'should evidently

be taken with much more than a grain of salt There is no reason to be!ieve in its sine*,
nor is there any evidence to warrant that it shows any change in policy on the part of ML

Manning, the Social Credit Party in Alberta, the Sociai Credit members of the Dominion
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Parliament, or the .Canadan Social ~rediter.."%In fact, given "the previous tactics of the
Social Credit Party and its leaders, the statement is intended to divert attention fiom its
actual activities and to provide a statement which cm be quoted in an attempt to prove its

innocence while it continues to follow its anti-Sernitic poli~y."97Further, arped
Rosenberg, Manning differed little fiom the anti-Semites he was ousting eom the Party
since he "has several times made public statements over the radio and in the press
concerning secret conspiracies of international bankers, etc., and the only difference in the
wording of his statement and those of Solon Low or Norman Jaques is that he has been
careu to eliminate the word 'Jewish' in taiking about an international financial
c o n ~ ~ i r a c ~ Rosenberg
.'"~
noted that in the issue of the Cmadian Social Crediter which
printed Manning's new official policy, there was an advertisement for "no fewer than 6
violently anti-Semitic books which quote fiom the Protocols of the Elders of Zion
[including] the book The Brief for the Prosecution by Major Douglas which is ad-Semitic

and contains quotations fiom the b roto cols."*
Rosenberg was dso skeptical about the .CanadianSocial Crediter's ban on Jaques's

writings or the change in the party organ7seditorid policy and staff. These developments
'hay give the impression that there has been a revolution in that party, that it has been
purged of its anti-Semitic elements, and that h m now onwards the Canadian Social
Credit Party, its leaders, its propaganda Literature and its members can be relied upon to
follow a policy fixe fiom anti-Semitim," stated Rosenberg. However, "it would be
dangerous and most inadvisable on our part to believe that the battle has been won and that
the Social Credit Party and its activities may now be considered inwcuous." In sho*

there "has k e n no actual change in the poiicy of the party towards anti-Semitism and a d -

Semitic propaganda;" instead, %is may be a tactical manoeuvre to put us off guard and
absolve the Social Credit Party and its leaders fiom charges of anti-Semitisrn, distribution

of the Protocols of the Elders of Zion, etc., and that the tactics will be resumed openly at a
later period when the hue and cry dies down."loO
Rosenberg summarized the litany of evidence against the Social Credit movement
which he had been collecting for years. He repeated that anti-Semitism, together with a
belief in the Protocols and the idea of an international Jewish conspiracy were 'hot the
result of personai idiosyncrasies of individual membes such as Norman Jaques or John
Patrick Gillese;" rather, these were "essential and indispensable parts of the Social Credit
theory" to help Social Crediters explain why their rnonetary policies were not implemented

long ago. In fact, declared Rosenberg, "Social Credit without anti8emitism would be like
Hadet without the Ghost." Moreover, Norman Jaques and John Gillese were not the only
Social Crediters who utilized anti-Semitic propaganda; indeed, the main leaders of the
Party, including Solon Low and other Social Credit MPs, used similar tactics. The
Cunadian Social ~rediterand the Social Credit Board had been publishing anti-Semitic
attacks for years. Therefore, concluded Rosenberg, "[ilf dl leaders and propagandists of
the Canadian Social Credit Party who were anti-Semitic were to be repudiated ...it would

involve a cleaning out of the party from top to bottom including Solon Low,and Social
Credit members of the House of Commons and even Premier Manning himse~f."'~'

Rosenberg also sumrnarized what he saw as the main cause of Manning's purge disagreement over strategy and tactics, not disagreement over fiindamental Social Credit

principles. Specincally, the Social Credit movement disagreed over the extent to which
anti-Semitic propaganda shouid be used in public pronouncements:

Some of the leaders of the party in Alberta, such as Premier Manning and the more
'hoderate" elements, while they believe in the mythical Protoco1.s and international
Jewish conspiracies, do not consider it advisable or necessary to emphasize the antiSemitic angle, and would like to have it implicit rather than explicit. They believe in
"discretion" rather than al1 out attack, and are, therefore, not very happy about the way
in which Norman Jaques, Solon Low and others are continuously occupying the
limelight with their antidemitic attacks. On the other hand the most active membea

within the Social Credit Party believe that anti-Semitisrn is a very useful and practical
method of attragting members and gaining control in Canada, and feel that the more
moderate goup are too "milk and water."'02

Thus, Rosenberg did not believe the party split was caused by a rift in Social Credit
philosophy. In his view, Social Crediters still believed in the existence of an international
financial Jewish conspiracy. The red debate focussed on the extent to which that
philosophy should be advertised.

Alberta Congress members had their own interpretation of recent events. With respect
to the new editorial poiicy of the Canadian Social Crediter, Leonard Bercuson believed
that bbPremierErnest Manning has ken increasingly embarrassed by the statements of the

more rabid anti-Semites in his par& ... It is apparent to Mr. Manning that his party derives
no advantage 60m the h e of argument purmed by propagandists like Mr. Jaques." The
prestige of the Party had been seriously damaged as a resuit of the Social Credit Board's

report the previous spring, added Bercuson, and a number of Social Credit supporters,
"particularly those who are deeply religious, have resented the s c d o u s nature of much of

the contents of the Canadian publication." Accordingly, "Mr. Manning flatly insisted on

the elirnination of antidemitisrn fiom Social Credit publications ... [stating] that he would
resign rather than be saddled by M e r embarrasment fkom propagandists."'03
Bercuson emphasized his belief that Manning's repudiation of antidemiusrn and the
new policy of the pariy organ were legitimate. The Social Credit govemment in Alberta
was heavily dependent on Manning for its continued prestige and popularity, he argued, as
was the national Social Credit Party: "[clonsequently to keep him at the helm this reversal
in policy has taken place." Bercuson predicted that in the future the Canadian Social

Crediter b'wîllin al1 probability be a different type of publication." Even more promising
was that its new managing editor, Gordon Taylor, had a reputation for integrity and
"fieedom From any anti-semitic bias."lw In sum, Bercuson believed that Manning had
always held the power to stop the anti-Semitism in the Social Credit movement: "[wlhat

has happened bears out a point that has been held by us in Alberta for a long t h e narnely, that if Mr: Manning insisted upon it, the Social Credit policy could be altered."lo5
Yet Bercuson's interpretations were somewhat premature. At least in the short tem,
Rosenberg was more accurate in his skepticism about the movement's recent changes.
The Canadian Social Crediter continued to publish anti-Semitic propaganda, Linking
Zionism with its theory of an international hancial Jewish ~onspiracy.'~~
It also
continued to advertise anti-Semitic literature. Indeed, only a few days d e r the

announcement of the change in editorial policy for the Canadian Social Crediter, attempts

by Congress to obtain a copy of the Protocols fiom the offices of the Conadan Social
Crediîer proved ~uccessful.'~~

Thus, on the surface, it appeared that Manning's purge was merely cosmetic. On 25

December 1947, the Canadian Jewish WeeRy remarked that the new editorial policy of the
Cmudian Social Crediler did not indicate any real change in Social Credit policies: "[i jt

does not indicate any serious split; it is a case of a section of one of its groups being
severely rapped over the knuckles for indulging in activities that are h a d to the
rnovement. Some face-lifting is king undertaken. The show window is being cleaned up
but the shelves inside are still piled with the same reactionary goods."'08
hdeed, it was not clear whether the anti-Semitic propaganda of the Social Credit
movement would ever be eradicated. The past year had proven to be both fhstrating and
encouraging for Congress. Although its efforts had met with Iimited success, a new and

more aggressive approach had been undertaken, especially by Alberta Congress members.

This was an important step in Congress's slowly evolving public relations philosophy.
Even more promishg was that the Social Credit movement seemed to be executing its own
policy to end anti-Semitism. Notwithstanding these advances, part disappointments were
exerthg a strong influence on Congress's hopes for the fiiture. Too many tirnes Social
Credit leaders had made promises and declarations about ending the movement's antiSemitic propaganda, while the movement continued to peddle its "reactiooary goods."

There was no -tee

that Manning's most recent repudiation wodd brhg any

fbndamental, lasting change. Thus, the Cansdian Iewish Congress began the new year

unsure whether Social Credit's years of antitiSemiticpropagandizing would corne to an

end.
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CEIAPTER SEVEN
A PERIOD OF WATCHFUL WAITING, 1948-1949

By the beginning of 1948 a split wes developing within the Social Credit movement,
between the hard-line Douglasites and those Social Crediters who chose to foliow
Manning's new directive. It will be remembered from Chapter One that three splinter
groups emerged in the wake of Manning's purge: the Edmonton-based Douglas Social
Credit Council; the Ontario-based Union of Electors; and the Quebec-based Union des
Electeurs.' Each group advocated a similar electoral policy; that is, to work for the
election of independent Social Credit representatives who would be responsible only to
their constituencies' electors.' On the issue of anti-Semitism, al1 three groups accused
Premier Manning of having converted to the cause of Zionism and declared that the Social
Credit movement was king run by Communists, socialists, Freemasons, Iews, and even
the Canadian Jewish Congress. An examination of Congress's response to the rift in the
Social Credit movement will reveal how Manning's purge aected both his own
organ.ization and the Canadian Iewish Congress. Although Congress members continued
to scrutinize Social Credit activities throughout this penod, the "Social Credit problem"

gradually receded as the movement conducted its own purge of anti-Semitism. Yet it is
significant that because of Congtess's passive approach towards the movement in the past
it ultimately could take little credit for the present tum of events.
It wilI be recailed that the Edmonton-based Douglas Social Credit Council was created

in late Febniary 1948, shortly after Manning's firings of LD. Byme, technical adviser to

the Social Credit Board and deputy minister of economic affairs, and R.E. Ansley,

minister of education. The Douglas Social Credit Council included Byme, Ansley, John

Patrick Gillese, Kenneth Burton, Patrick Ashby, A.V. Bourcier, and othen. Tbese
dissidents remained Social Credit in name and some were even re-elected on the Social
Credit ticket in the Alberta provincial election of 1948.' The Douglas Social Credit

Council published two propaganda organs irregularly, the Social Credit Challenge and the

DSCC Information Service, which published anti-Manning and anti-Semitic propaganda.'

Ln addition, Roy Ashby, son of dissident MLA Patrick Ashby, operated the Basic Book
Club in conjunction with the Douglas Social Credit Council, and offered for sale al1 the
antiBemitic publications which the Canadian Social Crediter had offered, and to a lesser
extent continued to offer.'
The Douglas Social Credit Council denounced Manning's movement and published
excerpts fiom Douglas's Social Crediter in England which harshly cnticized the Manning
regirne. In its September 1948 edition, for example, the DSCC Information Service

reprinted an article fiom the Social Crediter in which Douglas flayed the Manning
administration for not king a true Social Credit govemment: "the Social Credit
Govemment, now headed by Mr. E.C.Manning, is where it is because some of the most

powemil Forces in the world have failed in previous attempts to put it out ...the
opposition met by the first three Social Credit Administrations ...was quite different in
chamcter to that now existing ... the change results h m

...the fact that the Alberta

electorate is Social Credit, but the Administration is not ...The Manning Administration is
no more a Social Credit Administration than the British Govemment is Labour.* Thus,

Douglas had sided with the dissidents and had no more use for Manning, whom he
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considered to be the lackey of international finance. The Douglas Social Credit Council
hoped that Douglas's support would lend credibility to its movement. in fact, it did not.

nie Ontario-based Union of Electors under Ron Gostick and Ed Williams aiso split
away fiom Manning's Social Credit movernent durhg this period. The Union of Electors
was closely linked to the Douglas Social Credit Council in Alberta and to the Union des
Electeurs in Quebec. It operated in direct opposition to the Ontario Social Credit League
which had remained loyal to Manning's movement.' The Union of Electors, through its
propagmda organ, Voice of the Electors, engaged in similar propaganda used by the
official Social Credit rnovement before Manning's purge.' For example, the Voice of the
Electors invoked the "good Jew-bad Jew" argument, stating that it was "political Zionists"

who "sow the seeds of anti-Semitism and bring hatred and persecution to the Jewish
people.'* The solution, stated the Voice, "is obvious. The Jewish people must repudiate
Political Zionisrn, International Communism, and the international Money Monopoly
spawned by Amschel Mayer Rothschild [sic]."'*
Similarly, Louis Even's Union des Electeurs in Quebec promoted anti-Semitic
propaganda. Specifîcally, Even accused the Manning group of having sold out to the
Jews. He stated that Manning and his group were "ambitious politicians, sefiers of Social
Credit" and that two-thirds of Social Credit members in Ottawa were rnembers of
Freemasonry which was "controlled by the Jews."" Real Caouette, Social Credit MP for
Pontiac and a leading figure in the Union des Electeurs, similarly declared that "the
Ottawa controllers are foilowing the directives of those who aspire to establish a world
Jewish and Freemasonary [sic] go~ernment"~

Vers Demain, propaganda organ for the Union des Electeurs, blamed the Canadian
Jewish Congress for Manning's directive on anti-Semitism and for the change in editorial
policy of the Canadian Social Crediler. It quoted fiom the Canadiun Jewish Chronicle,
which had reported: "[lleaders of the Social Credit Party have finaiiy announced a ban on

the publication of antitiSemitic articles in the organization's officia1 organ, follwing [sic]
conferences with Joseph H. Fine, chairman of the public relations committee of the

Canadian Jewish Congress."" This was proof",Vers Demain concluded, that "un officier
de la plus grande organisation juive du Canada a le privilège d'influencer les décisions de

la faction qui s'est emparée du Canadian Social Crediter et de passer jugement sur les
rédacte~rs!"'~
Despite their harping criticism of the Manning regime, the dissident Social Credit
groups held littie influence, and Manning's directive of November 1947 dtimately
prevailed Anti-Semitism in Social Credit propaganda was lessening,and the splinter
groups were just that - f i g e movements which continued promoting anti-Semitic
propaganda but held little influence compared to the larger Manning group. The Canadian
Jewish Congress followed these developments ctosely. It scrutinized the splinter groups'
propaganda organs, followed press coverage of the spIit in the Social Credit movement,

and continued to monitor the Cmudim Social Crediter. It is clear nom Congress's
response, at least in the early popopurge period, that it was skeptical whether Maoning's
pronouncement was exerting much influence.

In eariy 1948 the National Joint Public Relations Committee provided a summary of its

own activities, and on the isme of mti-Semitisn in Canada. reported that "anti-sernitism
does not present today an irnmediate menace to the Jewish c o m m t d ~...overt acts of

anti-sernitism are rarer today than they have been since Hitler came to power in
Gennany."

Yet,"however few may be the manifestations of anti-semitism it has

nevertheless seared deeply in Canadian soul. Anti-semitism has attained a mcasure of
recognition and respectability which are in themselves dangerous." The JPRC referred to
specific groups which continued to cause concem for the Canadian Jewish community.
Heading the list was the Social Credit Party."
The JPRC reported that the Social Credit movement and its Quebec wing, the Union
des Electeurs, "are today the ody political parties whose programs include planks which
arouse anxiety in the Iewish community ... Although Social Credit officially disavows the
word anti-semitism ...there remains a considerable rneasure of antiJewish propaganda by
indirection even if Jews are referred to oniy as political Zionists, international bankers,
Judaeo-cornmunists and by other vague tems. We have found repeatedly that Social
Credit literature in Canada echoes the mouthings of avowed antisemites in Great Britain
and in the United States. At one time the organization in the Province of Quebec had
actually disseminated the Protocols of the Elders of Zion.." The JPRC admitted that the
situation %mains quite uosatisfactory," but that "[tlhe problem is receiving the constant
attention of the Joint Public Relations Committee. We are alert to antisemitic elements in
Social Credit propaganda and fiom t h e to tirne we conduct counter-propaganda efforts to
correct specific ailegations to which they give cunency.""

Thus, despite Manning's disavowal of anti-Semitism, the JPRC still considered the
Social Credit movement to be its foremost public relations problem. Such concern was
not superfluous: in the early penod afler Manning's purge, the Social Credit movement

seil, and distriiute anti-Semitic propaganda h u g h its party
continued to ad~ertise~

organ, the Canadian Social Crediler." The Cunudian Social Credirer had for the most
part eliminated anti-Semitic references," but continued to advertise literature by such

notorious anti-Sernites as C.H. Douglas and Nesta Webster.19

In Alberta, Leonard Bercuson was not surprised that anti8emitic literatm was still
advertised and sold by the Social Credit movement. Bercuson told national executive
director Sad Hayes that "Mr. Manning may have won his point with regard to the
Canadian Social Crediter, but there still remains a vident anti-semitic element in the

Party which considers international finance the keystone of al1 Social Credit propaganda

... Whether Manning will attempt to quel1 this group is questionable.'"

Bercuson's

prediction was accurate. In the end, Manning never was completely successful in quelling
the various splinter groups, but he was able to sanitize official Social Credit philosophy
suffiiciently to make anti-Semitism appear io be the purview of a fanatical few.

in the wake of Manning's new directive, the Social Credit movement was wrought by
schism, which continued throughout the early monîhs of 1948. The Canadian Jewish
Congress followed the changes in Social Credit party fortunes closely, although for the
most part it no longer undertook any active response. uideed, the days of meeting with
Social Credit leaders and conducting covert actions to undermine the Alberta governrnent
had corne to an end, simply because Social Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda was

decreasing. Yet this development was not a consequence of Congres's public relations
work indeed, despite its years of efforts, Coagress was not responsible for Social
Credit's purge of anti-Semitism. Its pubüc relations policy, although based on an
evoiving philosophy, had not adapted quickiy enough to deal adequately with the Social
Credit menace, and now that menace was receding on its own. Yet Congress continued to

scrutllüze Social Credit's antidernitic tendencies, and would do so long after Manning's
purge?

Occrisionally in the pst-purge period, there were oppomuiities for Congress tc take a

-d

on the issue of Social Credit and anti-Semitism. Following Manning's

pronouncement in Novernber 1947, Congress closely followed press coverage of the

movement, which focussed on Norman Jaques whose writings had ken banned from the

Canadian Social Crediter. In one instance, the VancouverNews-Herald published an
editorial arguing that the Social Credit movement had been "stigmatized as anti-Semitic"
predominantly because of Jaques' s statements and activities. Calling him "somewhat of a
'lone wolf,"' the News-Herald emphasized that "[ajs a whole, the part- is not antiSemitic. Alberta's King's printer, Abe Shnitka, is, in fact, a Jew - appointed by the Social
Credit goverment." The Vancouver paper comrnended Manning for disavowing antiSernitism within his govemment and ensuring that Jaques's writings were banned fiom
the party organ: "[tlhis refom of the Canadan Social Crediter was long overdue. Mr.
Jaques ...has brought little credit to himself, his p q , or to Canada. There is no place in

any Canadian party for violent racial or religious intolerance, and it is to be hoped that the
Social Credit party is completely sincere in dissociating itself fiom any such bigotry?
Congress leadership did not accept the Vmcouver Nous-Herakf s interpretation of
recent events. At national headquarters, David RomeP suggested to Sad Hayes that a
letter be written to the editor of the Vmcouwr News-Herald by someone who was a Jew
but not part of Congress, and not n e c e s d y for publication. The letter, Rome suggested,

should state the fouowing: '?luit Jaques was not a lone antisemitic wolf among the Social
Crediters - citing specially Solon Low ...that having Jewish contacts and appointees does

not disculpate [sic] anyone fiom antisemitism ... mentioning the Protocols in Vers
Demain ...mentioning that Social Credit is still distributhg anti-Jewish liteninue ...
wghg that the Social Crcdit must clean house cleaner, and

...suggesting that the press

conhue to remain watchful on this important issue - one of the great seMces it cm
render Canadian traditions in a democratic ~ o r l d . ' ~ ~
Hayes agreed and a letter was written to the editor of the Vancouver News-Herald by
one A. Jacob Livinson of Montreal. Wntten in a judicious manner, the letter stated that
Jaques was not, in fact, a "lone wolf" with respect to anti8ernitism and that other Social
Credit leaders, including Solon Low, made simiiar statements about international Jewish
financiers. It stated that the Union des Electeurs through its French-language paper, Vers

Demain, had published the Protocols of the Lemed Eltiers of Zion and "this notorious
document and other anti-semitic literatwe are still being sold by Social Credit bookdistnbuting organizations." Regarding the appointment of Abe Shnitka to the position of

King's prhter, '"t]oo much importance may be attached to the appointment of a Jewish
businessman to a govemmental office ...It is a purely personal relatioaship, rather
Uiconsistent with the general line of the party, but surely such an appointment does not
exculpate anyone fiom anti-semiti~m.'~
The letter expressed gratitude to the editor for
bringing the issue of Social Credit to the attention of Canadians: "klour editoriai is an
instance of the very great service which the press can render the Canadian tradition of
working democracy by king vigilantly watchful on such important issues. 1 eust that you
will continue this excellent work. The Social Credit Party must be urged to cleau its

house cleaner, for the comrnon good of all peoples of Canada.'%

Significantly, this letter was not sent on behalf of Congress, and David Rome urged
that the editor of the Vizncouver News-Herald not publish it. This incident is yet another
example of how Congress's public relations approach continued to be problematic at best,
grossly ineffective at worst. By late 1947, the Social Credit movement had been forced to
publicly disavow anti-Semitism and clean up its party organ. Public opinion had swung
away fiom Jaques and press coverage showed that there was a definite link between antiSemitirni and the Social Credit movement. Yet the Canadian Jewish Congress continued
to work against Social Credit's anti-Semitisrn in a covert and passive manner. Congress
couid take littie credit for Social Credit's new line on ad-Semitism, and it was failing to
take full advantage of the gains which came its way. Nonetheless, the Vancouver News-

Hercrld did publish the letter,n and it can be assurned that some readers were made aware
of Congress's views, albeit by proxy.
Throughout 1948 Congress continued to monitor the developrnents within the Social
Credit movement. In early January 1948, Gordon Taylor, the new managing editor of the

Canadian Social Credirer, emphasized that Social Credit philosophy was positive, not
wgative, and that "[tlhere is no room in the Social Credit movement for rnisfits and

sadists who buüd their house on hate and intoleratlce and prej~dice."~
Louis Rosenberg
found Taylor's editorial interesthg because it "appears to be an attempt to put forward a
'positive' approach towards Social Credit as opposed to the 'negative' policy of attacking

religious and racial groups." Rosenberg remained skeptical, however: "[wlhether this
new policy is mereiy an attempt to wriggle out of the dinicult position in which the Social
Credit movement has placed itself because of its previous antitiSemiticattacks, or is
evidence of a real change of heart stiU remains to be s e e p
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Similarly, when Manning executed the tinal stages of bis purge in Febniary 1948,
Congress leaders remained unconvinced. By this t h e Manning had fred L.D.Byme and

R.E. Ansley, and dissident rnernbers had created the Douglas Social Credit Couocil. In
response to these events, Rosenberg gave his interpretation of the ment developments: ''1

am convinced that the split between the Manning group and the Jaques-Pat Ashbey [sic]
group does not involve any difference in principle, nor does it really mean that there are
two groups within the Social Credit Party, one of which is anti-semitic and the other one
is not anti-semitic; but rather that it represents a split in matters of policy; the Manning
group believing that it is not expedient at the present time to continue an open anti-semitic
line in public, while the dissident group ...believe[s] in the policy of open and militant
anti-~emitisrn."~~
Yet Leonard Bercuson, writing to Congress's national headquarters nom his
perspective in Edmonton, maintained that "[tlhe rupture in the ranks is a definite one and
represents a real division of ~pinion."~'He considered the firings to be "the culminating
step of a development long expected ...There appears to be a real division of opinion on
fiindamental matters. Tàat is why I thllik we have gained considerably fiom these recent
events."'

In later correspondence Bercuson emphasized: "1 do not think we should

under-estimate the significance of what has occurred. Manning's action in insisting on the
resignation of two*ofthe leading Douglasites has done the party no good. The statements

of the leaders, including Mr. Low, are full of confusion. On the one hand it is realized
that Maaning's support is essential to the Party; on the other hand it is also recognized tbat

Social Credit without the Douglas theories is not Social Credit"33

Yet Bercuson also agreed with Rosenberg's less optimistic appraisal. He adrnitted that
just because Manning had publicly repudiated antidemitism and had fired two key

govenunent members, "[tlhis does not mean that the Social Credit party has gone on
record as conde-g

anti-semitism or as eliminating it from the paxty platforrn ... The

fact remaiw that for years anti-semitism and international finance have been the keystones
of the party's propaganda. Consequently, those of us who are close to developments

never expected a complete repudiation of these fundamentals. As Mr. Rosenberg
suggests, there has been no repudiation. The rank and file of the Social Credit movement
will continue to be anti-semitic, having been indoctrinated dong these lines for years."

Thus, Bercuson concluded, %ere is no open split in ideology; rather, the party members
will continue to hoid their oid views while Mr. Manning or possibiy Mr. Low may
repudiate anti-sernitism because it now seems e~pedient."~~

In short, Bercuson seemed unsure about the meaning of the split in the Social Credit
movement. He simultaneously argued that the movement was experiencing a fundamental
split and that it was also cosmetic. Rosenberg's view was that the split was, indeeâ,

merely superficial. He amassed a body of evidence to prove that only a month after
Maaning's nrings, the seemîngly dramatic changes in Social Credit philosophy were not
so dramatic as they

appeared, and that there had been no r d change regarding Social

Credit's ad-Semitic philosophy.
According to Rosenberg, it was highly questionable whether the Social Credit
dissidents led by Norman Jaques and Pat Ashby were actually "rebels," since none of

them had been fomally expelled fiom the national Sociai Credit Party. Second, although
the Sociai Credit Association of Canada had ostensibly repudiated the Union des Electeurs

dong with its leader Louis Even and the party organ Vers Demain, the Canadian Social
Credirer still camed Even's name on its masthead as the officiai Social Credit

representative in Quebec. Finally, stated Rosenberg, although Manning had publicly
repudiated anti-Semitism and had liquidated the Alberta Social Credit Board, the Alberta
Social Credit League had taken over the previous Board's activities, including the
advertisement and distribution of anti-Semitic literature in the Canadian Social Crediter.
These facts, Rosenberg concluded, Tusti@ the belief that the recent 'split' is not one
which affects the principles of the movement, but is due to a difference of opinion as to
whether it is opportune at the present t h e for the Social Credit movement to rnake open
anti-semitic attack~."~~
Yet Rosenberg's skepticism was over-extended. In fact, Manning was attempting to
enforce the new line on anti-Semitism. D u ~ this
g period, the Douglas Social Credit
Council solicited fùnds for its new group and accused the Manning govemment of having
sold out to the Zionists and international communist financiers. On 24 March 1948,

Manning announced over his radio programme, The Social Credir Hour, that the Social
Credit movement had not deviated fiom or repudiated any of the Social Credit principles

as enunciated by its founder, C.H. Douglas. However, he declared that in fighting to
establish those p&iples, the Social Credit movement "shall not be sidetracked by
controversial abstract side issues and racial prejudices which have nothing whatever to do
with the basic principles of a true Social Credit economy." Manning condemned the
"self-styied" Douglas Socid Credit Cound, stating that it had "no cornation whatsoever

with the Alberta Social Credit League or with the Social Credit Association of Canada and

can be regarded only as an organized attempt on the part of a few disgnintled individuals

to create division in the Social Credit raaks." Disrnissing the Douglasites in one moral
sweep, Manning concluded: "there are aiways a few who will never leam that progress in

the interests of the-people as a whole is not brought about by childish quibblings over

names or abstract theories or racial prej~dices.'"~
Rosenberg was unimpressed with Manning's latest pronouncements, and concluded
that "[elvidently Mr. Manning is of the opinion that anti-sernitism is merely 'a
controversial abstnict side issue,' and believes that it c m be separated fiom Social Credit
philosophy itself, whereas in actual fact al1 Social Credit literature and almost every book
writîen by its founder Major C.H. Douglas is so steeped in anti-semitism that Major
Douglas, Social Credit and anti-semitism are in~eparable."~' in short, Rosenberg
remained unconvinced that Manning was sincere in his repudiation of antidemitism, and
he cited Manning's profession of loyalty to Douglas's principles and the continued

advertisement of anti-Semitic literature in the Canadian Social Crediter as proof of his
insincerity. These examples, Rosenberg asserted, "should be ample evidence to prove that
the repudiation of antidemitism by Premier Manning is not sincere, but is merely
intended to ward off attacks and luil opponents into a sense of false security.""
Rosenberg may have been correct, but one wonders whether he would have ever
credited Manning with attempting to eradicate anti-Semitism fiom the Social Credit
movement. For Rosenberg, Manning had ken, and would continue to be, just as culpable

as his more overtly anti-Semitic colieagues. Yet a more objective view of Manning's
actions is needed. Mihether Manning tnily believed in a Jewish-financial-cornrnunistplot
to enslave the worid is debatable; he openly advocated the theory of an international
financial conspiracy, never stating it was Jewish. Yet for years he dowed members and

sections of his govemment and Party to advocate the theory of an international financial
Jewish conspiracy with impunity. Now, in the postwar, post-Holocaust period, Manning

was cleaning house. He was explicitly marginalizing those Douglas Social Crediten who
advocated antiaemitic theories, and for this he must be given credit.
It is also possible that Rosenberg was out of step with the changes o c c h n g in the
Social Credit movement - that he failed to see the changing contours of Social Credit's
philosophy. In many ways, this is understandable. Rosenberg had monitored Social
Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda for years, and had become an expert on the movement.
Although he was correct in stating that "Major Douglas, Social Credit and anti-semitism
are inseparable,"" he did not entertain the possibility that Manning could lead a Social
Credit movement that was social credit only in narne. Indeed, the Social Credit serpent
was shedding its skin. Anti-Semitism was being left behind, and the Canadian Jewish

Congress would have to adapt itself accordingly.
This shedding, however, was not occurrîng without a stnrggle. Douglas's Social Credit
Secretariat in England had entered the foray, predictably siding with the Douglas Social

Credit Council in Edmonton. Both groups denounced M&g7s

govemment not only for

deviating fiom Douglas's Social Credit principles, but for allowing the Canadian Jewish
Congress to dictate its policies? In one instance Douglas's Social Crediler wamed that
the "Planners" for 'bCommunist-Zionistworld domination7' would stop at nothhg short of

'~urder,''because they b'camot permit Social Credit in Alberta to succeed." It added that
the premier and some of his more important cabinet members were the "target for perhaps

the most venemous [sic] manoeuvres ever directed against administrative office holders ...

A whole world is at stake and atomic or bacterial war are arguments only deferred until

l e s troublesorne Gducements have fai1ed.Ml
The Social Crediter's "warning of murder" was given newspaper coverrige in Alberta

and broadcasted over local radio stations?* The Edmonton Bulletin reponed that Premier

Manning %as unperturbed by the waming," and "had no comment to make.'"

However,

certain members of Congress believed a comment was necessary. in Alberta, Leonard
Bercuson and others believed that this "dangerous nonsense" could not go unchallenged."
The policy of the Edmonton Joint Public Relations Committee, stated Bercuson, was "to
cal1 public attention to statements which are obviously false and which are intended only
to prejudice the position of the Jews.'"

Accordingly, the Edmonton Joint Public

Relations Committee prepared a statement for the press and radio "explaining the
absurdity of linking Communism and Zionism in a so-called plot.''

The statement, which was given both radio and press coverage throughout Alberta,"
emphasized that the most relentless foe of Zionism over the years had been Communist
Russia Moreover, "[tlhe purpose of Zionism is to establish for the Jews a Homeland in

Palestine such as every other people possesses. It is sheer nonsense ...to daim that
attacks against cabinet members in Alberta would be included in this program. This
vicious nunor m u t be exposed immediately since its inventors cannot supply one iota of
proof to substantiate the charges?

This incident shows that, once again, Congress

members in Alberta were more able and willing to adopt an aggressive public relations
policy towards the Social Credit movement Indeed, the Alberta members' actions were
predicated on the belief that it was Congres's

to issue a public statement on this

matter. In their view, a strong stance by Congress was necessary since the Social Credit

situation was "certainly confused" and %ere is no clear cut distinction in the party
between the Manningites and the Douglasites. Consequentiy the anti-semitic barrage still
continues in one way or another?'
Alberta Congress members were correct in their assessrnent of the Social Credit

situation. Ln the early post-purge period, the intemecine warfare within the movement
was very confusin& and many rank-and-file Social Credit supporters wrote Premier

Manning asking for clarification of Social Credit's philosophy and the purpose of the

Douglas Social Credit C o ~ n c i l .indeed,
~
it was several months before Manning was able
to completely marginalize the Douglas Social Credit Council.
Meanwhile, the Ontario-based Union of Electors, together with the Quebec Union des
Electeurs, similarly denounced the Manning regime and published increasingly "hardcore" anti-Semitic propaganda. in response to the activities of the Union des Electeurs,
which was campaigning various constituencies across Quebec for the upcoming 1948
provincial electio~,~'
Congress member David Kirshnblatt travelled to Trois-Rivières and
Capde-la-Madeleine where Union des Electeurs railies were king held. Réal Caouette,
leader of the Union des Electeurs, and J. Ernest ûregoire, former vice-president of the
national Social Credit Party, spoke respectively at Trois-Rivières and Cap-de-laMadeleine in early March. Kirshnblatt noted that although neither Social Credit leader
"referred to, or mentioned directly, the word Jew,'' local politicians who introduced each
leader stated that 'hiemben in the House of Commons were under the control of 'high
finance[;]' that is international Jewry;" "sorne fifty Jews control the finance of Canada;"

and "agents presently at work preparing the ground-work for a revolution in Caaada are
'hiph financiers, fkemasons and Jews.'" Kirshnblatt noted that the "ward-heeler~
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attributed present economic difficulties to agents of high fmance, which is 'international
Jewry."' Consequently, "[alfier such an introduction, Caouette and Gregoire had no need
to descnbe whom they meant by bankers and hi&

financiers.""

From these railies, Kirshnblatt drew the following conclusions: "1 feel that the party
leadership recognized the embmsment entailed by leaving themselves open to direct
accusations of anti-semitism. But this is inherent in the indoctrination given to members.
Both men who referred to the abstractions of hi& finance, ke-rnasonary [sic] and Jewry

are not of a high intellectual calibre as they adrnitted in their speeches. However, Vers
Demain is sowing a dangerous seed which growth the leadership will possibly be unable
to contr01."~~
Throughout the spring of 1948, Kirshnblatt kept abreast of Union des Electeurs
activities. In May he traveiled to Rouyn-Noranda, where he spoke with Julien Morissette,
editor of L a Frontière and leader of the anti-Social Credit forces in Quebec for the past
year." Kirshnblatt concluded from their talk that not ody was Social Credit extremely

strong in "remote and rural places" in Quebec, but that "[m]eetings of ... Social Credit in
this area are denoitely anti-semitic. Although the speakers do not make anti-semitism

their topic the speeches are replete with references to Jewish finance, International Jewry,
Jewish bankers, etc." Apparently the Union des Electeurs was also wooing the farmers in
these rural areas by "asking why the Governrnent was able to assist them during the

depression years and is not able to pay the $20 a month dividend n~w.''~'
However, Kirshablatt learned that counter-propaganda, such as the condemnation of

the Union des Electeurs by certain members of the clergy in Quebec,%was having some
effect. Kirshnblatt suggested to S a d Hayes that increased cornter-propaganda be directed

at famiers, proving why Social Credit econornic theones were unworkable. The purpose

of such a carnpaign would be to "expos[e] Social Credit for what they are. Although they

are proven as a bunch of uneducated anti-semites ...the Social Credit speakers still have a
strong case in that their doctrine has not been disproven in articles able to make the
average layman understand why it is unworkable ... if we were to arrange for the ghost
writing of such an article we could place it in various French Canadian newspapers who
would be only too anxious to run something like it"" There is no evidence that Congress
arranged for the publication of anti8ocial Credit propaganda in French-language
newspapen. Yet La Frontière continued to publish anti-Social Credit article^.^'
During this period, the Union des Electeurs continued campaigning for the provincial
election, increasing its efforts as the election drew nearer. in June 1948 Kirshnblatt
travelled to Dnimmondville to hear Caouette speak at a Union des Electeurs campaign
rally.J9 Other speakers included Even and Gregoire.'

Kirshnblatt reported that there was

only one anti-semitic speaker, a Union des Electeurs candidate for Dnimmond county,
who "lumped together hanceers [sic], trusts,fieemasons and international Jewry in the
catagory [sic] of seeking to dominate the ~ o r l d . ' ~Yet
l despite the Union's activities,

when the Quebec election occurred in July 1948, the renilts were veiy poor for the
dissident group. Although one Union des Electeurs candidate had optimisticdly projected

as many as "53 seats in the forthcoming election,'* the votes polled for Union des

Electeurs candidates were negligible."
Meanwhile, the Social Credit movement in Ontario was also experiencing diniculties.

Whereas the Quebec wing of the national Social Credit Party had been completely taken
over by dissidents who controlled the Union des Electeurs, this was not the case in
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Ontario. The Ontario Social Credit League, remaining loyal to Manning's rnovement,
competed with the Ontario Union of Electors for Social Credit support. Congress
observed the dissident Union of Electors closely and especially its propaganda organ,
Voice ofthe Electors, which was increasingly anti-Semitic. in response to this
propaganda, it took action, aibeit in a limited way.

In the s p h g of 1948, Congress forwarded copies of Voice of the Electors to the AntiDefmation League in New York for its examination. The ADL compared material fiom
Voice of the Electors with materiai appearing in American fascist magazines and
discovered striking sirniladies." For example, the 1 May 1948 edition of Voice of the
Electors descxibed the "di-Semitic whining" of Jews who used the "ploy" of the
Holocaust to accuse innocent people of "Hitlerian practices." The Voice cautioned: "let
us not revive the 'Hitlerian cry' at every t u . . M e r dl, reports indicate that many of the

-

Jews liquidated by Hitler have since entered the United States most illegally.'* The

ADL noted that the American fascist publication, Bible News Flashes, of August 1947
provided a similar message: "[f'Jour million Jews which the Germans are mpposed to
have barbecued or executed in gas chambers in Europe are now wallwlg the streets of

America ... Since millions have evidently entered this country 'illegally,' this open
violation of the laws of our land is evidently comtenanced by the high New Deal officiais
in Washington.'*

Although neither the Anti-Defamation League nor Congress suggested

any action against the Voice of the Electors, its parallels to American fascist sheets was

duly recognized.
Thus, in many ways, Congress was still unable or unwillingto confront the a d Sernitisn of the now dissident Social Credit groups. In assessing the influence of these

groups - the Douglas Social Credit Council, the Union des Electeurs, and the Union of
Electors - it couid be argued that Manning's purge of anti-Semitism actually contributed
to an increase in anti-Sernitism among renegade Socid Crediters. Once expelled fiom the
movement, they were fiee to publish increasingly anti-Semitic statements without
impediment, since their propaganda no longer had to pass any standards of acceptability.
The mitigating factors were that these groups lacked the legitunacy of the officia1 Social
Credit movement, and the readeahip for their propaganda organs was extremely limited.
Notwithstanding its inaction, the Canadian kwish Congress remained concemed about
the splinter groups and questioned whether the various Social Credit factions, although

disagreeing over party policy, had any fundamental divergence over party philosophy.
David Kirshnblatt believed that the factions had disagreements, but "it is not over
ideology." He noted that during election carnpaigns, %ere appears to be understandings
between both [the officia1 Social Credit movement and the renegade groups]." Thus, "the
verbal 'split' was merely a public relations scherne to satisfy ail concerned.'*'

However,

in later correspondence, Kirshnblatt emphasized that the Douglas Social Credit Council
and the Union of Electors "should receive closer attention than the more moderate Social
Credit Association of Caaadê"

In short, Kirshnblatt may have been skeptical about

ideological Werences among the Social Credit factions, but he was still cognizant of the
more blatant anti-semitic propaganda emitting fiom the renegade groups.
Yet it was not ody the dissident groups which c a w d concem in the early pst-purge

period - the officiai Social Credit movement itself still engaged in anti-Semitic polemics.
Louis Rosenberg argued that the official Social Credit movement was still plagued by
anti-Sernitism, and he referred to the 8 July 1948 issue of the Cmdim Social Crediter,

which published a letter nom Solon Lo@ discussing the recent rift in Social Credit party

ranks. Low denied the English Social Crediter's accusations that Premier Manning "had
become a Zionist, having been converted by Lady Reading or some such person fiom

England," and insisted that such accusations were "a complete fabrication." Yet he
admitted that "[ilt is perfectly true that Mr. Manning has not been a rabid enemy of the
Jews, nor has he harped against Zionism. But he has been quite aware of the plotters and
plamers, and their nefanous schemes against the welfare of the pe~ple."~
M e r reading Low's letter, Rosenberg concluded: "there hhas been no change in the
policies and principles of the Social Credit movement in Canada. It is still anti-Semitic
and antilionist. It has not expelled from its ranks or repudiated such anti-Semites as
N o m Jaques ...Pat Ashby ... or Solon Low, and the Alberta headquarters of the Social
Credit Association and the Canadian Social Crediter stiH advertise and offer for sale al1
the anti-Semitic pamphlets and books by Major Douglas and ... Nester Webster, which
quote fiom the alleged Protocols of the Elders of Zion." In short, "[tlhe main point of
ciifference is merely a question of tactics. The Alberta Social Credit leaders do not appear
to believe it wise to make open anti-Semitic statements. Its opppnents ... believe that antiSemitic statementS are both desirable and ~sefùi."~'
Other excerpts nom the Canadian Social Crediter reinforced Rosenberg's conviction
that Manning's purge was merely cosmetic. A letter by Dr LN. Haldeman, president of
the Social Credit Association of Saskatchewan and vice-president of the Sociai Credit
Association of Caoada, was published in the CanadimiSocial Crediter in Jdy. Haldeman
discussed the recent party split and attempted to explain the integral dürerences between
the official Sociai Credit movement and the splinter groups, the Ontario Union of Electos

and the Quebec Union des Electeurs. He criticized the splinter groups for advocating that
they were non-party organizations, since %ey have been running candidates in every

possible constituency and at present have 92 candidates in the Quebec election."
Haldeman also cnticized them for their non-democratic practices, and compared their
attempts to oppose the Social Credit movement with Hitler's and Stalin's attempts to "set
up Puppet regimes to overthrow the democratic govements in Europe." He pointed to
the fate of past splinter groups within the Social Credit movement, al1 of which had
"proved disastrous." Accordingly, he exhorted: "[Ilet us al1 get back to Social Credit and
stick to it. There is room in the Social Credit Leagues for every bnie Social Crediter. We
will consistently fight communism and fascism, political party machine politics,
monopoiy and international finance wherever we h d them. We m u t uphold the

Christian way of Me and work to make govemments and the money system serve the
people. The situation is truly urgent. Let us unite in our fight for Social Credit.'"
Haldeman7sletîer only cornpounded Rosenberg's skepticism. Rosenberg did not
believe there had been any change in Social Credit philosophy, and he took great
exception to those Congress members who believed that there had k e n a r d "housecleaning" of the Social Credit Party: "[tlhere has been a tendency in some quarters to
accept the statements of Mr. Solon Low, Premier Manning and Dr. J.N. Haldeman in
which they disclaim anti-Semitism at their face value, and to believe that there are two

kinds of Social Crediters in Canada, Le., the 'kosher' Lind ...who claim they are not antiSemitic, and the 'non-kosher7 variety ... who have k e n alledgedly [sic] repudiated by
M e r Manning and who hold fast by their anti-Semitic propaganda" In fact, there was
no Merence between the "kosher" and %on-kosher" Social Crediters, stated Rosenberg:

"1 knew the late Premier Aberhart and the present Premier Manning personaily and heard

them speak quite often, and despite the fact that they may and did claim that 'some of
their best fnends were Jews,' 1 can assure you that both of them were just as anti-Semitic

as Norman Jaques is. The only difference between them is that Aberhart, Manning, Solon
Low, Haldeman and the 'respectable Social Crediters' do not believe that it is expedient to
make open avowal of antilernitism while Norman Jaques, Gregoire, Louis Even, and the
Union of Electors believe that open anti-Semitism is a usefùi and practicai way of getting
into power.'"
Rosenberg re-emphasized his belief that "there has been no change of heart and no
change of policy within the Canadian Social Credit Party in so far as anti-Semitism in
concerned and ...there is no hope or possibility of any such change in the near or the
distant future." Accordingly, Congress should "be on guard against accepting any
statements by Premier Manning, Solon Low, Dr. LN. Haldeman or any other Social Credit
agitator in Canada regarding anti-semitism at their face value.'"
Rosenberg may have been correct in his suspicions about Aberhart's and Manning's
antidemitism. However, the evidence shows that anti-Sernitism was diminishing within
the official Sociai Credit movement md that Manning's group was purposefully

marginaiizing its dissident factions. In fact, when M.R Freedrnan of the National Joint
Public Relations Cornmittee arranged to send a non-Jewish niend to observe the
convention of the Ontario Social Credît League (which remained part of the official Social

Credit movement) in early November 1948, Freedmao was informed that %ere was no
indication of any anti-semitic feeling or platform in the proceedings." Moreover, John J.

Fitzgerald, president of the Ontario Social Credit League, "repudiated publicly any

comection with the Ontario Union of Electors which we know to be anti-Jewish."" The

Montreal Gazette also reported that the Ontario Social Credit League had "sever[ed] its
connections with the Union of Electors of Quebec Province." The Gazette quoted
Fitzgerald as stating that there was a "sinister campaigu ... st~npingthe Social Credit

Party as an anti-semitic ~rganization.'"~Fitzgerald challenged "anyone, anywhere, to fmd
one iota of anti-Sernitism - or anti-anything for that matter - in the Social Credit League of
Ontario.'"

Thus, it appeared that Manning's directive was exerting influence.

Yet the Canadian Social Crediter was still publishing inflarnrnatory statements

regarding "international political Zionism," "international finance," and other world
plotters." Significantly, Solon Low, as leader of the national Social Credit Party, was
directly responsible for some of these statements. In November 1948 the Canadian Social

Crediter published a "suggested manifesto" for the Social Credit movement drafied by
Low. One of the manSesto's resolutions was that "[wle are implacably opposed to and
we shall combat by al1 legithate means international cornrnunism and socialisrn,

international finance and its commercial ramifications and international political zionism

as instruments of a single centrai group pursuing a consistent policy directed against
human fkedom and towards the establishment of a world tyranny modelied on the

communist dictatorship of the Union of Socialist Soviet Republi~s."~

If this "suggested manifesto" had simply remaked within the pages of the Canadian
Social Crediter, perhaps the situation would have k e n l e s serious. However, at the
convention of the Al-

Social Credit League in late November 1948, Low attempted to

pass the manifesto in a resolution condemning "Communism, Socialism, and international

political Zionism." He claimed that international political Zionism sought to "enslave"

the people of the world, yet he disthguished between 'kligious Zionism and
"international political Zionism:" "[tlhe first is a movement to establish a Jewish
homeland by peaceful means, but the second is an attempt to set up a state forcibly in
someoae else's country ... World peace hangs on a very slender thread because of the way
the forces of international political Zionism took over Palestine forcibly without waiting
for the sanction of the [United Nations] Security Council."'

Low also suggested that the

Alberta Social Credit League establish a chair of history at the University of Alberta "so
that the facts of history - not the fancies - are made available to the people." This

govemment-controlled chair would help counteract the accepted "school histones," which
were merely "a group of bedtime stories" which kept the facts of international finance and
economic domination fiom the people."
Premier Manning did not let Low's resolution p a s without amendment. Manning
suggested that the phrase "international political Zionism not be used alongside
"international communism and socialism, or international finance," because opponents of
Social Credit would use this to charge Social Crediters with anti-Semitism."
Accordingly, the convention's delegates stnick Low's cornments about international
political Zionisrn from the resolution. The amended resolution stated: "[wle are
implacably opposed to and we shall combat by all legitimate means international
commimism and socialism, international h c e and its commercial ramifications as
instruments of a single central group pursuhg a consistent policy directed against human
fkeedom and towards the establishment of a world tyranny modeiled on the Communist
dictatorship of the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics."* As various Alberta newspapers
reported: "references to international political Zionism ...were deleted fiom the

resolution because delegates felt it would prejudice the movement in the eyes of people
who did not distinguish between the two foms of [political and religious] Zioni~m."~
The Alberta Social Credit League convention experienced other difficulties as well.
Before Low even introduced his manifesto, the convention "exploded into a bitter batüe"
because the Social Credit League' s executive denied membership to A.V. Bourcier,
former chairman of the Alberta Social Credit Board, and John Patrick Gillese and
Kenneth Burton, former editor and assistant-editor of the Canadian Social Crediier. The

three men were members of the Douglas Social Credit Council. Conference delegates
hotly disagreed over whether the executive had acted in a dictatorial fashion by refusing
membership to thern? Yet Manning's influence was able to quel1 the dissension and the
Dougfasites were refused membership? Manning seemed detemüned about enforcing the
new party line - anti-Semitic Douglasites were not allowed in the party convention, and
overtiy anti-Semitic propaganda would not form part of the convention's resolutions.
Back in Montreal, Louis Rosenberg remained unimpressed with the Alberta Social
Credit League convention, Low's suggested manifesto, or MaMing's actions. He referred
to the inconsistent nature of Manning's purge of the ad-Semites fiom the movement.
Notwithstanding the expulsion of Bourcier, Gillese, and Burton nom the League's
membership, "no official steps have k e n taken to expel Solon Low ...Norman Jaques ....

and Pat Ashby ...fiom the national Social Credit Party, although they have repeatedy
made statements .: concerning international Jewish financiers, international politicd

Zionisn and the Protocols of the E&s

of Zion." Regarding Low's distinction between

''international politicai Zionism" and "religious Ziooism," Rosenberg beüeved this was "a

very feeble attempt to white wash his attacks, in a similar manwr to which Solon Low has

in the past claimed that the Social Credit Movement is not anti-Semitic because the Arabs
are Semitic and he is not against the Arabs." Regarding the deletion of references to
"international politicai Zionism" in the convention's resolutions, "the amendment as
passed did not achially repudiate Mr.Low's anti-Semitic remarks and attitude, but was

motivated largely by the desire of M e r Manning and the group in control of the Social
Credit Movement in Alberta to avoid charges of anti-Semitism."*

For Rosenberg, this was ample proof that the Social Credit movement was still
honeycombed with antidemitism, and the leader of the national Party was leading the
attack: "Solon Low, as national leader of the Social Credit Association of Cana@
speaking at the annual provincial convention of the Alberta Social Credit Association was
responsible for the drafting and support of a resolution which was really a rephrasing of
the anti-Semitic charge that the Jews are responsible for an international conspiracy on the

lines charged in the dleged Protocols of the Elders of Zion." Rosenberg could only
conclude that the Social Credit movement's "pledge" of several months earlier to "keep
[its] columns and propaganda clean fkom anti-Semitic propaganda and attacks" was
me&gless.'
Meanwhile, the Alberta Jewish community leamed of Low's statements about
''internationai political Zionism" and, in keeping with its more activist public relations
approach, decided to take action. Only a few âays d e r the Alberta Social Credit League
convention, Low was scheduled to speak in Medicine Hat, Aiberta Members of the

Medicine Hat Jewish cornrnunïty, having read about Low's comments on "international
political Zionism" in their local papeqmm t e to Congress's national headquarters asking

that a Qaft letter be sent to them for publication in the Medcine Hat Dmly News. The
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Jewish community leaders had already contacted the editor of the Medicine Hat papa

asking him '90 supress [sic] publication of any sirnilar outbursts against our people. We

are assured of his co-operation and he will not give M. Low any front page publicity at al1

- expect [sic] to report briefly on page 10 on his meeting.'40
Sad Hayes agreed that the Medicine Hat Jewish community was "acting wisely and
vigorously in making certain that Mr. Low's anti-semitic outbursts should not receive
unduly great prominence before the public." He forwarded a draft letter to be used for
publication in the Medicine Hat Daify News. The letter criticized Low for his "dangerous
statements" and discussed the nature of postwar anti-Semitism which "carefully avoids
attacking Jews by that name but continues to incite against the same people using the
vaguer ternis of 'Zionists and international financiers."' The letter comected these antiSemitic statements with the Protucols of the Learned Eiders of Zion and "sirnilar nazi
publications." It also condemned Low for bis comment5 about history and the teachhg of
history: "Mr. Low cast doubt upon the authority of the study of history and other subjects

in our own University of Alberta and suggested that a chair of history be established
where he calls 'the facts of history - not the fancies' will be taught. Here we have again

an attempt at the disruption of academic institutions parallel to that which compted and
disappointed the once noble universities of Germany and other European countries. It will

be well if the public will be alert to the menace inherent in such agitation?

There is no

evidence that the Medicine Hat Dai& News pubüshed this letter." The editor of the paper

similarly did not keep his word; Low's visit to Medicine Hat was the lead story on page
one. Yet in the editor's defence, the coverage deaft mostly with Low's condemnation of
Soviet Russia and its "centralizing" and "totalitanan"tendencies?

Meanwhile, Low continued to attempt to get his "suggested manifesta" passed at
various Social Credit conventions. In early December 1948, only a week after the Alberta
Social Credit League convention, the national council of the Social Credit Association of

Canada met in Winnipeg. Heading the convention in his capacity as national leader, Low
submitted his manifesto. The only change was that he had added 'Yfascism" to the list of
world tyrannies, pertiaps in the hopes of extinguishing any charges of fascism against the
Social Credit movement. Thus, that portion of the manifesto read as follows: "[w]e are
implacably opposed to and we shall combat by al1 legitimate means international
cornmunism and socialism, international hance and its commercial ramifications,
international political zionism, fascism, and al1 other policies directed against human
fieedom ...towards the establishment of a world tyranny modelled on the communist
dictatorship of the Union of Socialist Soviet Republic~.'~
The national council of the
Social Credit Association of Canada endorsed this and eight other points as the "basis for
the new manifesto" to be subrnitted at its national convention the following Apnl?

Louis Rosenberg noted the minuscule change between Low's original manifesto and
that passed by the national council of the Social Credit movement. He concluded that
"[elvidently, Solon Low as national leader of the Social Credit Party is not as squearnish

as Premier Manning and has no scniples against placing the National Social Credit Party
squarely on record as being opposed to Zionism and coupling it with Communism and
International Finance.''% Perhaps Manning did not exert as much influence over the
national wing of the Party as he did over his own provincial govemment Certainly, it

appeared that Low had got his way. His manifesta became part of the national Social
Credit Party's resolutions. Yet the C d i a n Social Crediter in December 1948 reported

that Low "vehemently denied that anti-semitic sentiment exists in his movement." As
Low himself stated: "[iln the Social Credit association there is not one particle or bit of
anti-semitism. For that matter, there is no race prejudice or discrimination against anyone
because of race, colour or creed?
Such was the state of flairs in Social Credit circles at the end of 1948. Certainly, there
was still much confusion regarding the place of antidemitism in Social Credit

philosophy, and the rnovement's stance on anti-Semitism was not aiways clear. Dissident
Social Crediters promoted the international, financial, Jewish conspiracy theory with even
greater zeal, while so-called loyal Social Creditea such as Solon Low continued to
express views which could be considered just as anti-Semitic.
indeed, in its assessment of the Social Credit situation at the end of 1948, the Canadian
Jewish Congress looked back on a year of complication and contradiction regarding the
Social Credit movement. Congress acknowledged that there had been many positive
changes, but there had been negative repercussions as well. Manning had completed his

purge of antidemitisrn within the movement, but a number of splinter groups had
emerged and achieved a mail degree of electorai success throughout the year. Manning's
"officia. Social Credit movement had attempted to disassociate itself fiom these splinter
groups, only to have major leaders such as national party leader Solon Low declare the
existence of a 'bZionist-CommunistPlot'' no different than that advocated by the Social

Credit dissident groups.*
Congress's assessment of 1948 was accunite; however, a more objective view of the
changes which had taken place within the movement shows a f'undamental decrease in the

amount of anti-Semitic propaganda, notwithstanding challenges to Manning's authority.

It was a trend that would continue in the following months. By early 1949, Congress
could begin to relax its vigil on Social Credit. The movement conthed to experience
residual anti-Semitism, but for the most part Manning's purge had becn effective.
Congress still monitored the activities of the Social Credit splinter groups, which
continued to sputter anti-Sernitism, but no real occurrences compelled it to undertake a
concerted response. Rather, it confined itself to observation, commentary, and
Uiformation distribution to its various umbrella cornmittees. This public relations work
was in many ways the easiest for Congress. Concerted action against the Social Credit

movement had always been difficult, and now that the eye of the storm was passing,
Congress could retum to its observation post with the assurance that the worst was over.

However, it could take little cornfort in the knowledge that the Social Credit movement
had eradicated its own anti-Semitic propaganda, considering it could just as easily revive
it.
Yet by early 1949 Manning's purge was completed, and this was confmed for
Congress when it obtained a copy of a document which helped clan@Manning's reasons
for conducting the purge. NearIy a year eariier, in January 1948, L.D.Byme had
submitted his final report to the Alberta Social Credit Board in his capacity as the Board's
technical adviser. However, his report was not publicized until the Douglas Social Credit
Council published it in its DSCC Inforation Service in early 1949,99close to twelve
mon& after Manning had expelled Byme and others fiom the movement. Byme's report,

which was filled with commentary about the "international, financial, socialist,
communist, Zionist conspiracy," evenhially landed on Rosenberg's desk.

Upon receiving the report, Rosenberg anaiysed its contents and noted its overtly antiSemitic nature. He referred specificdy to those portions of the report which stated: '@
issue in the world at the present time is Christendom versus Zionism; that the present
plight of the remmmts of our civilkation is the result of a deliberate and deep-seated
conspiracy to enslave humanity under a World Police State pursued through the policy of
rnonopoly, manifested in international finance, socialisrn and communism, and rooted in
political Zionism ...The main agencies king used to advance the policy of Monopoly
towards its goal of a World Slave State are international socialism, international
communism, and international finance. These are d l rooted in their parent body International Zionisrn." 'Oo

Byme also invoked the Protocols of the EIders of Zion in order to prove that an
international Jewish conspiracy was airning for world control: "[tlhe stark fact remains

that there is in existance [sic] a document setthg forth the policy and strategy under which
the goal of a World Slave State would be developed ...The document is entitled The
Protocols of the Lemned EZders of Z h . As such, its contents have been carried out

faithfûlly by the protagonists of world Zionism - and by Zionism in the context of this
report is meant a policy based on the claims by a group, and a powerful group, of
intematiodsts of the racial supenority of the Jewish people and directed to the complete
subjugation of d l nations to the d e of a Jewish hierarchy supported by a Jewish
pl~tocracy."~~~

Byme then isswd several directives to the Social Credit movement, which he
adrnonished for losing sight of true Social Credit p~ciples:"[wlhat is necessary - and
urgently necessary - is to bring out into the open the nature of the socialist-comm~st

conspiracy, to reveal the+ connection with international big business and finance, to
connect these with the parent body of Zionism, to make it plain what is going on and to
name those reqonsible ...At the present t h e , outside the Quebec movement and the
Union of Electors organization in Ontario, the Canadian [Social Credit] movement is
pursuing a course of action which is, in itself, in codlict with the policy of Social Credit.

This cannot fail to play into the hands of the ewmy, and if persisted in, lead to the
disruption of the rn~vernent."~~
Littie wonder, then, that Premier Manning decided Byrne should be relieved of his
duties within the provincial government. If Manning did not think Byrne's comments on
"international Zionism" and the "Jewish hierarchy" were injudicious, he certainly must
have taken exception to Byme's criticisms that the Social Credit movement was no longer
pursuing Social Credit principles. As Rosenberg noted, "[i]t is generally understood that

this report was one of the reasons which led to the expulsion of Byrne and his supporters

from the Social Credit Party in Alberta."'m Now, however, Congress had the document
which proved the extent of anti-Semitism among Byrne and other members of the Social
Credit Board. The story behind Manning's purge was complete.
Another event occurred in early 1949 which symbolized the end of Social Credit's

years of anti-Semitic propaganda. The event, which further helped ease Congress's
concerns about the Social Credit movement, was the death of Norman Jaqws.'" The
announcement of Jaques's death on 31 January 1949 did not go unnoticed by Congress,
although its reaction was certainly reserved. David Kirshnblati merely wrote to Sad
Hayes: "[i]t m'ght interest you to know that Norman Jaques departed p e m e n t l y nom
this world over the weekend while in Ottawa. For your inf~rrnation.'''~

The Canadian Jewish press, however, was less circumspect. The Canadian Jovish

Weeky reported: "Noman Jacques [sic] who died Monday, January 3 1, was one of the
first Canadian members of Parliament to openly proclaim his ad-Semitic views to the
country. A Social Crediter, Jacques [sic] stunned Canadians when he used the House of

Commons to air his bigoted opinions. Jacques' [sic] split with some of his Social Credit
associates over party ideology, but he never swerved in his hatred of the Soviet Union and
in his attacks agahst Jews ... Jacques [sic] was c o ~ e c t e dwith the most rabid antiSemites in both the United States and Canada."'"6

The Canadian Jewish Chronicle similarly noted that Jaques ' k a s one of Canada's
most notorious Jew-baiters, a professional anti-semite, a crony of G e d d K. Smith, a
spokesman for the mufti cause, and a juggler of the triple slander against Jewry - namely
that there existed against the world a Jewish conspiracy made up of Comrnunism,
international finance, and Zioni~m."'~'The CanadianJewish Chronicle also cnticized

Prime Minister Louis St Laurent and CCF leader M.J.Cofdwell, both of whom in their
condolence speeches in the House of Commons had referred to Norman Jaques as
66hcere*f9
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indeed, Prime Minister St Laurent had stated: "[oln many matters [Jaques]

held strong views which most of us did not share, but no one could doubt his sincenty or

his earnest desire to be of s e ~ c toe his fellow Canadians in the advocacy of those views

...I am sure he will be remembered as an eamest, painstaking and courtly gentleman who
served his constituents and his feUow citizens with zeal and devotion." Coldwell had
made similar use of the term: "[w]e ofhm disagreed f'undamentally, and sometimes
violently, with the late member for Wetaskiwin. None the l e s we do lmow that the views

he expressed in this h o w were held sincerely and amse h m deep convictioq and for

this we respected him, a s we respect any member who speaks from sincerity and
~onviction.'''~
The Canndian Jewish Chronicle was outraged that these two politicians. "caught
between the requirements of condolence and the imperatives of tmth, hit upon the sarne

adjective to cast a glow of integrity over the reputation of the deceased." Whether Jaques
was sincere or not was irrelevant, declared the Chronicle: "[wle do not think that any will

question Hitler's sincerity when he, too, entertained the same notions about 'international
Jewry'

... Will Mr. St. Laurent say of M.. Stalin, too, that he is sincere, - which, after his

fashion, he no doubt is.""O

Louis Rosenberg seemed to agree with the CanadianJewish Chronicie, for in a
rnemorandum to S a Hayes assessing the political reaction to Jaques's death, Rosenberg
expressed dismay at St Laurent's and Coldwell's choice of words: "[slince Norman
Jaques was a notorious and rabid anti-Semite who had used his pnvileges as a member of
the House of Commons to make it a sounding board for the most fantastic appeais to

mial and religious prejudice, and had read into the official proceedings of the House of
Commons many extracts h m the Protocols of the Elders of Zion and othet anti-Semitic

propaganda, it is indeed disturbing, to say the leasî, to have the Prime Minister of Canada
and the leader of the CCF make what appear to be testimonials to his 'sincerity,' 'zeal and
devotion,' and characterize him as a 'courieous and courtly gentleman' in the words of the

Prime Mioister."'*'
Rosenberg feared that St Laurent's and Coldwell's remarks would be used by antiSemites in Canada as a ?estirnonialn for anti-Semitism, "since the public in generai will

assume that to desmbe Norman Jaques as 'sincere' is equivalent to stating that his anti-

Semitic attacks were ûue.""'

Rosenberg concluded in the same vein as the Canadian

Jewish Chronicle that 'Tuorman Jaques' sole daim to praise, if any, is that he was no

hypocrite, and was an open and unashamed anti-Semite, rather than a concealed one.
From the point of view of king open and unashamed advocates of the policies which they
favour, Sir Oswald Mosley in England and Fred Rose in Canada might equally ment the
description of 'sincere,' yet one cannot imagine parliarnentaiy leaders in Canada or Great

Bntain applying those adjectives to them in statements to the House of Cornmons. Hitler,
Goering and Goebbels may also have been without pretence and unfeigned in their hatred

of Jews, but that wouid not merit them being eulogized as 'sincere' by democratic
parliamentary leaders."' l3
Reactions of Social Credit members to Jaques's death are also worth noting. A.V.
Bourcier, a renegade Social Crediter and chairman of the Douglas Social Credit Council,
called Jaques "one of Canada's great Statesmen," and used the occasion to vili& the

Manning faction while martyring Jaques:
Mr. Jaques dedicated his life to the cause of Christian Demomcy and he fearlessly
denounced those forces which are seeking to desîmy Chnstianity and civilisation itself
and rear up in their place a Godless world slave state ...The enemies of Christian

civilization are devilishly cunning in the methods which they employ. Mr. Jaques

-

committed the - to them unpardonable offence of exposing the link which exists

between international Cornmunism, Socialism, High Finance and Political Zionism.
The method used to silence him was the well-tried smear technique. Press, radio and
party heelers labelled him "anti-semitic," "fascist," etc. Stupid people who did not take
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the trouble to learn the facts took up the hue and cry, and threw their bits of mud at the

man who sacrificed his life to the cause of their God-given liberties. Perhaps the
heaviest cross he had to bear was the fact that even w i t b the ranks of his own party

there were some who were rnisled by false propaganda and blindly took part in the
campaign of abuse. Il4

Thus, Bourcier neatly accomplished two goals: he vilified the Manning govemment and
those who had followed Manning's new line, and he raised Norman Jaques to the Ievel of
sainthood.'l5

R.E. Ansley, another dissident Social Crediter, also offered a glowing tribute to the
martyred laques: "[tlhe constituency of Wetaskiwin never had a more capable
representative combined with the highest degree of sincerity and honesty of purpose ...

Mr. Jaques' unimpeachable character made it impossible for the enemies of what he was
advancing, or the conscious or unconscious stooges of those enemies, to deter him in his
course. No one in our movement was so subjected to smear tactics engineered by the
enemies of Christian democracy ... we have lost a great man. 1 feel that his spiritual
strength will txi [sic] even greater and, as the truth of the world picture becomes better

understood, many of his critics will become his strong aclmirer~."~~~
Even national Social Credit leader Solon Low, who had ostensibly remained loyal to

Manning and had ihunned Jaques and other Douglasites, rnartyrized Jaques: 'hiy
colleague was a man of deep convictions. His determination was unshakeable. These

qualities, together with a high degree of personal courage, often &ove him into vigomus
debate as well a s into strong denunciation of what he nrmly believed to be social

injustices or real threats to the peace and happiness of the people of the world. In spite of
the fact that much personal criticisrn was directed to him, ofien amounting almost to
character assassination, he stuck to his convictions, and to the very end continued in whe!
he thought was his duty to humanity ... We, his colleagues in the Sociai Credit movement,

moum his passing: We have lost in him a devoted advocate and a warm personal
fiend.""'
Rosenberg, commenthg on the various Sociai Credit members' tributes, was not
surprised that they had eulogized Jaques in the rnanner they did. However, he noted how
ironic it was for Low to praise Jaques's "personal courage" and cnticize those who had
engaged in "character assassination," considering Low himself was part of that group
which had banned Jaques's writings fiom the Canadian Social Crediter and dissociated
itself f'rom Jaques' s anti8emitic attacks. l8
The Canadian Social Crediter aiso published an unusually warm tribute to Jaques,
given the circums@nces of his disbarment fiom the papa. hdeed, the party organ nearly
defencied Jaques's career of anti-Semitic agitation. It stated that the "people of
Wetaskiwin have loa a steadfast representative who acted according to his views, and,
who regardes of what his opponents rnight say or think,always tried to do his honest
best." More significantly, the Canadim Social Crediter also attempted to defend Jaques's

activities: "b]om of English yeoman stock, Mr. Jaques never deserted his forbears or
their love of &dom.

He detested communism and ail totaiitarian concepts and ody

aroused bitter enmity among Jewish peoples when he unrestrainedly attacked what he
called internationai political Zionism. He blamed it for most of the world's iils ... Those

who condemn him for his aüeged antidernitism are apt to overlook the good work he did

in combatting communism in high places and low, and generally in pushing the cause of
the common citizens - who are the people." The party organ concluded by simultaneously
defending and apologizing b r its decision to bar Jaques from its pages: "[iln paying
tribute to the manifold good qualities of M.. Jaques, it should be made clear that, contrary
to oft-expressed views, he was not 'barred' from the columns of the Canadian Social

Credirer. What was barred was anything of an anti-religious or anti-racial nature, or what
rnight be constmed as such. With that proviso, the writings of the late member were
subject to no more disbarment than those of any other."Il9
It was a fitting way for the Canadimi Social Crediter to bid farewell to its leading antiSemite. Its eulogy expressed an ambivalence toward having purged Jaques from its pages,
and a similar ambivalence can be seen throughout the Social Credit movement. Manning

may have conducted a purge of anti-Semitism, but the statements and activities of the
dissident and not-so-dissident Social Crediters proved that Social Credit's philosophy had
not been completely sanitized. For the Canadian Social Crediter to have even published
such a eulogy showed that Social Credit's central philosophy conneclhg Jews, finance,
communism, and "international political Zionism" was still alive.
Yet the death of Norman Jaques can be seen as the syrnbolic end of anti-Semitism in
the Social Credit movement. By early 1949, certainly the worst of Social Credit's a&-

Semitic propaganda had been eliminated. Minor incidents cropped up throughout the
1950s and even into the 1960s; however, they were relatively rninor and did not
characterize the movement as anti-Semitic as they had in earlier years.I2O The Social

Credit dnima had corne to an end. The Canadian Jewish Congress could now relax its

vigil on the Social Credit movement.

But the victoty was not a sweet one. Congress did not beat the Social Credit Goliath;
he toppled under his own weight and h m circumstances largely extemal to Congress's
efforts. Canada's political culture was changing; there was increasingiy little room for
publicly espoused intolerance, and Manning had become well aware of the political
liabilities involved in spouting anti-Semitic propaganda. The lessons of the Holocaust
had had their effect on the Social Credit movement and on Canada's political culture at

large, and now it was up to Congress to keep up with this changing climate by adapting its
public relations approach accordingly. in sum, the Social Credit battle was not won by
Congress, although it gladly reaped the benefits of Social Credit's internai defeat of an&

Semitism. The Canadian Jewish Congress had exerted little infiuence in its long and
fiustrating relationship with the Social Credit movement, and ulthately, the "Social
Credit problem" must be Mewed as a failure in the history of its public relations work.

NOTES TO CHAPTER SEVEN
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In Ontario and Quebec, the Union of Electors and the Union des Electeurs had existed befon Manning's
purge, and for a tirne both were either associated with or operated as the "official" Social Credit provincial
organization for their respective provinces. However, after Manning's ousting of the anti-Semites in 194748, both the Union of Electors and t
k Union des Electeurs were controlled by dissidents.
The idea of electing representatives who would be solely responsible to their constituents, and not fmt to
the Party was not put into practice by the dissident groups. Indeed, the "officiai" Social Credit movement
cnticized the dissident groups for their "anti-democratic" practice of appointing candidates instead of having
them nominated by the electors in an open convention. Yet ironically, Manning's movement was guilty of
the same practice. As Louis Rosenberg pointed out "[i]n actual fàct there is no real difference in the
methods adopted by the two rival groups in nominating or appointing candidates. The Social Credit
Movement in Alberta and particularly in Saskatchewan and Manitoba has kquently followed the practice of
appointing Social Credit candidates without the knowledge or consent of the electon in the constituency."
Canadian Social Crediter, 1 5 July 1948; memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 23 July 1948 (CJCNA, ZA 1948, Box
7, File 83).
R.E. Ansley, MLA for Leduc, was re-elected in the Alberta provincial election on 17 August 1948, as was
A.V. Bourcier, MLA for Lac Ste Anne. At the federal level, Norman Jaques was re-nominated as Social
Credit candidate for the Wetaskiwin constituency at the Party's national convention in 1948, but died before
the 1949 general election. Canadian Parliamentarv Guide3 1949 e d (Toronto: Info Globe, 1949)' 423-8.
4
The Social Credit Challenge experienced difficulties in publishing regular issues, apparently because of
financial problems but also because Manning's movement had strongIy criticized the Douglas Social Credit
Council and its publication. For example, during the penod preceding the Alberta provincial election of
August 1948, the Social Credit Challenge suspended publication because of the conflict between the
Douglas Social Credit Council and Manning's Alberta Social Credit League. The DSCC information
Service was a bulletin of the Douglas Social Credit Council, and at times twk the place of the Social Credit
Challenge. Letter, Douglas Social Credit Council, 12 September 1948; DSCC INonnation Service,
September 1948 (CJCNA, ZA 1949, Box 3, File 28).
It will be remembend that the Canadiun Social Crediter used to nrn advertisements for the Basic Book
Club. Aller Manning's purge and the demise of the Alberta Social Credit Board, Roy Ashby began
operating the Basic Book Club independently of the Social Cndit Party. The Basic Book Club continued to
advertise for sale a variety anti-Semitic books by C.H.Douglas, Nesta Webster, and others. Letter, Basic
Books, September 1948 (CJCNA, ZA 1949, Box 3, File 28).
DSCC Information Setvice, September 1948.
7
The Central Region of the Canadian 1ewish Congress in Toronto reported to Congress headquarters that
the Union of Electors was 'bcloselyallied with Louis Evan's [sic] Union des Electeurs in Quebec. They have
also joined the Douglas Social Credit Movement of Canada ... [the Union of Electors] is quite active in the
northem and eastern constituencies of [Ontario]. They work hand in glove with the French-Canadian Union
des Electeurs and have shown their greatest strength to date among the French-speaking element of this
province." In the June 1948 Ontario provincial election, the dissident Social Credit group had entered
twelve candidates, while the "officiai" ûntario Social Credit League had entered only three candidates.
Neither Social Credit group tàred well in the election, with official Social Credit candidates polling 1,lO4
votes, and the dissident Union of Electors polling 8,844 votes, for a total of 9,948 votes out of 1,758,037 slightly over 0.005 percent of the provincial vote. Letter, Wax to Kirshnblatt, 11 June 1948 (CJCNA, ZA
1947, Box 1, File 7D);Ontario, Electoral Histow of ûntario (Toronto: Ofnce of the Chief Election Officer,
19&1), 19; memo, k y f e h and Wax to Rosenberg, 17Jiw1948 (CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit). Note thaî the
electoral resuits cited in the Congres memo do not correspond exactly to the records of the Chief Election
Officer of Oatario, whose figures have been used hem.
The 3 1 January 1949 issue of the Voice of the Efectom pubLished a List of "Books and Pamphlets Every
Social Credit Student Should Read,"wbich mcluded the Protocoh ofrhe EIders of Zion. The Voice
promoted the ProtocoIs as "[olne of the most sensational documents every published A hiut' for every
political student." Voice of the Efecton, 3 1 Ianua~y1949 (CJCNA,ZA 1947, Box 1, File ID).
Voice of the Eiectors, 1 L y 1948; memo, Kafletz to FeÏnberg, 11 May 1948 (CJCNA, ZA 1947, BOX1,
File 7D).
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'O The Voice of the Electors also published an article entitled, "Control of the Atom"
which it intirnated
that control of the atom was in the han& of Jews: "[tlhe chairman of the U.S.A. Atomic Energy
Commission is the Jew, David Lilienthal; the others are Wm. Waymack, L. Strauss (Jew), R Bacher (Jew),
and S.T. Pike. Three Jews out of five ...Behind them is the Jew Barney Baruch, whose officia1 position in
the bushess is U.S.A. mernber of the U.N.O. commission on Atomic Energy." Voice of the Electors, 1 May,
1 July 1948; memo, Kayfetz to Feinberg 1 1 May 1948 (CJCNA,ZA 1947, Box 1, File 7D).
l M o ~ e aDaiiy
l
Star, 12 January 1948; L 'Evenement Journal, 12 Ianuary 1948; Lethbridgo Herald 12
Janusr/ 1948.
l2 According to David Kirshnblatt, Real Caouette mued this at a political rally in Quebec City on 8 February
1948. Memo, Kirshnblatt to Hayes, 10 February 1948 (CJCNA, ZA 1949, Box 3, File 3 1).
Canadian Jm&h Chronicle, 9 January 1948; merno, Kirshnblatt to Hayes, 19 February 1948 (CJCNA,
ZA 1949, Box 3, File 31).
14
The Canadian Social Crediter responded to the Canadian Jewish Chronicle article by denying any
meeting between Social Credit leaders and the Canadian Jewish Congress: "it is with some dismay we leam
[of the] article published in the Canadian Jewkh Chronicle ...The Social Credit Association of Canada is
not anti-semitic and we wish to inform our readers that we know nothing of the above-alleged meeting. This
paper will not cany 'anti-semitic' articles, not because of any conference with the Canadian Jewish Congress
but because this is the policy of the Social Credit Association of Canada." Intetestingly, Congres's records
do not show evidence of a meeting between Joseph Fine and Social Credit leaders either. Six weeks later,
the Canadian Social Crediter felt compelled to reprint its denial, d e r Douglas's Social Crediter gave "the
Jaukh Chronicle credit for making the Social Credit movement anti-semitic." The Canadian Social
Crediter asked why the Social Credit Secretariat in England and the Douglas Social Credit Challenge
"continually distort and misrepresent Social Credit Activities in Alberta," and restated: "[tlhe policy of the
Social Credit Association of Canada and the policy of the Canadian Social Crediter ... is not affected in any
way, shape or form by any outside group ...Surely the Secretariat and its Canadian affiliates will now cease
theu rnisrepresentation." Vers Demain, 15 February 1948; Canadian Social Crediter, 4 March, 22 April
1948; memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 29 April 1948 (CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit).
lS "Summary of Activities of the National Joint Public Relations Cornmittee of the Canadian Jewish
Congress and the B'nai B'rith," n.d. (CJCNA, ZA 1948, Box 10).
l6 ibid.
17
AIthough John Patrick Gillese had "resignedn as editor of the Canadian Social Crediter in early
December 1947, which ostensibly meant the Party organ was now to be h e of "anti-isms," the 18,25
December 1947 and 1 January 1948 issues of the Canadian Social Crediter still carried on its masthead the
name off obn Paîrkk Gillese as editor-in-chiet However, by 8 January, the masthead showed the name of
a
n
m
g editor. Louis Rosenberg noted tbat throughout this period, notwithstanding
Gordon E. Taylor as m
the change in editonhip, the Canadian Socid Crediter continued to advertise for sale anti-Semitic
propaganda by C.H.Douglas and Nesta Webster. Canadian Social Crediter, 18,25 December 1947, 1,8
Janmy 1948; mernos, Rosenberg to Hayes, 6, 12, 15 January 1948 (CJCNA,ZC, Social Credit).
l8 The Cmadian Social Crediter, under its new editor, Gordon Taylor, was following Manning's directive.
Its 11 December 1947 issue had published part one of a two-part articIe entitied, "Clues to the
Detemination of Certain Sections of Jewery [sic]to Secure Palestine as A Jewish State," which discussed
how "Financial fewry (both Zionist and non-Zionist) was M e r i n g the aspirations of fanatical Zionism for
its own ends, namely, in order to gain possession of the colossal 0i1 and Mineral resources of Palestine ..[sol they could be developed for the aggrandisementof Financial Jewry, p r e f d l y under the aegis of a
Jewish Staîe." However, in the paper's 18 December 1947 issue, the folowing announcement appeared"[i]n strict accordance with OUF new editoRal poticy the second part of the article by Dr. Homer entitled
'Clues to the Determination of Certain Sections of Jewry to Secure Palestine as A Jewisb state' WILL NOT
be published. The Editors." Canadan Sociaf Crediter, 11, 18 December 1947; memo, Rosenberg to
Hayes, 6 January 1948 (CJCNA,ZC, Social Credit).
19
The 8 January 1948 issue of the Cmadim Social Crediter was the k t issue in which the name of John
Patrick Giliese as editor-in-chief was replaced by Gordon E,Taylor as mmmghg editor. Yet this issue and
subsequent issues continued to advertise anti-Semitic books by CH.Dou@ and Nesta Webster under the
aegis of the Alberta Social Credit Board, which was ostensibly i~ the process of king dissolved AAer the
Board's dissolution at the end of March 1948, the Canadiun Sociaf Crediter continued to advertise the same
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anti-Semitic books for sale, but under the aegis of the Social Credit League. Canadian Social Crediter, 8
January, 4 March, 15,22,29 July 1948; memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 15 Janultry 1948.
Letter, Bercuson to Hayes, 2 January 1948 (CJCNA, CD, Box 7, File 11P).
" The Canadian Iewish Congres continued to keep other Jewish organizations informed of Social Credit
developments. For example, in early 1948 Congress sent nearly a dozen "content analyw" of the Canadian
Social Crediter to the Commission of Law and Social Action of the Amencan Jewish Congress for its
yual. Letter, Kirshnblaît to Sultan, 28 lanuary 1948 (CJCNA, ZA 1948, Box 7, File 83).
Vancouver News-Fiera14 27 December 1947.
David Rome became one of Congress's most valuable researchers and archivists, of the same calibre as
Louis Rosenberg. Like ~osenber&Romepublished numerous studies on khalf of the Canadian Jewish
Congress and contributed greatly to the social, economic, and demographic study of Canadian Jewry.
24
Memo, Rome to Hayes, 5 January 1948 (CJCNA, CD, Box 7, File 11P).
As early as 1944, Louis Rosenberg had cornmented on the appointment of Abe Shnitka to the post of
King's Printer, stating: "[alfter all, 'one swallow doesn't make a summer,' neither does one King's Printet
wash spreaden of an&emitic propaganda clean." Letîer, A.I. Livinson to editor of Vancouver NewsHerald, 12 January 1948 (CJCNA, CD, Box 7, File 1 I P); Vancouver News-Herald, 3 February 1948; letter,
Rosenberg to Fradkin, 13 March 1944 (CJCNA,ZA 1945, Box 7, File 100).
26 Letter, AJ. Livinson to editor of Vancouver News-Herald, 12 January 1948; Vancouver News-Heraid, 3
Febniary 1948.
Vancouver News-Herald 3 Febniary 1948.
Canadian Social Crediter, 15 January 1948.
Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 23 January 1948 (CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit).
" Memo, Rosenberg tb Hayes, 1 1 Mmh 1948 (CJCNA, ZA 1948, Box 1, File 7).
" Letter, Bercuson to Kirshnblatt, 24 February 1948 (CJCNA, ZA 1948, Box 1, File 7).
Letter, Bercuson to Hayes, 24 Febniary 1948(CJCNA, CD, Box 7, File 1 1P).
33 Letter, Bercuson to Hayes, 22 March 1948 (CJCNA, ZA 1948, Box 1, File 7).
[bid.
Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 3 1 March 1948 (CJCNA, ZA 1948, Box 1, File 7).
36
Canadian Social Crediter, 25 March 1948; memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 1 April 1948 (CJCNA, ZC,
Social Credit).
Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 1 April 1948.
" Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 12 April 1948 (CJCNA,ZC, Social Credit).
39 Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 1 April 1948.
a See footnote 14.
41
Social Crediter (Liverpool), 27 March 1948, cited in Edmonto~Bullefin, 16 April 194%.
'* ett ter, Bercuson to Hayes, 20 Apd 1948 (CJCNA,ZA 1948, Box 1, File 7).
43 Edmonton Bufletin, 16 April, 1948.
Letter, Bercuson to Hayes, 20 April 1948.
Letter, Bercuson to Hayes, 26 Apd 1948 (CJCNA, CD, Box 7, File 11P).
Letter, Bereuson to Hayes, 20 Apd 1948.
47
Letter, Bercuson to Hayes, 26 April 1948.
Edmonton Bulletin, 2 1 April 1948.
49 Letter, Bercison to Hayes, 20 April 1948.
so For a discussion of the coahisioii among rank-and-file memben regarding the Douglas Social Credit
Councii, se+ Ianine Stingel, "In the h e n c e of Mine hernies: Anti-Semitism in the Alberta Social Credit
Party" (MA. thesis, McGill University, 1993), t 2 1-2.
The Union des El&eurs ran nheîy-two candidates in ninety-cwo constihmcies in the 1948 Quebec
provincial election, a nurnber equal to the Liberais and p a t e r than the Union Nationafe, which ran
one candidates. Staîistiuues Électorales du Ouébec. 1867-l985,2e éd. (Québec: Bibliothéque de
l'Assemblée nationale, I986), 63 1.
~ e m oKirshnblaü
,
to Hayes, 8 March 1948(CJCNA,ZA 1949, Box 3, File 3 1).
Ibid.
54
Julien Morisseüe, a French-Catholicjournalisf used t a Frontiére (whose motto was "conservom notre
héritage fiançais") as a forum to denomce the Social Credit Party and spccincw the Union des Electeurs.
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For exarnple, on 29 April 1948 Morissette reprinted a speech he had given at a meeting of the Chevaliers de
Colomb d'Amos, in which he denounced the Social Credit rnovement in the following tenns: "Ille Crédit
social donne dans la matérialisme pur et simple. 'La philosophie du ventre.' 11est condarnnabIe par ses
méthodes de propagande, Le manteau de la religion. Critiques abusives de I'autoritk. Manque ii la
ch8tl0t6chdtieme. L'Union des Electeurs, si elle n'est pas, comme on le pretend, un ph politique comme
les autres ne peut conduire qu'à la dictature ou h I'oliarchie." La Frontière, 29 avril 1948.
" Memo, Kinhnblatt to Hayes, 27 May 194%(CJCNA, ZA 1949, Box 3, Fik 3 1).
The Roman Caîholic hierarchy in Quebec was concerned with what it perceived to be the anti-clerical and
demagogic nature of the Union &s ~ k e u r s .Monseigneur Joseph De&arais, Bishop of Amos, publicly
criticized the Union and believed it important to "alert ...our faithful against the danger of bad shepherds
who could possibly Iepd them ont0 the road of perdition." Similarly, the Montreal Herald reported that "the
RC. hierarchy feels the expansion of the 'fùnny money' people in northwestern Quebec is as serious a
danger as local Communist strength," and that Bishop Desmarais was leading the drive to "take Roman
Catholics out of the Social Credit fold." In a pastoral letter Bishop Desmarais also called the activities of
the Union des Electeurs "Uncleandemagorgdry [sic]," and he instructed parish priests in northwestern
Quebec not to permit Union des Electeurs meetings in theu parish halls. Further, David Kirshnblatt noted
b ~ecclesiastical authority were nothing new. As early
kat the outbu&s against Social Credit in ~ u e b e c an
as 1941, the late Cardinal Villeneuve had publicly criticized Quekc Social Crediters, who responded by
stating that "hi@ finance" pfayed a role in the Church's stance. Cardinal Villeneuve in tum replied: +'[a]sto
the insinuation quite sacreligious [sic] that finance had something to do with Our attitude, let us content
ourselves with Our serene and absolute denial." Memos, Kirshnblatt to Hayes, 30 March, 13 April 1948
(CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit); Montreal Heruld 4 May 1948; Canadian Social Crediter, 15 July 1948.
Memo, Kirshnblatt to Hayes, 27 May 1948.
Throughout the spring and swnmer of 1948, in addition to publishing anti-Social Credit articles. Lu
Frontière also published a series of "open letters" to the members of the Union des Etecteurs castigating
them for theù materialism, their afliont to Church doctrine through their lack of Christian eharity, their
totalitarian and dictatorial measms which smacked of communism, and their concomitant histence that
Social Credit was the only solution to the spread of cornmunism. La Froniéère, 27 mai, 3, 10, 17'24 juin, 1,
8, 15juillet, 5 août 1948.
59 Kirshnblatt reported that the rally, which took place on 27 June 1948 at the Dnimmondville arena, was
attended by "[a]~proximate~y
4500 people ...of khich at least a thousand or more were Union (des
Electeurs] memben fiom various provincial constituencies who came to this opening rally via specially
chartered buses." Memo, Kirshnblatt to Hayes, 29 June 1948 (CJCNA,ZA 1949, Box 3, File 3 1).
J. Ernest Gregok, former vice-pmident of the Social Credit Association of Canada, was introduced at
the rally as "provincial leader of the Party." [bid.
" The candidate's narne was Edmond Major. ibid.
ibid.
in the Quebec provincial election, held 28 luiy 1948, the Union des E1ectem won 140,050 votes out of a
total of l,S3 1,899, a paltry 6.9 percent of the popular vote. No mernbers were elected on a Union des
EIecteurs ticket. Statistiques Électorales du Ouébec, 14.
6" Memo, Belack to Forster, 28 Jtme 1948(CJCNA,ZA 1947, Box 1, File 7D).
Voice of the Elonws, 1 May 1948.
Memo, Belack to Forster, 28 hue 1948.
Letter, Kirshnblatt to AroAmosfeld, 3 September 1948 (CICNA, ZA 1948, Box 1, File 7).
Memo, Kirshublatt to Hayes, 24 September 1948 (CICNA, ZA 1949, Box 3, File 28).
69
Low's ieîter was published m response to a Ieaer h m the Australian Social Credit papa, the New Era.
The paper's pubhtiers had written io Low a s h g for clarifîcation "on the rift in the Social Cmlit Movement
in Canada, as New Ero ceaders were greatly panirbed by the development.'' Canadiun Social Credier, 8
J d y 1948; memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 15 July 1948 (CICNA, ZA 1947, Box 1, File TA).
'O ibid
71
Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 15 Juiy 1948.
72
CanadianSocid Credirer, 15 Juiy 1948; memq Rosenberg to Hayes,23 july 1948(CICNA, ZA 1948,
Box 7, File 83)Memo, Rosenberg to Hayes, 27 Juiy 1948 (CICNA, ZC, Social Credit).
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'' Memo, Kayfeb to Feinberg, 15 November 1948 (CJCNA,ZC, Social Credit).
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n The Central Region of the Canadian Jewish Congress nnted that the 15 and 29 July 1948 issues of the
Canadian Social Crediter Uicluded references to the 'Yorces of international finance and international
Sociaiism," as well as a speech by Solon Low which stated: "[tlhe unholy trinity of rank materialism,
namely International Cornmunism, International Finance, and international Political Zionism got in their
deadly work. They plotted to engulf the world in war. Having succeeded in this, they proceeded to spread
confusion and chaos, and to engender fear and hatred and suspicion into the hearts of men." Further, the
Social Credit League, having taken over the duties of the nowdefùnct Social Credit Board, advertised antiSemitic books by C.H. Douglas and others in the party organ. Canadian Social Crediter, 15,22,29 July
1948;memo, Wax to Hayes et al., n.d., c. July 1948 (CJCNA, ZC, Social Credit).
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Canadian Social Crediter, 18 November 1948;memo, Rosenberg to Hayes,30 November 1948 (CJCNA,
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Ibid.
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" [ t w report is being released for publicaiion by the Chairman of the Social Credit Board [A.V. Bomier]
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CONCLUSION

This thesis began with the claim that the history of the Social Credit mouement is
incomplete without an examination of its relationship with the Canadian Jewish Congress.
Although the history of the Social Credit movement in Alberta and Canada is not solely

an account of anti-Semitism, this facet of the movement's history forms an integral part
which heretofore has been inadequately addressed. By exarnining the "other side;" that is,
the response of that ethnic group which was most directly affected and most potentially
threatened by Social Credit's propaganda, a new perspective on the Social Credit
movement has been achieved.
However, the perspective of the "other side" is not always included in works on racism
and discrimination. It is more comrnon for studies to focus on the "aggressor"and to
overlook the reaction, role, and responsibility of the aggressed. Yet it is imperative that
the objectified party - the object of vilification - provide its own perspective. Only when
this previously dehumanized and objectified party gives a human, subjective voice to its
experience can the fidl effects of such prejudice be reveaied. Social Credit's years of antiSemitic propaganda may not have physically harmed one Jew, but it adversely afFected the
entire Canadian Jewish community at a t h e when it feared for the fate of its European

brethren and ultimately its own. nius, the effects of Social Credit's anti-Semitic
propaganda do not become clear until and unless the response of the Canadian Jewish
community is expressed.

The response of the C d a n Jewish Congres to Social Credit's propaganda shows
the detrimental effects of publicly- and politicaliy-sanctioned intolerance on this

organization's ability to promote and protect its rights. This thesis has s h o w how
jifficult it was forCongress to adopt a forthright, assertive, even aggressive public
relations poticy, and its task was made more difficult by the hostility, insensitivity, and
duplicity of the Social Credit movernent. While Congress attempted desperately to
convince the Canadian federal government to lie the immigration restrictions on Jewish
refugees, it was bornbarded with anti-Sernitic propaganda fiom the Social Credit
movernent This was not a conducive environment for the promotion and defence of
Jewish rights.
However, one of the reasons Congress's attempts to open Canada's dooa to Empean
Jewry or end Social Credit's propaganda were unsuccessful was its ineffective public
relations policy. Congress's main handicap was that it suffered nom a lack of confidence

- a fear that if it were too vocal or public in its support of European Jews or in its
denunciation of the Social Credit movement, M e r anti-demitish would ensue. The
result was a covert, passive, imecure approach to the defence of Jewish rights - an
approach which did not work in Congress's or Canadian Jewry's best interests. Yet the
fact that Congress was facing such problems as immigration restrictions and anti-Sernitic
propaganda says much about the nation's political culture of intolerance at that the. It is
not surprisin& then, that in such a climate the Canadian Jewish Congress lacked
confidence.
Nonetheless, the consequence was that Congress was never able to slay the "Social
Credit Goliath." When Goliath fïnally feu, the spoils of victory were snatched by Premier

Manning, whom posterity has given full credit for eliminating anti-Semitism fiom the
Social Credit movement. What rnakes Manning's actions l e s creditable, however, is that

he waited several years before taking a definitive stand against anti-Semitisrn.
Throughout the war, when Canadian Jewry was in most dire need of government and
public support, this dernocratically-elected provincial government and mainseeam
political party undertook a propaganda campa@ equal to those of anti-Semites in the
United States and Europe. The Canadian govemment's record of treatment toward the
Jews of Europe duiing this penod is not an honourable one, and the Social Credit
government and Party contributed in its own way to this climate of intolerance. For this
both Aberhart and Manning, as leaders of the Social Credit rnovement, must take partial
responsibility.
Nonetheless, Manning's purge of anti-Semitism bdamentally altered the philosophy
of the Social Credit movement. In the wake of public exposure of Nazi death camps,
Social Credit's accusations of the diabolical Jewish world plot appeared inappropnate and

Manning recognized their liability. He sanitized Social Credit philosophy in response to a
changing political and public opinion which in the post-Holocaust period found the
movement's intolerance increasingly Obnoxious and undemocratic. Yet a more
compelling reason for Manning's purge of anti-Semitism was that anti-Semitic
propaganda had become passe. In the postwar period, condemnation of the "international
Jewish finaacier" had less valence than anti-communist, Cold War rhetonc. Accordingly,
Social Credit philosophy now focussed on the conspiratonal machinations of Russian
cornmunists7and ceaainly vilification of the "red menace" was more politicdy
rewarding.
A n o k impetus for eliminating antisemitism h m Social Credit philosophy came
fiom improved econornic conditions. In the postwar, pst-Leduc oil stnke period,' there
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was little need for consphcy theories about the oppressive Jewish-controlled banks and
governments. Albertans were embarking on a period of great economic prosperity, and in
the absence of economic privation, a scapegoat was no longer needed. Thus, by 1949 the

Canadian Jewish Congress could report that Canadian Social Credirer occasionally
published unfriendly comments about Jews, but such anti-Jewish material, when it did
appear, was seldom of a feature or campaign character: "[u]sually it is a snide little item
about Jews, almost as a filler, or else it is injected almost off hand in much longer
treatment of a totally unrelated character.'" Perhaps this was al1 Congress could hope for
from the Social Credit movement - residual, irrelevant, agesld anti-Semitic slurs.
Social Credit's purge of anti-Semitism was part of a broader postwar trend of
increasing political and public tolerance. Mackenzie King's platitudes about the nation's
"absorptive capacity9' were the first of many gnidging steps towards a multicultural
Canada This changing climate helped the Canadian Jewish Congress adopt a more
effective public relations policy than it had possessed during the war. Its efforts were
augmented by Diefenbaker's passage of the Canadian Bill of Rights and subsequent
relaxation of immigration restrictions? At the grasmots level, a changing economic,

political and social reality in which immigrants were a more integral part of the Canadian
landscape also contri'buted to Congress's increasing confidence. Within this growing
climate of ethnic pluralism and legal safeguards for minorities, Congress became
increasingiy activist in protecting and advancing the rights of Jews and aii minority
groups. Congres's broader focus eventually made it the champion not o d y of Jewish
rights, but of aii human n'ghts in Canada.

Extemal developments in the postwar period also enabled Congress to protect and
promote Jewish rights in a more forthright manner. The creation of the State of Israel in
1948 and the Six-Day War in 1967 were especially influentid. Both events instilled

greater confidence in Canadian Jewry: the fint because it was fulfillment of a millenniaold promise and offered a friture sanctuary should there be another lape in the world's
collective conscience; the second because it sent a message to the nations of the worid that
the Jews were not ready victims and had the military might to prove it. This increased

strength enabled Congress to deal more effectively with issues of kwish concem such as
Holocaust denial, neo-Nazisrn, and war crimes trials, and it became increasingly forthright

in the way it represented itself on the national political scene.
Changes in Canada's political and public climate in the postwar period and the
increased political strength of the Canadian Jewish Congress seem to confirm Canada's
reputation as an evolving tolerant nation. Yet this image is overly-idealized. While
Canada' s threshold for in~olermcewas remarkably high before and during World War
Two, since then Canada has developed a aiulticultual myth of tolerance," which has
replaced earlier notions of what is acceptable rhetoric. It is possible that the nation is no
less nicist and intolerant than it was nfty years ago, but legai and constitutional
developments, together with the current trend of political correctness, has ensured that
public prejudice is considered poor taste and discrimination is officidy disallowed. Yet
Canada has a long and continuous history of racism and discrimination, even if current

political and public discourse obscures this reality.
Nonetheles, it was disailowance of discrimination which the Canadian Jewish
Congress began to advocate in the postwar period, and continues to champion in the

present. There appears to be no effective way to end a society's prejudices; but through
advocacy of legd and govemmental measures, Congress has ensured that such prejudices
rem& just that - personal, idiosyncratic hatreds, confined to individual minds. In this
way, the lessons of the Holocaust have been indelibly etched on the psyche of the

Canadian Jewish Congress. It works to ensure that 'Wever Again" will prejudice be
allowed to translate into discrimination, then policy, then annihilation.

If the response of the Canadian Jewish Congress to Social Credit's anti-Semitic
propaganda is placed in the broader historicaf context of Congress's evolving public
relations philosopby, it can be argued that the Social Credit experience helped Congress
evolve into the strong, effective, politically powemil orgaaization that it is today.
Through its nurnerous, mostly unsuccessfid battles with the Social Credit movement,
Congress graduaily realized the fùtility of attempting to alter age-old prejudices about
Iews and rnoney or conspiratonal mindsets about Jewish world plots. Eventually it
acknowledged that the way to stop hatred was not to attempt to alter people's hostile
attitudes, but merely to prevent such attitudes fiom reaching public expression. Seen in
this Iight, the Social Credit experience was uitimately successful: Congress's failure to
slay the Social Credit Goliath compelied it to re-examine not the enemy, but its own
slingshot.

NOTES TO CONCLUSION

'

Ln Febrwy 1947 substantial oil reserves were discovered at Leduc, just south of Edmonton. As Alvin
Finkel notes, the Leduc oil strike 'provided the province with its major ticket out h m its previous 'iiavenot' status. By the end of the p e n d of Social Credit nile in 1971, the oil and gas indusaies directly
accounted for-ahost 40 per cint of al1 value added in the province. Royalties h m oil and gas gave the
Alberta govenunent the highest per capita revenue in the country." Alvin Finkel, The Social Credit
Phenomenon in Alberta (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, l989), 100.
"Mon Anti-Semitism in Canada," n.d., c. 1949 (CJCNA, ZA 1945, Box 2, File 3 1 ;CJCNA, ZA 1948,
Box 1, File 3); The Facrs, May 1949 (CJCNA, ZA 1949, Box 3, File 26; NAC, CJC Coltection, MG 28,
Volume 13, V, 1O 1, Reel M-546 1).
In May 1947, Prime Minister Mackenzie King stated in the Houe of Commons that the federal
gove-ent's
policy was "to foster the growth of the population of Canada by the encouragement of
immigration." As Jean Bumet notes, "[i]mmigrants were to be wetiilfy selected, and admitted on@in such
numben as could be absorbed by the economy. The principles of selection were to include preservation of
'the fundamental composition of the Canadian population.'" Between the end of the Second World Wat and
1961, over 2,500,000 immigrants had arrived in Canada, and by the 1971 census, 25 percent of Canada's
population identified its ethnic origins as other than British, French, Native indian, or Inuit. jean R Bumet
with Howard Palmer, Coming Canadians: An Introduction to a Historv of Canada's Peodes (Toronto:
McClelland and Stewart, 1989), 39.
4
On I July 1960 in the House of Cornons, Prime Minister John Diefenbaker presented the Bill for the
Recognition and Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedorns, which was passed into legislation
in August 1960. More impressive for its egalitarian rhetoric than its Iegal applicability, the Bill of Rights
nonetheless refiected Diefenbaker's cornmitment to creating a nation k e h m threats to basic human rights.
In 1962, the Conservative govenunent also changed Canada's immigration regdations to remove nearly al1
elements of discrimination. As Jean Burnet notes, "[iln
the Conservatives continued to court the
- - power,
ethic vote ...Diefenbaker attended national celebraîions, presented copies of the Bill of Rights to leaders of
ethic groups, and appeared at ethnic rallies on behalf of ~onservative-&didates." Bumet with Palmer,
Comin~;
Canadians, 174; Peter C. Newman, Renenade in Power: The Diefenbaker Years (Toronto:
McCIelland and Stewart, 1963), 224-3 1; Robert Bothwell, lan Dnimmond, and John English, Canada Since
1945: Power. Politics, and Provincialism (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, I989), 188-9.
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